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ABSTRACT 

After the comunero revolution of 1520-1521, Charles I (1516-1555) defended 

Castilian constitutional law and institutionalized executive and judicial platforms that the 

Cortes and comuneros fonnulated in order to transform royal government into a 

meritocracy. Charles centralized the Spanish executive and judiciary, and he established 

a bureaucracy that functioned to secure municipal liberties and to supervise judicial 

procedures and management refonns. He did not change the structure of Spanish 

government and he did not introduce administrative categories. He transformed 

government—an executive of councils and a judiciary of chanceries, audiencias, and 

over sixty corregimientos—into a dependable mechanism for litigation and for contesting 

royal policies. 

In his negotiations with the cities, Charles learned how to execute five strategies 

of state formation: preserving the assets of the nobility; defending municipal privileges 

and constitutional law; rationalizing and hispanicizing the executive; overhauling the 

judiciary and establishing appointment and management standards and auditing 

procedures; and restructuring and hispanicizing the royal household. Between 1522 and 

1528 (and before he could be crowned Holy Roman Emperor by the pope), Charles used 

his absolute power in order to reward subjects, to pardon the majority of the comuneros, 

to change parliamentary agenda for the benefit of the cities, and to institutionalize 

procedures of recruitment and audits. The Empress and Juan Tavera, president of the 

Council of Castile from 1524 to 1539, governed the Castilian empire according to the 
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principles devised by the Cortes, made merit-based recruitment and auditing procedures 

routine, and forged a network of reformists. The Cortes compensated the monarchy with 

revenues in return for the implementation of parliamentary accords affecting the 

bureaucracy. 

Charles gained the trust of the Castilian cities, incorporated Caslilian elites into 

his judicial and executive administration, and digested the cultural and civic traditions of 

Castile. With Castilian financial support, the military assistance of the nobility, and the 

judicial expertise of ecclesiastics and university graduates, Charles secured domestic 

peace throughout the Spanish empire, especially after 1522, becoming the founder father 

of Hispanic town councils in Spain and the Americas, while seeking to reform the 

institutions of the medieval church. 
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INTRODUCTION 

As soon as Charles V left Spain in May 1520, the rebellion started. Although 

Charles had just over two years, from 1518 to 1520, in which to reform the judiciary and 

executive, he rejected the administrative policies formulated by the Castilian parliament, 

the Cortes, and he refused to alter the composition of his court by incorporating 

Spaniards. Adding injury to insult, Charles changed the Castilian tax code by forcing the 

tax-exempt hidalgo class to contribute to the municipal subsidy, the servicio, and added 

an additional tax, the quarta, upon the cathedral churches of Spain. Uprisings in Sicily 

(1516), Vienna (1519), Valencia and Mallorca (1520-1523). Peru (1537-1542), the 

Alpujarras (1568-1571), and Catalonia (1640) do not come close to the magnitude of the 

revolution of the Castilian cities and towns in 1520-1521. In 1520 Castile was the 

financial core of the Spanish empire and had cut Charles from over 80 percent of royal 

revenues. 

After Charles arrived in the German empire and received his iron crown in 

Aachen on October 23, 1520, he realized that his papal coronation would have to wait 

(the coronation did not take place until nine years later in February 1530 when Clement 

VII crowned him at Bologna). The emperor-elect soon embarked for Spain, yet he would 

have returned sooner, because he was without funds and could not leave for Spain until 

he was able to make loans and secure them with projected Castilian revenues. There was 

only one long-term solution. Charles had to get Spanish revenues running again, which 
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meant that he had to negotiate with the cities and he could not repeat the mistakes he had 

made in his first attempt to rule Spain. 

He landed in Santander on July 16, 1522, and he remained in Spain for seven 

years in which time he successfully implemented reforms formulated by the city 

representatives (procuradores) to the Cortes. Charles was becoming more aware of the 

consequences of his policies, and self-conscious about his place in history. Conscious 

that his decisions would be evaluated by posterity, he converted himself into a just king. 

He observed Castilian custom, parliamentary law, and traditions more carefully, 

hispanicized his court, got rid of the Burgundians, except for the few who served in the 

Council of State (consejo de estado) and the Council of Aragon, constructed a 

bureaucracy and meritocracy within a span of five years, acquired Castilian speech 

virtually overnight, married a Portuguese princess in 1526, and produced an heir the 

following year. 

After 1529 Charles traveled throughout Europe and the Mediterranean 

ceaselessly, and his imperial career greatly benefited from his experience in Spain, 

because he had acquired political skills needed in ruling a diverse composite monarchy 

consisting of diverse jurisdictions.' Charles gained the trust of the Castilian cities, 

incorporated Castilian clerics and jurists into his judicial and executive administration, 

and digested the cultural and civic traditions of Castile. With the financial support of the 

cities and the legal and bureaucratic expertise of an urban class of university-trained 

' For analysis of the complexity of composite monarchy, see John H. Elliott, "A Europe 
of Composite Monarchies," Past and Present 137 (1992), pp. 48-71. 
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lawyers, Charles could afford to spend many years in his non-Spanish lordships until his 

abdication in 1555? 

In 1529 Charles left Spain again, but having transformed both himself and his 

government, this time the cities remained calm and financed his journey to see Pope 

Clement VII. He formed a partnership with the cities by relying on the petitions of the 

Cortes for domestic policies, and established a system of justice that lasted for at least 

two centuries. Charles and the cities did not invent the Castilian judicial state from 

scratch. He did not make any structural changes to the Castilian way of governance and 

he did not introduce new principles; he used what was in place and took the advice of the 

cities to improve and reform the institutions of justice. He also fortified the offices that 

had been used by previous Spanish kings. Like his predecessors, he relied on well-tested 

principles of just rule and merced, or the duty to reward only deserving servants of the 

king. Charles forged a Spanish, particularly Castilian, administration that set the 

foundations for centuries of domestic stability. The government system created in the 

1520s became the model Spanish kings needed to govern their empire. 

Between 1522 and 1528 Charles implemented a range of management reforms 

that led to the formation of a long-lasting meritocracy. He established a regime ofjurists 

and prelates who governed Castile and the Spanish empire. In the early 1520s leaders 

emerged as at no other time in the history of the Spanish empire. Juan Tavera, president 

of the Council of Castile from 1524 to 1539, was Charles' recruiter for nearly two 

decades. Under Tavera, merit-based recruitment became routine. The business of 

^ Charles traveled extensively after 1528. See Appendix, table 1, Charles' Itinerary. 
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government was justice and justice was the habit of appointing competent, principled 

judges and auditing them regularly. Charles and Tavera saw to it that, from Castile to the 

towns of Spanish America, visitas (audits) and residencias (extensive audits) became 

permanent features of the administration of government. 

Charles did not change the structure of Spanish government. He did not create 

provinces or introduce administrative categories. He improved the chanceries and the 

appellate system. Beginning in 1522, Charles ordered the regular audits of the chanceries 

of Valladolid and Granada, and all appellate courts, which included the audiencias of 

Seville, Galicia, the Canary Islands and Santo Domingo (Dominican Republic). In 

Castile, there were also over sixty corregimientos or royal appellate courts, one in nearly 

every major city and town. By bringing the entire judiciary under royal supervision, 

Charles enforced the demand advanced by the Cortes that corregimientos had to be two-

year positions followed by an audit of the out-going corregidor. 

By the end of the 1520s Charles ruled a monarchy characterized by that scarce 

commodity in European history: domestic peace. Except for the comunero revolt of 

1520-1521, Castile did not experience the devastation of civil warfare. Castilians in 

Spain and in America continued to form local democracies that looked to their king as the 

fmal arbiter. 

The dissertation will deal with six strategies of state formation and each chapter 

will focus on strategies as policies. Chapter one covers the (failed) strategy of patronage. 

Chapter two describes two strategies, the royal duty of providing aristocrats their 

privileges and the royal provision of municipal privileges. Chapter three shows how 
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Charles rationalized his executive and established regulations and procedures for the 

administration. Chapter four covers the j udicial bureaucracy that Charles transformed 

into a meritocracy. Chapter five is about the hispanicization of the household. All of 

these strategies, except for that of patronage, were parliamentary resolutions that Charles 

implemented between the years 1522 and 1528. In effect, Charles and his ministers, in 

concert with the cities, articulated five strategies of state conserv ation. The cities did not 

only continue to negotiate directly with the king and his ministers, they also 

institutionalized the Cortes as the constitutional platform to ensure a balance between the 

execution of royal duties and the compensation of municipal-based royal revenues. 

These chapters may now be considered in somewhat more detail, individually, in 

order to anticipate the scope of the argument as a whole. Chapter one of this study 

describes the evolution of a problem Charles did not create but exacerbated. Arriving in 

Spain for the first time in 1517, he inherited a weak monarchy marked by numerous 

regencies and the rule of an incompetent queen, Juana. Due to the detemiination of her 

mother, Isabel of Castile, to ensure the continued rule of the Trastamara dynasty, Juana 

inherited a monarchy split by faction. Isabel stipulated in her will that her daughter Juana 

would inherit all of her kingdoms and lordships, but that, if Juana proved incapable of 

governing, her father, Fernando of Aragon, was to govern the kingdoms. With his vast 

experience, Isabel declared, Fernando was a true leader, guided by the common good. 

^ Prior to the Cortes of 1523, the eighteen cities of the Cortes normally negotiated with 
their monarchs individually, especially regarding taxation. One of the consequences of 
the civil wars was a more unified commonwealth of cities that used parliament to bolster 
their shared agenda. For a comprehensive list of royal revenues, including taxes paid on 
yearly basis, see Francisco Laiglesia, Estudios Historicos, 1515-1555, 3 vols. (Madrid: 
Imprcnta Clasica Espanola, 1918-1919), vol. 2, pp. 110-111. 
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Isabel let it be known that Juana's son, Charles, would have to be at least twenty years 

old before he could govern the kingdoms of Spain. Immediately after Isabel's death in 

1504, Fernando of Aragon clashed with Queen Juana's husband, Philip I of Burgundy, 

and was forced out of Spain. Fernando fled to his kingdom of Naples, but returned at 

Philip's death in 1506 and ruled in the name of Juana until his own death in 1516. 

Immediately, a debate arose over the legitimacy of Charles' claim to the crown of 

Spain. One group of nobles supported Charles and the Burgundian court, another group 

favored Ferdinand, Charles' younger brother, who, unlike Charles, was a Spanish-raised 

prince. At the same time, an additional problem developed into an administrative and 

judicial crisis. The Burgundian regime had prevented many of Fernando of Aragon's 

friends from obtaining privileges and offices. The femandistas, the allies of Fernando of 

Aragon, supported Ferdinand ofHabsburg and defended his claim to be regent of Spain 

in 1517. 

At seventeen, Charles was not old enough to rule, but in the winter of 1517-1518 

theprocuradores to the Cortes, ignoring the age stipulations in Isabel's will, presented 

Charles with two conditions and multiple demands. The first condition stated that he was 

to be co-ruler along with Queen Juana. Second, Ferdinand was to remain in Castile until 

Charles produced heirs. The procuradores then outlined fiscal and judicial refonn 

programs that Charles had to accept as conditions for a subsidy of 544,000 ducats spread 

out over three years."* The policy-makers of the Cortes needed the king's help in 

^ Petitions #17, 23-27, 31, 63, 69, and 71, 1518 Cortes, CLC, 5 vols. (Madrid: RAH, 
1861-1903), vol. 4; Petitions #20, 24, 31, 42, 48, 53, 56, and 59, 1520 Cortes, CLC, vol. 
4. 
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resolving the on-going crisis affecting the Castilian judiciary: chanceries not sufficiently 

staffed, judges incapable of making settlements, and nobles who did not obey the 

decisions of the courts/ 

The situation changed when Emperor Maximilian died in January 1519. Charles 

was not free to implement what the cities had articulated for him, because he had to leave 

for the German empire at once. He could not provide the cities with judicial procedures 

of audits and with appointments of qualified judges to royal posts. Instead Charles was 

concerned about the survival of his paternal Habsburg dynasty. He had to win the 

imperial election; his responsibilities as king of Spain would have to wait. 

On the verge of revolt the cities repeated their list of reforms. As a minimum, 

they asked Charles to reform the judiciary. "Your majesty must promise," they wrote, 

"to remove from your administration the members you have had up to this time," adding, 

"the councillors of the Council of [Castile] and the judges of the appellate courts must be 

audited."'' By pressuring Charles to install a comprehensive program of audits, the cities 

were telling Charles to stay put, but he did not. Once he set sail for the German empire 

he simply had no time to consider any changes that the cities had hoped he would initiate. 

In 1520 the comuneros of Castile did not reject monarchy; they condemned 

Charles' Burgundian administration. The leaders of the comunidades argued that, 

because they represented fourteen out of the eighteen cities of the Cortes, they were a 

^ Carlos Garriga, La audienciay las chancillerias castellanas, 1371-1525: historia 
poUtica, regimen, juridico y prdctica institucional (Madrid: Centro de Estudios 
Constitucionales, 1994), pp. 185-198. 
^ "The petitions of the junta of Tordesillas." Juan Maldonado, El Levantamiento de 
Espana/De Motu Hispaniae, bilingual ed. and trans. Maria Angeles Duran Ramas 
(Madrid: Centro de Estudios Constitucionales, 1991; 1529), pp. 450-483, p. 463-467. 
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legitimate majority government, a democratic federation representing Castile. They 

believed their mission was sacred and for this reason they called themselves the holy 

alliance {santa junta). 

The restoration program of the comuneros was a struggle for justice. The cities 

wanted the king to make judicious appointments and to implement judicial refomis. The 

cities were not interested in his imperial obligations; they wanted him to defend the 

Castilian patrimony: royal towns and cities, the French threatened Castilian borders, and 

its sea-lanes attacked by the Ottomans. They wanted him to enforce monetary standards 

and protect city charters. The federation wanted to monopolize the privilege of tax 

collection, which Isabel of Castile had dispersed among her aristocratic allies. At this 

point the santa junta began to follow a more radical course of action because it wanted to 

deprive the nobles of their tax farming privileges. This demand forced many of the 

nobles who initially supported the restoration movement to join the loyalist forces under 

the co-regents: Adrian of Utrecht, the constable of Castile, and the admiral of Castile. 

One of the most important events during the civil wars was the debate between 

the admiral of Castile, Fadrique Enriquez de Cabrero, and the cities. The discourse began 

when the admiral declared that he did not want to fight the comuneros without first 

learning more about their grievances, hoping to broker a deal with them. The admiral 

invoked the principle of royal justice. He argued that only King Charles could provide 

justice and merced, which consisted in the king's absolute power to grant privileges, 

offices, and incomes. The admiral begged the cities to consider Charles' age, that his 

poor decisions were due to immaturity. The cities responded that Charles did not admit 
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his transgressions nor demonstrate regret by denouncing his Burgundian administration. 

Moreover, the comunero cities regarded the monarchy as provisional, insisting that they 

themselves were the entities that truly represented the nation whereas monarchy was at 

best a servant. They rejected the admiral's hierarchical assumption of the kingdom of 

cities dependent upon the king. The cities embraced the democratic principle of majority 

rule. They asserted their alliance of fourteen cities (out of eighteen with voting privileges 

in the Cortes) confirmed their sacred right to represent the kingdom. Moreover, these 

remaining four cities had not joined their just cause only because they were oppressed. 

The cities had outgrown their need for militaristic monarchies. 

Chapter two of this study deals with the transformation of Castilian society after 

the civil wars, and will explain two strategies, one about Charles' relationship with the 

seigniorial class, and the other about the process of negotiation between Charles and the 

cities of the Cortes. The two most powerful classes consisted of the urban elites, who 

controlled the Cortes, and the nobility, who normally served as one of the two city 

representatives sent to the Cortes. Charles incorporated both social groups by making 

each class participants in the monarchical state. 

The aristocratic class benefited after the civil wars. Charles retained the loyalty of 

the nobility by giving them mercedes, or royal privileges they expected for services they 

provided their king. Charles conceded them privileges of entailed estates, tax-

exemptions, municipal incomes, and habits of the military orders. Charles classified his 

vassals by distinguishing them along familial lines. He entitled the grandees of Castile 

his primos (first cousins), the highest relatives in the hierarchy of royalty, and he gave 
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them privileges that secured their fortunes. Charles also nominated his '"second" cousins, 

parientes, to magistracies in royal cities and the military orders.' 

The Castilian parliament, the Cortes, reflected the interests of eighteen of the most 

powerful oligarchies of Castile. The representatives of the 1523 Cortes determined 

domestic agenda that would best fit their needs. After the king promised to implement 

the policies outlined in the petitions of the Cortes, he granted the cities of the Cortes their 

tax privileges. In effect, the Cortes gained control over sales tax rates and the amounts 

and frequency of municipal subsidies. In the 1520s only eighteen cities had the privilege 

of assembly known as the Cortes. In the sessions of the Cortes, procuradores set sales 

tax rates (alcahala), determined the amounts of subsidies (servicios), and made laws for 

the crown of Castile. In the 1520s and 1530s the Cortes was especially powerful in that it 

granted Charles subsidies according to how well he implemented policies formulated by 

its representatives. The fact that the cities constituted only twenty percent of the 

Castilian population did not diminish their economic power.^ The cities were the major 

tax collectors of the commonwealth and they provided eighty percent of royal ordinary 

income.' City councils were also the lords of many of the 15,000 municipalities in 

sixteenth-century Castile. 

' Diego Lopez de Ayala to Cardinal Cisneros, Brussels, 20 Aug. 1516, Cartas de los 
secretarios del Cardinal Jimenes de Cisneros durante su regencia en los anos de 1516 y 
1517, ed. Vicente de la Fuente (Madrid: Imprenta de la senora viuda e hijo de don 
Eusebio Aguado, 1875), p. 215-220. 
^ On the claim of cities forming twenty percent, see Helen Nader, Liberty in Absolutist 
Spain: the Hahsburg Sale of Towns, 1516-1700 (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins 
University Press, 1990), p. 3. 
^ Miguel Angel Ladero Quesada, La hacienda real de Castilla en el sigh XV, Estudios de 
Historia 1 (La Laguna: University of La Laguna, 1973), p. 61. 
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The domestic agenda the Cortes negotiated with Charles will be described as three 

distinct phases, which will not follow a strict chronological order. The section on "the 

Cortes and Taxes" will covcr the period from 1517 to 1537, and will highlight the ability 

of the Cortes to detennine tax rates. This section will also show how Charles eventually 

extended tax privileges to all royal municipalities, for in 1537 Charles conceded the 

privilege of self-taxation to all royal municipalities, a privilege previously held by only 

eighteen cities that were members of the Cortes. The section on "the Cortes and Absolute 

Power" will underscore the parliamentary course by which Charles in 1523 granted a new 

and historically important merced to the Cortes, the right to address petitions and 

grievances before discussing subsidy amounts. The cities explained to Charles that he 

could apply his absolute power as a merced solely for the benefit of his subjects. The 

third section on "Corregidores" will explain how royal merced consisted in the king's 

duty to appoint royal officials on the basis of merit and accountability. In 1523 Charles 

shifted the focus of his patronage from aristocrats to the urban elites who wanted the king 

to appoint candidates for their experience and expertise in law. The Cortes of 1523 

imposed a platform of appointments and rewards, especially for local judges, the 

corregidores. The local judiciary had to be a law-abiding bureaucracy in which judges 

were selected by public criteria, bound to the policies of audits and rotation, held 

accountable, and removed if found negligent or corrupt. 

When Charles went to Andalusia in 1526, he evaluated the careers of royal 

officials (servidores) who remained faithful during the revolution and who continued to 

make sacrifices for the benefit of the monarchy. Since there were more people who 
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merited merced than the number of incomes and offices Charles had at his disposal, he 

presented city seats to powerful men who had provided him with services or (forced) 

loans. The appointment of city councilmen {regidores) was a much more difficult job 

than the appointment of royal judges at the appellate level. For city council vacancies, 

Charles had to weigh many factors such as family ties, oligarchical pressures, past 

services, and individual merit. When Charles selected judges for corregimientos, he 

discarded local politics and kinship systems. In fact, corregidores were normally rotated 

and rarely spent their careers in one appellate court. 

Charles' administrative duty spanned the Ml range of office holding, from local 

council seats to the presidency of the Council of Castile. Charles staffed his 

administration, judicial councils, appellate courts, and city oligarchies with men from the 

cities of the Cortes. For example, Charles gave offices to the procuradores of the Cortes. 

Many of them did not rise above the local level. They may not have wanted to leave their 

city in any case, because the vast majority solicited municipal offices with a secure 

annuity attached to them. 

Chapter three will show how Charles converted the Castilian bureaucracy into a 

meritocracy consisting of prelates and law graduates, while eliminating aristocrats from 

government posts, except for a handful who had earned law degrees or who served in 

corregimientos in borderlands and frontiers that required extensive military and naval 

experience. No longer a patron-client organization, the royal administration devoted 

itself to justice, so the fundamental requirement of functionaries was a law degree. 
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Charles no longer appointed favorites and courtiers to judicial office, did not sell 

executive positions, and did not make appointments on the basis of patronage. 

Chapter three especially addresses the executive reforms Charles accomplished 

over the course of seven years (1522-1528). Before Charles began to rationalize and 

hispanicize the Spanish administration, he created the Council of J ustice in Flanders and 

established an appellate court in Malines. From June 1521 to May 1522, although he 

wanted to leave, Charles was stranded in Flanders with no funds to cover his travel 

expenses. On his way at last, he visited his uncle, Henry VIII of England, in order to 

obtain loans and to make peace by a marriage.^' Charles returned to Spain in 1522 amid 

notable accomplishments: the royal victory over the comunero forces in Villalar in April 

1521; in November 1521 his generals defeated the French forces in Milan; the co-regent 

of Spain. Adrian of Utrecht, became pope in January 1522; in April 1522 imperial armies 

defeated the French in La Bicocca; and in March his noble vassals conquered the 

germamu revolutionaries in Valencia. 

In 1522-1523 Charles consolidated his military victories in Spain by applying 

appointment standards formulated in the Cortes. Charles followed a long-standing 

tradition when he nominated prelates to chair the councils and to supervise the appellate 

courts. He appointed the archbishop of Santiago, Juan Tavera, to preside over the 

For an analysis of what was and was not patronage, see Ernest Gellner, "Patrons and 
clients," Patrons and Clients in Mediterranean Societies, ed. Ernest Gellner and John 
Waterbury (London: Gerald Duckworth, 1977), pp. 1-6. 

Treaty of Alliance, Windsor, 16 June 1522, and Secret T reaty, Windsor. 19 June 1522, 
in Calender of letters, dispatches, and state papers relating to the negotiations between 
England and Spain, ed. G. A. Bcrgenroth et al, 13 vols. (Nendeln: Krauss Reprint, 1969-
1978; 1877), vol. 2, pp. 434-435, pp. 438-440. 
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Council of Castile, which by 1528 had only twelve councillors out of the twenty-eight 

that composed it in 1522. By 1530, three of the twelve judges of the highest appellate 

court in Castile, the Council of Castile, were Tavera associates. Charles also appointed 

Tavera candidates, fellow prelates and jurists, to take charge of the chanceries of 

Valladolid and Granada. Charles called on other ecclesiastics to form a Castilian 

administration, filling the judicial and advisory councils with letrados clerigos, Castilian 

ecclesiastics knowledgeable in Roman and canon law. Charles rewarded his clerical 

bureaucrats with benefices ranging from deaconries to bishoprics. 

After sweeping away the Burgundians, Charles further hispanicized his 

administration. Most of the departments of the court consisted of Spaniards. The only 

exception was the Council of State {consejo de estado), which was a specialized team of 

foreign affairs advisors. This advisory board was filled with the few Burgundians and 

Flemings who accompanied Charles in the German empire when he returned to Spain in 

1522.'" Increasingly, Charles filled the consejo de estado with Castilians, a combination 

of nobles and bureaucrats, trained in law or highly ambitious. Castilians became Charles' 

most honorable councillors of the consejo secreto, a sub-committee of the consejo de 

estado. Charles' consejo secreto was originally a Flemish and Burgundian council of 

nobles (conseilprive), but when Charles settled in Spain in the 1520s the consejo secreto 

12 The consejo de estado began as the consejo de cdmara, which was the Spanish name 
for Charles' Burgundian conseil prive. Upon his return to Spain in 1522, Charles 
changed the consejo de cdmara and split it into two bodies, the consejo secreto and the 
consejo de estado. Both the consejo secreto and the consejo de estado were executive 
boards of Charles' closest advisors who discussed foreign and dynastic affairs that 
impinged on the future of the Habsburg patrimony, which consisted of all of Charles' 
lordships in the Americas, the German empire, Hungary, the Low Countries, Italy, Nortli 
Africa, the Mediterranean, and Spain. 
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became a multilingual and multicultural board consisting of nobles, jurists, and 

functionaries. The significant difference between the old conseilprive and the consejo 

secreto was that Spanish letrados and grandees dominated this executive board in charge 

of diplomatic and military assignments.'' 

Charles relied on the cdmara de CastiUa to administer mercedes or privileges. 

The cdmara de CastiUa was not the consejo de cdmara that had disintegrated into the 

consejo secreto and the consejo de est ado. Since the reign of the Catholic Monarchs 

(1474-1516) the cdmara de CastiUa consisted of letrados of the Council of Castile and a 

handful of secretaries, and both groups assisted in the exercise of the monarchs' 

execution of merced}^ The cdmara was always a sub-committee of the Council of 

Castile, sometimes technically separate from, but quite often indistinguishable from, the 

Council of Castile. The cdmara only dealt with privileges and exemptions that required 

the king's application of absolute power, because most provisions of the cdmara 

13 This study is not about how the nobility actually behaved, but about the institutions that 
shaped the way nobles and state officials became pohtical actors. But in no way do 1 
reject the admonition that "any attempt to understand them [nobles] as political actors 
must simultaneously consider them as persons—not merely or even primarily as 
individual personalities but collectively, as social beings united by distinct values, 
expectations, and self-regard" (Kristen B. Neuschel, Word of Honor: Interpreting Noble 
Culture in Sixteenth-Century France [Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1989], p. 16). 

Salustiano de Dios, Gracia. mercedy patronazgo real: la cdmara de CastiUa entre 
1474-1530, Historia de la Sociedad Politica (Madrid; Centro de Estudios 
Constitucionales, 1993), p. 127. Dios divides merced and gracia, gracia being the 
"moderacion de la justicia," that is the monarch's forgiveness, clemency, and pardons. 
Merced, on the other hand, was "justicia distributiva," or the monarch's decision to return 
a favor or service provided by vassals. In short, gracia denoted an unmerited 
dispensation; merced was earned. For analysis, see Dios, Gracia, mercedy patronazgo 
real, p. 103, pp. 274-293, pp. 352-360. At least during Charles' reign, however, merced 
was a much more fluid concept, signifying both Charles' merciful will and judicious 
patronage. 
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conflicted with established Roman-Visigoth laws of the kingdoms of Castile.'"^ The 

cdmara was not a judicial organ that sought to dictate a decision on the basis of laws, nor 

did members of the cdmara manage judicial appointments and audits. The cdmara 

received all petitions and after consultation with Charles, the Council of Castile, and 

Cobos, issued decrees, letters patent, and official documents with the king's seal 

providing a concession. Examples of mercedes included privileges of tax exemption 

(hidalguia), perpetual trusts (mayorazgos), naturalization papers, pardons, and the 

legitimization of illegitimate children for the purpose of inheritance. 

In 1517 Charles had added one foreigner to the cdmara de Costilla, Jean Sauvage, 

who died the following year."' Since that first stay in Spain, Castilians always controlled 

the cdmara: the bishop of Badajoz (Dr. Pedro Ruiz de la Mota, 1516-1522), Garcia de 

Padilla (1516-1542), two letrados of the Council of Castile (Luis de Zapata and Galindez 

de Carvajal), and three secretaries (Francisco de los Cobos, Antonio de Villegas, and 

11 Castaneda). Charles also relied on Mercurino Arborio di Gattinara when the imperial 

court returned to Spain in 1522, but after 1522 Secretary Cobos was the patron of the 

cdmara, and, assisted by his secretaries and the Council of Castile, he overpowered 

Gattinara who failed to centralize Spanish government under the Imperial Chancery.'^ In 

On the Trastaniara tradition of absolute power, see Dios, Gracia, mercedy patronazgo 
real, pp. 69-121. 

For the comuneros' critique of the cdmara de Castilla, see CODOIN, vol. 1, pp. 272-
283. Regarding the functions of Charles' cdmara, the comuneros resented Charles' 
appointment of foreigners to Spanish offices and his concession of licenses permitting the 
exportation of prohibited metals and goods. 
1V • 

Dios, Gracia, mercedy patronazgo real, pp. 174-177. 
For the faction between Gattinara and Cobos, see Hayward Kcniston, Francisco de los 

Cobos: secretario de Carlos V, trans. Rafael Rodriguez-Monino Soriano (Madrid: 
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1528 Charles altered the cdmara in order to restrain the provision of mercedes during his 

abscnce from Spain. In 1528-1533, two jurists of the Council of Castile, President 

Tavera and Licentiate Luis Gonzalez de Polanco, and Cobos' nephew, Secretary Juan 

Vazquez de Molina, composed the cdmara de Castilla. In short, the cdmara de Castilla 

was the boardroom where the "big boys" lobbied for favors and where individuals sent 

their private requests seeking dispensations and privileges. 

In 1516 Charles had relied on Spaniards to help him deal with his correspondence 

and finance, but after 1522, the Spanish secretariat monopolized all correspondence 

pertaining to Spanish jurisdictions and in 1524 Spaniards dominated the Council of 

Finance. Charles continued to rely on the Imperial Chancery under Chancellor Gattinara 

to facilitate, for example, diplomacy in Rome, the German empire, and France. As 

Chancellor of Aragon, Gattinara officiated the Council of Aragon (1522-1530) with its 

system of vice-chancellors, regents and treasurers. Chancellor Gattinara and J uan 

Aleman handled imperial correspondence and when Gattinara died in 1530 Charles 

replaced him with the lord of Granvelle, Nicolas Perrenot, a Burgundian.''' 

Secretary Cobos, on the other hand, was the enduring chief of Spanish 

correspondence and the Council of Finance. He formed a tight close-knit staff of 

Spaniards in charge of merced, which consisted of the distribution of government jobs 

Editorial Castalia, 1980; 1958), pp. 96-100. In 1527, Charles forced Gattinara to leave 
Spain. For details of Gattinara's chancellorship and his departure from Castile, see John 
M. Headley, The Emperor and his Chancellor: A Study of the Imperial Chancellery 
under Gattinara, Cambridge Studies in Early Modem History (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1983), pp. 114-139, p. 115. 

On the decline of Gattinara and the fall of Aleman, see Headley, The Emperor and his 
Chancellor, pp. 115-135. 
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and royal incomes. Cobos' longstanding tenure as the secretarial head of the Spanish 

empire began in 1517, whereas the Flemings and Burgundians after 1522 were given 

foreign assignments. Although Secretary Cobos recorded what Charles dictated, Cobos 

was very influential in royal decisions of me reed, for Cobos' support of a person's 

request for a municipal office or privilege was instrumental in securing privileges. In 

effect, Cobos cornered the "soft money" market. 

Chapter four deals with the reform of the Castilian chanceries of justice, one in 

the city of Granada, the other in Valladolid. The recruitment of judges formed the bulk 

of government activity; it was a never-ending task. Charles appointed judges trained in 

the law faculties of the universities of Salamanca and Valladolid, who were known as 

letrados. Letrados were largely experienced and erudite lawyers who found careers as 

royal councillors and began their careers as judges of the chanceries. Some of the jurists 

of the administration were confesos (Jews who had to become Christian in order to be 

legal residents in Spain), many were established Christians or cristianos viejos, and 

others were poor and deserving students who had been offered fellowships in the colegios 

mayores, the residence halls at the universities of Salamanca and Valladolid.^'^ Law 

graduates earned judicial office regardless of their previous political association; 

selection was not on the basis of their politics as fernandistas or felipistas, but on merit. 

If judges were wise and competent, it did not matter if they were confesos?"^ In effect. 

For an overview of the colegios mayores, see DHEE, ed. Quintfn Aldea Vaquero et al, 
5 vols. (Madrid: CSIC, 1972-1987), vol. 1, pp. 455-460. 

Although confeso appears in the evidence, scholarship has adopted the term converso. 
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Charles put a stop to all the old factions, by selecting judges on the basis of education, 

competence, and their willingness to work together. 

President Tavera was Charles' judicial conscience. Tavera and Charles held 

many sessions (consultas) in which they reviewed candidates for vacancies. Together 

they forged a meritocracy. Tavera put management standards into operation that required 

of candidates years of graduate work, fear of God, and untarnished experience in the law 

courts. These were the qualitative points ajudge had to accumulate in order to expect the 

merced of advancement or a salary supplement. Tavera handpicked letrados with 

impressive resumes, as well as graduates fresh out of the law schools of Valladolid and 

Salamanca. In Tavera's merit system, only experienced judges and law graduates with 

strong recommendations, some of whom were confesos, could compete for judicial 

openings. 

By 1535 Tavera's associates dominated the chanceries. There were two 

chanceries, the chancilleria de Valladolid and the chancilleria de Granada. The 

Valladolid appellate court handled appeals north of the Tajo River, whereas the Granada 

court considered appeals from south of the Tajo. At least fifty percent of the chancery 

judges were members of Tavera's network. All of them had advanced degrees from the 

law faculties of Salamanca and Valladolid, all of them endured audits, and most of them 

experienced rotation to different assignments, whether as auditors or judges in 

audiencias, in the administration, or in another chancery. 

With Tavera fonnulating auditing procedures, Charles reformed the audiencias of 

the Canary Islands, Galicia, Seville, and Santo Domingo. He also established additional 
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audiencias in the New World in order to deal with an increase in litigation. President 

Tavera and his associates used the audits of audiencias and chanceries as opportunities to 

employ judges and to rotate judges who had extended their stay. After an audit, for 

example, a number of judges were transferred or forced into retirement, and the 

replacements were often candidates who had Tavera's support. Sometimes the 

appointment was a recent graduate of law; other times the appointment was a judge who 

had gained a solid reputation. In effect, Charles and Tavera reformed the court system, 

recruited qualified judges, evaluated and audited judges on a continual basis, and forged a 

meritocratic system grounded in peer review and reciprocal loyalty.'" 

President Tavera helped Charles build a judicial state by configuring four 

recruitment pohcies. First, Tavera recruited only Castilians. Second, he employed the 

criteria of educational background and unblemished performance. Third, Tavera utilized 

audits as a mechanism to make the judiciary competitive. Fourth, by obtaining Charles' 

merced for his clients, Tavera diminished the temptations of lucrative illegalities. All in 

all, his policies of recruitment contributed to the stabilization of ̂ gosX-comunero Castile. 

By incorporating the guidelines articulated by the representatives of the Cortes, Tavera 

converted the judiciary into an efficient bureaucracy. With his policies of rotation and 

audits, Tavera sustained a meritocracy open to graduates of law and educated clergymen 

who shared in Tavera's restoration of royal justice. Ultimately, a judge's sustained 

investment in the future of the Habsburg monarchy allowed his inclusion to Tavera's 

For the concept of reciprocity, I used J. Russell Major, "Crown and Aristocracy in 
Renaissance France," American Historical Review 69 (1964), pp. 631-645, pp. 635-637. 
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network. As royal officials, judges cultivated multiple "patrons," namely Charles and 

Tavera.'' 

Chapter five shows how Charles hispanicized the household. With his mercedes, 

Charles reduced factions and united diverse social sectors. He reminded nobles of their 

duty to serve in the king's personal armed force, the gentiles hombres. He appointed 

hundreds of workers, from skilled artisans to cooks and sweepers. Aragonese and 

Castilian nobles hunted with Charles, and Charles formed exclusive hunting associations 

for his Spanish vassals. He offered court positions to many of the sons and daughters of 

the aristocrats of Castile and Aragon. More than a hundred chaplains and preachcrs 

drawn from Spain came to serve in Charles' court. 

Charles accomplished all of these tasks before he married Isabel of Portugal in 

1526. With the blessing of a loving marriage, Charles fortified the Spanish dynasty and 

established a continuity of Hispanic rule despite the fact that his imperial career 

increasingly forced him to become an itinerant monarch. Charles created a Hispanic 

court filled with Portuguese servants of the Empress and Spanish notables. The union 

between Portugal and Spain had international and domestic consequences, easing 

Although I do not necessarily classify judicial bureaucrats as noble. I do rely on studies 
of clientage relations among the nobility for ways to understand the concept of clientage, 
which has led me to regard the concept of clientage as problematic regarding Charles' 
duty to appoint qualified judges. For the formulation of multiple patrons among nobles, 
see Robert R. Harding, Anatomy of a Power Elite: The Provincial Governors of Early 
Modern France, Yale Historical Publications 120 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 
1978), p. 36. For a critique of Harding's "limiting assumptions on which earlier analysis 
of nobles political behavior have been founded," see Neuschel, Word of Honor, pp. 11-
16. 
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tensions between the two empires. The Empress filled a role at court that Castilians had 

missed since the death of Isabel of Castile. 

This dissertation shows how Charles became the king of the richest and largest 

kingdom of his inheritance, giving him the full range of resources needed to exercise his 

imperium. Armed as well with a restored Carolingian ideology of religious and political 

unity, Charles was understood by contemporaries to be the lord of the world.'"* After the 

civil wars, Spanish city councils advocated the principle of Charles' universal lordship; 

"You are not only the lord of the Christian faith but also of the entire world."^^ 

Formulated in 1526 after the defeat of the Christian forces in Mohacs, this vision of a 

united Christian empire certainly stemmed in part from medieval political traditions, but 

also had its thrust and policies in the judicial and executive reforms advanced by 

Castilian magistrates and lawmakers, and implemented by administrators and judges who 

24 For the argument that Charles and Spain manifested a monarchia universalis and that 
Charles V was lord of the world, see Anthony Pagden, Senores de todo el mundo: 
ideologias del imperio en Espana, Inglaterra y Francia en los sighs XVI, XVII, y XVIII, 
trans. M. Dolors Gallart Iglesias (Barcelona: Ediciones Peninsula, 1997; 1995), pp. 60-
86, p. 61; Gonzalo Arredondo y Alvarado, Castillo inexpugnable defensorio de la fey 
concionatorio admirable para veneer a todos enemigos espirituales y corporales (Paris, 
1528). For comparison to Charlemagne and for the range of medieval imperial ideas that 
influenced Charles and Spanish society, in particular the model of religious reformer and 
just king, see Francis A. Yates, Astraea: The Imperial Theme in the Sixteenth Century 
(London: Pimlico, 1993; 1975), pp. 1-28, pp. 22-23, p. 26; Karl Brandi, Karl, Carlos V: 
vida y fortuna de una personalidady de un imperio mundial, trans. Manuel Ballesteros-
Gaibrois (Mexico: Fondo de Cultura Economica, 1993; 1937), pp. 68-71. 

. . vuestra sacra caesarea magestad no solamente es senor de la religion cristiana pero 
de todo el mundo" (the city of Calahorra to Charles, Calahorra, 7 Dec. 1526 AGS, 
Estado, leg. 14, fol. 92); cf. Estado, leg. 14, fol. 103, the city of Valladolid to Charles, 
Valladolid, 8 Dec. 1526. 
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instituted comunero policies of justice.^*"' Gaining the standards of just rule from Castilian 

power elites trained in law Charles traveled to the German empire and reformed its 

criminal law, establishing in 1532 the Carolina, and ordered audits of the imperial High 

Court.He continued to reform law, instituting in 1542, for example. Las Leyes Nuevas 

de Indias}^ 

In Spain, the consequences of Charles' judicial and executive reforms between 

1522 and 1528 proved to be the foundation of a successful reign, notwithstanding the fact 

that Charles traveled extensively after 1529. After his departure from Spain in May 1543 

(he returned on September 1556), Charles left behind a Castilian administration that had 

institutionalized management policies affecting the judiciary and the executive. The 

Castilian government was thus strong enough to withstand Charles' repeated absences. 

The Castilian rcgency of 1529-1533 worked and became the exemplary model for future 

regencies; in 1529 Charles also organized the institutions of the Americas by installing 

For the argument that Charles adopted the Spanish imperialism of a universitus 
Christiana, see Ramon Menendez Pidal, Idea imperial de Carlos V, Coleccion Austral 
172 (Madrid: Espasa-Calpe, 1971). For Gattinara's articulation of Charles' universal 
empire, based on Dante and the mos italicus, see Headley, The Emperor and his 
Chancellor, pp. 11-12. 
97 

For the Constitutio Criminalis Carolina, see Gerald Strauss, Law, Resistance, and the 
State: The Opposition to Roman Law in Reformation Germany (Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 1986), p. 123 and p. 173. For the audits, see Deutsche Reichstagsakten 
unter Kaiser Karl V, Tielband 2 (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1992), pp. 651-
665. 

For the text, see Joaquin Aguirre and Juan Manuel Montalban, Recopilaciun 
compendiada de las Leyes de Indias aumentada con algunas notas que no se hallan en la 
edicion de 1841 y con todas las disposiciones dictadas posteriormente para los dominios 
de ultramar (Madrid: Imprenta y Libreria de 1. Boix, 1846). Charles established 
additional laws for the Americas after 1542, which were published along with those 
contained in the Leyes Nuevas de Indias by order of Charles II of Spain. See 
Recopilacidn de leyes de los reynos de las Indias, 3 vols. (Facsimile, Madrid: Imprenta 
Nacional del Boletin Oficial del Estado, 1998; 1791). 
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viceroys. The regencies of 1535-1538, 1539-1541, and 1543-1555 succeeded because the 

royal court, the administration, and appellate system had been forged according to the 

principles formulated by the Cortes. The rcgency of 1529-1533, for example, was not 

like the earlier regencies of Fernando of Aragon, Cardinal Cisneros, and Adrian of 

Utrecht which had been merely "band-aids" on serious wounds. In 1529 the factions 

were gone and the cities looked forward to the future, because they had a royal family 

and ajustice system they trusted; moreover, Charles had evolved into a monarch who 

knew on whom he could depend. For justice, Charles relied on jurists and law graduates 

who knew they could be fired. For government, Charles employed prelates who believed 

that the church had financial obligations. The cities wanted competent judges, and 

Charles recruited them continually. The cities dreamed of a Hispanic dynasty, and 

Charles nurtured one in Castile. Charles gave the cities an administration that served as 

the model of just rule for his son and grandsons.^'' 

For contrary argument about the nature of Charles' administration, see Ignacio 
Ezquerra Revilla, El consejo real de Castilla hajo Felipe II: grupos de podery luchas 
faccionales (Madrid: Sociedad Estatal para la Conmemoracion de los Centenarios de 
Felipe 11 y Carlos V, 2000), pp. 21-37. Ezquerra Revilla argues that hostile relations 
marked Charles' Castilian administration and that subsequent factions characterized 
Philip II's monarchy. His analysis of Charles' administration is based on secondary 
sources, while his study of Philip's government is better researched. 
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1. THE BURGUNDIANS, 1517-1521 

Although Charles was old enough to rule, he lacked the leadership and expertise 

required to implement parliamentary resolutions. Charles found no accord with the cities, 

because he failed to uphold their tax privileges. He did not deliver on his promise to 

reform the judiciary and to hispanicize his imperial court. The cities told Charles to keep 

his avaricious court away from Spanish wealth, yet he permitted members of his 

Burgundian regime to confiscate Spanish assets. The cities cxpccted the restoration of a 

Castilian government, but Charles gave them a regency consisting of foreigners and 

seigniorial insiders. The cities fought back and substituted their representational 

government in for that of the regency of Adrian of Utrecht. Although the cities regarded 

Queen Juana as their legitimate monarch, they formed a commonwealth of city-states in 

order to defend their liberties and to refomi justice. 

When the cities revolted, the comuneros appealed to examples from the past, 

namely the troubles of Phihp I and Fernando of Aragon, in order to link their complaints 

about Charles' rejection of the reforms postulated by the Cortes to festering xenophobic 

resentments. Consequently, historians have relied on, and expanded upon, the loaded 

arguments provided by the comuneros to make the case that the collapse of the state in 

1504 caused the revolution.' In his account of the revolution of the comunidades, Joseph 

^ For the classic interpretation that the collapse of "the state" in 1504 was the cause of the 
revolution, see Manuel Danvila y Collado, His tori a critica y documentada de las 
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Perez wrote that "the death of Isabel [in 1504] unleashed a new era of unrest and conflict 

that did not end until 1522 with the return of Charles V to Spain .. . and thus we have to 

frame the revolt of the comunidades within this process of the breakdown of the state." 

Historians have also championed the comuneros as the "modem" bourgeoisie struggling 

against the "feudal" seigniorial class, with the consequence that "modernity" or 

democratic liberty was derailed when the comuneros lost in Villalar in 1521. "The 

[royal] victory of Villalar," wrote Mara vail, "obtained by the king and the grandees, and 

the subsequent defeat of the comunero program, initiated the surging tidal wave of a 

seigniorial order over Spain, undercutting the development of the Modern State, that, if 

not designed, was at least initiated, by the Catholic Monarchs." ' 

But the real grievances that inflamed the cities in 1520 stemmed from Charles' 

failure to rule judiciously, for if he had only implemented the reforms articulated by the 

procuradores to the Cortes, there would have been no revolt. The causes of the 

revolution were not structural; they were not due to the collapse of the state after the 

death of Isabel of Castile in 1504; they were not based on long-term institutional decay.^ 

There was nothing inevitable about the civil wars; nor was the end result of the civil wars 

comunidades de Castilla, 6 vols., MHE 35-40 (Madrid: MHE, 1897-1900), vol. 35, pp. 
46-50. 
" Joseph Perez, La revolucion de las comunidades de Castilla, 1520-1521, trans. Juan 
Jose Faci Lacasta (Madrid: Siglo Veintiuno Editores, 1998; 1970), p. 73. 
^ Jose Antonio Maravall, Las comunidades de Castilla: una primera revolucion moderna 
(Madrid: Revista de Occidente, 1963), pp. 12-13, p. 244. 

For the theory of "the decay of local administration . .. the corruption and abuses of the 
royal officials who were in contact with the population at large — that made the 
Comunero Revolution first and foremost a revolt against the crown," see Stephen 
Haliczer, The Comuneros of Castile: The Forging of a Revolution, 1475-1521 (Madison: 
The University of Wisconsin Press, 1981), p. 94. 
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the continuation of a medieval and backward Spain. Charles' Burgundian patronage 

politics and the financial demands generated by the imperial election themselves caused 

the revolution of the comunidades; moreover, his policies of 1522-1528 were nothing less 

than the resolution of the conflicts that arose when Charles failed to ensure the mercedes 

the cities expected in return for their subsidies and taxes. 

This chapter will explain Charles' patronage that infuriated the cities of the 

Cortes, the cathedral chapters, mendicants, and a prelate, the bishop of Zamora. It will 

follow a chronological order and will expose the inability of the Burgundian regime to 

enforce its policies and, conversely, the power of the cities of the Cortes and the clerical 

estate to deprive the Burgundian government of legitimacy and potency. Charles tried to 

extend his authority in Spain by patronizing Burgundians and a select number of Spanish 

notables, and this strategy failed. The first section, "the Burgundian Invasion," is about 

Charles' refusal to adopt the policies discussed between the cities of the Cortes and the 

Burgundian regime. Distributing privileges and incomes to his favorites who included 

selcct aristocratic Spaniards and a handful of Burgundians, Charles snubbed the cities. 

Moreover, by neglecting policy recommendations from the cities, Charles appeared to the 

cities to be unaccommodating and unjust when he appointed a foreigner, Adrian of 

Utrecht, to govern Spain in his absence. In the main. Charles' appointments in his early 

years, especially between 1517 and 1520, were infelicitous, because he was a foreign 

monarch who permitted his Burgundian team to confiscate Spanish wealth and to change 

the Castilian tax code. The steps the cities and many clerics took to change the 

government Charles had installed forms the second section. The cities regarded the 
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Burgundian regime as a pack of wolves, from which they hoped to escape by forming a 

commonwealth of republics and thus fought to regain their liberties. In short, the cities 

distinguished between legitimate and meritorious appointments, or the king's provision 

of mercedes, and a set of governmental moral failures such as public corruption, greed, 

and the sale of offices that marked the Burgundian regime. 

The Burgundian Invasion 

On September 20, 1517, Charles of Ghent landed in Spain for the first time.^ 

Having surmounted the mountains of Asturias to the wheat-growing plains of Old 

Castile, he went downstream on the Pisuerga River to the heart of Castile. From 

Valladolid, on December 12, 1517, Charles sent letters to the city councils notifying them 

of the convocation of the Cortes, the parliamentary assembly of eighteen of the most 

powerful oligarchies, in order to confirm Charles as the constitutional monarch.^ On 

^ For Charles' itinerary, see Manuel de Foronda y Aguilera, Estancias y viajes del 
Ernperador Carlos Vdesde el dia de su nacimiento hasta el de su muerte (Madrid: 
Sucesores de Rivadeneyra, 1914). For Charles' expedition of 1517, sec Lorenzo Vital, 
Relacion del primer viaje de Carlos V a Espana, trans. Bemabc Hcrrero (Madrid; 
Estadcs, 1958). 
^ AGS, Patronato Real, Juramentos, leg. 7, fols. 209-243, Valladolid, 9 Dec 1517, 
"Cedulas reales por la cuales se manda a las ciudades nombren y envien a las Cortes 
procuradores para jurar al Emperador Carlos V como rey de Espana." 
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February 17, 1518, Charles addressed the procuradores of the Cortes, where he requested 

n 

a subsidy of 544,000 ducats. 

When Charles asked for money he opened Pandora's box. For most Castilian 

cities, the issue was not as simple as allowing Charles and his Burgundian regime to exert 

a political and economic influence in excess of their numbers, regardless of how 

important they were. In 1518 Charles got the procuradores of the Cortes to acclaim him, 

but the procuradores made it clear that Charles ruled together with his mother, "the very 

q 
high and very powerful Queen Juana." This condition of co-rule had roots in the 

regency struggles that followed the death of Queen Isabel in 1504. Charles was perhaps 

too deferential to consider the poor record of his father, Philip I, who, between 1505 and 

1506, clashed with Fernando of Aragon.^ This inheritance struggle subsequently 

AGS, Patronato Real, leg. 7, fol. 158, Feb. 1518, "Juramento que hicieron en Cortes al 
rey don Carlos V los infantes, prelados, grandes, caballeros, y procuradores del Reino"; 
Vital, Relacidn del primer viaje, pp. 313-322. For the amount to 204 cuentos for three 
years, see AGS, Estado, leg. 5, fol. 44; Charles Hendricks, Charles V and the Cortes of 
Castile: Politics in Renaissance Spain (Ph.D. Dissertation, Cornell University, 1976), p. 
220, table #1. For yearly alcabala and servicio amounts and other incomes that Charles 
received, see Laiglesia, Estudios Historicos, vol. 2, pp. 110-111. For convenience, in the 
body of the text I will convcrt monetary values into Spanish ducats. 
^ "Que vuestra alteza como Rey que cs de estos reinos de Castilla y de Leon y de 
Granada, juntamente con la muy alta e muy poderosa Reina Dona Juana," CODOIN, vol. 
2, pp. 335-337, p. 336. 
^ For the problematic reign of Philip I, see Jose Martinez Millan, "De la muerte del 
principe Juan al fallecimiento de Felipe el Hemioso, 1497-1506," La Corte de Carlos V, 
ed. Jose Martinez Millan et al, 5 vols. (Madrid; Sociedad Estatal para la Conmemoracion 
de los Centenarios de Felipe II y Carlos V, 2000), vol. 1, pp. 45-72; Rogelio Perez-
Bustamante and Jose Manuel Calderon Ortega, Felipe I. 1506, Corona de Espana: Reyes 
de Castilla y Leon 15 (Palencia: Editorial La Olmeda, 1995), pp. 151-183. Some 
volumes of La Corte de Carlos V contain errors, especially vol. 3, which consists of 
contributions by seven authors: Martinez Millan, Manuel Rivero Rodriguez, Carlos Javier 
de Carlos Morales, Santiago Fernandez Conti, Henar Pizarro Llorente, Ignacio J. 
Ezquerra Revilla, and Antonio Alvarez-Ossorio Alvarino. 
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compromised the Burgundian claim, but did not prohibit Charles from assuming the 

crowns of Spain. In 1518 the procuradores of the Cortes were fernandistas, becausc they 

supported Fernando of Aragon when he was alive and now regarded his daughter, Queen 

Juana, as the undisputed monarch, although even her parents regarded her as insane. 

When Charles asked and received municipal subsidies, he was put on probation by the 

cities, and for this reason all royal decrees had to have Juana's name. As the 

procuradores' petitions testify, they were well educated in the history of the monarchy; 

they knew about the scores of civil wars, ousted claimants and kings and queens 

confirmed by the cities.'^ 

Charles was obliged to act within the constitutions prescribed by the cities and 

their parliamentary accords. Charles was a foreigner who had to transform himself into a 

Spanish constitutional king in order to earn municipal-based revenues. But he did not 

come to Spain to deal with the city demands. That would take years. Changing his court 

would have been devilishly difficult and forging a new administration even more so. 

Thus, while he was in Valladolid attending the sessions of the Cortes in 1518 he made no 

attempt to hispanicize his court. 

According to the chronicler Prudencio de Sandoval, uprisings and conflicts had 

begun as soon as Fernando died in 1516, a recollection that attests to the tensions in 

For the tumultuous history of the Trastamara dynasty, see Emilio Mitre Fernandez, 
Evolucion de la nobleza en Castilla hajo Enrique II, 1369-1406 (Valladolid: University 
of Valladolid, 1968); Julio Valdeon Baruque, Enrique II de Castilla: la guerra civily la 
consolidacion del regimen, 1366-1371 (Valladolid: University of Valladolid, 1966; 
Luis Suarez Fernandez, Nobleza y monarquia: pantos de vista sohre la historia 
castellana del siglo XV (Valladolid: University of Valladolid, 1959); and Tarsicio de 
Azcona, Isabel la Catdlica: estudio critico de su viday su reinado (Madrid: BAC, 1964). 
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Castilian society caused by the conclusion of a reign and the arrival of a new dynasty 

unfamiliar with Castilian constitutional history.'' The procuradores of the cities did not 

have to seek a broad-based coalition for desiring a stable monarchy guided by the 

principles the Cortes had articulated over centuries and adapted to new circumstances for 

their monarchs. Now, however, they looked at the possibility of a foreign regime that 

offered no solution other than another regency. So their stipulation that Queen Juana was 

their ruler offered them the possibility of a monarchy under the control and supervision of 

the cities, in case Charles did not reside in Spain. 

In 1518 Charles limited the cities' perceived choices. He replaced Queen Juana's 

steward and appointed a reliable grandee to keep the queen in confinement.'" The cities 

wanted Charles' brother, Ferdinand, to remain in Spain until Charles married the princess 

13 of Portugal. Charles was apprehensive about Ferdinand, because Ferdinand was a 

Spanish-raised prince, who had a following of supportive nobles.'"* The fernandistas thus 

had Ferdinand as their back up in the event that Charles failed to comply with their 

'' "Luego que el rey murio comenzaron los buUicios, recelos, tratos doblados y 
desconfianzas en los corazones, aiin de los que eran niuy deudos, como siempre sucede 
cuando en un reino falta la cabeza," Historia de la vida y hechos del Emperador Carlos 
V, BAE 80-82, 3 vols. (Madrid; Imprenta Rivadeneyra, 1955), vol. 80, p. 67. 

For Juana's court, see the relacion in AGS, Casas y Sitios Reales, leg. 35, fol. 28, 
Valladolid, 27 Feb. 1518. On Juana's new Steward, the marquis of Denia, see Estado, 
leg. 5, fols. 290-295; Estado, leg. 33, fol. 112; Sandoval, Historia del Emperador, vol. 80, 

?3- Petition #3, CLC, vol. 4, p. 262. On Ferdinand, see Sandoval, Historia del Emperador, 
vol. 80, p. 72. 

For Charles' concern, see his letter to Cisneros and Adrian, Middleburg, 7 Sept. 1517, 
CDCV, ed. Manuel Fernandez Alvarez, 5 vols. (Salamanca; Ediciones Universidad, 
1973-1981), vol. l,pp. 75-78. 
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petitions, which included the requirement that Charles had to reside in Spain.Charles 

evaded the procuradores' demand of keeping Ferdinand in Spain by saying that he would 

increase his brother's patrimony. A few months later, when Charles left Castile for 

Aragon, he met with Ferdinand and ordered him to go to the Netherlands, which he did in 

May of 1518.'^ Charles, therefore, failed to become a constitutional monarch, did not 

construct a Spanish government, and refused to implement policies formulated by the 

1 7 
procuradores to the Cortes. 

Charles had begun to rule while still in Flanders. In 1515 he sent his ambassador, 

Adrian of Utrecht, to Spain, because Fernando of Aragon was very sick and Charles 

wanted an important dignitary to begin the transition to a new government. Adrian was 

charged with both the mission to convince Charles' brother to leave Spain and to procure 

properties of the military orders.'^ After the death of Fernando in January 25, 1516, 

Charles confirmed the regency of the Council of Castile and Cardinal Cisneros, the 

archbishop of Toledo.'*^ The regency that Fernando of Aragon had originally set up was 

Alonso de Santa Cruz, Cronica del Emperador Carlos V, 4 vols. (Madrid; Imprenta del 
Patronato de Huerfanos, 1920-1525), vol. 1, pp. 93-95. 

Sandoval, Historia del Emperador, pp. 134-136. For Ferdinand's departure from 
Spain, see AGS, Estado, leg. 5, fol. 191, the marquis of Aguilar to Charles, 5 May 1518. 

For the continuity of the fernandista coalition against the Burgundian regime, see Jose 
Martinez Millan, "Las elites de podcr durante el reinado de Carlos V a traves de los 
miembros del conscjo de Inquisicion, 1516-1558," Hispania 48 (1988), pp. 103-167, 
p. 128 and p. 144. 

^ On Adrian's embassy to Spain regarding Ferdinand, see Sandoval, Historia del 
Emperador, vol. 80, p. 60. On the encomienda transaction between Adrian and the 
archbishop of Toledo, see the archbishop's letter, Alcala, 15 Jan. 1516, in Cartas del 
Cardenal Don Fray Francisco Jimenez de Cisneros dirigidas a Don Diego Lopez de 
Ayala, ed. Pascual Gayangos and Vicente de la Fuente (Madrid: Imprenta del Colcgio de 
Sordo-Mudos y de Ciegos, 1867), pp. 97-100, p. 98. 

"Cedula del Principe Don Carlos," Brussels, 14 Feb. 1516. CODOIN, vol. 2, p. 305. 
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temporary, but this new government under Cisneros prepared the way for rule by 

Burgundians by eliminating Ferdinand of Habsburg as regent of Spain. Charles' plan 

was to keep the Council of Castile free of Burgundian infiltration. Once Charles arrived 

in Spain, he did not incorporate the councillors of the Council of Castile into his consejo 

de cdmara, or consejo secrete}^ The consejo secreto consisted of Charles' closest 

Burgundian and Flemish advisors who kept their distance from the Council of Castile. 

Of the twenty- four commanders, lords, and knights of his consejo secreto, only six were 

• 21 Spaniards, all of whom had been in Flanders before Charles left for Spam m 1517. In 

effect, Charles favored a few aristocrats from Spain and he depreciated the influence that 

the Council of Castile had with the Spanish kings. 

When Charles was still in Flanders, he employed a number of Aragonese and 

Castilian secretaries.^' Men such as Francisco de los Cobos, Lope de Conchillos and 

23 Pedro de Quintana were vital to the economic interests of the Burgundian regime. 

Charles used the vice-chancellor of the Americas, Cobos, to secure royal revenues from 

the Americas and the masterships of the military orders, which in 1520-1523 were the 

only revenues that Charles received from Spain.^'^ 

Sandoval, 11 is tori a del Emperador, vol. 80, pp. 119-121, p. 121. 
Sandoval, His tor ia del Emperador, vol. 80, p. 80. 
Jose Antonio Escudero, Los secretarios de estadoy del despacho, 1474-1724, 

Estudios de Historia de la Administracion 2, 3 vols. (Madrid: Instituto de Estudios 
Administrativos, 1969), vol. 1, p. 29. p. 52. 

Manuel Gimenez Fernandez, Bartolome de las Casus: capelldn de S.M. Carlos 1, 
pohlador de Cumana, 1517-1523, Escuela de Estudios Hispano-Amcricanos de Sevilla 
121, 2 vols. (Seville; Graficas de Estudios Flispano-Americanos, 1960), vol. 1, pp. 115-
121; vol. 2, pp. 39-40. 

For Cobos' command of the Indies' correspondence, see Escudero, Los secretarios, 
vol. 1, p. 55. On royal revenues for the years 1520-1522, see Carlos Javier de Carlos 
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Charles could have employed several readily available strategies to integrate 

himself and his regime in Spain. A fernandista, the city representative of Burgos, Dr. 

Juan Zumel, spoke for the nation of Castile when he insisted that, before they would 

acclaim Charles as their king, the Flemish prince first had to prohibit foreigners and his 

Burgundian council from attending the sessions of the Cortes. Charles had to safeguard 

the petitions {capitulos) of the Cortes of Burgos {1511), in particular the stipulations that 

foreigners could not attend the Cortes and could not hold Castilian office. Zumel and the 

procuradores reminded Charles of his provisional status; "If one day the mental health 

of the queen, your mother, were to improve," they asserted, "you would have to give up 

your rule; that way only she would govern us."^^ The fernandistas told Charles that he 

was not the king they wanted, but that he was temporarily in charge of appointing only 

Spanish-boni officials. 

Charles avoided the issue of his household and administration. He permitted his 

Flemish advisors to operate within Spain and did not consider making changes to his 

Burgundian and Flemish court by incorporating Spaniards.^® The chronicler Prudencio 

Morales, Carlos Vy el credito de Castilla: el tesorero general Francisco Vargas y la 
hacienda real entre 1516y 1524 (Madrid: Sociedad Estatal para la Conmemoracion de 
los Centenaries de Felipe II Carlos V, 2000), especially the chapter "Anos de 
turbulencias," pp. 37-49. 

For Dr. Zumel's protest and the reservations of the procuradores, see Bartolome 
Leonardo de Argensola, Anales de Aragon (Zaragoza; Ivan de Lanaia, 1630), pp. 454-
458. 

For a description of the Burgundian and Flemish court that came to Spain in 1517, see 
Vital, Relacion del primer viaje. According to Lucien Febvre, Charles' court consisted of 
a Burgundian majority: "des 1517, les Bourguignons de conseil et d'epce pullulent dans 
rentourage de souverain. Chambellans, penetiers, echansons, ecuycrs tranchants ou 
d'ecurie, varlets servants, pages, fburriers, archers de corps ..." {Philippe II et la 
Franche-Comte: etude d'histoirepolitique, religieuse et sociale [Paris: Honore 
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97 
de Sandoval noted how Charles refused to use his patronage power to benefit Spaniards. 

Sandoval placed the blame on Charles' main Burgundian advisors, especially William of 

Croy, Lord of Chievres. "Chievres," Sandoval wrote, "sold everything saleable: favors, 

offices, bishoprics, and benefices." The biggest prize was the archbishopric of Toledo, 

which Charles gave to Chievres' teenage nephew as a front in order to draw its resources 

to himself for seven years.^^ Charles issued licenses of naturalization and gave foreigners 

Dr. Marliano and Adrian of Utrecht the archbishoprics of Tuy and Tortosa respectively.^® 

Adrian became the Inquisitor General of Aragon and Castile.Charles granted Spanish 

fortresses to Flemish courtiers, for example, the castle of Lara in Burgos to Jofre de 

Cotarmes.^' Chievres looked for more benefices to sell. He received bids in the sale of 

the archbishopric of Seville. Chievres led the control of Spanish revenues by taking 

Champion, 1912], p. 162-163). For a description of the Spanish minority in the 
Burgundian court, see Rafael Dommguez Casas, Arte y etiqueta de los Reyes Catolicos: 
artistas, residencias, jar dines y basques (Madrid: Editorial Alpuerto, 1993), p. 169, pp. 
564-568; M. Gachard, Collection des voyages des Souverains des Pay-Bas, 4 vols. 
(Brussels: F. Hayez, 1874-1882), vol. 2, pp. 502-510. For an analysis and description of 
the Flemish and Burgundian court of 1518, see Carlos Javier de Carlos Morales, "La 
llegada de Carlos I y la division de la Casa de Castilla," La Corte de Carlos V, vol. 1, pp. 
166-176. 
97 

.. no juraria particularmente el capi'tulo que pedian en cuanto a no dar oficio ni 
beneficio a extranjero ..." (Sandoval, Historia del Emperador, vol. 80, p. 124). 

On Charles' usufruct of the Toledan church, see the letter of the cathedral chapter of 
Toledo to Charles, Toledo, 12 Nov. 1520, Danvila, Historia de las comunidades, vol. 36, 
pp. 593-594, p. 593. 

® AGS, Carnara de Castilla, Diversos de Castilla, lib. 2, fols. 7, 8 and 14; Perez, La 
revolucion de las comunidades, p. 122. 

Martinez Millan, "Las elites de poder durante el reinado del Carlos V a traves de los 
miembros del consejo de Inquisicion, 1516-1558," p. 105. 

AGS, Consejo Real, leg. 70, fol. 9; Danvila, Historia de las comunidades, vol. 35, p. 
185. Cotannes was later killed by the comuneros in Burgos. 

9 • 
Danvila, Historia de las comunidades, vol. 35, p. 179. 
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33 charge of the accounting office of expenditures {contaduria mayor de cuentas). 

Chievres took over the collection of the city subsidies, the royal income from the 

Americas, and the military masterships.^^ 

While Chievres confiscated Spanish assets, Mercurino Gattinara, the Burgundian 

advisor groomed in the court of Charles' paternal aunt, Margaret of Austria and Savoy, 

attempted to centralize government.Gattinara and Chievres did not share similar 

foreign policies regarding France, a conflict that divided Charles' court. Gattinara 

wanted Charles to defend his Burgundian inheritance, whereas Chievres encouraged 

Charles to establish a lasting peace with France.^® But they agreed at least on the 

importance of Castilian assets. Gattinara went further than Chievres' propensity to select 

ecclesiastical targets; he wanted to preside over all of Charles' councils and hoped to be 

in charge of patronage and privileges. 

Before Gattinara became Charles' grand chancellor, Jean Sauvage held this 

position and set the pace in which foreigners came to exercise authority over Castilian 

and Aragonese offices, especially those associated with the concession of graces and the 

"Anales del Emperador Carlos V," Papeles tocantes al Emperador Carlos BN, ms. 
1,751, fols. 1-85, fol. 33v; cited in Fernando Martinez Gil, La ciudad inquieta: Toledo 
comunera, 1520-1522 (Toledo; Diputacion Provincial de Toledo, 1993), p. 144. 

Cisneros to Diego Lopez de Ayala, Madrid, 7 Sept. 1516, Cartas del Cardenal 
Jimenez, p. 176. For the financial deals between Chievres, Gattinara, Spanish and 
Genoese bankers, and the Spanish Treasury, see Carlos Morales, Carlos Vy el credito de 
Castilla, pp. 30-36. -5 r  ̂  ̂

On Gattinara's activity m the court of Margaret of Austria and Savoy, see Karl Brandi, 
The Emperor Charles V: the Growth and Destiny of a Man and of a World-Empire, trans. 
C.V. Wedgwood (New York: Alfred Knopf, 1939; 1937), p. 47; Ghislaine de Boom, 
Marguerite d 'Autriche-Savoie et la Pre-Renaissance (Brussels; Librarie Falk Fils, 1935; 
Paris; Librairie Droz. 1935), pp. 65-66. 

For discussion, see Head ley. The Emperor and His Chancellor, pp. 55-56. 
Headley, The Emperor and His Chancellor, p. 21. 
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supervision of royal revenues.Sauvage had made good progress in claiming royal 

interests m the Indies trade. For a couple of years, Sauvage presided over the Council 

of the Indies, but he was not interested in, nor qualified to handle, the Council of Indies' 

function as an appellate court. Sauvage was an executive officer ensuring that Charles 

got his royal fifth and his clients received their cuts of American commerce. As Sauvage 

supervised American enterprises, resentments in Castile began to grow. 

When Sauvage died in 1518, an internal faction developed. Gattinara shared the 

governance of American business with the secretary of Castilian affairs, Francisco de los 

Cobos, but this butting of heads between Cobos and Gattinara reflected the continual 

antagonism that ensued until 1527 when Gattinara as imperial chancellor lost in his effort 

to consolidate executive governance of the entire Habsburg patrimony.""^ In 1518, 

however. Chancellor Gattinara was quick to see how Charles could gain a following by 

selling judicial offices to Spanish aristocrats. Gattinara succeeded in winning over 

members of the Spanish high nobility by selling Castilian corregimientos and judgeships 

to the grandees of Spain and their clients."^' 

38 6 ' "Que algunos oficios del reino y del consejo de camara se vendieron por dincros que se 
dieron a este gran chanciller" (Sandoval, Historia delEmperador, vol. 80, p. 109). 

Gimenez Fernandez, Bartolome de las Casus, vol. 2, pp. 90-92. 
On Gattinara's role in the Council of the Indies, see Ernesto Shaffer, El consejo real y 

supremo de las Indias: su historia, organizacion y labor administrativa hasta la 
terminacion de la casa de Austria, 2 vols.. University of Seville: Escuela de Estudios 
Hispano-Americanos 28 (Seville; Imprentas M. Carmona, 1935-1947), vol. 1, pp. 34-36. 
On Gattinara's battle with Cobos and his effort to impose the Imperial Chancery on the 
Spanish empire, see Headley, The Emperor and His Chancellor, p. 22-27, pp. 38-39; 
Keniston, Francisco de los Cobos, pp. 51-56. 

Sandoval, Historia del Emperador, vol. 80, p. 193. 
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Charles benefited from the fact that in 1518 the procuradores to the Cortes 

acclaimed him the king of Castile and Leon after he had promised to defend Spanish 

possessions.^' Charles had travel expenses and Spanish war debts to pay off, so he 

needed a large subsidy.''He did not encounter much of a fight over money that was 

intended for Spain's own sovereignty. Moreover, he got his request that the subsidy 

should be payable in three rather than in four years.'*'' Communal financial support was 

critical so Charles buttressed his campaign promise with additional oaths; he swore to 

uphold the laws of the Castilian kingdoms.*'" Demonstrating the fundamental good will 

that he intended at the time, Charles accepted without any hesitation the constitutional 

rights of the cities. On February 2, 1518, when Charles and the procuradores were 

assembled at the College of San Gregorio in Valladolid, Charles' Spanish spokesman, 

Pedro Ruiz de la Mota, began the session with an address explaining what Charles 

planned to do. Charles' motive, Mota claimed, was and always would be the defense and 

security of the cities' entitlements, privileges, and customs. Charles, he added, came to 

Spain in order to protect the liberties of the cities."*® 

The city representatives applauded; they had promised the money and the king 

pledged his reform. The cities actually wanted royal intervention beyond the magnetic 

CODOIN, vol. 2, p. 334, "juramento de Carlos." 
Francisco de Laiglesia, Discursos leidos ante la real academia de la Historia (Madrid; 

RAH, 1909); Hendricks, Charles Vand the Cortes, p. 112. 
Hendricks, Charles Vand the Cortes, p. 113. 
CLC, vol. 4, pp. 260-263; Sandoval, Historia del Emperador, vol. 80, p. 125; Juan 

Gines de Sepulveda, Obras Completas: Historia de Carlos V, bilingual edition by E. 
Rodriguez Peregrina (Pozoblanco: Ayuntamiento de Pozoblanco, 1995), p. 39 [lib. 2, #8]. 

"Proposicion lei'da el 9 de Febrero por el senor don Pedro Ruiz de la Mota en las Cortes 
de Valladolid 1518," AGS, Patronato Real, Cortes, leg. 8, fol. 1. 
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attraction of Spanish coins. They fully expected that the foreign king could successflilly 

transplant himself to the soil of Spain, but anticipated that the pruning would be done 

according to Spanish custom. The cites laid out a clear statement of mutual 

responsibilities beginning with their preamble to the petitions:'^' 

First, just as you provide for yourself, you must sustain the communes, 
corporations, subjects, and vassals of this nation. As king, sovereign, and all-
powerful lord, you will make good these provisions, as we will yours by 
necessity. And before all things, your omnipotent lordship, we want to bring to 
your immediate attention, that you were chosen and proclaimed king, which 
means that you must rule well, and if you do not govern well, but instead 
squander, you are not king nor can you be called one . . . the truth is that you are 
our mercenary, for which reason your subjects will provide richly with their sweat 
and profits, and they will offer themselves when they are called. ^ 

In their overture, the procuradores associated the king's implementation of justice with 

their money. Kingship was not an automatic right permitting kings to draw from royal 

resources; kingship entailed responsibility. The procuradores were clear: Charles had to 

earn his income and his government had to provide justice. 

The procuradores laid out the parameters of the administration of justice. Justice 

was nothing short of appointing competent judges and implementing parliamentary 

resolutions, which included the routine of judicial audits. The cities' message to Charles 

was that he had to audit judicial officials. They advised Charles to transform the Council 

of Castile into an auditing committee supervising the inspections of all lower courts. 

Beginning with the Council of Castile, all royal appellate courts, including the judicial 

AGS, Patronato Real, leg. 70, fol. 51. 
CLC, vol. 4, p. 261. 
Petition #28, Sandoval. I list aria del Emperador, vol. 80, p. 130; CLC, vol. 4, 1520 

Cortes. 
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councils of the administration and the chanceries, had to be disciplined.^" They urged 

their king to enforce two-year terms for incoming corregidores followed by an audit of 

the out-going corregidor."^' Judicial reforms did not end at the management level. The 

procuradores laid out procedures. Claimants, for example, did not want their cases to be 

handled arbitrarily. Litigants, the representatives claimed, should have the freedom to 

select officials of their choice to adjudicate claims. In effect, the courts of the king had to 

operate under specific guidelines articulated by the Cortes. 

For the cities, the composition of Charles' court was equally as important. The 

cities wanted a Hispanic court.^" Charles, however, did not revoke the naturalizations 

that he had granted to his Flemish advisors, nor did he change the composition of his 

court by appointing Spanish gentiles hombres to serve as his personal military force. 

Charles agreed to depend on Castilians as his bodyguards, but did not appoint them.^"^ 

During his first stay in Spain, Charles did not implement any of these policies. 

The procuradores wanted government to intervene in a limited number of 

important ways: redemption of captured Christians (via privileges, exemptions, and 

donations), homes for orphans, assistance for poor and single women, and hospitals for 

victims of plague and other diseases. They also requested that Charles begin holding bi-

Petition #24, Sandoval, His tori a del Emperador, vol. 80, pp. 129-130; CLC, vol. 4, 
1520 Cortes. 

Petition #34, Sandoval, Historia del Emperador, vol. 80, p. 130; CLC, vol. 4, 1520 
Cortes. 

Petition #7, Sandoval, Historia del Emperador, vol. 80, p. 128. 
Petition #12, Sandoval, Historia del Emperador, vol. 80, p. 129. 
On November 1517 Lorenzo Vital noted the presence of Spanish 500 infantry soldiers 

led by Captain Espinosa and 50 horsemen under captain Cabanillas {Relacion del primer 
viaje, p. 227). I have not found evidence that Charles put the monteros on his payroll 
until his return to Spain in 1522. 
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weekly meetings (consultas) to address domestic matters. In these sittings, royal 

councillors were to negotiate tax exemptions for communities suffering from epidemics 

and famines. In other words, the procuradores gave Charles very little choice but to stay 

put in Spain where he had to apply their subsidies toward domestic ends. Charles 

decided to put these matters on hold. 

Another range of petitions was protectionist and anti-papal."' The cities expected 

their king to defend them against ecclesiastical excesses by placing religious activities 

under royal control. During the early twenties, the procuradores were less inclined than 

the Habsburgs to cultivate alliances with Rome. The procuradores presented the 

example of Isabel "la catolica," pointing out to Charles that Isabel defended her 

patrimony, royal cities and towns, against the worldly pretensions of the Roman Church. 

First, inquisitors must be appointed based on their integrity and reputation, and certainly 

not because of Roman patronage and political favors. The king must permit citizcns the 

traditional freedom to choose whether they should conform to papal bulls and pay the 

crusade penny. The cities wanted their king to ensure that ecclesiastical judges were 

restricted to their proper jurisdictions. Charles was to restrict increases of the tithe and 

mandate episcopal residency, block the conflation of prebends, and prevent monasteri es, 

chapters (both of whose members claimed papal exemptions), and confraternities from 

acquiring additional properties. The cities were concerned that the territorial increase of 

ecclesiastical lordships was detrimental to the integrity of the royal patrimony. Castilians 

wanted their king to take Castilian benefices away from the pontiff, force the pope to 

See petitions #39-59, Sandoval, Historia del Emperador, vol. 80, pp. 130-131; CLC, 
vol. 4, 1520 Cortes. 
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present Spaniards for vacancies of Spanish dignities, and stop ecclesiastical judges from 

granting pardons and exemptions to clerics. The king himself, they argued, must 

nominate the appropriate number of judges as well as mandate secular clerics to bring 

their legal cases to the local ecclesiastical judge rather than claiming papal indemnity. 

The cities held a territorial sense of their nation and expected Charles to defend it. 

It was a fluid sense of a nation comprised of culturally linked kingdoms. The 

representatives of the Cortes informed Charles that Navarre was a hereditary component 

of the royal patrimony of Castile, had to be protected from French "aggression," and they 

promised their financial support in case the king had to commit Spanish forces against 

French armies.^® But the Cortes also made it clear that the Mabsburg treaties with Francis 

J of France, particularly those of Noyon, Brussels and Cambray, were of no concern to 

them. 

For Castilian cities and towns, stronger royal authority meant uniformity." The 

state was not a centralized government, but the monarchy was expected to standardize 

internal commerce in return for its tolls and taxes.^^ Procuradores wanted the security of 

reliable coinage, a strong ducat and lower coins pegged to it, and universal weights and 

Petition #60, Sandoval, Historia del Emperador, vol. 80, p. 131. For a French 
perspective, see the diary of Martin du Bellay, eds. V.L. Bourrilly and F. Vindry. 
Memoires de Martin et Guillaume du Bellay, 4 vols. (Paris: Librairie Renouard, 1908), 
vol. I, pp. 104-107, p. 104. 

For the 1518 Valladolid petitions, see CLC, vol. 4, pp. 262-285. 
For the range of royal incomes based on duties and tolls, see Ramon Carande Thovar, 

Carlos Vy sus banqueros, 3 vols. (Barcelona: Editorial Critica, 1987; 1965-1967; 1943), 
vol. 2, pp. 259-310; Miguel Angel Ladero Quesada, La hacienda real de Castilla en el 
sigloXV, Estudios de Historia 1 (La Laguna: University of La Laguna, 1973), pp. 95-150. 
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measures, all based on the rigid standards set by Fernando and Isabel in 1497 and 1471.^^ 

Magistrates resented royal grants of tax exemption (hiclalguia), because local economies 

benefited from a larger pool of taxpayers/'" By giving royal officials the privilege of 

hidalguia, monarchs relieved outstanding payroll debts, but for the cities that provided 

annual servicios the per capita tax they collected would increase with the decrease of 

contributors. The procuradores asked the king to use his absolute power to revoke the 

privilege of tax exemption that had been granted to certain knights (caballeros pardos) 

by Cardinal Cisneros while he was regent. In short, the cities wanted their king to 

enforce their laws and to use his power to carry out their demands for justice. 

Charles did not know that the cities were serious about the monarchical benefits 

they expected in return for their monetary allotment. The cities demanded perhaps much 

of a young man of eighteen with the burdens of kingship upon him. Charles' dynasty 

was new to Spain and it had a hard time leaming how to accommodate itself to a 

constitutional tradition in which the cities expected their demands to be executed in 

return for taxes and subsidies. Charles had been given notice that he must transform his 

administration, but he did not take the first step in overhauling the royal court system and 

did not order any audits. Instead, in March 1518, he went on a road trip to find out how 

much the Aragonese would be willing to pay. Since he departed without making changes 

For the monetary reforms of 1471, see Pierre Chaunu, La Espana de Carlos V: la 
coyuntura de tin siglo, trans. E. Riambau Sauri, 2 vols. (Barcelona; Ediciones Peninsula, 
1976; 1973), vol. 2, pp. 27-36. 
^ Petition #61, Sandoval, Hist ori a del Emperador, vol. 80, p. 131. Santa Cruz detailed 
the mercedes that Charles had to restrict, especially the sale of hidalguia (Cronica del 
Emperador, vol. 1, pp. 314-317). 
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in his government or without implementing the reforms wanted by the Cortes, he tested 

the patience of the Castilian city councils. 

In Aragon, Charles repeated the mistakes of his Castilian campaign. Pietro 

Martire di Anghiera, an Italian observer, followed the Burgundian entourage and 

recorded festering resentments, revealing the extent to which Charles had alienated the 

kingdoms.'"' Although the crown of Castile had already placed itself under the yoke of 

Charles, Aragon protected itself, Martire observed, by undercutting Charles' right of 

kingship.Martire noted that the Aragonese initially refused to attend the Cortes, 

contending that Charles' order of convocation had no power since he was merely the 

prince heir, not the king: Charles would not be their king as long as Queen Juana lived. 

Even before Charles had time to argue his points in Zaragoza, the Aragonese took the 

first step toward the revolt of the comuneros in support of Juana.''"* 

The Aragonese did not expect a resident king and court, but they knew Charles 

wanted money. Because Charles began his Spanish campaign in Castile, the Aragonese 

had sufficient time to learn a few things about the Burgundians. The representatives 

For a brief summary of his activities in the court of Fernando of Aragon and the 
Flemish court of Charles V, see Carlos I. Salas, Pedro Mdrtir de Angleria: estudio 
biogrdfico-bibliogrdfico (Cordoba: Grafico los Principios, 1917), pp. 21-35. In the text 1 
use the Italian form of his name. 

Martire to the marquis of Mondejar and the marquis of los Velez, Valladolid, 23 Nov. 
1517, Opera: opus epistolarum (Graz: Akademische Druck- u. Verlagsanstalt, 1966), p. 
573. 

Martire the marquis of Mondejar and the marquis of los Velez, Valladolid, 30 Dec. 
1517, Opus epistolarum, p. 572. 
^ "Juravit rex servaturum se patrias eorum leges et instituta. Regem nondum ipsi 
appellant. An, vivente matre, rex debeat nuncupari, adhuc dubitant, dubitabuntque donee 
per universa totius regni comitia censeatur" (Martire to the marquis of los Velez, 
Zaragoza, 19 May 1518, Opus epistolarum, p. 579). 
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(diputados) to the Aragonese Cortes prepared Charles for the test of just rule even before 

he departed from Castile. The diputados sent the vice-chancellor of the Council of 

Aragon. Antonio Agustin, on an embassy to Valladolid to tell Charles that, in view of the 

suspicions circulating about the Flemish court, the king had to rule Aragon as his 

predecessors had governed it.''^ As the Aragonese expected, Charles acquiesced. He 

agreed to improve the defense of the western Mediterranean, especially the Aragonese 

possessions conquered from the Muslims. Charles and his ministers promised to follow 

up on defensive policies, although this concession would diminish royal revenues. In his 

agreement with Aragon, Charles would seek to improve the commercial network of the 

Aragonese Mediterranean. The crown would also invest time and money refonning the 

court system as well as spending in Aragon a large portion of the Flemish subsidy of 

900,000 ducats.^® In effect, the Aragonese people told Charles that they were not going 

to subsidize his campaign or provide free lodging and insisted that Charles spend money 

in Aragon. Once Charles arrived in Zaragoza, the Aragonese did not care to extend 

Charles' visit. Wheat prices soon rose there, forcing Charles to abandon the Cortes and 

fn 
to convoke the Catalan Corts to be held in Barcelona on October 2, 1518. 

The Catalans were even more tight-fisted. If there was poverty in Spain, there 

was even more in Catalonia. The Catalans were too poor even to defend themselves. 

Since the fourteenth century, when plagues and economic crises wiped out their 

Argensola, Anales de Aragon, p. 475. 
Argensola, Anales de Aragon, pp. 508-510. The Flemish grant of 800,000 coronas was 

for three years. A corona de oro was equivalent to the escudo, which equaled 426 
maravedis. 

Martire noted the termination of the Cortes in Zaragoza with a grain shortage and 
wheat embargo (Zaragoza, 13 Aug. 1518, Opus epistolarum, p. 582). 
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entrepreneurial prosperity, they were vulnerable to piracy and continually required the 

military assistance of their neighbors. At the same time, the Catalans were as defensive 

and proud as the Aragonese.''^ The Burgundians must have felt a sense of responsibility 

or perhaps only pretended pity. At any rate, the parliament of thirty-one towns obtained a 

royal promise of 7,000 ducats that would go toward the rigging of four galleys to defend 

their coast from Muslim raids.^'' 

Continuing his borrowing mission Charles next visited Valencia. By this time he 

l e a r n e d  t h a t  h e  w o n  t h e  i m p e r i a l  e l e c t i o n  o n  J u n e  2 8 ,  1 5 1 9 ,  b u t ,  s k e p t i c a l  o f h i s  

intentions, the Valencians did not celebrate. "Spain is free," the Valencians said, 

"benefiting from its privileges, but under the imperial title, which is puffed-up ambition 

and wasted air, it will become a wretched place." Forecasting that Charles' foreign 

policies would bring further economic depression, the Valencians nudged Charles to 

change his approach, literally by telling him to leave them alone. Their concern was not 

that the Burgundian regime would adversely affect their local affairs, but rather that 

Charles' conflicts with Francis I and the Italian city-states and his responsibilities in the 

German empire would result in his continual exploitation of Spanish resources. For 

them, the imperial title was insignificant and impoverished, and would not improve their 

Victor Balaguer, Hist or ia de Catalima y de la Corona de A ragon, 4 vols. (Barcelona: 
Libreria de Salvador Manero, 1863), vol. 4, p. 13: "Los ceiosos catalanes oponian 
obstaculos en adniitir a don Carlos." For the Catalan greuges (grievances) and obstinacy, 
see two letters of Martire to the marquis of Mondejar and the marquis of los Velez, 
Barcelona, 20 July 1519 and 29 July, Opus epistolarum, pp. 591-592. 

Jaime Carrera Pujal, HistoriapoUticay economica de Catalima, XVI-Xim (Barcelona: 
Bosch, undated), p. 91. The three hragos consisted of the eclesidstico, militar and reial 
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economic condition. "Why should we congratulate the king," they added, "when his 

imperial revenues amount to a trifling amount."^^ 

For all their complaints, however, the principality of Catalonia and the kingdoms 

of Aragon and Valencia were sympathetic to Charles' need for money. In the end, 

Aragon, Barcelona, and Valencia voted to give him subsidies. Charles, it appeared at the 

time, could at least count on his Spanish vassals for verbal support and the promise of 

future municipal taxes and subsidies. Whether Charles' tax farmers would be able to 

collect was an altogether different matter.^' 

Charles' victory in the imperial election led to new schemes that further 

antagonized the kingdoms of Spain, especially Castile. Even before he was elected. 

On the Valencianos, see the letters of Martire to Gattinara and Dr. Marliano, Valencia, 
13 Dec. 1519, Opus epistolarum, p. 593-594; especially Martire to Gattinara, Valencia, 
13 Feb. 1520, Opus epistolarum, p. 598: "Hispaniam inquiunt que libera erat et suis 
fruebatur prerogativis, sub titulis imperialibus in provincialem calamitatem esse 
vertendam. Turgentem appellant ambitioneni et inanem ventum imperiale nomen. Ad 
quid nostro Regi gratulabimur, si tam exigui sunt redditus imperialcs . ..." 

In 1518 the servicios approved by the cities of Aragon, Catalonia, and Valencia 
amounted to 200,000 libras (68,182,000 maravedis), 300,000 (93,750,000), and 100,000 
(35,715,000) respectively. After 1528, Charles received a yearly average of 7,320,259 
maravedis from these regions. I do not know whether Charles received any subsidies 
from Aragon, Catalonia, and Valencia between 1518-1528, nor does Laiglesia refer to 
subsidies prior to 1528. For these kingdoms I use the estimates in Laiglesia, "Servicios 
de Aragon, Catalufla, y Valencia," Estudios Historicos, 1515-1555 (Madrid; Asilo de 
Huerfanos, 1908), pp. 250-252. In his second edition {Estudios Historicos, 1515-1555, 3 
vols. [Madrid: Imprenta Clasica Espanola, 1918-1919], vol. 2, pp. 103-104), the figures 
are slightly different: 300,000 libras (93, 600,000 maravedis) granted by Catalonia, 
200,000 (68,000,000) by Aragon, and 100,000 (35,700,000) by Valencia. Argensola 
provides the sum of 200,000 escudos granted by the crown of Aragon at the Cortes of 
Zarago/a in 1518; the Cortes of Valladolid granted Charles 200 cuentos (Anales de 
Aragon, p. 588, p. 478). Balaguer argued that the principality of Catalonia granted 
Charles a subsidy of 250,000 libras (Historia de Cataluna, vol. 4, p. 16). Brandi's 
figures are 200,000 Aragonese ducats and 100,000 ducats voted by the Catalans {The 
Emperor Charles V, p. 89). 
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Charles was in debt/^ Two years later, in 1520, Charles' financial situation further 

deteriorated; there was the matter of paying the imperial electors7^ Additionally, Charles 

had to get money in order to counter French "aggression," which in part was due to the 

impasse of the treaty of Noyon^'^ At stake was Navarre, 100,000 ducats that Charles had 

to pay Francis I each year, and Charles' promise to marry a French princess. After his 

election as emperor, Charles faccd the possibility of a military alliance between Henry 

VIII and Francis He decided to resolve these dynastic complications by forging a 

peace with England. Charles traveled straight to the Galician coast, where he planned to 

acquire additional funds from Castile and set sail for England to settle a treaty with Henry 

VIII. 

For his journey to Spain in 1517, Charles had borrowed from Henry VIII of England. 
See the following letters: Charles to Henry VIII, Middleburgh, 18 July 1517 (100,000 
gold florins), Charles to Henry VIII, Middleburgh, 24 July 1517 (40,000 gold nobles); 
and Charles to Henry VIII, Middleburgh, 21 Aug. 1517 (40,000 angel nobles), in CSP, 
Spain, vol. 2, pp. 287-289. 

For the cost of the imperial election, see Henry J. Cohn, "Did Bribes Induce the 
German Electors to Choose Charles V as Emperor in 1519," German History 19 (2001), 
pp. 1-27, p. 23; Federico Chabod, "Carlos V y su Imperio," Carlos Vy su Imperio, trans. 
Rodrigo Ruza (Madrid: Fondeo de Cultura Economica, 1992; 1940), pp. 11-188, p. 93-
98; Alfred Kohler, Carlos V, 1500-1558: una biografia, trans. Cristina Garcia Oh 1 rich 
(Madrid: Marcial Pons, 2000; 1999), p. 67. For details about reimbursements and 
encumbrance of royal revenues to cover the range of imperial costs, both covering the 
election and travel costs, see Carande, Carlos Vy sus banqueros, vol. 3, pp. 42-49. For a 
collection of the contracts between Treasurer Vargas and the German bankers, "Jacobo 
Fucar y sus sobrinos," see AGS, Estado, leg. 8, fol. 260, Vargas to Charles, Burgos, 5 
Oct. 1521. 

For the Treaty of Noyon documents, see TIE, Carlos V: Espana-Francia (1515-1524). 
Antonio Truyol y Serra et al., 6 vols, to date (Madrid: CSIC, 1978-), vol. 3/2, pp. 77-164; 
Sandoval, Historia del Emperador, vol. 80, pp. 105-106. 

Santa Cruz, Cronica del Emperador, vol. 1, p. 221; Sandoval, Historia del Emperador, 
vol. 80, pp. 147-148. 
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Charles ordered the procuradores of the Castilian Cortes to meet in Santiago de 

Compostela in order to change the tax code. The method of encahezamiento was 

established by Isabel in 1495 and confirmed by Fernando in 1512. It was the privilege of 

collecting their own taxes that only the cities had enjoyed, but Charles decided to put an 

end to it.^'' The count of Palma attempted to convince Charles to give an audience to the 

77 procuradores of Toledo regarding the encahezamiento accord, but to no avail. Charles 

accepted bids from tax farmers without the consent of the cities.He then compelled the 

cities of Castile to begin a new cycle of subsidy payments (servicios), which amounted to 

an allowance of 400,000 ducats.In short, Charles eliminated two prerogatives that the 

cities had gained from their previous monarchs: to collect their own taxes and to decide 

the amount and frequency of annual subsidies. 

Charles took away another privilege; he eliminated tax exemptions to hidalgos, 

requiring them to pay their share of what their respective cities had to contribute to the 

annual payment of servicio. Many hidalgos soon look to the streets. Juan Padilla, one of 

the hidalgo procuradores of Toledo, objected to this change as unlawful and reminded 

the Burgundians that, even though previous Spanish kings would have been more 

justified than Charles in taxing hidalgos, they would never have considered ending their 

Petition #11, CLC, vol. 4, pp. 239-240; Carande, Carlos Vy sus hanqueros, vol. 2, p. 
231. 

AGS, Estado, leg. 9, fol. 149, the count of Palma to Charles, Toledo, 1519? 
Sandoval. Historia del Emperador, vol. 80, p. 151; Santa Cruz, Cronica del 

Emperador, vol. 1, pp. 229-301. For a short account of tax farmers during the years 1518-
1522, see Hermann Kellenbenz, Los Fugger en Espana y Portugal hasta 1560, trans. 
Manuel Prieto Vilas (Salamanca: Junta de Castilla y Leon, 2000; 1990), pp. 73-80. 

Santa Cruz, Cronica del Emperador, vol. 1, pp. 217-221, p. 219. 
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exemptions. Given Charles' poor record of adapting himself to Spanish traditions and 

laws, this assault was almost the last straw. 

Charles did not discriminate against the estates. He offended urban elites, 

farmers, nobles, and clerics alike. As he planned to leave Spain for England he found 

ways to take ecclesiastical wealth too. In particular, he now required the cathedral 

chapters to contribute an additional tax on top of the tercia real, royal share of the tithe 

and equal to two-ninths of the tithe.*" Neither the cities nor the religious institutions 

could claim that Charles privileged one over the other, and both suffered equally under 

the burden of a king who had many obligations and jurisdictions. In 1519 Charles had 

obtained the right to tax the Castilian cathedral chapters from Leo X.^' When his 

candidate, Adrian of Utrecht, won the papal election in 1522, royal revenues increased; in 

1523 Pope Adrian VI conceded another tax of 100,000 florins on the monastic houses 

and cathedral chapters, which became known as the quarta or medios frutos^^ 

80 ' Pedro de Alcocer, Relacidn de algunas cosas que pasaron en estos reinos desde que 
murio la reina Catolica dona Isabel, hasta que se acabaron las comunidades en la 
ciudad de Toledo, ed. Antonio Martin Gamero, Sociedad de Bibliofilos Andaluces 
(Seville: Imprenta de D.R. Tarasco, 1872), p. 38. 

Sandoval, Historia del Emperador, vol. 80, p. 147; Maldonado, De Motu Hispaniae, 
pp. 80-81. 
^ For Leo's concession of the decima, see Sandoval, Historia del Emperador, vol. 80, p. 

147, pp. 154-158; Danvila, Historia de las comunidades, vol. 35, pp. 81-83. Decima was 
the term used prior to Adrian's bull of 1523. For additional clarification, consult Manuel 
Teruel Gregorio de Tejada, Vocabulario bdsico de la historia de la Iglesia, 
Critica/Historia y Teoria (Barcelona: Critica, 1993), pp. 415-418, p. 416, note #3 for 
subsidio, and for diezmos and tercias, see pp. 139-157. 

For brief narrative of Adrian's election, see William J. La Due, The Chair of Saint 
Peter: A History of the Papacy (Maryknoll, NY: Orbis Books, 1999), pp. 183-185. For 
Charles' effort to get the papal concession, see "Memorial presente a Adrien VI par le 
Due de Sessa, ambassadeur de Charles-Quint a Rome," Correspondance de Charles-
Quint et d 'Adrien VI, ed. M. Gachard (Brussels: M. Hayez, 1859), appendix B, pp. 



In 1518-1519 churchmen were also well aware that taxes were not the only 

method Charles was determined to use; rumors were spreading about the confiscation of 

ecclesiastical wealth. According to these rumors, the Burgundians were selling benefices 

and exporting church wealth.Chievres had exported more than a million ducats worth 

of assets confiscated from ecclesiastical sources, including sums from the crusade bull of 

1518.^^ Charles naturalized William of Croy in order to grant him the privilege of 

obtaining one-third of inquisitorial confiscations.^® Charles borrowed 58,794 ducats from 

his Genoese bankers, placing projected clerical contributions as the collateral for the 

R7 
loans he had been given. 

In tapping a greater range of Spanish resources, Charles lost the support of the 

church that had always felt it deserved entitlements. One significant consequence of this 

bilateral tax program (i.e. taxing both cities and ecclesiastical corporations) was a 

widespread alliance against him. As the cold months of 1519 passed, the Toledan 

cathedral chapter led the cities and countless preachers toward a revolutionary 

XCIII-CXII, p. CIX. For Adrian's bull, Crudelissimas strages, see Carlos Gutierrez, 
"Subsidio de la Cuarta," DHEE, ed. Quintin Aldea Vaquero et al, 5 vols. (Madrid: CSIC, 
1972-1987), vol. 4, p. 2514; AGS, Estado, leg. 10, fol. 208, "relacion del asiento de la 
Quarta." Ecclesiastical corporations in Granada, Navarre, Aragon, the Canary Islands 
along with a few monastic and military orders of Santiago, Calatrava, Alcantara, and St. 
John were exempted. 

Sandoval, Historia del Emperador, vol. 80, p. 151. 
For Chievres' confiscations, see the letter of Marti re to the marquis of Mondejar and 

the marquis of los Velez, Zaragoza, 13 July 1518, Opus epistolarum, p. 581. For the 
crusade bull, see AGS, Patronato Real, Cruzada, leg. 19, fol. 26. 

Tarsicio de Azcona, "Reforma del episcopado y del clero," Historia de la Iglesia en 
Espana, ed. Ricardo Garcia-Villoslada et al, BAC: Maior 16-20, 5 vols. (Madrid; La 
Editorial Catolica, 1979), vol. 3/1, pp. 115-215, p. 131. 

Carande, Carlos Vy sus banqueros, vol. 2. pp. 466-469. 
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confrontation against his fiscal policies.The church of Toledo had good reason to start 

the revolution. Toledo was the richest archdiocese of Spain; it consisted of hundreds of 

assets that could be targeted by Charles. In 1517, for example, the Toledan ecclesiastical 

patrimony had 209 cathedral benefices, the collegiate churches of Talavera and Alcala, 

four vicariates, 1,754 benefices, twenty-one castles, almost 20,000 subject households 

and revenues reaching more than 66,000 ducats every year.*^'' Charles nominated to the 

archbishopric of Toledo a nephew of William of Croy. The new archbishop of Toledo 

was a teenage foreigner, the bishop of Cambray, and a cardinal. This type of nepotism 

was proof of Charles' successful diplomacy in Rome, but a costly innovation in Spain.*' 

By these actions, Charles alienated the clerical establishment. The church of 

Toledo was the first to wage battle against Charles. The majority of the Franciscans, 

Dominicans, and secular canons of Toledo revolted as soon as Charles got on his ship and 

AGS, Estado, leg. 11, fol. 182, Martin de Cordoba to Charles, Toledo, 22 June 1523; 
Luis G. Alonso Getino, Vida e ideario del maestro fray Pablo de Leon, verba de las 
comunidades (Salamanca: Establecimiento Tipografico de Calatrava, 1935), pp. 22-23. 

Tarsicio de Azcona, "Reforma del episcopado y del clero," vol. 3/1, p. 132; AGS, 
Patronato Eclesiastico, leg. 155, sf.; DHEE, vol. 4, p. 2566, which offers the sum of 
80,000 ducats every year. Maldonado suggests more than 100,000 ducats every year {De 
Motu Hispaniae, pp. 60-61). For 1630 estimate of total revenues, see DHEE, vol. 3, p. 
1897. 
^ For Charles 1518 letter to Leo X in support of Chievres, see Luis Nunez Contreras, Un 
registro de Cancilleria de Carlos V: el manuscrito 917 de la Bihlioteca Nacional de 
Madrid, (Madrid: CSIC, 1965), pp. 11-12. For an overview of Charles' diplomatic 
relations with Rome, see Miguel Angel Ochoa Brun, I lis tori a de la diplomacia espanola: 
la diplomacia de Carlos V, Biblioteca Diplomatica Espanola, Seccion Estudios 6, 5 vols, 
to date (Madrid: Ministerio de Asuntos Exteriores, 1999-), vol. 5, pp. 74-84, pp. 101-108, 
p. 75. 
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sailed away from the coast of Galicia.^' The bishop of Zamora, Antonio de Acufia, began 

a preaching campaign in the north and headed south to Toledo with his army.^^ Known 

in German scholarship as the Luther of Spain, Acuna combined the use of the sword with 

the word of God, uniting farmers, hidalgos, knights, nobles, and especially churchmen 

against the Burgundian regime. 

In the short-to-medium term, Charles fulfilled his financial obligations and 

provided just enough patronage to ensure his ministers, most of them foreigners, a 

political base of operation in Spain. He gave the heads of his regime a place in Spanish 

government and the Spanish church, leaving Adrian of Utrecht behind as the regent of 

Spain.Yet while in Spain, Charles failed to consult with the Spanish grandees about 

appropriate policies. This miscalculation opened the door for many nobles to support the 

restoration program of the cities and armed clerics. 

AGS, Estado, leg. 16, fol. 416, the Dominican and Franciscan friars of Salamanca to 
the regidores and friars of Zamora, 24 Feb. 1520. On the Dominican contingency, see 
Adrian's letter of 3 Nov. 1521, AGS, Patronato Real, Comunidades, leg. 5, fols. 426-427. 

Martinez Gil, La ciudad inquieta: Toledo comunera, p. 85; Alfonso M. Guilarte, El 
Obispo Acuna: historia de un comunero (Valladolid: Editorial Minon, 1979), pp. 143-
144. 

AGS, Estado, leg 8, fol. 32, Polanco to Charles, 17 Jan. 1521. 
Maldonado, De Motu llispaniae, pp. 110-111. Charles later ratified Adrian's regcncy 

with the addition of the constable and admiral of Castile to serve as co-regents and as the 
leaders of the royal forces (AGS, Patronato Real, leg. 26, fol. 17, Malines, 22 Sept. 
1520). 
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The Revolt 

Charles' departure from Spain prevented him from enacting the promises he made 

to the cities in 1518 and 1520. Although he offered bribes to the procuradores of the 

Cortes, these procuradores nonetheless had to return to their cities and explain to them 

their decision in La Coruna in April 1520 to grant Charles a subsidy of 800,000 ducats. 

The cities did not approve of the deal and they killed numerous procuradores whom they 

blamed for double-dealing.^^ Municipal contributions came to a complete stop. 

The cities of Toledo and Salamanca began the revolt in March 1520 when they 

defied the king's prerogative of convoking the Cortes and refused to send their respective 

procuradores to Santiago de Compostela. During the sessions, they gained the support of 

five more cities; Cordoba, Madrid, Murcia, Leon, and Toro. Only eleven cities (out of 

the eighteen that had the privilege of participating in the Cortes) approved the subsidy of 

• 07 
533,333 ducats in three years. The cities involved in the exportation of wool and 

international commerce approved the subsidy, because they worried that a revolt would 

For the bribes, see AGS, Estado, leg. 9, fol. 130; Perez, La revolucion de las 
comunidades, p. 154; Sandoval, Historia del Emperador, vol. 80, p. 195; Danvila, 
Historia de las comunidades, vol. 35, pp. 332-332. For the servicio of 300 cuentos, see 
Danvila, Historia de las comunidades, vol. 35 p. 108; Sandoval, Historia del Emperador, 
vol. 80, p. 195. Traditionally, the procuradores dealt dircctly with the monarch, offering 
them bribes in return for requested privileges. Cities did not solely rely on the Cortes to 
obtain special favors, for they often sent their representatives to meet with the king's 
secretaries who received funds. 

For a few examples, see Sandoval, Historia del Emperador, vol. 80, pp. 220-222 and 
pp. 233-234; Danvila, Historia de las comunidades, vol. 35 p. 342-346. 

Sandoval, Historia del Emperador, vol. 80, p. 216. 
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quickly disrupt their economies.The rebellious cities, however, held the upper hand 

because they knew that the cities that approved the subsidy could not afford to pay it. 

One way to understand the cities' angry refusal to pay is to read between the lines 

in Charles' chroniclers. Juan Gines de Sepiilveda, for example, justified Charles' 

imperial campaign as a necessity however untimely."'' Pedro Mexia and Prudencio de 

Sandoval considered the revolution to have had multiple causes, thereby weakening the 

argument that Charles was fully responsible for the revolution."^' According to Gonzalo 

Jimenez de Quesada, one of Charles' chief defenders, three events set off the comunero 

revolt: Charles' departure, offices and benefices given to foreigners, and the export of 

Spanish monies."" In this account, Charles is passive and the passive voice marks the 

entire action. Charles was forced to leave, was compelled to provide patronage, and had 

to pay bills. The revolution could not have been his fault because he was not really in 

charge. The main criticism that Jimenez wanted to refute was that Charles and his court 

were driven by avarice. 

Perez, La revolucion de las comunidades, pp. 153-157. The cities were Avila, 
Guadalajara, Jaen, Segovia, Soria, Burgos, Seville and Granada. 
^ Juan Gines de Sepiilveda, Ohms completas: historia de Carlos V, ed. and trans. E. 
Rodriguez Peregrina (Pozoblanco: Ayuntamiento de Pozoblanco, 1995), vol. 1, p. 40. 

For the theory of multiple causes, see Pedro Mexia, Relacion de las comunidades de 
Castilla, BAE 21 (Madrid: Imprenta Rivadeneyra, 1852), pp. 367-368; Sandoval. 
Historia del Emperador, vol. 80, p. 218. 

Gonzalo Jimenez de Quesada, El Antijovio, ed. Rafael Torres Quintero, Publicaciones 
del Instituto Caro y Cuervo 10 (Bogota: Talleres Editoriales de la Libreria Voluntad, 
1952; 1567), p. 34-39. 
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In 1521 Alonso de Castrillo wrote a political treatise that pinpointed the cause of 

all imperial declines: avarice and the love of money.Castrillo placed the blame on 

foreigners for inducing sinful behavior leading to the decline of the Spanish empire. 

He claimed that the Burgundian court introduced the seductive sin of avarice, which then 

spread and forced people to take from others what they did not have.'""* Foreigners were 

setting poor examples; these newcomers were highly visible in society yet getting away 

with sinful behavior. Quoting Saint Augustine, Castrillo offered the solution: judicious 

r u l e . ' " ' '  I n  h i s  v i e w ,  C h a r l e s  h a d  t o  f o c u s  o n  t h e  p o l i c y  o f  d u t i f u l  m e r c e d  a s  t h e  

groundwork for good government and the elimination of poor and corrupt leadership.'"*' 

Using Cicero to make his point, Castrillo concluded that rulers had to be extremely 

107 
judicious when providing mercedes. Implicit in Castrillo's argument was that Charles 

was responsible for the actions of his administrators because he appointed them. The 

king, after all, was the provider. It was the king's chief job to promote justice by 

appointing honest men and competent officials. 

Although Castrillo did not defend the comuneros, he did share the assumption of a 

republic based on the common good, the res puhlica—a republic not necessarily based on 

monarchy. His ideal republic consisted of defenders and subjects. The subjects lived in 

1 09 
Alonso de Castrillo, Tractudo de Republica (Madrid: Instituto de Estudios Politicos, 

1958), pp. 184-186. His treatise was published in Burgos during the comunero revolution 
on April 21, 1521. 

Castrillo, Traetado, pp. 7-8. 
Castrillo, Traetado, p. 22. 
Castrillo, Traetado, p. 164. 
Castrillo, Traetado, p. 220. 
Castrillo, Traetado, p. 220. 
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self-ruling cities.'''^ The defenders were the monarch, his vassals, and officials.When 

defenders become corrupt, when avarice destroys the noble classes, the republic, he 

claimed, falls apart. People then rob and wars break out."" On the other hand, the king 

is capable of sustaining the republic when his policies are just and he cultivates the love 

of his subjects. The king must fully understand the importance of equitable justicc, the 

importance of how to give and how to take away in order to maintain concordia}'' 

Castrillo's political philosophy contained many of the criticisms and demands of 

the comuneros who attacked the policy of favoritism or patronage that, they believed, 

marked Charles' rule. They condemned Charles for his unwillingness to reform the 

institutions of justice and to implement auditing policies, believing that the king had to be 

judicious and systematic in the management ofjudicial office."' In the opinion of the 

comuneros, Charles' actions proved otherwise. Charles introduced an incompetent 

administration and left behind a foreigner in charge. "'^ He gave in to powerful families 

and clans who advanced their own self-interested agenda (interesesparticulares)}^'^ 

1 QQ 
"la republica es una cierta orden o niancra de vivir instituida y escogida entrc si por 

los que viven en la misma ciudad" (Castrillo, Tractado, pp. 28-29). 
Castrillo, Tractado, p. 141, p. 188. 
Castrillo, Tractado, p. 215. 
Castrillo, Tractado, p. 217. 
On the comunero critique of Charles' court and government, see Sandoval, Historia 

del Emperador, vol. 80, pp. 300-302 ("En lo que toca a la casa real"), pp. 306-309 ("lo 
que toca al consejo [de Castilla], audiencias, justicias," "consejo e audiencias," 
"encomiendas y consejo de las Ordenes"). 

Danvila, Historia de las comunidades, vol. 36, the junta of Tordesillas to the 
merindades of Old Castile, Tordesillas, 14 Nov. 1520, pp. 585-591, p. 585. 

". . . es de creer que procuraran sus intereses particulares e aumentar sus casas e estado 
en gran dano e peijuicio de los pueblos e comunidades como lo han fecho hasta aqui" 
(the junta of Tordesillas to the merindades of Old Castile, Tordesillas, 14 Nov. 1520, 
Danvila, Historia de las comunidades, vol. 36, pp.585-591, p. 589). 
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Aflcr the Habsburg forces burned Medina del Campo on August 21, 1520, the 

comuneros discovered that their cause was widely accepted.""^ When the comuneros 

organized their armed forces in Tordesillas in late August 1521, all the Castilian cities 

with vozy voto in the Cortes joined them, Burgos, Soria, Segovia, Avila, Valladolid, 

Leon, Zamora, Cuenca, and Guadalajara.'"' Although the revolt began as a tax rebellion, 

it developed into a political experiment of city-states or communidades realizing their 

democratic potential. It was also about their fury and outrage toward an avaricious body 

of insiders. Regarding Charles' regime to be corrupt and avaricious, the cities refused to 

pay taxes and the tax revolt became a struggle for a representational form of government. 

When the comuneros began to think tactically, they came to realize how they could 

govern the royal patrimony. They did not yet see how their commonwealth of 

autonomous republics could stand alone; they thought they needed a monarch to provide 

them with royal decrees. The comuneros wanted to implement judicial refonns and 

believed that Queen Juana could buttress their efforts to save Castile from foreign 

exploitation and negligence, thereby preventing the return of a Burgundian-oriented 

politics. In the summer of 1520 the Castilian cities decided that an insane queen could 

provide better justice than a corrupt king, so they went to Tordesillas to offer their 

On the destruction of Medina del Campo in August 21, 1520, see Alcocer, Relacion, 
p. 44-45; Pedro Mexia, Historia del Emperador Carlos V, ed. Juan de Mata Carriazo, 
Coleccion de Cronicas Espanolas 7 (Madrid: Espasa-Calpe, 1945), pp. 161-163; 
Sandoval, Historia del Emperador, vol. 80, pp. 248-251. For the crisis of royal authority 
after the burning of Medina del Campo, sec Perez, La revolucion de las comunidades, pp. 
177-179. 
116 ' Perez, La revolucion de las comunidades, p. 184. 
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allegiance to Queen Juana. By early September 1520, the farmers, licentiates, jurists, 

theologians, and knights had changed their name from the junta general to the santa 

junta. The santa junta liberated the queen from royalist captivity under the marquis of 

Dcnia who "held her captive and poorly cared for" in Tordesillas."^ The leaders of the 

junta won the verbal support of Queen Juana who gave them permission to repair the 

injuries (perjuicios) caused by the Burgundian regime.But Juana confounded both the 

royalists and the comuneros, by refusing to sign royal decrees presented to her. To the 

royalist Council of Castile and its president, Juana responded with these words; "you now 

come to me after fifteen years of not dealing with me."'^" She also refused to sign the 

papers brought to her by the comuneros, which in itself revealed her capacity for 

171 
discernment. By December 1520, the santa junta was the new government of 

Castile.'" Charles' secretary of Castilian affairs, Juan Polanco, understood the gravity of 

the situation: Charles had been displaced and his return was the only remedy. 

1 1 7 *  Testmiony of Juan Padilla, Juan Bravo, and Juan Zapata with Queen Juana, 
Tordesillas, 29 Aug. 1520, Danvila, Historia de las comimidades, vol. 35, pp. 469-472; 
Sandoval, Historia del Emperador, vol. 80, pp. 271-272. 

Theprocuradores of Valladolid to city council of Valladolid, Medina del Campo, 11 
Sept. 1520, AGS, Patronato Real, leg. 4, fol. 50. 

Danvila, Historia de las comunidades, vol. 36, Avila, 6 Sept. 1520, pp. 46-47, p. 46). 
For the sessions between the comuneros and Queen Juana, see Sandoval, Historia del 
Emperador, vol. 80, p. 273; Mexi'a, Relacion de las comunidades, p. 380. 
™ Sandoval, Historia del Emperador, vol. 80, p. 271. 

On this theme of Juana's "means of negotiating power" and her refusal to sign decrees 
for the comuneros, see Bethany Aram, "Juana 'the Mad's' Signature: The Problem of 
Invoking Royal Authority, 1505-1507," The Sixteenth Century Journal 29 (1998), pp. 
331-358, pp. 350-351. 
122 For the proceedings (actas) of ten cities forming their own Cortes, see Danvila, 
Historia de las comunidades, vol. 36, Valladolid, 15 Dec. 1520, pp. 710-712. 
123 • ". . . el verdadero remedio y los capitulos verdaderos son sola la bienaventurada 
venida de VM" (Polanco to Charles, 17 Jan. 1521, AGS, Estado, leg. 8, fol. 32). 
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After "saving the queen," the comuneros took the next step ofrejecting Charles' 

claim to Castilian revenues. More was at stake than servicios\ Governor Adrian was no 

longer able to borrow from bankers.The admiral of Castile quickly recognized that 

the "liberty" the cities wanted consisted of eliminating noble privileges of tax 

collection.''"^ Such liberty entailed the loss of incomes for many lords and beneficiaries 

of government bonds (juros), which were annuities based on royal taxes (alcahalas). 

Regarding the privilege of collecting the alcahalas, an anonymous Dominican friar 

claimed "the grandees did not counter the comunidades until the comuneros decided to 

restore alcahalas to the royal patrimony."'^'* The comuneros were unwilling to tolerate 

local assessments (e.g. alcahalas de feria, yantar,portazgo, etc.) and taxation privileges 

granted by PhiUp I, Fernando of Aragon, and Charles to the great lords.Their strategy 

began with the control of royal incomes and this constituted the elimination of fiscal 

privileges granted to many lords. 

Charles realized that the comunero agenda to control royal revenues, including the 

elimination of privileges of tax collection held by aristocrats, had to be fought. He 

decided to hispanicize the regency, empowering it with two aristocrats with substantial 

" .  . .  p o r  t o d a s  e s t a s  c a u s a s  v e o  q u e  m i  e s t a d a  y  p r e s e n c i a  a q u i  n o  s o l a n i e n t e  e s  i n u t i l  
mas aun es dafiosa a VM que a causa mia mas facilmente se ha dinero o ha credito o 
emprestido o de contado" (Adrian to Charles, Medina de Rioseco, 4 Dec. 1520, Danvila, 
Historia de las comunidades, vol. 36, pp. 624-629, p. 627). 

Danvila, Historia de las comunidades, vol. 39, the admiral to Charles, undated, pp. 
429-432, p. 431. 

Floreto de anecdotas y noticias diversas que recopilo un fraile dominico residente en 
Sevilla a mediados del siglo XVI, MHE 48 (Madrid: Imprenta y Editorial Maestre, 1948), 
p. 95. 

"Lo que escribio la junta al Emperador," Sandoval, Historia del Emperador, vol. 1, 
pp. 295-317, pp. 310-312. 
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armed personal forces. In September 1520 Charles incorporated into Adrian's regency 

two of the most powerful grandees of Spain, the admiral of Castile and the constable of 

Castile.''"^ Charles did not give to the co-regents, the constable and admiral of Castile, 

complete authority, for he prohibited them from appointing city councilmen, appellate 

judges, cathedral canons, and court officials.Charles needed military support, because 

1 
he had no permanent troops in Spain or the funds to recruit men. The new co-regents 

were essential, therefore, in organizing the royalist defense. The constable obtained from 

the king of Portugal 50,000 ducats, and a group of aristocrats and merchants contributed 

as well.'" With the financial support of Portugal, the high nobility and commercial 

sector of Burgos, the admiral and constable of Castile recruited men from seigniorial 

jurisdictions. By the end of November 1520, the admiral of Castile had mobilized 7,000 

soldiers and made his town, Medina de Rioseco, one of the two military centers of the 

royalist offensive. 

The admiral of Castile became the regency's mediator with the aim of preventing 

bloodshed and protecting seigniorial assets. He thought a civil war was not the way to 

resolve the range of problems exacerbated by the Burgundian regime. J ust as the 

comuneros, the admiral did not forget that Castile's queen had the power to confirm 

privileges and set laws. He himself had gone to see Queen Juana in order to get her to 

AGS, Patronato Real, leg. 26, fol. 17, Malines, 22 Sept. 1520; Perez, La Revolucion de 
las comunidades, p. 200. 

Charles to Adrian, the constable of Castile, and the admiral of Castile, Brussels, 9 
Sept. 1520, Danvila, Historia de las comunidades, vol. 36, pp. 13-17. 

Perez, La Revolucion de las comunidades, p. 230. 
Perez, La Revolucion de las comunidades, p. 231. 
Perez, La Revolucion de las comunidades, p. 245. 
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1 • 
defend his estates and the property of important grandees from the junta. The admiral 

covered his own bases well. Simultaneously, he defended Charles as the acclaimed king, 

and he did not address the comunero contention that Charles ruled unjustly. "There are 

no laws in the kingdom," the admiral wrote to the junta of Valladolid, "that permit the 

cities the transfer of royal rule Jrom the son to the mother, unless by force."'^'^ The 

admiral then backed the threat of force with a history lesson. In order to convince the 

comuneros to support Charles, the admiral described the tumultuous period following 

Isabel's death in 1504.'^'' In his view, the arrival of the Flemish prince Philip I opened 

the floodgates of political controversy. The admiral's point of departure was Isabel of 

Castile's testament of 1504, in which she had stipulated that, in case of Juana's absence 

or her incapacity to rule ("no pudiere entender en la gobernacion"), Fernando of Aragon 

had to govern Spain until Charles turned twenty.' The admiral claimed that he himself 

"did not take the road of the testament, but did what was beneficial for the kingdom." 

After Isabel died, the admiral reminded the junta of Tordesillas that according to the 

Hernando de Vega to the constable of Castile, Tordesillas, 8 Dec. 1520, Danvila, 
Historia de las comunidades, vol. 36, pp. 636-638, p. 638. 

"digo scnores que os haga creer que con el nombre de la reyna nuestra senora podeis 
gobemamos quitar el Reyno al hijo esta es falsa proposicion que no queriendo o no 
pudiendo governar no hay ley en el Reyno que diga que las comunidades tenga el cargo 
de suplir esta necesidad pues no aviendo ley no puede sostenerse sin culpa e sin armas" 
(the admiral of Castile to Valladolid, Cervera, 23 Oct. 1520, Danvila, Historia de las 
comunidades, vol. 36, pp. 278-281, p. 279-280). 

For these arguments by the admiral and those following, I rely on the letter of the 
admiral to the junta of Tordesillas, Oct. 1520, Danvila, Historia de las comunidades, vol. 
36, pp. 336-344. 

For the inheritance clause of Isabel's Will of 1504, sec Antonio Rodriguez Villa, La 
reina dona Juana: estudio historico (Madrid: Fortanet, 1899; 1892), appendix, #11, pp. 
429-431, p. 430; cf. Manuel Ballesteros Gaibrois, La ohra de Isabel la Catolica 
(Segovia: Deputacion Provincial de Segovia, 1953), pp. 371-400. 
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wishes expressed in her testament Fernando of Aragon was the ruler. Fernando himself 

disobeyed this stipulation by stepping aside to allow Philip 1 to govern Castile. The 

admiral added that he had endured Philip's wrath for initially supporting Fernando. He 

failed to mention, however, that after the peace of Guelders in 1505, Philip I confirmed 

his admiralty, nor did he mention the generous rewards Philip gave him.'" The admiral's 

major point was that there are times when the public good is more important than 

obeying old royal writs. 

In October 1520 the admiral of Castile attempted to convince the junta of 

Tordesillas to lay down their arms. He underscored his consistent support of Queen 

Juana and the integrity of the monarchy of Spain under Queen Juana and King Charles. 

In other words, he thought the junta was half-right. The admiral recounted how he had 

defended Queen Juana when her husband was alive, disobeying the wishes of Philip I, 

who was in favor of locking her up, and he subsequently disobeyed Philip's order to 

attend the Cortes where they were to agree on her fate. After Philip's death in 1506, he 

claimed, he persisted in serving the best interests of Spain {bien general), even to the 

point of dawdling while the procuradores rushed to Valladolid in order to acclaim the 

heir-elect in 1518. Moreover, he did not approve of Charles' nomination of the 

governors nor of the decision of the Council of Castile to send an attack force to Segovia, 

which led to the destruction of Medina del Campo. The cause of the rebellion, declared 

the admiral, was that Charles was poorly advised (mal aconsejado). The admiral pleaded 

For Philip's merced of the admiralty, see Antonio Rodriguez Villa, La reina dona 
Juana, appendix #18, pp. 435-436, p. 436. For additional mercedes granted to the 
admiral by Philip I, see CODOIN 8, pp. 295-296. 
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with the junta. Due to his tender age and his virtue of submission to elders, Charles had 

no other choice than to accept the advice of his regime. In short, the admiral saw the 

junta's complaints as justified and shared its view that the Burgundian regime's orders 

were scandalous {cosas escandalosas), but he sought to minimize Charles' personal 

culpability.'^^ 

The junta of Tordesillas responded that it too sought the public good {bien 

puhlico), was devoted to a peaceful solution, and recognized the fact that culpability for 

the outrage lay upon "the incompetent Council advising our king." But Charles' 

reliance upon his Council, the junta claimed, did not excuse him from departing and 

unleashing diabolical actions {endiahladas ohms). As revolutionary as they may have 

seemed, the junta did not reject Charles outright, but insisted that the king continually 

failed to defend "our laws and privileges." "So why, then, has Charles not renounced his 

bad Council," they asked the admiral, just as the comuneros had condemned and attacked 

members of the Council of Castile, after arriving at the conclusion that the Burgundians 

and the Council of Castile, which consisted of Castilians, were corrupt.'^" 

"en esta culpa se deviera considerar que la menor hera del Rey NS pues su edad le 
mandaba tener consejo y el como virtuoso le recibiera" (the admiral to the city of 
Valladolid, Cervera, 23 Oct. 1520, Danvila, His tori a de las comunidades, vol. 36, pp. 
278-281, p. 278). 

The junta of Tordesillas to the admiral, 22 Nov. 1520, Danvila, Historia de las 
comunidades, vol. 36, pp. 531-544. 

For the junta's actions against the president and members of the Council of Castile, 
see the letter of the constable of Castile to Charles, Briviesca, 30 Sept. 1520, AGS, 
Patronato Real, leg. 2, fol. 124. Sandoval noted how the Council of Castile, in particular 
Licentiates Vargas and Zapata "estaban odiosos en la repiiblica" {Historia del 
Emperador, vol. 80, p. 271). 
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The admiral appealed to reason and sympathized with the comuneros' grievances. 

"I will never let my emotions take over and imperil my reason, nor do I deny the grounds 

of your attacks." The heart of the matter, thought the admiral, was the debate over royal 

legitimacy. The passions of the comuneros that have been aroused must be controlled by 

the principle of hamionious unity, of one God, one king, and one kingdom.'"'' Their 

emotions have gotten the best of them, the admiral added, and have clouded their 

understanding of the trinitarian order of a united kingdom. As the admiral had already 

mentioned, decrees of old had no validity in light of urgencies that undermined the unity 

of the kingdom. The junta had to be patient, await the return of the king, and address 

their grievances to him. Forcing the implementation of justicc by violence would only 

lead to its complete disregard. All must clarify to the king the poor counsel he received 

as well as pave the road for judicious guidance.'"'" 

In concluding, the admiral emphasized unity. He feared a commonwealth of 

cities obtaining privileges from the hand of an insane monarch. "What are we debating" 

the admiral asked the "Do you want the king to uphold your privileges? So do we. 

Do you want him to uphold justice? So do we."'''' He agreed with the Junta that the 

Flemish regime practiced selective and shortsighted benefaction. But now was the time 

to forgive the king, the admiral told them, to consider his youth and inexperience. 

The admiral to the junta of Tordesillas, 22 Nov. 1520, Danvila, Historia de las 
comunidades, vol. 36, pp. 534-541, p. 537. 

"Si SM no tiene buen consejo, demosle razones con que lo crea y c ami no como lo 
vea" (Danvila, Historia de las comunidades, vol. 36, pp. 534-541, p. 538). 

The admiral to the Junta of Tordesillas, Medina de Rioseco, 28 Nov. 1520, Danvila, 
Historia de las comunidades, vol. 36, pp. 534-541, p. 540. 
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By November 1520, the santa junta shifted the ideological terms within which its 

leaders and the admiral debated. As the admiral infomied the city council of Seville, the 

rebels, claiming to represent the kingdom, placed themselves above the king.^'*'* The 

cities increasingly came to believe that monarchy was provisional, because they 

themselves were the entities that truly represented the nation whereas monarchy was at 

best a servant. The santa junta realized that they could prosper with Queen Juana, even 

though she did not sign its papers. The santa junta flatly did not want Charles to return, 

and clarified its role as the representational body of the kingdom of royal cities for itself 

and the nation. Rejecting the admiral's hierarchical assumption of a superior king and a 

dependent kingdom, the santa junta eagerly embraced the democratic principle of 

majority rule, claiming that its alliance of fourteen cities confirmed its sacred right to 

represent the kingdom; moreover, the remaining cities had not joined their just cause, the 

junta argued, only because they had been oppressed.'"*"'' The cities had outgrown their 

need for strong militaristic monarchies; if they could defend themselves, they could also 

construct a competent judiciary. 

The santa junta's claim of democratic representation was bold. In 1520-1521 

Castile began to look much like the Italy of city republics. The cities of Castile were 

The admiral to Seville, Medina de Rioseco, 28 Nov. 1520, Danvila, Historia de las 
comunidades, vol. 36, pp. 541-546, p. 545. 

"Maravillamonos de vuestra merced [the admiral] decir que usamos de nombre 
impropio en pedir y proseguir nuestro santo proposito en nombre dc reyno no estando 
aqui otras ciudades pues vuestra merced sabe es notorio que los votos destos reynos son 
d i e z  y  o c h o  y  d c  e l l o s  h a y  a q u i  l o s  c a t o r c e  q u e  e s  m u c h a  m a s  d e  l a  m a y o r  p a r t e  . . .  y  s i  
algunas dejan de venir es por estar opresas" (the junta of Tordesillas to the admiral, 
Tordesillas, 22 Nov. 1520, Danvila, Historia de las comunidades, vol. 36, pp. 531-534, p. 
533). 
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saying that they were better off without Charles, his foreign policies, alien administrators, 

and corrupt Spaniards in the dishonored Council of Castile. The commonwealth of city-

states, they held, was a better system than the one Charles had set up. 

Chroniclers denounced this democratic movement as demonic.Churchmen 

were especially shocked at the idea of a united federation of city-states and a mad queen 

who could change her mind about signing papers. The bishop of Burgos, for example, 

did not want to see his Castile end up as a political failure, perhaps like Italy itself. For 

him, the comunidades was a perversion of justice and a failure of the monarchical state 

{estado)}*^ 

No other chronicler saw through the comunero's democratic thrust as clearly as 

Antonio de Guevara. Guevara was one of Charles' official chroniclers and court 

preachers and served in the Council of the Inquisition.''^*' After years of service, Guevara 

received mercedes from Charles, beginning with the bishopric of Guadix, followed by the 

bishopric of Mondonedo. During the civil wars, Guevara used his pen to attack the 

religious and military leader of the comuneros, Antonio de Acuna, the bishop of Zamora. 

Guevara reprimanded Acuiia for his dual spiritual and political perversion of the 

established order of imperial rule. In Guevara's eyes, the Zamora prelate had taken up 

arms, which went against his religious caUing. Acuna's spiritual perversion, Guevara 

Mexia, Relacidn de las comunidades, p. 367. 
Juan Rodriguez de Fonseca to Charles, Astorga, 15 Jan. 1521, AGS, Estado, leg. 8, 

fol. 28. 
For Guevara's cursus honorum and royal service, see Augustin Redondo, Antonio de 

Guevara (1480? - 1545) et I'Espagne de son temps: de la carriere officielle aux oeuvres 
politico-morales, Travaux d'Humanisme et Renaissance 148 (Geneva: Librairie Droz, 
1976). For Guevara's salary, see AGS, Escribania Mayor de Rentas, Quitacioncs de 
corte, leg. 8, fols. 358-366, "Cronista de SM." 
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added, generated a popular and blind movement by which the cities of Toledo, Burgos, 

Valladolid, Leon, Salamanca, Avila, and Segovia no longer desired to remain royal 

dependencies but, by turning themselves into a federation {republica) of lordships, they 

wanted to overturn the monarchical order. Bishop Acuna's sermons, Guevara noted, 

influenced the cities to imitate Venice, Genoa, Florence, Siena, and Lucca. In his 

opinion, these Italian places were not cities; they were lordships {sino senorias)\ 

moreover, these lordships did not have magistrates (regidores), they had consuls {sino 

consules). In other words, Guevara suspected that the model of the Roman Republic had 

become the goal of the comuneros. 

To convince the bishop of Zamora that he was committing religious idolatry in 

addition to a parallel of political idolatry, Guevara employed a classical topos.^"^'^ 

Alexander the Great was once asked why he wanted to be the lord of the entire world, 

and Alexander responded that all wars were the result of one of three things: too many 

gods, too many laws, or too many kings. Alexander had to be the only lord of the world 

in order to establish the principle of unity in which one god is worshipped, one king is 

served, and one law obeyed. Guevara then compared the bishop of Zamora to Alexander. 

"Although Alexander was a pagan," Guevara wrote, "you were raised in the Church and 

still you want to make seven kings, establishing seven cities into lordships." Guevara 

insisted that all good and faithful knights have only one God who is Christ, one law, 

which is the Gospel, and one king who is Charles. 

Guevara to the bishop of Zamora, Medina de Rioseco, 20 Dec. 1521, Epistolas 
Familiares, BAE 13 (Madrid: Imprenta de los Sucesores de Hernando, 1913), pp. 141-
142, p. 142. 
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These developments reveal how the cities' resentment over taxes and judicial 

matters led them to declare independence from the monarchy and its Burgundian politics. 

The cities went much farther than demanding a mere restoration of a just monarchy; in 

Guevara's view they turned to the model of the Roman Republic. The cities themselves 

would provide justice and defend the nation. They rejected the imposition of a hereditary 

monarchy. Even after the royalists took Queen Juana from the control of the comuneros, 

the comuneros did not lay down their arms. In February 1521 they decided to gather 

their forces in Toro, and, from there, made plans to defeat the loyalist forces. 

In conclusion, the judicial state that Charles inherited failed, because he did not 

govern in the interest of the citics. Charles was engaged in a range of financial schemes 

undermining traditional mercedes granted to cities by previous Spanish monarchs. With 

his power of me reed, Charles could have strengthened legal attachments to the cities, but 

instead he fortified a foreign regime. Charles did not make the cities dependent on what 

he could provide them, for he untied the bonds of mutual gain. Charles used 

representative institutions, in particular the Cortes, to finance the imperial election, but 

did not follow through with the promises he made to the representatives of the Cortes. 

The cities wanted Charles to reform the royal appellate courts, but Charles broke the 

already tenuous relationship the cities had with all but a few judges of the Chancery of 

Valladolid. Charles did not expand oligarchical relationships, for he alienated the cities 

that were the centers of commerce and higher education. The cities rebelled to protect 

their privileges from attack by the Burgundian regime. Consequently, the cities 

established an alternative form of government: a republic tied together by its constitutions 
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and laws and a coherent representati ve institution, the Cortes, as the basis of power. 

Charles had to learn the hard way M achiavelli's counsel that the power of the state 

should rest upon popular support.' 

In one of the most compact studies of representative institutions, J. Russell Major 
described the "basis of monarchical power" by using The Prince. Paraphrasing 
Machiavelli, Major wrote: "To secure the support of the people, the prince was advised to 
appear to have all the traditional virtues, to tax lightly, and when the great feudal 
dependencies escheated to the crown, to alter neither the laws nor the taxes of the 
inhabitants" {Representative Institutions in Renaissance France, 1421-1559, Studies 
Presented to the International Commission for the History of Representative and 
Parliamentary Institutions 22 [Madison: The University of Wisconsin Press, 1960], p. 
14). 
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2. THE CITIES, 1522-1528 

From 1517 to 1520 Charles' administration was in the hands of favorites and 

Burgundians, and this patronage, known as empadronamiento, caused the polarization 

between the crown and the cities of Castile.' At the Cortes of 1517 and 1520, Charles 

agreed to appoint Spanish natives and competent judges to executive and judicial 

positions, but he did not adopt any measures, because these changes would result in a 

new regime.^ Theprocuradores to the Cortes were perhaps hopeful that Charles would 

force the Burgundian leadership to cooperate by rcadopting appointment procedures and 

auditing measures such as the long-established residencia and visita policies of the 

Catholic Monarchs.^ In 1517 even the Council of Castile urged Charles to make 

appointments according to the standards used by the Catholic Monarchs/ Charles did not 

keep his promise, but rather allowed the Burgundians to handpick councillors and judges 

and to sell offices. When Charles departed for the German empire in 1520, the 

appearance of the regency under Adrian of Utrecht, a foreigner, contributed to the 

outrage of the city councils with voting privileges in the Cortes. 

' For the principle of empadronamiento, see AGS, Patronato Real, leg. 70, fol. 61, 
Madrid, 1528 Cortes. The polarization is discussed in chapter one, "the Failure of 
Burgundian Patronage," section A, "the Burgundian Invasion." 
' For Charles's promises, see AGS, Patronato Real, leg. 7, fols. 209-243, Valladolid, 9 
Dec. 1517; Patronato Real, leg. 70, fol. 9, Santiago, 30 March 1520; CLC, vol. 4, 
Valladolid, 1518; Sandoval, Historia del Emperador, vol. 1, pp. 152-154. 
^ For the background of residencias, see Garriga, La audiencia y las chancillerias 
castellanas. 

Sandoval, Historia de Emperador, vol. 1, pp. 110-111. 
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The civil wars of 1520-1521 were the turning point for Charles, because he 

realized how important Castilian cities were for his economic survival; the citics provided 

over eighty percent of royal income. During the civil wars the cities did not pay taxes, so 

Charles cut short the papal coronation, receiving only the iron crown, and returned to 

Spain in order to resume tax collection and to negotiate municipal subsidies. He soon 

made his Castilian enterprise the priority and decided that new strategies had to be 

employed. 

If Charles expected to receive Castilian revenues, he had to endorse executive and 

judicial management policies formulated in the Cortes, especially refonns articulated by 

the representatives of the 1523 Cortes. Beginning in 1523 Charles rationalized 

government by promoting management efficiency and by appointing qualified candidates 

to judicial posts. By 1528 the Castilian executive and judicial bureaucracy was no longer 

a patron-client organization; it was a flexible multi-layered institution under the rule of 

law and sufficiently centralized to prevent its breakdown into a clientelist system.^ 

Unlike the Renaissance monarchs, Charles no longer appointed favorites and courtiers to 

judicial office and did not sell executive positions.'' He did not make appointments on the 

^ For an example of Renaissance court patronage, see Linda Levy Peck, "Court Patronage 
and Government Policy: The Jacobean Dilemma," Patronage in the Renaissance, ed. 
Guy Fitch Lytle and Stephen Orgel (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1981), pp. 27-
46. She wrote that the "basis of English politics in the sixteenth and seventeenth 
centuries was the patron-client relationship between the monarchy and the most 
important political groups in the state, the peerage and the gentry" (pp. 28-29). 
^ Charles did not sell judgeships, but in 1543 he began to sell regimientos and 
escribanias, which were not judgeships. Magarita Cuartas Rivero notes that these sales 
of municipal offices increased the total number of regimientos in municipal governments, 
especially in towns previously under the jurisdiction of the military orders ("La venta de 
oficios publicos en el siglo XVI," Actus del IV Symposium de Historia de la 
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basis of patronage.^ As depicted in the chronicle tradition, Charles now resembled the 

Catholic Monarchs who themselves resembled Justinian I, in prohibiting the buying and 

selling of public offices.® 

Two strategies of royal merced concern this chapter, because they reveal the 

process by which Charles retained the loyalty of the nobility while regaining the 

confidence and money of the urban elites. The first policy is about Charles' need to 

patronize aristocrats. Charles strengthened his alliance with nobles by conceding 

traditional privileges they expected for services they provided their king. Charles' 

reconstruction policies after the civil wars could not jeopardize his continual partnership 

with the nobility. So in 1522-1525 he catered to the requirements of the aristocrats by 

conceding privileges of entailed estates, tax-exemptions, municipal incomes, and habits 

of the military orders without which they could not accumulate and conserve assets. 

The second strategy of merced occupies three sections that describe the process of 

negotiation between the Cortes and Charles: "the Cortes and Taxes," "the Cortes of 1523 

Administracion, Publicaciones del Institute Nacional de Administracion [Madrid: 
Instituto Nacional de Administracion Piiblica, 1983?], pp. 225-260, p. 240). Antonio 
Dominguez Ortiz argues that Charles began to sell municipal offices as early as 1523, but 
his evidence of such sales took place in 1545 and afterwards ("La venta de cargos y 
oficios piiblicos en Castilla y sus consequencias economicas y sociales," Instituciones y 
sociedad en la Espana de los Austrias [Barcelona: Editorial Ariel, 1985], pp. 146-183, 
pp. 151-153). 
^ On patronage, see Gellner, "Patrons and clients," Patrons and Clients in Mediterranean 
Societies, pp. 1-6. Gellner wrote: "power in a well centralized and law-abiding 
bureaucracy is not a form of patronage. In so far as bureaucrats are selected for their 
posts by fair and public criteria, are constrained to observe impartial rules, are 
accountable for what they do, and can be removed from their positions without undue 
difficulty and in accordance with recognized procedures, they are not really patrons, even 
if they do exercise much power (p. 1)." 
^ Sandoval, Historia del Emperador, vol. 1, p. 110; Digest, 48, 12, lex Julia on electoral 
corruption. 
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and Absolute Power," and "Corregidores." The first section, on "the Cortes and Taxes," 

covers the period from 1517 to 1537, and highlights the ability of the Cortes to determine 

tax rates and its subsequent failure to monopolize taxation. Only after Charles had 

implemented the reforms required by the Cortes did he acquire the leverage to extend tax 

privileges to municipalities that did not have the right of assembly in the Cortes. The 

second section, on "the Cortes and Absolute Power," underscores the parliamentary 

course Charles used to grant a new and historically important merced to the Cortes, the 

right to address petitions and grievances before discussing subsidy amounts. The cities 

explained to Charles that he could apply his absolute power solely for the benefit of his 

subjects. The third section on "Corregidores" explains how royal rnerced consisted in the 

king's duty to appoint royal officials on the basis of merit and accountability. In 1523 

Charles shifted the focus of his patronage from aristocrats to the urban elites who wanted 

the king to appoint candidates for their experience and expertise in law. The Cortes of 

1523 imposed a platform of appointments and rewards, especially for local j udges, the 

corregidores. The local judiciary had to be a law-abiding bureaucracy in which judges 

were selected by public criteria, bound to the policies of audits and rotation, held 

accountable, and removed if found negligent or corrupt. 
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Aristocrats and their Privileges 

Initially, Charles' policy of favoring only nobles seemed to have worked. Just 

prior to his arrival to Spain in 1517, Charles did what every king had to do: gain the 

support of the powerful aristocratic class. Charles first classified his vassals by 

distinguishing them along familial lines. He entitled the grandees of Castile his primos 

(first cousins), the highest relatives in the hierarchy of royalty, and he gave them 

privileges that secured their fortunes. When Charles was about to depart in 1520, he 

ordered Secretary Cobos to concede the privilege of collecting the servicios (annual 

municipal-based subsidies) to many of the grandees of Castile.^ Charles also nominated 

10 his "second" cousins, parientes, to magistracies in royal cities and the mihtary orders. 

When Charles took the first step of appointing enough Spaniards to help him navigate the 

Castilian seigniorial landscape, he incorporated many of his vassals into his government. 

As early as 1516, Adrian of Utrecht, the regent of Spain, appointed secretaries who used 

revenues of the military orders in order to provide nobles with incomes." Incomes from 

the military orders were the salaries of officials, the governors, and aristocratic knights in 

royal service.'^ 

The best way Charles could establish a foreign regime in Spain was to ensure the 

benefits the aristocratic class expected. When Charles left Spain in 1520 he wanted his 

^ Sandoval, Historia del Emperador, vol. 1, p. 219. 
Diego Lopez de Ayala to Cardinal Cisneros, Brussels, 20 Aug. 1516, Cartas de los 

secretarios, p. 215-220. 
" See the letter dated 6 Oct. 1516, from Cisneros' secretary, Jorge Varacaldo, to Lopez 
de Ayala (Cartas de los secretarios, pp. 35-37). 

AGS, Estado, leg. 7, fol. 73. 
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• 1 ^ 

regent, Adrian of Utrecht, to continue with the policy of favoring the great lords. 

Consequently, Adrian requested a large number of mercedes for loyalists, many of which 

were granted/'^ In 1520, for example, the count of Urena, the marquis of Villafranca, and 

the marquis of Los Velez were elevated to grandeza in 1520, which meant that they 

became Charles' prirnos. Charles did not forget to give privileges to the most powerful 

of the Castilian grandees.'^ He knew he had to have the constable of Castile on his side 

and granted him an assortment of offices and privileges in order to secure his loyalty."* 

Charles did not fight in the civil wars and did not fmancc the royalist cause, 

because he could count on the aristocratic class for support. The nobles did not want to 

see the republic of autonomous cities strip them of their privileges.'^ So they fought to 

save their own skin. The cities lost primarily because the nobles came to Charles' rescue. 

For over two years (1520-1521), the makeshift government in Spain, led by the admiral 

of Castile and constable of Castile, was essentially a military operation that was poorly 

funded and only gained momentum after the nobles who initially supported the cities 

13 On "nombramientos que el rey hizo desde Bruselas" of Spanish aristocrats, see 
Danvila, Historia de las comunidades, vol. 35 p. 181. 

AGS, Estado, leg. 9, fols. 60, 94, and 111-112. 
AGS, Estado, leg. 10, fol. 101, Adrian of Utrecht to Charles, Zaragoza, 9 April 1522; 

Estado, leg. 10, fol. 109, the viceroys of Castile (the admiral and constable of Castile to 
Charles, Victoria, 13 May 1522. 

For privileges and offices granted to the co-regent, the constable of Castile, see Maria 
de la Fena Marazuela and Pilar Leon Tello, eds., Archivo de los Duques de Frias: casa de 
Velasco, 2 vols. (Madrid: Bias, 1955); for the merced of the oficio de escrihano mayor de 
las renins de los diezmos de la mar (1525), see vol. 1, p. 228; for the appointment of the 
son of the constable to the regimiento of Toledo (1522), see vol. 1, p. 408. 

For analysis of the republic of Castilian city-states, see chapter one, "The 
Burgundians," section B, "The Revolt." 
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1 R 
came to fear for their own future as proprietary landowners and tax farmers. As the 

chronicler, Juan Maldonado, explained it, the admiral and constable of Castile forged a 

military regime in order to counter the communal movement that threatened their order.''' 

Despite their differences in military policies, the hawkish constable and the conciliatory 

admiral agreed upon one common goal: victory for them meant the consolidation of their 

seigniorial interests, more than a mere restoration of Caroline power under the contested 

king.-" 

There was a time when the nobles did not come to the rescue of the Habsburg 

king and were cooperating with the comuneros. In 1520, Charles lost revenues while 

many nobles observed or joined the comunero cause. Similarly, the comuneros acquired 

money and enlarged their army and thus gained an early advantage through their control 

of royal revenues. One of Charles' agents in Castile warned him that "we do not have 

gunpowder and at present we have only a handful of muskets and pikes; moreover, 

because the comuneros confiscate assets and take over royal incomes with the help of 

lords, they attract as many bodies as they want while we go without men and money."'' 

The shortage of royal funds did not affect the ability of the military regime of the 

constable and admiral of Castile to neutralize the comunero movement. In fact, royal 

1 8 
For equivalent scholarly claims, see Danvila, Historia de las comunidades, vol. 35, p. 

458; Perez, La revolucion de las comunidades, pp. 472-473. 
Maldonado, De Motu Hispaniae, pp. 278-279. 
For similar argument, see Perez, La revolucion de las comunidades, p. 246; "la 

oposicion entre ellos [the admiral and constable of Castile] era linicamente respecto a las 
vias y los medios, no sobre la meta a conseguir, que era identica mantener y aumentar, si 
ello era posible, el poder social de la alta nobleza contra la subversion reprensentada por 
la junta." 

Ciphered letter by the admiral to Charles' agent, Angelo de Bursa, Tordesillas, 23 Jan. 
1521, Danvila, Historia de las comunidades, vol. 37, pp. 73-74, p. 73. 
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debt better served the aristocratic strategy in making Charles more reliant on them. They 

wanted a dependent king, for he would be more generous with privileges. The leaders of 

the military regime regularly told Charles how poorly the royalist effort proceeded. They 

alerted Charles how fragile his rule was without their support. In the beginning of the 

civil wars, for example, the constable warned Charles that their funds and munitions were 

in short supply and dwindling, while the comuneros gained additional support and 

22 fighting men. Loyalists in charge of royal revenues, which at this time came from royal 

revenues based on American imports and from the military orders, described the royal 

cause as totally impoverished. These alerts of shortages were tactical, for they 

accentuated how much the aristocrats invested in the support of Charles. 

It was during the winter of 1520-1521 that the admiral allowed the comuneros to 

escape from Tordesillas, because he wanted to secure a non-violent resolution and to 

enhance the noble alliance as the legitimate restoration. On December 5,1520, the 

Caroline regime and allied lords under the constable and admiral took the first step in 

reducing the comunero coalition. Royalists attacked the junta of Tordesillas and "saved 

the queen" who shared the comunero grievances. According to Pedro Mexia, the victory 

of Tordesillas was "the starting point and the road to undercut the rebellion and tyranny 

of the comiinidades . . . The comuneros no longer had the support of Queen Juana 

who was confined. 

The constable of Castile to Charles. Burgos, 4 Dec. 1520, Danvila, Historia de las 
comunidades, vol. 36, pp. 622-623, p. 623. 

AGS, Estado, leg, 8, fbl. 132, Francisco Vargas to Charles, Burgos, 9 Sept. 1521. 
Relacion de las comunidades, p. 394. 
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After the royal victory of Tordesillas, the royalists engaged on their second 

strategy: to make Charles more dependent on them and to control the radical upsurge of 

the comufiidades that no longer had Queen Juana under their supervision. The admiral 

successfully campaigned to get the queen, but he did not want to attack the comunero 

forces in Villabragima and Valladolid.^^ He certainly wanted to undermine the junta's 

claim by deposing its queen; moreover, by not consolidating the seigniorial victory of 

Tordesillas, thereby prolonging the life of the communal restoration, the admiral and his 

aristocratic alliance conserved, as much as possible, their personal assets. While utilizing 

royal resources to the fullest extent, the admiral and his allies avoided warfare within, and 

in close proximity to, their estates and villages. It was widely rumored that many lords 

did not fight to defend Charles but to accumulate more assets. Adrian explained 

precisely this situation to Charles: 

"Many people over here say that the grandees use royal assets to retake and 
defend their villages, and that they are not fully dedicated in serving your majesty; 
moreover, the grandees do not use their own money to pay for the housing of 
royal soldiers, but rather use the money that is yours. Others suspect and openly 
say that the nobles look for ways to perpetuate the length of this war, because it 
will make your majesty more dependent on them while permitting them to enlarge 
their estates."^^ 

When the loyalists defeated the junta of Tordesillas on December 5, 1520, the 

noble clans completed the first of two stages that would gain them their goals of securing 

privileges and obtaining offices. Immediately after this victory, the admiral advised 

Charles to give thanks to God and to give rewards to the knights who risked their lives to 

Adrian to Charles, Medina de Rioseco, 4 Dec. 1520, Danvila, Historia de las 
comunidades, vol. 36, pp. 624-629, p.627. 

Adrian to Charles, Medina de Rioseco, 4 Dec. 1520, Danvila, Historia de las 
comunidades, vol. 36, pp. 624-629, p.627. 
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take Tordesillas.^^ The royal distribution of merced was critical, but what was needed 

was Charles' return. Certainly, the admiral hoped that Charles would return soon to 

Spain, but he wanted him to arrive with a programmatic policy of royal beneficence that 

would include rewards for the loyalists and a universal pardon for the majority of the 

Castilian taxpayers. "I always beg for your universal pardon of these kingdoms," the 

admiral wrote, "because you [Charles] are the one who will gain the most from it, but 

also you must come to Spain immediately, otherwise everything will be lost." 

If the loyalists wanted to get maximum benefits, they had to finish the job for 

Charles. With the coming of spring, the royalists knew that the "rebel" forces would 

need additional supplies and food. The comunero army wintered in Torrelobaton, but it 

could only survive if it traveled to the city of Toro for reinforcements. The royalists 

trapped the comuneros on a ridge below the plateau where the town of Villalar stood. 

The royalist victory at Villalar in April 23, 1521, eliminated the possibility that Spain 

would be a federation of cities. The victory gave Charles proof of noble loyalty and 

sacrifice: broken necks hanging above a blood-soaked ground of 500 dead defenders of 

90 
the federation. This bloodbath was followed by sustained merced policies that included 

universal pardons for the survivors of the "rebellion," minimal punishments for the 

97 
The admiral to Charles, Tordesillas, 4 Dec. 1520, Danvila, Historia de las 

comunidades, vol. 36, pp. 630-631, p. 630. 
9R 

"siempre le suplico por el perdon general destos reynos pues SA es quien recibe la 
mayor obra y que venga y presto si no va todo perdido" (Ciphered letter by the admiral to 
Charles' agent, Angelo de Bursa, Tordesillas, 23 Jan. 1521, Danvila, Historia de las 
comunidades, vol. 37, pp. 73-74, p. 74). 

Mexia listed 500 dead (Relacion de las comunidades, p. 406). Sandoval claimed the 
death toll was over 100, including 400 casualties and over 1000 captured (Historia del 
Emperador, vol. 1, pp. 434-439, p. 436). 
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majority of the comuneros, and rewards for the defenders of the Caroline monarchy.'" By 

the end of 1522 Charles was reputed to have said, "enough spilling of blood!""' With 

these words, Charles began his program of mercy, announcing on All Saints' Day (28 

32 October 1522) the pardon of all comuneros except for a handful of the leaders. 

The admiral led the way in a stabilization program. He advanced the policy of 

giving municipal offices to royalists only, while forbidding city council members who 

supported the comuneros from holding on to their jobs. "Your majesty has mandated not 

to remove council offices from the pardoned," the admiral wrote, "and if this order has 

been implemented, it must be revoked." He wanted Charles to send him a new order, 

because "we have not taken such offices, but merely given regimientos to men who have 

-IT 
served very well." 

By the end of 1521, the grandees began their solicitation campaign, asking 

Charles to concede habits of the military orders to men who fought for him.^^ 

On Charles' pardon, see AGS, Estado, leg. 10, fols. 25-28, 28 Oct. 1522, "Copia del 
perdon general que el Empcrador hizo a los comuneros y las comunidades de Castilla 
exceptando algunas personas." 

Mexia, His tor ia del Emperador, p. 320. 
AGS, Estado, leg. 10, fols. 26-28. 
"VA manda que no se sequcstren los regimientos de los exceptados y si esta hecho que 

se revoque y para ello enbia VA cedula nosotros no hemos secuestrado sino dado los 
dichos regimientos a personas que han muy bien servido," (the admiral to Charles, 
Victoria, 26 April 1522, AGS, Estado, leg. 10, fol. 17). 

For a handful of requests, see AGS, Estado, leg. 8, fol. 149, the admiral to Charles, 27 
Dec. 1521; Estado, leg. 8, fol. 226, the admiral to Charles, 27 Feb. 1521; Estado, leg. 8, 
fol. 129, Diego de Carvajal to Charles, Toledo, 11 Sept. 1521; Estado, leg. 8, fol. 115, 
Adrian to Charles, Logrono, 5 Aug. 1521; Estado, leg. 8, fol. 116, the marquis of Denia 
to Charles, Tordesillas [1521]; Estado, leg. 8, fol. 88, the duke of Medina Sidonia to 
Charles, Seville, 22 April 1521; Estado, leg. 8, fol. 139, the duke of Bejar to Charles, 1 
Oct. 1521; Estado, leg. 8, fol. 244, the marquis of Villena to Charles, Escalona, 1521; 
Estado, leg. 8, fol. 245, the marquis of Villena to Charles, 22 Nov. 1521; Estado, leg. 8, 
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After the civil wars, Charles took advantage of the royal victory by shoring up the loyalist 

alliance with a range of compensations. He permitted the confiscation of assets of many 

of the condemned comuneros, including the income of the bishop of Zamora, in order to 

provide loyalists with payments.Charles responded to many requests for privileges and 

offices from cily council members, judges, and government officials who stood on 

Charles' side throughout the civil wars.^^ Charles, however, agreed not to make 

reparations the right of nobles and of royalist vassals who lost incomes and properties 

during the civil wars." Charles compensated select victims, but did not make reparations 

T O  

a consistent policy. 

In November 1522, Charles gave mercedes to staunch defenders of the Habsburg 

dynasty. Charles began the sale of confiscated assets of many comuneros in public 

auctions, kept valuables such as jewelry to give away himself and rented out properties 

until an appropriate sale emerged.'"' Beginning in 1522, the major winners of Charles' 

fol. 259, the marquis of Los Velez, 16 Oct. 1521; Estado, leg. 8, fol. 273, the admiral to 
Charles, Tordesillas, 15 April 1521, "en favor de don Iftigo de Mendoza." 

AGS, Estado, leg. 8, fol. 135, the bishop of Oviedo to Charles, Burgos, 19 Sept. 1521; 
Perez, La revolucion de las comunidades, pp. 484-492. 

These are just a small number of royal concessions: AGS, Estado, leg. 8, fol. 203, 
"Luis Sarmiento recibe merced"; Estado, leg. 8, fol. 205, "Luis de Zimiga"; Estado, leg. 
8, fol. 206, "Rodrigo Bazan"; Estado, leg. 8, fol. 207, "Pedro Mendoza"; Estado, leg. 8, 
fol. 208, "Juan de Luna, merced de SM"; Estado, leg. 8, fol. 296, Granada, 1522, "para 
que a don Antonio de la Cueva corregidor de Granada se le paguen 500 ducados": 
Estado, leg. 9, fol. 26, "salario para el Doctor Juan de la Cueva, regidor de Ubeda"; 
Estado, leg. 9, fol. 63, the admiral to Charles, Victoria, 8 Dec. 1521, "gracias por la 
merced que al obispo de Palencia hizo en el dar el capello"; Estado, leg. 10, fol. 175. 

Petition #17, 1523 Cortes, Valladolid, CLC, vol. 4, p. 370. 
Petition #50, 1523 Cortes, Valladolid, CLC, vol. 4. p. 380. On reparations, see Perez, 

La revolucion de las comunidades, pp. 650-665. 
AGS, Estado, leg. 10, fols. 111-112, Ghent, 11 May 1522, consulta de mercedes. 
Perez, La revolucion de las comunidades, p. 640. 
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right of patronage were his closest advisors and lenders. Doctor Nicolas Tello of the 

Council of Castile received 133 ducats; a client of the archbishop of Seville, who was a 

leading officer of the Council of the Inquisition, got a position in the tribunal of Murcia; 

the royalist corrcgidor of Badajoz, Diego de Avila, was awarded three horses and two 

slaves of the comunero Pero Laso de la Vega/' Charles also obtained a cardinal's hat for 

the president of the Council of Castile, Antonio Rojas Manrique.'^" After the civil wars, 

the bishop of Oviedo founded his college with the help of a government bond.''" Charles 

promoted the archbishop of Santiago, Alonso Fonseca III, to the archdiocese of Toledo 

and placed a number of the prelate's relatives in offices.The leader of the royalist pack 

was Cobos who look the gold chain worn by the military leader of the comuneros.'^^ 

Charles gave his secretary, Juan de Bozmediano, a council seat in Segovia.''® 

Bozmediano became Charles' finance secretary who handled negotiations with the 

Fuggers.'^^ Charles' Spanish converso banker, Alonso Gutierrez de Madrid, as well 

received a symbolic payment of twenty-six ducats from the assets of a number of 

48 
Salamanca comuneros. Gutierrez became one of Charles' main bankers; he sold 

government bonds and leased ecclesiastical-based incomes to the Fuggers and the 

Danvila, Historia de las comunidades, vol. 39, pp. 510-511. 
AGS, Estado, leg. 9, fol. 61, the count of Miranda to Charles, Vitoria, 7 Dec. 1521; 

Estado, leg. 9, fol. 63, the admiral to Charles, Victoria, 8 Dec. 1521. 
AGS, Estado, leg. 10, fol. 63, the bishop of Oviedo to Charles, Vitoria, 16 Feb 1522. 
AGS, Estado, leg. 9, fol. 91, 7 Sept. 1524? 
Danvila, Historia de las comunidades, vol. 39, p. 517 
Perez, La revolucion de las comunidades, p. 648. 
For contracts with the Fuggers regarding the bulls of crusade, see AGS, Estado, leg. 14, 

fol. 158, 1526; Estado, leg. 20, fol. 15, Tavera to Charles; Estado, leg. 20, fol. 22, Tavera 
to Charles. 
48 ' Perez, La revolucion de las comunidades, p. 648. 
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Genoese.'*'^ Charles returned the favor by providing Gutierrez with a city council seat in 

Granada and gave Gutierrez's son a command in the mihtary order of Calatrava.^'' These 

mercedes came in spite of the fact that Gutierrez had loaned Juan de Padilla, the military 

leader of the comuneros, 800 ducats.'"' 

Charles gave jobs to nobles whose properties were sacked or destroyed and to the 

grandees who organized loyalist offensives, providing incomes to the marquis of Aguilar 

and the members of the recently established Council of War, which included Alvaro 

Tellez and the constable of Castile's client, Rodrigo Manrique.^^ The admiral and the 

count of Haro did not miss out as Charles provided the admiral's clients with royal 

53 positions in the court. The constable placed his clients, such as the count of Castro, in 

AGS, Patronato Real, leg. 26, fol. 30, Toledo, 4 Feb. 1529, "para cumplir el memorial 
de los 300 mil ducados"; Patronato Real, leg. 26, fol. 33, "poder para que juntamente con 
los del conscjo de la hazienda entendiesen en las ventas y otras cosas de que se avian de 
sacar 300 mill ducados"; Estado, leg. 18, fol. 162, Gutierrez to Charles, Toledo, 4 June 
1529?; Estado, leg. 20, fol. 15, Tavera to Charles, Madrid 6 June 1530?, "asiento con 
alemanes para buscar dinero"; Estado, leg. 20, fol. 22, Tavera to Charles. 

On the council of Granada, see AGS, Estado, leg. 19, fol. 252, the Empress to Charles, 
Madrid, 13 Sept 1530. For the merced of the tenencia, see Estado, leg. 25, fols. 172-173, 
fol. 172. 

Fidel Fita, "Los judaizantes espanoles en los cinco primeros anos (1516-1520) del 
reinado de Carlos I: investigacion historica," BRAH 33 (1898), pp. 307-348, pp. 308-310. 

On the salaries of the councillors of the Council of State and War, see AGS, Estado, 
leg. 11, fol. 11. On Manrique, see Escribama Mayor de Rentas, Quitaciones de corte, leg. 
39, fol. 297, "merced de 100,000 mrs. del salario de consejero. The constable was his 
protector and had requested for Manrique's elevation to the Council of War (Camara de 
Castilla, leg. 3, sf, 24 May 1521). On the creation of the Council of State and War, sec 
chapter three, "The Executive Councils." 

AGS, Estado, leg. 9, fol. 145, the admiral to Charles, Vitoria, 7 Nov. 1521, "por 
Alonso de Guzman, criado del conde de Haro"; Estado, leg. 10, fol. 35, the marquis of 
Denia to Charles, Tordesillas, 9 Feb. 1522; Estado, leg. 10, fol. 82, the admiral to 
Charles, Vitoria, March 1522; Estado, leg. 10, fol. 84, the admiral to Charles, Vitoria, 5 
Feb. 1522; Estado, leg. 10, fol. 86, the admiral to Charles, Vitoria, 26 March 1522. 
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Charles' court.Charles supported the protector of Queen Juana, the marquis of Denia 

(Bernardo de Sandoval y Rojas), by giving Denia's clients domestic offices of the royal 

household.^^ Almost every noble family who did not participate in the comunero cause 

was able to send sons to serve in Charles' court as military defenders (gentiles hombres) 

and court servants (camareros).^^ 

In 1522 Charles drew up a list of claimants for reparations."^ The rewards were 

either special requests or jobs and assets confiscated from the comuneros. Of the 139 

claimants in the account of 1522, thirty-six received prompt compensations. One of the 

petitioners was Juana Pimentel and she wanted the body of her son, who was a comunero 

killed in Simancas, moved to the family graveyard in Salamanca. Charles granted her 

this wish as well as compensating a royalist procurador of Valladolid whose home was 

destroyed by the comuneros. Procuradores who remained loyal during the revolution 

C O  

received mercedes. Charles, for example, gave to a procurador of Zamora a home of 

one of the comuneros, because he had lost his house during the revolution. A judge of 

Ciudad Rodrigo, too, got Charles' promise of a quick merced. Charles changed the 

mayorazgo of a large landowner of Valladolid, Alonso Nino de Castro, so that Nino 

could break up his land and sell it to developers. One of the captains of the royalist army 

who defeated the comuneros in Villalar, Juan de Rojas, received ransom money due to 

AGS, Estado, leg. 10, fol. 83, the constable of Castile to Charles, Vitoria, 9 Feb. 1522; 
Estado, leg. 10, fol. 85, the constable to Charles, Vitoria, 25 March 1522, "merced para 
conde de Castro." 

AGS, Estado, leg. 10. fol. 35, the prior of San Juan to Charles, Ocana, 9 Feb. 1522. 
On Charles' appointment of nobles to his court, see AGS, Estado, leg. 11, fols. 44-61; 

chapter five, "The Household." 
AGS, Estado, leg. 10, fol. 115, 1522, "los que piden oficios y bienes confiscados." 
On mercedes for procuradores, see AGS, Estado, leg. 9, fol. 130. 
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his capturing of the comunero Francisco de Gricio. Another recipient of Charles' merced 

was an experienced corregidor of numerous cities since 1502, Diego Osorio. Osorio was 

a brother of the revolutionary leader, the bishop of Zamora.^^ Charles appreciated the 

services of Osorio's defensive efforts by making him a gentil hornhre and placing him in 

the Empress' court/'" Another royalist defender was Pedro de Bazan, and he was given 

numerous assignments as corregidor/'^ He wanted Charles to give him a bond or at least 

a property of a comunero, because comuneros burnt his home in Toro. In 1523 the 

judges of the Chancery of Valladolid decided that the city of Toro had to give Bazan 

1,013 ducats/'" Because the comuneros confiscated incomes and destroyed properties of 

numerous nobles, Charles literally checked off many aristocrats who were the first to 

reccive compensations, and they included the admiral of Castile, the duke of Najera, the 

duke of Medinaceli, the marquis of Astorga, the marquis of Aguilar, the marquis of 

Denia, the count of Alba de Liste, the count of Miranda, the count of Ribadavia, the count 

of Castro, and the count of Fuensalida/' ' 

For his corregimiento in Burgos, sec Perez, La revolucidn de las comunidades, pp. 
166-168. For the residencia of his corregimiento in Cordoba, see Danvila, Historia de 
las comunidades, vol. 39, pp. 473-478. 
^ For his term as gentil homhre, see AGS, Patronato Real, leg. 70, fol. 71. On his 
appointment to the court of the Empress, see Estado, leg. 26, fol. 143, Madrid, 1528? "Lo 
que agora sus magestades proveen en lo dc la casa de la emperatriz." For salaries, see 
Escribama Mayor de Rentas, Quitaciones de corte, leg 12, fols. 404-407. 

ForBazan's corregimientos, see AGS, Estado, leg. 10, fol. 114, leg. 27, fol. 313 and 
leg. 13, fol. 191. 

Perez, La revolucidn de las comunidades, p. 658. 
AGS, Estado, leg. 10, fol. 115, 1522, "los que piden oficios y bienes confiscados." 

This list includes the names of the solicitors and a check designating the solicitor 
receiving the request from Charles. 
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Charles also gave to the Council of Castile the task of making reparations, which 

took over ten years of litigation and another ten in which payments of damages were 

finally made. Charles was careful not to let these types of claims overrun his appellate 

system. Only a few cases went before the king's judges. Limiting the cases that went to 

the appellate courts reflected Charles' decision to make reparations via his me reed policy. 

Nonetheless, in 1525, the Council of Castile authorized the countess of Chinchon to 

collect from villages of Segovia 4,266 ducats, and in an appeal case in the Chancery of 

Valladolid, the court in 1531 imposed her damages amounting to 26,182 ducats on the 

culpable villages of Madrid.''"' The admiral of Castile was the lord of Torrelobaton, 

which was looted and damaged by the comunero army of over 5,000 soldiers. In 1533 

the Council of Castile awarded the admiral a settlement of 18,666 ducats to be paid by 

the cities of Valladolid, Toledo, Medina del Campo, Salamanca, Segovia, Avila, Zamora, 

Madrid, Toro, and Leon.^^ In 1521 the count of Benavente as well went to the king's 

appellate court in Valladolid, seeking damages amounting to 33,900 ducats. This claim 

went on for sixteen years, when at last the new count of Benavente was able to collect a 

portion of the settlement."' 

Cases in the court necessitated lengthy deliberations and judicial process proved 

less efficient than the regal power of merced. Thus Charles devised a better and quicker 

way to appease the aristocrats who suffered damages and who wanted prompt action; he 

secured and increased the mayorazgos of the great houses of the Toledo, Velasco, Osorio, 

^ Filemon Arribas Arranz, "Repercusiones economicas de las comunidades de Castilla," 
Hispania 18 (1958), pp. 505-546, pp. 508-509. 

Arribas Arranz, "Repercusiones economicas," pp. 510-512. 
^ Perez, La revolucion de las comunidades, p. 656. 
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Pacheco, Rojas Sandoval, and others. Mayorazgos, the famous mercedes enriquenas, 

established by the founder of the Trastamara dynasty, Enrique II (1369-1379), were 

perpetual trusts; as trustee of these trusts, the king removed property and incomcs from 

the partible estates of nobles. Lords with such grants could not sell, mortgage, or 

increase them unless the king applied his absolute power to make changes. Charles 

started with the constable of Castile and his wife, the duchess of Frias, who received a 

range of privileges and perpetual trusts for their children.®^ In 1523, the marquis of 

Priego enlarged his patrimony as the king granted him the mayorazgo to incorporate his 

estate with his wife's inheritance.^''^ 

Charles then supported the level of the elite below the aristocracy. In 1522 

Charles gave offices to family members of city councilmcn and procuradores who were 

murdered by the comuneros.'^ He also gave privileges to procuradores who remained 

For a few cases of noble families receiving mercedes, see Rafael Sanchez Domingo, El 
regimen senorial en Castilla Vieja: la casa de las Velasco (Burgos; University of Burgos, 
1999), pp. 129-142; Jose Antonio Martin Fuertes, De la nobleza Leonesa: los Osorioy el 
marquesado de Astorga (Leon: G. Monterreina, 1988), pp. 98-107; and Ignacio Atienza 
Hernandez, Aristocracia, poder, y riqueza en la Espana moderna: la casa de Osuna, 
sighs XV-XIX (Madrid: Siglo Veintiuno, 1987), pp. 77-95. 

AGS, Estado, leg. 10, fols. 11-15. See also the inventory compiled by Peha Marazuela 
and Leon Tello, Duques de Frias, vol. 1, p. 6, p. 37, p. 414, and p. 522. Other graces 
followed: AGS, Estado, leg. 9, fol. 123, the constable to Charles, "el priorazgo de 
Aracena que hizo merced a Ulloa." For an inventory of Charles' grants of such 
mercedes, see Camara de Castilla, Libros de Relacion, legs. 1-5. This inventory begins in 
1528 (not catalogued). 

Juan Manuel Valencia Rodriguez, Senores de la tierra: patrimonio y rent us de la casa 
de Feria, siglos XVl-XVII (Badajoz: Editora Regional de Extremadura, 2000), p. 94; 
Florelo de anecdotas, p. 90. 
70 For a short number of recipients, see Danvila, Historia de las comunidades, vol. 39, pp. 
447-450 and pp. 509-536. 
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loyal to Procuradores from Cuenca, Valladolid, Avila, Zamora, Segovia, Seville, 

and Granada received jobs or privileges. For services during the civil wars and sessions 

of the Cortes, Jorge de Portugal, for example, was elevated to a count in 1529 after he 

purchased the town of Gelves in 1527 for 26,666 ducats from the duchess of Frias.^' Luis 

Sarmiento, the procurador of Burgos, became a gentil hombre of Charles' court and 

served as ambassador to Portugal; his nephew received a scholarship and a chaplaincy. 

Charles assured the continuity of merced for the urban elites who had provided 

military assistance against the comuneros during the civil wars. Charles supplemented 

the incomes of his defenders by giving them jobs when they became available.''* He did 

not create new positions in his court and he did not intervene in local governments by 

creating offices. He left the structure of municipalities alone, for he did not overlay new 

districts in order to expand employment opportunities. The only change he made was to 

increase the number of corregimientos. Corregimientos were the only royal offices at the 

local level, in the cities and towns; corregidores represented the king and his justice. So 

he had to place loyalists when a post for a corregimiento opened up. 

For list of recipients, see AGS, Estado, leg, 9, fol. 130. For Trastamara precedents of 
the royal concession of privileges and incomes to procuradores, see Juan Manuel 
Carretero Zamora, Cortes, monarquia, ciudades: las Cortes de Castilla a comienzos de la 
epoca moderna, 1476-1515 (Madrid; Siglo 21, 1988), especially chapter "Beneficios de 
la procuracion: salaries, mercedes, privilegios," pp. 341-373. 

On Portugal's title of count, see AGS, Estado, leg. 18, fol. 36, Toledo, 30 June 1529. 
For his purchase of Gelves, see Antonio Herrera Garcia, "La venta de la villa de Gelves a 
don Jorge de Portugal en 1527," Archivo Hispalense 189 (1979), pp. 199-204. 

AGS, Patronato Real, leg. 70, fol. 71. 
On the royalists nobles who provided military service in the revolution, see Mexi'a, 

Relacion de las comunidades, p. 392; Sandoval, Hist or ia del Emperador, vol. 1, p. 354. 
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Charles was also very judicious about appointments to city offices, especially 

regimientos. Regidores, however, did not represent the king, nor did they serve the 

crown, but rather were the magistrates of autonomous city-states. He appointed 

councilmen based on lists submitted by powerful lords and short-listed by the Council of 

Castile and its president, Juan Tavera. Regarding the appointment of councilmen in the 

aftermath of the civil wars, Charles paid close attention to the requests of aristocratic 

loyalists. The admiral, the constable, and Adrian insisted on the policy of preferences 

based on the criteria of past service and loyalty.^^ But the problem for the loyalists was 

that openings did not equal the number of men who felt they deserved a city council seat. 

The nobles did not stop from soliciting jobs however. Constantly on the alert, whenever 

a position became vacant, they fought for it. 

Charles also appointed royalist nobles to local magistracies, especially in the 

cities that advanced the revolution. The marquis of Villena, for example, wanted Charles 

to give one ofhis nephews the vacant regimiento of Toledo, but apparently had to look 

for other openings for his relative. For vacancies in the city council of Cordoba, the 

constable of Castile competed with relatives of the admiral of Castile and the marquis of 

Priego. Similarly, the constable solicited an opening in the city of Jaen for his client, 

Bernardo de Torres, along with Charles' military officers in Milan and the royalist 

corregidor of Toledo (1519-1522), Antonio de Cordoba.'^' Certain nobles received 

instant gratification, for example, the count of Pal ma who gained tax-farming privileges 

" AGS, Estado, leg. 9, fols. 63, 65-66, 72, 73, and 77. 
76 AGS, Estado, leg. 13, fol. 51. Antonio de Cordoba was sent to Jerez de la Frontera in 
May 1522 (Estado, leg. 27, fol. 313-318, Santander, 16 July 1522, "relacion de los 
corregidores"). 
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and a regimiento of EcijaJ^ Charles did not forget how quickly Palma, who was the 

corrcgidor of Toledo in 1517, defended the claim of the newly appointed archbishop of 

Toledo, the twenty year-old foreigner, William of Croy. 

Charles had many loyal subjects and his providing of mercedes seems endless. In 

1523 Charles recorded his handful of vassals and an endless number of subjects who 

7R • 
deserved mercedes or offices in the administration and court. Piles of solicitations 

continually grew higher and higher, but jobs did not increase. During the years 1524 and 

1525, Charles started to use his bureaucracy to assist him. He gave the Council of Castile 

the task of sifting through hundreds of petitions from royalists and procuradores who 

70 
solicited repayments for unpaid service and losses incurred during the civil wars. In 

1529 Charles relied more on the cdmara de Castilla to manage the piles of solicitations. 

Conceding privileges was a full-time job and Charles needed a very tight crew whom he 

could rely on for the most delicate of issues. The composition of the cdmara de Castilla 

reflected the political organism created by the Catholic Monarchs "in order to deal with 

matters of royal grace and privilege, by means of makeshift decisions and 'extrajudicial' 

order.The cdmara comprised the king's most trusted Castilian advisors. It was not a 

AGS, Estado, 9, fol. 149, the count of Palma to Charles, Toledo, 1522?; Estado, leg. 
10, fol. 49, 15 March 1522. 

AGS, Estado, leg. 11, fol. 27, Pamplona, 1523. 
AGS, Estado, leg. 13, fols. 232- 233, Toledo, 27 Aug. 1525, "Consulta y asuntos del 

consejo: los oficios que estan vacos y las personas que suplican por ellos"; Estado, leg. 
13, fol. 234, 1525, "Memorial de la consulta que tuvo SM de lo que se hizo con los 
procuradores de las Cortes de Toledo"; Estado, leg. 13, fols. 236-237, "La consulta de 
Madrid del ano de 1525." 

"Es may significativa la existencia en ella [camara de Castilla] de elementos mixtos o 
hibridos en la composicion de la camara, de consejeros letrados y secretarios regios, para 
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legal court; it was an office that handled merced. Beginning in 1522 Charles prohibited 

Burgundian advisors to have a place in the cdmara; instead he relied on Secretary Cobos 

and, in 1524, on President Tavera. Both of them were Castilians and their sharing of 

political power permitted Charles to attend to imperial politics and to rule Spain through 

regencies and from afar. Cobos' son-in-law, Juan Vazquez de Molina, Tavera, and Juan 

Polanco of the Council of Castile ran the normal operations of the cdmara during the 

regency of 1529-1533. They received all petitions and, upon consultation with Charles 

and Cobos, issued decrees, letters patent, and official documents with the king's seal 

granting a concession. 

The functions of the cdmara de Castilla could be classified into twelve broad 

categories of the concession of special privileges and the implementation of patronage 

policies: the convocation of the Cortes; patronato eclesidstico or ecclesiastical offices 

and incomes granted to clerics; titles of nobility; tax exemptions; the concession of royal 

offices; the act of naturalizations; the grace of pardons; the legalization of illegitimate 

children; the privileges of establishing or increasing entailed estates; the provision of 

military assignments; instructions and orders for auditors and investigators; the 

concession of financial privileges, such as government bonds, tax farming contracts, the 

sale ofjurisdiction, monopolies, mining rights, the printing of money, and the 

renunciation of royal fortresses; and the concession of incomes and offices of the military 

atender a las competencias de gracia, merccd y patronato real, mediante un procedimiento 
de expediente, de orden extrajudicial" (Dios, Gracia, merced, y patronazgo real, p. 127). 
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orders.^' They met every Saturday late in the afternoon at Tavera's residence. President 

Tavcra, Juan Vazquez de Molina, and Luis Gonzalez de Polanco also decided which 

royal mandates went to the judicial councils for implementation.^^ Vazquez was 

ultimately responsible for the distribution of Charles' merced during the regency of 1529-

1533. Legitimations, the trusteeships of entailed estates (mayorazgos), pardons, notary 

offices (escrivanias), and city council seats (regimientos) granted by Charles fell upon 

Vazquez for their implementation, but he could not alter any royal decision unless by 

Charles' direct order. As late as 1533, the Council of Castile and the cdmara handled 

petitions from loyalists who continued soliciting mercedes in order to offset losses they 

claimed they incurred during the comunidades. 

In 1522 Charles thus began to provide privileges to royalists and by 1529 he had 

formed an expert regime that assisted him in the management of merced. Seven years 

was sufficient time for Charles to know on whom to depend and on whom to bestow 

merced. Yet on his return to Spain in 1522 he achieved the primary goal of forging an 

alliance with the men who fought for him. This alliance, however, had to be nurtured, 

and for this reason he used the institutions, in particular the Council of Justice and the 

cdmara de Castilla, which previous kings had so effectively used in providing their allies 

with mercedes that subjects believed they deserved. 

o 1 
My number twelve is based on Isabel Aguirre Landa's "Un formulario del consejo de 

la camara del siglo XVI," Felipe II (1527-1598): Europa y la monarquia Catolica: actas 
del congreso internacional, Universidad Autonoma de Madrid, 20-23 April 1998, ed. 
Jose Martinez Millan, 2 vols. (Madrid; Editorial Parteluz, 1998), vol. 1, pp. 33-78. 
Aguirre Landa divides the functions of the cdmara into fourteen categories. The two 
categories I do not use are "copias de escrituras" and "otros." 

AGS, Patronato Real, leg. 26, fol. 27. For brief resumes of these members of the 
Council of Justice, see La Corte de Carlos V, vol. 3. 
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The Cortes and Taxes 

83 The cities provided eighty percent of gross royal income in normal years. 

During the civil wars, municipalities paid no taxes and gave no subsidies. Since Charles 

proved to be negligent in his appointment of judges and violated municipal constitutional 

law, which consisted partly in city charters and partly in the petitions of the Cortes, the 

cities believed they were under no obligation to finance an unjust king. In his first years 

as the king of Spain {1518-1520), Charles' problem was that he gave jobs to candidates 

who were considered unqualified by the cities. The consequence of Charles' Burgiuidian 

patronage was that he was an unpaid king. Once he acquired better skills in providing 

merced, his municipal-based revenues fell into place. 

The cities did not have a new theory about government that they wanted to 

impose on Charles. Rather they want him to protect their charters and privileges. Their 

philosophy embraced kingship as the fount of justice and the practice of royal justice 

entailed the confirmation of privileges, especially for royal communities.^^ The privilege 

of assembly gave the cities of Castile the opportunity to control taxation and to negotiate 

Miguel-Angel Ladero Quesada claims that alcabalas and tercias "formaban la partida 
mayor de los ingresos ordinaries; partida que oscilaba en torno a un 80 por 100 de su 
total" {La Hacienda Real de Castilla en el siglo XV [La Laguna; University of La 
Laguna, 1973], p. 61). 

For the argument that fifteenth-century Spanish political thought, in particular the 
Aristotelianism of Rodrigo Sanchez de Arevalo, provided the reputed intellectual 
background the Castilian people held regarding the new monarchy of Charles, see 
Stephen Haliczer, The Comuneros of Castile: The Forging of a Revolution, 1475-1521 
(Madison: The University of Wisconsin Press, 1981), pp. 139-144. 

For the cities' philosophy of government, see chapter one "The Burgundians," part B, 
"The Revolt." 
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laws and domestic reforms. In 1522 Castilian cities with the right of parliamentary 

assembly (i.e., they were voting members of the Cortes) numbered eighteen and they 

represented twenty percent of the population. City councils elected procuradores to the 

Cortes and usually one of the two representatives elected was a nobleman. City councils 

{concejos) governed and taxed fifty percent of Castile's villages, constituting three-

fourths of Castile's population. The cities did not feel the need for a centralized 

government because city councils were fully autonomous and ruled with a minimal royal 

interference. Each city governed according to its traditional customs and charter {carta 

puehla). More important than any institution, the city council itself was the center of 

political and social life. City councils appointed judges {alcaldes ordinarios), police 

officers {alguaciles), treasurers (mayordomos), and clerks (escribanos). City councils did 

not have jurisdiction beyond their municipal territory (alfoz or termino), but their judges 

had the power to impose the death penalty throughout their territory, which included their 

subject villages. The king appointed for two-year terms city appellate judges 

(corregidores) to provide the legal assistance the city expected from the crown. Even 

though they represented the king, corregidores had authority only within the city's 

ten itory and they could not hear cases arising in other jurisdictions, whether seigniorial, 

ecclesiastical, or other city governments. 

City traditions were diverse, but the city council always determined how its 

citizens experienced government. The older cities in Old Castile, that vast stretch of 

wheat fields extending North of the Sierra Guadarrama to the foothills of the Picos de 



Europa, had a complex municipal structure of multiple councils.*^'' For example, Burgos' 

ayuntamiento consisted of three voting blocs. The royal corregidor, six alcaldes 

mayores, and one escribano mayor formed one group having both voz and voto, that is, 

they not only could assert their position but could also vote on any issue. The second 

voting bloc was the regimiento of over seventeen city councilmen who came from well-

to-do families. The third group, theprocuradores mayores, did not vote, but did 

represent the citizens of Burgos for one-year terms. It must be noted that every family 

head in Burgos could make his voice heard during sessions of the cabildo. Even more 

complex than Burgos' municipal organization, the cabildo of Soria had five distinct 

groups that participated in municipal elections. The first group were the regidores who 

were either annually appointed or had received a royal privilege of a perpetual term. The 

social elites formed the second interest group. Representatives from the numerous 

villages subject to the lordship of Soria composed the third congregation. The farmers of 

Soria, the majority, also sent their delegates to vote in the city hall. The hidalgos, 

citizens granted royal privileges of exemption from the subsidies the Cortes voted to give 

the king, composed the fifth layer of Soria's voting citizenry. 

In the south, the former Taifa city-states, Seville for instance, developed unique 

city councils. Conquered from the Muslims, the cities of Andalusia usually had two 

representative bodies, the regimiento of twenty-four councilmen (yeinticuatros) and the 

cabildo of jurados. The medieval kings of Castile established the precedent of granting 

For a concise overview of Castilian cities and their councils, see Jose Ignacio Fortea 
Perez, Monarquia y Cortes en la Corona de Costilla: las ciudades ante la politica fiscal 
de Felipe II (Salamanca: Cortes de Castilla y Leon, 1990), pp. 179-202. 
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their supporters a perpetual municipal term, the famous veinticuatria, a life-long term in 

the regimiento. The jurados, on the other hand, were elected by, and represented their, 

respective parishes. Depending on local cnslom, jurados were elccted, chosen by 

sortition, or followed a rotation. 

One of the most important privileges of all the cities was the traditional safeguard 

protecting their jurisdictional control over the villages in their municipal territory. 

During the 1520s Charles did not change the structure of individual municipalities subject 

to the cities. Initially, Charles was careful not to sell municipal territory belonging to the 

cities, and specifically stipulated in the royal ordinances of 1529 that the Empress and her 

staff could not "alienate" municipal territory from the cities.^" 

During the years 1518-1533, he convoked the Cortes on six separate occasions 

with the intent to increase tax rates and to fatten subsidies.Encahezamiento was the 

cities' preferred method to pay royal taxes. The cities mortgaged their assets as security 

and in tum they collected sales taxes (alcahalo) fixed at 3.5 percent. For the duration of 

Charles' reign the cities limited increases of alcabala and tercia (the royal share of two-

OQ 
ninths of the tithe) rates. 

AGS, Patronato Real, leg. 26, fol. 13, p. 2v, Toledo, 8 March 1529, "Poder del 
Emperador a la Emperatriz para que no pueda dar ni donara ni ajenar cosa alguna de las 
ciudades villas y lugares vasallos ni jurisdiciones rentas pechos ni derechos ni otros 
servicios ni cosa alguna de los perteneciente a la corona real." 
QQ 

At this time Castile was divided into 128 districts under the encahezamiento system, 
and these in turn were subdivided into partials from which individuals were granted juros 
or annuities based on divisions of tax yields. See AGS, Contaduria Major de Cuentas, 
primera epoca, leg. 360. 

Charles Hendricks argues that between 1526-1535 the annual rate of increases in the 
alcabala and tercias was 1.1%, an increase that upset the procuradores of Cortes in 1534 
{Charles V and the Cortes of Castile, p. 226). 
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For over fifteen years, from 1522 to 1537, Charles did not compromise his 

relationship with the cities, his basis for a steady and secure income. By the mid 1530's, 

however, Charles devised a double-edged strategy that consisted in extending privileges 

of taxation and in "reducing" the jurisdiction of the cities by selling autonomy to subject 

villages. In 1537 Charles gave all towns, like the cities, the privilege to farm their own 

taxes and could decide for themselves if they wanted tax farmers to collect alcabalas and 

tercias. The deal of 1537 diminished the tax farming privileges of the cities of the Cortes 

because they no longer held a monopoly. After 1537 any royal town could farm its own 

taxes. This encabezamiento accord of 1537 reflected the aims of all municipalities to 

gain fiscal control. 

But the encabezamiento of 1537 was Charles' first opportunity to weaken the 

fiscal power of the cities of the Cortes. Charles spent over ten years, from 1522 to 1537, 

cultivating a relationship with the cities of Castile before he dccided to eliminate the 

Cortes' monopoly on taxation. In a sense the encabezamiento of 1537 was the 

culmination to past taxation settlements, namely the encabezamientos of 1495, 1523, and 

1525. In 1495 Isabel of Castile introduced the encabezamiento as a privilege for a 

handful of city councils to collect the alcabalas. In 1523, after the comunidades, the 

representatives of the Cortes obtained the privilege for cities of the Cortes that elected to 

comply with the new terms or to negotiate directly with the king's tax farmers. The 

procuradores also augmented their privileges for their respective cities with a perpetual 

encabezamiento to be renegotiated in ten years, which Charles approved in 1534 and in 
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1536.^° Theprocuradores assembled in Toledo in the year 1525 added to the 

encabezamiento accord the collection of the tercias. 

Charles also relied on servicios, annual subsidies the cities granted. Unlike the 

alcahala, servicio amounts constantly changed. The Cortes of 1518 agreed to give 

Charles an immense subsidy of 544,000 ducats for three years. At Santiago and La 

Coruna in 1520, the cities were supposed to give 533,333 ducats, in 1523, the cities 

approved 410,666 ducats over three years. In Toledo in 1525, the procuradores granted 

the king 810,666 ducats, 400,000 ducats over three years and 410,666 ducats over a four-

year period. Also at the Cortes of Toledo, the procuradores gained the privilege of the 

encahezamiento accord to stay fixed for fifteen years.*^' To the north in the high plateau 

of Madrid, a year before Charles' departure in 1529, the cities sent their representatives to 

provide the Emperor with the security of 544,000 ducats, 410,666 ducats over three years 

and 133,333 ducats over two years. In 1532 the procuradores gave the emperor 490,666 

ducats over two years. In effect, the cities set the amount of servicios that the king would 

get every year. 

In 1537 Charles made township a viable goal for many villages by making it clear 

they could win control over the farming of taxes within their municipal boundaries in 

return for becoming royal towns. But the cities fought back in the only way they knew: 

offering Charles large sums of money. In the Cortes of 1537 the cities of Castile offered 

^ Carande, Carlos Vy sus hanqueros, vol. 2, p. 234. 
In compliance with the encahezamiento accord of 1525, servicios amounted to 304 

cuentos spread out in four years: 150 ordinary servicios (AGS, Patronato Real, leg. 70, 
fol. 9, Toledo 7 June 1525, "Servicio otorgado de 150 cuentos introducido por el 
procurador de Burgos, Dr. Zumiel") and 154 extraordinary (Charles Hendricks, Charles 
V and the Cortes of Castile, p. 220, table #1). 
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Charles a servicio of merced of 58,666 ducats on top of a subsidy of 1,210,666 ducats 

over three years."'' The servicio of merced was a "bribe," a cash token of gratitude that 

amounted to over a hundred percent increase over what the cities gave to Charles each 

year for the previous ten years. The cities also hoped that increases of servicios would 

dissuade Charles from "reducing" their municipal territory, or seUing subject villages 

their autonomy. The increases of the servicios were meant to discourage Charles from 

alienating the territory of the citics, namely the villages under city jurisdiction. The 

procuradores of the Cortes wanted Charles to promise to uphold their petitions, 

specifically the one that tied his hand; he could not to sell the merced of autonomy to 

villages subject to the authority of the cities. '^ 

Contrary to what the cities wanted, in 1537 Charles began to sell the commodity 

of liberty to villages under the lordship of the cities of Castile.^"* Beginning with the city 

of Guadalajara, Charles sold the village of Horche autonomy. '^ Thus his strategy 

worked, because he made township, due to the privilege of tax collection granted to all 

royal towns, the feasible ambition of municipalities. In effect, Charles manipulated the 

long-standing conflict between city and village, and benefited from it because he 

generated income from sale proceeds, established loyalty between himself and new royal 

towns, and curtailed the fiscal power of the cities. By 1537 Charles had the leverage to 

generate additional municipal-based revenues. He could not increase tax rates, but the 

Carande, Carlos Vy sus hanqueros, vol. 2, p. 520, p. 537. 
Petition #40, 1537 Cortes of Valladolid, CLC, vol. 4, p. 655. 
For details on selling town charters to villages, sec Nader, Liberty in Absolutist Spain, 

pp. 1-16. 
For town of Horche, previously under the jurisdiction of Guadalajara, see Nader, 

Liberty in Absolutist Spain, p. 159. 
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cities o f the Cortes now had to deal with the problem of subject villages raising cash in 

order to buy their autonomy. 

Charles also sold towns of the military orders to the rich, including Secretary 

Cobos, Pedro de Zuniga, Alvaro de Bazan, the duke of Bejar, the duke of Alba, and many 

other lords/"' By targeting the towns of the military orders Charles could avoid any 

criticism that he discriminated against the cities. In 1537, for example, Charles sold the 

town of Villanueva del Ariscal, which was under the jurisdiction of the military order of 

Santiago, to the count of Gelves.'" By the end of the 1530s Charles succeeded in selling 

self-jurisdiction to additional towns previously subject to the jurisdiction of military 

commanders of Calatrava, Santiago, and Alcantara.''^ Although earlier monarchs 

alienated villages from disorderly cities and disloyal nobles for political reasons, Charles 

began programmatically to grant the merced of township to hundreds of villages in 

exchange for huge cash "services." 

Jose Cepeda Adan, "Desmortizacion de tierras de las Ordencs Militares en el reinado 
de Carlos V," Hispania 146 (1980), pp. 487-528; AHN, Seccion Estado, leg. 2,758, 
apartado 2, "Relacion de las tierras y lugares pertencientes a las Mesas Maestrales de las 
Ordenes Militares vendidas entre 1538 y 1551"; Jeronimo Lopez-Salazar Perez, "Las 
Dehesas de la Orden de Calatrava," Las Ordenes Militares en el Mediterrdneo 
Occidental (XII-XVIII): coloquio celehrado los dias de 4,5,6 de mayo de 1983 (Madrid: 
Casa de Velazquez, 1989), pp. 249-290. 

Antonio Herrera Garcia, "La venta de Villanueva del Ariscal al conde de Gelves, 
1537," Archivo Hispalense 206 (1984), pp. 3-22; AGS, Escribania Mayor de Rentas, 
Mercedes y Privilegios, leg. 353, fol. 3, Toledo, 10 Dec. 1538. 

AGS, Estado, leg. 13, fol. 215; Clemente Lopez Gonzalez et al, "Las Ordenes Militares 
Castellan as en la epoca modema: una aproximacion cartografica," Las Ordenes Militares 
en el Mediterrdneo Occidental, pp. 291-340. For Philip IPs "dismemberment" of 
ecclesiastical properties, see Maria Angeles Faya Diaz, "La venta de jurisdicciones 
eclesiasticas en la corona de Castilla durante el reinado de Felipe II," Adas del Congreso 
Internacional: Felipe II (1598-1998), Europe Dividida: la Monarquia Catdlica de Felipe 
II (Universidad Autonoma de Madrid, 20-23 abril 1998), ed. Jose Martinez Millan et al, 2 
vols. (Madrid: Editorial Parteluz, 1998), vol. 2, pp. 239-303. 



I l l  

The Cortes of 1523 and Absolute Power 

Charles was able to change to the encabezamiento in 1537, because he had 

implemented the majority of the domestic policies formulated by the procuradores to the 

Cortes. Since his return to Spain in 1522 Charles received from the Cortes the blueprint 

of how royal government should function. The procuradores of the Cortes taught 

Charles the principle of absolute power: only when royal subjects require an innovation 

that benefits them can the king apply his absolute power to suspend the law and tradition 

in specific cases when strict interpretation would result in harm to petitioners. In 1523 

Charles granted a new and historically important merced to the Cortes, the right to 

address petitions and grievances before discussing subsidy amounts. 

Charles' merced of 1523 was compounded by his incessant need for additional 

revenues. Just prior to his return trip to Spain in the spring months of 1522 Charles came 

to experience in Ghent the lifelong burden of credit debt, which subordinated him to 

Castilian communal demands. Charles wrote to his ambassador in England that he had 

no money to pay for his transportation costs.The cities soon capitalized on Charles' 

financial needs, for the cities demanded the physical presence of Charles if they were to 

vote on any extensions of the supplementary subsidies, or about twelve percent of royal 

income, and if they were to comply with the collection of the sales taxes, eighty percent 

" . .  .  n o s t r e  v o y a i g e  d e  E s p a i g n e  d e p e n d  d e  p o u v o i r  t r o u v e r  a r g e n t :  s a n s  l a q u e l  s e r i o n  
par necessite constrainet de changer prospos . . (Charles to the bishop of Badajoz, 
Ghent, 20 Dec. 1521, Karl Lanz [ed.], Monumenta Habsburgica: Actenstucke wide Briefe 
zur Geschichte Kaiser Karl V [Vienna: Akademie der Wissenschaften, 1853], p. 512-518, 
p. 514). 
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of the king's revenue. Charles' costly election of 1519 and his imperial departure thus 

jeopardized at least ninety percent of the crown's intake.These percentages, however, 

are an approximation of gross income because many of the sources were encumbered, 

especially the alcahalas, which the monarchy did not obtain directly but rather were 

government bonds (/«ra.v).'*" 

In the 1520s Charles was incapable of selling self-jurisdiction. In 1522 he 

encountered a Castile that was torn apart by two years of civil wars. He lacked the 

administrative mechanism and the leverage from the ecclesiastical estate. Upon his 

return to Spain in the summer of 1522, Charles was not so much the victorious emperor 

of Europe as he was a lord in need of generous subjects. But in order to earn the 

generosity of his subjects he had to give back what he could provide, which he did by 

means of his me reed. The cities wanted a merciful king and a defender of their 

privileges. They knew that Charles was broke and that his major concern was to pay his 

bills. 

I figured the percentages based on the numbers posted by Kellenbenz {Los Fugger en 
Espana v Portugal, pp. 36-45, p. 38). He claims that from 1521-1528 royal 
municipalities generated over 5,066,666 ducats (190 million maravedis) or 633,333 
ducats per year. He adds that during the first decade of Charles' reign in Spain, annual 
income amounted to a million ducats, or 375,000,000 maravedis (p. 37). Charles 
Hendrick's summary of tax-collection for the years 1521-1530 shows that the crown 
received from servicios, alcahalas, and tercias 3656.795 cuentos or 975,145 ducats every 
year {Charles V and the Cortes of Castile, p. 222, table #4). 

I have yet to determine the amounts and recipients of the mercedes of these annuities, 
which require exhaustive investigations of two sections contained in the archive of 
Simancas, Escribania Mayor de Rentas, Mercedes, legs. 34-216 and especially 
Contaduria Mayor de Hacienda, Contaduria de Mercedes, legs. 1-112. After an initial 
study of Contaduria de Mercedes, I took an inventory of many of the recipients of jwrnv, 
and no doubt it included many royal functionaries, prelates serving the crown, lords 
providing military aid, and merchants negotiating tax bids. 
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In the summer of 1523 the cities dictated tax levels, servicio contributions, and 

domestic policy. When Charles met the representatives of the cities in 1523, the cities 

changed the order of agenda of the Cortes. For the next ten years Charles not only failed 

to receive all the sums he requested, but he also had to accept the constitutional 

innovation of approving laws and mandating reforms prior to negotiating the sum of 

municipal subsidies."'' Theprocuradores wanted to talk first about their petitions and 

only after they had deliberated on all of the petitions would they even begin to discuss the 

king's finances. The cities knew that this was an innovation. The question of money, the 

procuradores argued, must be secondary to the king's reception of municipal grievances. 

The procuradores insisted that, before engaging the amount of the grant, the first topic to 

be discussed had to be the petitions from their city councils. 

In 1523 Charles pleaded his case with the procuradores assembled in the 

monastery of San Pablo in Valladohd. Speaking for the king, Francisco de los Cobos 

assured the cities that the king had already implemented the reforms stipulated by the 

1• 
procuradores. Charles, Cobos claimed, had reformed the Council of Castile, removing 

the unpopular archbishop of Granada from the presidency and decreasing the inflated 

number of members. Cobos insisted that Charles had already ordered audits of the 

chanceries in addition to inspections of resident judges of the royal household ("alcaldes 

y alguaziles de su casa y corte"). Furthermore, Cobos added, audits would extend to all 

appellate courts and accounting offices; moreover, the king would also order audits of the 

For a contrary view, see Haliczer, The Comuneros of Castile, p. 222. 
AGS, Patronato Real, leg. 70, fol. 9, pp 41-70, p.51, Valladolid, 14 July 1523, "Lo 

que leyo el secretario comendador mayor, Francisco de los Cobos"; Ordenamiento de 
Cortes, Valladolid, 24 Aug. 1523, CLC, vol. 4, pp. 363-402. There were 105 petitions. 
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councils of the Indies and of the military orders. Cobos echoed the cities' demand that 

the queen mother deserved fixed revenues and a suitable court. Nor did Cobos forget to 

announce Charles' promise to pay soldiers; they would then be less inclined to devour 

communities. The king, Cobos asserted, had filled vacant churches with qualified and 

educated candidates and had already given the cities plenty of incentives to trust him. 

Cobos' articulation of Charles' reform program stemmed from the royal wish to sidetrack 

the cities' demand to have their petitions approved before the discussion of servicios. 

The following Wednesday morning, July 15, 1523, theprocuradores assembled 

in the chapel of the monastery of San Pablo of Valladolid and selected from among their 

number Licentiate Juan Rodriguez de Pisa to respond to Charles' list of 

accomplishments. The cause of the revolutionary levantamiento, Pisa claimed, was that 

the king was not sufficiently merciful to hear the petitions of the cities, much less to 

implement legislation.'^"^ This had to change. Irrespective of what the king had already 

initiated, he needed to address the petitions at this time. 

The struggles between Charles and the procuradores during these sessions of the 

Cortes reveal the cities' understanding of the king's absolute power. Charles addressed 

the procuradores, stating that, during the reign of the Catholic Monarchs, the first item of 

their agenda was always the approval of servicios. "Why then," Charles asked, "are you 

[the procuradores} committing such a monumental innovation?" Pisa delivered an 

argument to the king, a powerful statement about absolute power and merced. The king, 

". . . no fucron oidos los procuradores tan complidamente como quisieran. Esta 
enfermedad se avia de curar con medecina contraria, que primeramente fuesen 
cumplidamente oidos y despechados sus negocios y remedios los agravios que pretenden, 
y despues de esto avia de ser pedido el servicio (CLC, vol. 4, pp. 354-357, p. 355). 
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Pisa told Charles, should be the living and vigorous law; he is empowered to lay down 

new customs and laws and to remove old ones as well. In his attempt to educate Charles 

about the history of Castilian political practice, Pisa told Charles that his absolute power 

was effective law that he could use without damaging his royal preeminence, because 

with it he provided privileges. Armed with absolute power, Pisa added, Charles could 

strengthen his prestige and restore his reputation. He could harvest communal trust and 

he could reassure his subjects by reciprocating with substantial reforms.'"'^ 

Charles realized that his right of absolute power centered on what his subjects 

wanted from him as a merciful lord, for he turned the whole debate around and asked his 

procuradores for counsel.It worked. The following day theprocuradores of 

Guadalajara and Valladolid, going against the majority, decided to address the servicios 

first.Gattinara, hoping to prevent an adjournment to allow the procuradores to confcr 

with their respective city councils, pointed out to the procuradores the priority of money 

over the petitions. In the late afternoon, the procuradores gathered at the chapel to 

respond to the argument of custom. Pisa iterated that they had to follow their instructions 

to the letter, which stipulated that Charles must begin with the petitions. On July 17, 

Gattinara repeated that Charles would not permit an innovation. The following day 

Charles stipulated the sum of servicios he wanted the representatives to grant him and 

AGS, Patronato Real, leg. 70, fol. 9, pp. 41-70, p. 55v. 
AGS, Patronato Real, leg. 70, fol. 9, Charles' response to the razonamiento of Pisa. 

Valladolid, 15 July 1523, pp 41-70, p. 56. 
AGS, Patronato Real, leg. 70, fol. 9, pp. 41-70, pp. 55-55v, Valladolid, 16 July 1523, 

"La peticion que los procuradores de Guadalajara respondieron a SM y el consejo que les 
dieron a SM." 



requested that they allow him a period of twenty days to review the petitions.'"** The king 

promised them that he would sit together with his staff to prioritize and execute the 

provisions from their cities. Theprocuradores responded that, due to the civil wars that 

erupted in 1520 when Charles fled Spain and disbanded the Cortes in La Coruna, they 

could not grant the servicio, much less an increase, until they spoke to their city councils. 

Finally, later that day, Charles decided to apply his absolute power in order to establish 

the custom of discussing communal demands first followed by the amounts of servicios 

to be granted.'"'' 

For almost three weeks Charles and his administration reviewed the petitions."" 

Charles promised to appoint 200 Spanish gentiles hornbres to serve as his personal 

defenders as well as to select Spanish pages for the queen in Tordesillas. As for his 

administration, he accepted the management reforms of reducing staff and eliminating 

foreigners.'" Charles followed with the privilege of restoring the encahezamiento to the 

cities represented in the Cortes."' In cffect, the complaints of the comuneros became the 

first policy changes in 1523. 

With these initiatives in place, the procuradores followed with the decision to 

grant Charles a subsidy of 410,666 ducats in three years, yet another blow to the king 

AGS, Patronato Real, leg. 70, fol. 9, Valladolid, 18 July 1523. 
AGS, Patronato Real, leg. 70, fol. 9, p. 61, Valladolid, 18 July 1523. 
AGS, Patronato Real, leg. 70, fol. 9, p. 61 v, Valladolid, 7 Aug. 1523. 
AGS, Patronato Real, leg. 70, fol. 9, Valladolid, 11 Aug. 1523, "Memorial sobre la 

reformacion de la casa real que SM mando leyer a los procuradores." 
AGS, Patronato Real, leg. 70, fol. 9, Valladolid, 11 Aug. 1523, "Sobre el 

encabezamiento de sus rentas que SM les dio a los procuradores." 
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who requested 533,333 ducats in three years.Gaining momentum in their victory, they 

continued with their list of requirements, in particular renewal of the encahezamiento for 

15 years. Most of the demands that followed pertained to the econom ic wel fare of the 

nation and the royal patrimony. The monetary reforms they requested centered on a 

comprehensive embargo of money. Spanish coins should not be exported nor foreign 

currencies imported. Because Charles had developed the habit of confiscating American 

bullion to pay his German and Genoese bankers, theprocuradores wanted to prevent 

further confiscations of bullion."^ The procuradores then offered Charles 200,000 

ducats for lodging, which he had to use to pay for that intended purpose. 

In 1523 the procuradores reminded the king that he had to adhere to the 

ordinances fomiulated in sessions of the Cortes of Burgos (1512 and 1515)."^' In this 

agreement between the cities and Fernando of Aragon, the king had to appoint natives of 

Castile. The procuradores were responding to Charles' previous grants of naturalization 

and thus required that he appoint Spaniards to judicial posts and ecclesiastical vacancies. 

They wanted Charles to safeguard their rights over commons, to prevent churches and 

lords from intruding into their jurisdictions. Municipal charters granted by medieval 

kings specified the integrity of territorial boundaries. In 1523 the procuradores told 

AGS, Patronato Real, leg. 70, fol. 9, p. 63ff., Valladolid, 11 Aug. 1523, "Peticion que 
presentaron los procuradores." 

AGS, Patronato Real, leg. 70, fol. 9, Valladolid, 24 Aug. 1523, "Lo que sobre la 
peticion de los procuradores SM mandasen que se hiziese." 

For reference of Charles' confiscations, see the letter of Salinas to Ferdinand of 
Austria, Logrofto, 4 Oct. 1523, Rodriguez Villa, El Emperador Carlos Vy su Carte, p. 
147. In 1523, for example, Charles took all of the shipments, 800,000 pesos, which 
bankers exported from Seville. 

For the petitions of the Cortes of Burgos in 1512 and 1515, see CLC, vol. 4, pp. 235-
259. 
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Charles that he could not sell municipal autonomy to squatter villages subject to their 

respective cities. Ecclesiastical corporations, the procuradores added, should not sell, 

acquire, or purchase real estate. The exploitation by preachers, treasurers, and 

commissaries of the crusade had to stop. As for the institutions of justicc, Charles had to 

implement the recruitment standards promised by Fernando. City magistrates, they 

insisted, had to be natives of Spain. Royal judges, in particular corregidores, could not 

remain in their office for multiple terms. In short, the procuradores wanted the king to 

uphold the laws formulated in the Cortes. 

From 1523 to 1533, the procuradores calculated the amount of servicios on the 

basis of Charles' implementation of their petitions. The fiscal power held by the Cortes 

resulted in the unchanging levels of alcabala and tercia collections in spite of 

demographic growth and inflationary inconstancies. The cities subsidized Charles' 

defense policies and they controlled the amounts of servicios, which the procuradores 

calculated on the basis of royal performance. Charles' ability to implement 

parliamentary petitions corresponded to municipal handouts. If Charles wanted to earn 

his income, he had to foster the common good by establishing a competent justice 

system. 
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Corregidores 

Ever since Charles assumed the crown of Castile in 1518, the procuradores had 

provided guidelines that he had to use in policing appointments. Charles had clear 

117 
instnictions to ascertain the performance of city judges, corregidores. Letrados or law 

graduates, for example, were the only qualified auditors of outgoing corregidores and 

they had to "reside" {juez de residencia) and audit the out-going corregidor for at least 

t e n  m o n t h s .  A f t e r  t h e  a u d i t  a  n e w  c o r r e g i d o r  w a s  t o  s e r v e  a  t e r m  o f  t w o  y e a r s . ' ' B y  

requesting that the king transfer judges every two years or so, city councils asserted their 

control over royal officials and prohibited them from acquiring too much local power or 

from becoming susceptible to oligarchical enticements. 

The memory of civil war fresh in their minds, the procuradores in 1523 pressured 

Charles to abide by standards of judicial appointments that they had fonnulated 

previously in the Cortes. Corregidores, for example, had to serve two years. Two-year 

term limits and audits after every appointment applied as well to all appellate judges 

{alcaldes mayores) in seigniorial and royal jurisdictions.'^'' A significant response of the 

Petitions #28, 29, and 34, 1518 Cortes Valladolid, Sandoval, Historia del Emperador, 
vol. 80, pp. 128-132, p. 130. See also petition #10, 1515 Cortes and petitions #13-14, 
1512 Cortes, CLC, vol. 4. 

Petition #34, 1518 Cortes Valladolid, Sandoval. Historia del Emperador, vol. 80, p. 
130. 

Petition #93, 1523 Cortes Valladolid, CLC, vol. 4, p. 397. 
AGS, Patronato Real, leg. 70, fol. 98, 1525 Cortes, Toledo, "las cosas que se ban 

platicado e respondido en el consejo sobre los capitulos generales que se remitieron a 
ellos para que lo proviesen." 



121 junta of Tordesillas to the Burgundian court had been its nomination of corregidores. 

The junta had declared that the crown had to consult with the cities in the selection of 

city judges and had to make sure that the corregidor would serve a two-year term 

followed by an audit.''" The procuradores in 1525 reminded Charles of his prior inertia 

by telling him that one of the causes of the revolution of the comunidades was his neglect 

• 123 of the judiciary and his unconcealed disregard of selection standards and term hmits. 

One of Charles' main elements of merced for the cities consisted in appointing 

judges, and this time in 1523 he had to rely on the petitions of the cities. The petitions 

were the point of departure for the judicial management policies implemented by Charles 

as early as 1521. The Burgundian regime was coming to an end by the fall of 1521 and 

so was the neglect of standards for judicial appointments. Governor Adrian signaled that 

a new order was about to begin when he wrote to the royal treasurer, Francisco Vargas, to 

pay outgoing corregidores.'"'* Charles had his accountants pay certain corregidores. 

• 125 Only those who were military commanders apparently received promissory notes. 

Danvila, Historia de las comunidades, vol. 36, p. 125. 
Marvin Lunenfeld, Keepers of the City: The Corregidores of Isabella I of Castile, 

1474-1504, Cambridge Iberian and Latin American Studies (Cambridge; Cambridge 
University Press, 1987), p. 177; Tarsicio de A/.cona, San Sebastian y la provincia de 
Guipuzcoa durante la guerra de las comunidades, (1520-1521): estudio y documentos, 
Publicaciones del 'Grupo Dr. Camino de Historia Donostiarra' (San Sebastian: Obra 
Cultural de la Caja de Ahorros Municipal de San Sebastian, 1974), p. 22ff 

Petition #7, 1525 Cortes, Toledo. 
AGS, Estado, leg. 10, fol. 223, Vitoria. 9 Nov. 1521; Estado, leg. 10, fol. 242, 

Vitoria, 26 March 1522; Estado, leg. 10, fol. 282, Vitoria, 15 June 1522. 
See, for example, Charles' order to the contadores may ores, 28 May 1522, AGS, 

Estado, leg. 10, fol. 186. 
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Many corregidores did not receive incomes from the cities that had to pay them.'''' The 

city of Granada, for example, demanded that Charles pay its previous corregidor, Antonio 

de la Cucva, 500 ducats, as they were unwilling to shoulder expenses related to the 

royalist cause.''' 

Upon his return to Spain in 1522, Charles began the reconstruction of the 

Castilian judiciary by using the criteria established in the Cortes regarding the 

appointment of corregidores. Charles accommodated loyalists in the cities as well as 

aristocrats; he appointed corregidores who were either law graduates (licenciados) or 

knights (cavalleros). When Charles arrived in Spain on July 1522, he first took an 

inventory of the fi fty-four corregidores who were in office since 1520 and prior to July 

128 1522. Charles removed thirty-three corregidores from their office. Six of these were 

law graduates and five of them found employment in the new administration directed by 

the new president of the Council of Castile, Juan Tavera.'"'' Three of the licenciados 

became associates of President Tavera and, because of this connection to Tavera, all three 

Juan II mandated that cities pay the corregidores from theirpropios. For the law. see 
Novisima Recopilacidn de las leyes de Espana, 6 vols. (Facsimile, Madrid: Imprenta 
Nacional del Boletin Oficial del Estado, 1992; 1805), vol. 3, p. 330 (lib. VII, tit. XI, ley 
V). 

AGS, Estado, leg. 8, fol. 296, 1522. On de la Cueva's libramiento, see AGS, 
Escribania Mayor de Rentas, Quitaciones de corte, leg. 7, fols. 1383-1389. His term 
extended from 1516 to 1521. 
128 AGS, Estado, leg. 27, fol. 313; Danvila, Hisloria de las comunidades, vol. 39, pp. 
186-187. 

On Sarmiento, see AGS, Estado, leg. 14, fol. 25. There were two Villegas, the 
corregidor of Logrono and the corregidor of Ciudad Real. On one of the Villegas, see 
Estado, leg. 9, fol. 119. 



of them advanced to the Chancery of Valladolid.' "^" Four of the thirty-three corregidores 

who lost their jobs had served for two years (two of these were Tavera associates who 

advanced). Fifteen of the corregidores had been in office for over a year. Three of these 

went on to work in the administration. Two nobles of the thirty-three unseated were in 

office for eight months. Six of the fired had served for six months, but one of them 

became a Tavera associate and subsequently served as a civil case judge in the Chancery 

of Valladolid. Three of the ousted served four months, one was in office for three 

months, another for two months and the ejected corregidor of Gibraltar did not have his 

term listed. 

When Charles appointed twenty-one corregidores who had been appointed prior 

to July 1522, he was following instructions of the Cortes that corregidores had to be 

rotated.'^' Four of the twenty-one were law graduates. Of these four, two became 

Tavera associates and advanced as judges in higher appellate courts.One of the 

licentiates became an associate of a councillor of the Council of Castile, Lorenzo 

Galindez de Carvajal, and the other licentiate became an associate of another member of 

the Council of Castile, Councillor Fortiin Ibanez de Aguirre.' '"^ The term of the 

corregidor of Valladolid, for example, had ended by the summer of 1522; client of 

On Ortiz, see AGS, Estado, leg. 14, fol. 25 and leg. 16, fol. 435. On Mora, see 
Estado, leg. 13, fol. 189 and leg. 24, fol. 389. On Suarez, see Estado, leg. 14, fol. 25 and 
leg. 15, fol. 27. 
1 -3 1 

AGS, Estado, leg. 10, fol. 114, "las personas a quien se proveeron los corregimientos 
para el ano de 1522." 

On Lerma's appointment to a judgeship in the itinerant court, see AGS, Estado, leg. 
15, fol. 50. For his tenn in Valladolid, see Estado, leg. 13, fol. 186. On Henao, see 
Estado, leg, 13, fol. 41 and leg. 16, fol. 435. 

On Lugo who was Carvajal's client, see AGS, Estado, leg. 15, fol. 13. On Paz 
(Aguiixe's client), see Estado, leg, 15, fol. 28. 
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Gah'ndez de Carvajal, Licentiate Lugo was one of the candidates for vacancies in the 

chanceries.Lugo rejected the offer to work at the Chancery of Valladolid, but later in 

1526 he enjoyed a position in the Council of the Empress/^^ 

Seventeen of the twenty-one corregidores appointed for subsequent terms were 

aristocratic knights who quite often found employment as military officers, including the 

count of Osomo, Garcia Fernandez Manrique/^^ Seven remained in the corregimientos 

that they had held previously. Noble status, however, was not what permitted men to 

become officeholders; experience and qualifications were critical prerequisites. In 1523 

the count of Osorno was a judge of the Armada of Andalusia (which was the naval force 

defending the southern coast throughout Andalusia), and corregidor of Seville; in 1526 he 

became the president of the Council of the Military Order of Santiago and in 1529 he 

presided over the Council of the Indies.' 

Corregidores were usually noble because a primary function of the corregidor was 

to provide military assistance when it was necessary. Since nobles often had extensive 

experience as knights, Charles needed their help in performing the range of executive, 

defensive, and judicial roles that entailed the office of corregidor. Nobles who served 

AGS, Estado, leg. 15, fol. 13. 
On his rejection of the judgeship of Valladolid, see AGS, Estado, leg. 14, fols. 216-

234, fol. 225, Toledo, 6 Feb. 1526. On his nomination to the Council of the Empress, see 
Estado, leg. 14, fols. 188-192, fol. 192, Seville, 13 May 1526. 

In AGS, Estado, 10, fol. 114, the corregimiento of Seville did not have a 
corresponding corregidor. But on the basis of the letter of the count of Osorno to 
Charles, it is clear that Osomo continued to reside in Seville as the corregidor (Seville, 6 
March, 1523, CDI, 42 vols., Serie 1 [Kraus Reprint, 1964; Madrid: Imprenta de Manuel 
G. Hemmdez/Manuel de Quiros, 1864-1884], vol. 40, pp. 145-149). 

For a short biography of the count of Osomo, see La Corte de Carlos V, vol. 3, pp. 
125-130. 
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two terms in the same corregimiento went on military assignments after their second term 

had expired. Luis de la Cerda was in Cordoba since January 1522 and received an 

additional appointment as the corregidor of Cordoba on July 1522.'"^^ In 1524 he then 

went to Navarre to provide military support against the French/Inigo Manrique was 

the corregidor of Granada for six months when Charles assigned him there for an 

additional two years. He was already the fortress commander (alcaide) of Malaga and 

captain of the Armada of Andalusia.'"^' In 1528 he became a chamberlain of the 

Empress' court.'"'" Another prominent noble who went up the scale was Antonio de 

Cordoba, the corregidor of Toledo (1519-1522) and Jerez de la Frenter a (1522-1524), and 

who later wound up in the Empress' court providing protection.Martin de Cordoba 

was a naval commander who, after years of service, was rewarded by Charles when he 

made him the count of Alcaudete in 1529. Charles appointed Cordoba to the 

corregimiento of Toledo on January 1522 and his term there was extended for an 

On his initial appointment, see AGS, Estado, leg. 27, fol. 313, July 1522. For his 
subsequent appointment, see Estado, leg. 10, fol. 114. 

AGS, Estado, leg. 12, fol. 236, the constable of Castile to Charles, Burgos, 24 Sept. 
1524? 

AGS, Estado, leg. 10, fol. 114. 
On his appointment as alcaide, see AGS, Guerra Marina, leg. 3, fol. 54, Valladolid, 13 

Jan. 1518; Estado, leg. 16, fol. 358, Granada, 16 Oct. 1528; Frances de Zuniga, Cronica 
Burlesca del Emperador Carlos V, ed. Jose Antonio Sanchez Paso (Salamanca: Ediciones 
Univcrsidad Salamanca, 1989), p. 93. For his handling of the "moro" problem in 
Andalusia as the captain of the armadas there, see Patronato Real, leg. 70, fol. 9, 
Valladolid, 8 Aug. 1524, pp. 71-92. 

AGS, Estado, leg. 26, fol. 143, Madrid, 1528? 
For his Toledo term, see Perez, La revolucion de las comunidades, p. 145. For Jerez 

de la Frontera, see AGS, Estado, leg. 27, fol. 313, July 1522 and leg. 10, fol. 114. On his 
service, see La Corte de Carlos V, vol. 4, p. 125. On his son's royal service in the court, 
see Estado, leg. 19, fol. 253. For the Empress' support of Antonio, see Estado, leg. 19, 
fol. 253, Madrid, 13 Oct. 1530, the Empress to Charles. In this letter the Empress noted 
his death. 



additional two years.During the regency of 1529-1533 he was the viceroy of Navarre 

(1528-1534) and then he was sent to the Mediterranean where he held multiple positions 

in Orm, corregidor and captain general of the North Afiican naval force. 

The policy of rotation became the standard for corregidores. Most judges did not 

remain in one corregimiento for more than two years and, as the laws of the Cortes 

stipulated, corregidores could not serve back-to-back terms until a period of two years 

had elapsed before they could return to the corregimiento they had previously held.'"^® 

Many of the corregidores appointed after the civil wars, for example, moved from one 

corregimiento to another. The corregidor of Leon was appointed to another term there in 

1522, but later he went to the Canary Islands.Pedro de Bazan was a corregidor in 

Ciudad Rodrigo in 1521. In 1522 he went to the corregimiento of the four coastal towns 

(Laredo, Santander, San Vicente, Castro-Urdiales), and years later he was the corregidor 

of Medina del Campo. Alvaro de Lugo was another corregidor who moved around, from 

Burgos to Zamora. Cristobal de Torres as well was in Palencia in 1521, moved to 

Carrion in 1522, and after many years returned to Palencia. Another vassal sponsored for 

only two terms was Juan de Ayala, a supporter of the Habsburg regime during the 

AGS, Estado, leg. 27, fol. 313 and leg. 10, fol. 114. 
For his activities as viceroy ofNavarre, see AGS, Guerra Marina, leg. 2, fols. 90-95; 

Estado, leg. 18, fols. 132-134, leg. 19, fol. 197 and leg. 20, fol. 284. On his services in 
the Mediterranean and Oran. see Estado, leg. 25, fol. 129 and fol. 226, leg. 43, fol. 43 and 
leg. 25, fol. 66. 

Lunenfeld, Keepers of the City, p. 177. 
On his appointment in 1522, see AGS, Estado, leg. 10, fol. 114. On his term in the 

Canary Islands, see Estado, leg. 13, fol. 191. 
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1 
sessions of the Cortes in 1520 and a royalist who battled the comuneros. Ayala was a 

military coniniander of the order of Santiago and this made him suitable for judicial 

office.''*'' As one of Charles' military captains, Ayala competed for a vacancy in the city 

council of Loja.'"^^' The appellate judge of Asturias, Pero Zapata, was also a military 

commander of Santiago and eligible for a judgeship.'"^' In 1522 he was considered for 

the corregimiento of Ubeda and Baeza, but did not get it.'"^" He remained in military 

service as one of Charles' captains from 1525 through 1530. For his efforts as the 

procurador of Madrid in 1532, he requested 70,000 maravedis, but he was denied his 

salary, bccause he failed to reside in his command.Another outgoing corregidor 

committed to a judicial career was Pedro de Acufla, the corregidor of Guadix-Baza-

Almeria. A native of Toledo, Acuna tried repeatedly to obtain a council position in 

Toledo.'"^'' He was also considered for judicial service, but his legal conflicts with the 

admiral of Castile probably compromised his opportunities. What is evident in these 

AGS, Patronato Real. leg. 70, fol. 9, Santiago, 30 March 1520; Estado, leg. 10, fol. 
242, regent governors to Vargas, Vitoria, 26 March 1522. 

AGS, Estado, leg. 15, fol. 17, "estos son los comendadores y cavalleros de la orden de 
Santiago que paresce que podrian scrvir en cargos de capitanes y do justicia y otros 
negocios"; Estado, leg. 6 fol. 48; Estado, leg. 20, fol. 136, Tavera to Charles, 15 Nov. 
1530? "encomienda en Medina del Campo a Juan Vazquez por niuerte de Juan de 
Ayala." 

AGS, Estado, leg. 16, fol. 446, Madrid, 22 April 1528. 
AGS, Estado, leg. 15, fol. 7, "Pero Zapata comendador de Mirabel"; Estado, leg. 13, 

fol. 41. 
AGS, Estado, leg. 10, fol. 114. 
AGS, Patronato Real, leg. 69, fol. 72, Segovia, 1532, consulta de procuradores. 
For his merced, see AGS, Estado, leg. 11, fol. 40, undated but probably after 1526. 

For his solicitation, see Estado, leg. 11, fol. 144, de Acuna to Charles, Toledo, 24 Sept. 
1523; Estado, leg 14, fol. 229; and Estado, leg. 14, fol. 222. 

For his candidacy as a judicial officer, see Estado, leg. 13, fol. 141. For his legal 
settlement, see Estado, leg. 18, fol. 151, Tavera to Charles, Toledo, 23 March 1529? 



appointments is Charles' attempt to comply with municipal demands, and thus the policy 

of biennial terms shaped his consideration of corregidores. 

In the summer of 1522 Charles appointed sixty-five corregidores, an increase 

from fifly-four.'^'' In so doing, Charles did not create districts, rather he appointed an 

appellate judge in a locality that wanted one. He appointed a corregidor for Arevalo and 

one for Madrigal. These were towns that had been given by Fernando of Aragon to his 

second wife, Germaine de Foix. The cities of the Cortes wanted Charles to restore these 

towns into the royal patrimony, which he did when he returned to Spain in 1522. He thus 

appointed corregidores for these two. Charles also gave Madrid a corregidor. To the 

north of Palencia and south of Cantabrian mountains, in the lands known as los campos, 

Charles appointed an alcalde mayor, which entailed the function of appellate judge but 

not the responsibility of military assignments. Charles appointed three judges to the 

Canary Islands: one in Grand Canary Island, in Santa Maria, and another one for Tenerife 

and La Palma. Murcia and Lorca now had a corregidor, in addition to Requena in the 

kingdom of Valencia. In Galicia, Charles placed one of Tavera's associates, Antonio de 

la Cueva, who served there an unusual number of years, from 1523 to 1527. But an 

important factor in the duration of Cueva's term was most likely Tavera's legal campaign 

AGS, Estado, leg. 10, fol. 114. The number of corregimientos range. In the 
Encidopedia de historia de Espana, ed. Miguel Artola Gallego et al., 7 vols. (Madrid; 
Alianza Editorial, 1993-1995), the editor of the heading "corregidor" writes that "los 
setenta y ochenta corregimientos se agrupan en cinco partidos" (vol. 5, pp. 361-362). It 
is more than likely he is describing a growth that took place later in the sixteenth century 
and possibly in the seventeenth century. 
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157 in Galicia to recoup royal properties confiscated and claimed by numerous aristocrats. 

Tavera was also able to get for one of his associates, Licentiate Henao, the corregimiento 

of Arevalo, which Henao used as a stepping stone for advancement to the Council of 

Navarre. 

In 1523 Charles fulfilled one of the Cortes' most urgent demands: to appoint 

corregidores every two years. The new appointments of 1523 amounted to thirty-three 

replacements, which seven were licentiates. Three of the licentiates became Tavera 

associates.These three advanced, whereas the other licentiates did not go beyond the 

corregimiento level. Four corregimientos were left vacant. Two-thirds of the 

corregidores were knights and they numbered twenty-two. 

The following year Charles evaluated many of the corregidores and decided to 

audit the corregimientos of Toledo, Medina del Campo, Cuenca, Burgos, Avila, 

Plasencia, Asturias, Cadiz, Granada, Murcia, Galicia, Vizcaya, and Ubeda-Baeza-

Almeria."^^ The Council of Castile had received complaints from the city councils of 

Cesar Olivera Serrano, "La Galicia de Vasco de Aponte: los pleitos del Arzobispo 
Tabera contra los linajes de la tierra de Santiago," En la Espana Medieval 22 (1999), pp. 
285-315. 

On Henao's placement in the Council of Navarre, see AGS, Estado, leg. 16, fol. 435. 
In 1515, Henao was a procurador of Avila. 

On Tavera's support of Munoz, who was the brother-in-law of Juan Vazquez de 
Molina, see AGS, Estado, leg. 13, fol. 189, leg. 15, fol. 11 and fol. 28. On Tavera's 
endorsement of Diego de Vargas, who was a relative of the financier Francisco de 
Vargas, see Estado, leg. 20, fol. 17 and fol. 191. On Villa's clientage tie to Tavera, see 
Estado, leg. 15, fol. 12 and fol. 27. 

AGS, Estado, leg. 12, fol. 223, 6 March 1524, "consulta de SM"; Estado, leg. 11, fol. 
154, Vitoria, 6 March 1524; Estado, leg. 12, fol. 225, 1524, "los oficios que estan para 
que se puedan proveer"; Estado, leg. 12, fol. 221, Burgos, 20 Feb. 1524, "consulta de 
consejo"; Estado, leg. 13, fol. 16\, juez de residencia (Luis Velasco) to Charles, Oviedo, 
26 Sept. 1525; Estado, leg. 13, fols. 345-346,ywez de residencia (Licentiate Juan de 
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Ubeda and Baeza that their corregidor, Francisco de Castilla, committed too many 

injustices and made many partial decisions."'' Plasencia complained about the 

incompetence of its corregidor, Comendador Villacorta, who, it claimed, was the cause of 

all that was bad there, especially the murder of its sheriff.'^'" Licentiate Adurza was given 

the assignment of auditing Villacorta who subsequently was removed and did not find 

royal employment. Charles thus quickly responded to complaints against corregidorcs 

and only used licentiates to investigate. Licentiate Onate, for example, audited Cuenca's 

corregidor; according to a report of the Council of Castile, the corregidor of Cuenca, 

"after he had taken staffs ofjustice, remained in Cuenca for only fifteen days, and during 

the time that he has been living in Cordoba the officials he left in his place have caused 

many grievances and injustices.""'^ After 1523, the general policy regarding audits was 

that auditors were licentiates, because law graduates had the legal expertise necessary to 

evaluate the only royal judge at the local level (i.e., the corregidor). 

Also significant in Charles' decision to audit corregimientos in 1524 was that this 

campaign coincided with the appointment of Juan Tavera to the presidency of the 

Council of Castile. President Tavera championed audits during his presidency (1524-

1539). The magistrates of Cuenca were pleased about the appointment of Tavera to the 

Giles) to Charles, 1525?; Estado, leg. 15, fol. 12, "Licenciado Luzon, juez de rcsidencia 
que fue en Granada; Estado, leg. 14, fol. 47, Charles to the juez de residencia of Lugo, 
15. Feb. 1526; Estado, leg. 14, fol. 249, 1526?, "Licenciado Romero que tomo la 
residencia en Galicia"; Estado, leg. 14, fol. 112, Licentiate Esquivel to Charles, Murcia, 
24 May 1526. 

AGS, Estado, leg. 12, fol. 221, Burgos, 20 Feb. 1524, "consulta de consejo." 
AGS, Estado, leg. 12, fol. 224, 1524, "memorial de cavalleros para corregimientos." 
AGS, Estado, leg. 12, fol. 221, Burgos, 20 Feb. 1524, "consulta de consejo." 



presidency of the Counci l of Castile as well as the arrival of the auditor Onate. That 

same year Onate audited the corregimiento of Medina del Campo."'"^ The following year 

Onate went to the Chancery of Granada as a criminal judge and there gained the attention 

of Tavera.'^'^' In other words, Tavera kept a close watch on the audits of the 

corregimientos and used audits as the training ground for future appellate judges and as 

the test to evaluate both local judges (corregidores) and auditors {juezes de residencia). 

Under Tavera's judicial administration, one of the benefits in passing an audit was 

promotion. A judge of the royal household (casa y carte), Licentiate Briviesca, 

performed the residencia of Toledo.'"' Briviesca's audit did not reveal irregularities, and 

the corregidor, Martin de Cordoba, remained there until 1526."'^ Prior to 1527 Briviesca 

was the appellate judge of the alcaldiu mayor of Palencia, but his main duties after 1529 

were assignments Tavera gave him.'®^ Because the corregidor passed inspection, he too 

advanced. From 1526 to 1528, Cordoba may have gone to Galicia.'™ Charles then made 

Cordoba viceroy of Navarre in 1528 and in 1529 he became the count of Alcaudete. In 

Cuenca to Charles, Cuenca, 30 Sept. 1524, AGS, Estado, leg. 12, fol. 239; cf Estado, 
leg. 12, fol. 284, 30 Sept. 1524, Cuenca to Charles. 

AGS, Estado, leg. 12, fol. 225, 1524. 
On Tavera's support, see AGS, Estado, leg. 15, fol. 14, 1527. 
On Briviesca's appointment as "alcalde de casa y corte," see AGS, Escribania Mayor 

de Rentas, Quitaciones de corte, leg. 29; La Corte de Carlos V, vol. 3, p. 70. 
For Cordoba's reception of the audit order, see AGS, Estado, leg. 12, fol. 260, 

Cordoba to Charles, Alcaudete, 22 March 1524. 
On Briviesca's alcaldia mayor, see AGS, Estado, leg. 15, fol. 14, Valladolid, 1527, 

"consulta de SM." On Tavera's assignment, sec Guerra Marina, leg. 2, fol. 64, Tavera to 
Charles Madrid, 7 Nov. 1529. 

On Cordoba's consideration for Galicia, see AGS, Estado, leg. 14, fol. 225, 6 Feb. 
1526. 
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1533 Cordoba governed the North African presidio in Oran and negotiated treaties with 

the king of Treniecen.'^' 

Tavera and the Council of Castile used audits as the testing ground for recent 

graduates of law, a minority of less than one quarter of new corregidores. Licentiate 

Pomereda audited the corregimiento of Avila and subsequently became an associate of 

Tavera and of Luis Gonzalez de Polanco of the Council of Castile.'"^ Charles ordered 

one of Tavera's future associates. Licentiate Velasco, to audit the corregimiento of 

Asturias, which included the task of confiscating the assets of the bishop of Oviedo.'^"^ 

Castilla had just graduated from the law faculty of the University of Valladolid and his 

first assignment was the audit of the corregimiento of Burgos.Two additional 

associates of Tavera were sent to audit corregimientos, Licentiate Romero traveled to 

Galicia and Licentiate Luzon went south to Granada.An associate of Councillor 

On his viceroyalty in Navarre, see AGS, Estado, leg. 18, fol. 132, the count of 
Alcaudcte to the Empress, Pamplona, 2 Sept. 1529; Guerra Marina, leg. 2, fol. 95, the 
count to Charles, Pamplona, 22 Sept. 1529. On his duties as governor of Oran, see 
Estado, leg. 25, fol. 66, Cobos to Vazquez, Barcelona, Feb. 1533. 

For Tavera's support of Pomereda, see AGS, Estado, leg. 15, fol. 11. For Polanco's 
support, see Estado, leg. 15, fol. 28. 

On Tavera's support for Velasco, see AGS, Estado, leg. 14, fol. 231, 1525: "es 
colegial de Salamanca, buena persona, no lo he experimentado"; Estado, leg. 15, fol. 12. 
For Velasco's audit, which appears to be his first assignment, see Estado, leg. 13, fol. 
261, Velasco to Charles, Oviedo, 26 Sept. 1525. Counselor Medina and Galindez de 
Carvajal as well recommended Velasco to Charles for judicial office. On Medina, see 
Estado, leg. 15, fol. 34. On Carvajal, see Estado, leg. 15, fol. 28. 

On his inexperience, see AGS, Estado, leg. 14, fol. 231, 1526, "relacion de personas 
eclesiasticas, letrados y perlados." On his appointment, see Estado, leg. 12, fol. 223, 6 
March 1524. 

On Romero's audit, see AGS, Estado, leg. 14, fol. 249, 1526?, "Licenciado Romero 
que tomo la residencia en Galicia." For Tavera's support of Romero, see Estado, leg. 15, 
fol. 11 and fol. 28; Estado, leg. 26, fol. 19, Tavcra to Cobos, Madrid. 4 Feb. 1533. For 
Luzon's audit and Tavera's endorsement, see Estado, leg. 15, fol. 12. 
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Aguirre of the Council of Castile, Licentiate Esquivel audited the corregimiento of 

Murcia, which led to his consecutive appointments to the corregimiento of La Coruna, 

the alcaldia mayor of Galicia, the Council of Navarre, and the Chancery of Valladolid/'^'' 

In 1524-1525 Charles thus audited a minimum of thirteen corregimientos, but he 

also sent at least eighteen new corregidores to places that may not have experienced a 

residencia. For Burgos, the Canary Islands, Medina del Campo, Plasencia, Cordoba, 

Jerez de la Frontera, Ecija, Guadix, and Galicia, Charles recruited cavalleros and 

177 • 
letrados. The knight, Valencia de Benavides, went to the corregimiento of Guadix-

Baza-Almeria, and Luis Pacheco worked in Burgos.''*^ But regarding the other 

assignments it is not clear who got the positions.'"'^ For the corregimientos of Ubeda, 

Segovia, Santo Domingo de la Calzada, Granada, Palencia, Trujillo, Loja-Alhama, Jaen, 

and Alcaraz, Charles considered placing cavalleros 

The duty of appointing corregidores was continual and, as requested by the cities, 

Charles had to replace corregidores every two years. Charles increasingly relied on 

President Tavera to recruit auditors and corregidores and to establish auditing procedures. 

First of all, active corregidores had to be compensated, before a new wave of 

On Esquivel's audit, see AGS, Estado, leg. 14, fol. 112, Esquivel to Charles, Murcia, 
24 May 1526. For Esquivel's corregimiento term in Coruna and Aguirre's support, see 
Estado, leg. 15, fol. 28, Palencia, 1527. For Esquivel's other appointments, see Estado, 
leg. 13, fols. 188-189, fol. 199. 

AGS, Estado, leg. 12, fols. 224-226, 1524. 
On Pacheco, see AGS, Estado, leg. 9, fol. 51, Cathedral Chapter of Burgos to Charles, 

Burgos, 11 Aug. [1525]; Estado, leg. 14, fol. 117, Luis Pacheco to Charles, Burgos, 18 
Jan. 1525? On Benavides, see Estado, leg. 12, fol. 224, 1524. 

AGS, Estado, leg. 12, fol. 224, 1524. 
AGS, Estado, leg. 13, fol. 41, 1525? This list includes cavalleros who were 

considered for new positions and whose previous assignments were recorded. 



appointments could be initiated. It was during the winter of 1525-1526 that Charles 

ordered a number of inventories of the corregimientos and of corregidores that either 

received a royal stipend or were given promissory notes. Charles had an accountant or 

secretary list compensations for sixty-one corregidores out of sixty-four listed.'^' Tavera 

then compiled for Charles a list of sixty-one corregimientos that required new 

1 R9 
corregidores. Charles' options for the corregimientos of Salamanca and Galicia were 

1 OT 
Tavera preferences. For the corrcgimiento of Salamanca, President Tavera hoped that 

Diego Osorio would take the job, or the knight, Pedro Velez de Guevara.'^^ There is no 

mention of an audit, but there probably was one. In February 1526 Charles, for example, 

ordered an audit of the corregidor of Toledo.'^' Licentiate Sepiilveda, a judge of the 

Royal Court, went to Toledo to function as the juez de residencia}^^ But auditing over 

sixty corregimientos at the same time was an impossibility. President Tavera and the 

Council of Castile wanted to employ eight auditors for investigations (pesquisas). This 

strategy did not work out, either due to a shortage of qualified jurists or a lack of funds, 

but during the regency of 1529-1533 Charles gave Tavera the necessary funds to appoint 

"judges who are to be given investigative assignments."'^^ 

AGS, Estado, leg. 15, fol. 21, 1526? "memorial de los oficios." 
AGS, Estado, leg. 15, fol. 19, [Tavera], 1526? "memorial de las ciudades y villas que 

se han de proveer de corregimientos." 
AGS, Estado, leg. 14, fol. 249, 1526? 
On Osorio and Guevara, see AGS, Estado, leg. 14, fol. 249, 1526? 
AGS, Estado, leg. 14, fol. 225, Toledo, 6 Feb. 1526, "mandamiento de SM." 
AGS, Estado, leg. 14, fol. 231, "relacion de personas eclesiasticas, letrados, perlados, 

y olros para oficios." 
Tavera to Cobos, 1529? AGS, Estado, leg. 18, fol. 168. 
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188 • t• 
In 1527 Tavera provided an instruction guide for auditors. By providing 

auditors with a clear outline of goals and methods, Tavera could economize royal 

investigations and make them as consistent as possible. "Auditors," Tavera wrote, "must 

be able to distinguish what to investigate and what to disregard, which is a j udgment that 

necessitates a sound knowledge of the laws regarding auditors and corregidores ... as 

well as the common sense of asking the right questions . . . seeking diligently all of the 

charges and complaints made against the corregidores and examining the accusers and 

verifying their allegations. 

By 1527 Charles had gone a long way in accomplishing what the cities had 

wanted him to do regarding the appointment and audits of corregidores. It appears that 

only in three special cases did Charles fail to follow appointment instructions from the 

cities. Charles did not change two corrcgidores in office since 1522. He kept relying on 

Granada's corregidor, Inigo Manrique, and the corregidor of Madrid, Juan Manriquc.'^' 

Appointed in 1522, Martin de Cordoba was another corregidor who had served 

continuously for four years. On the other hand, the Council of Castile strongly suggested 

AGS, Estado, leg. 15, fol. 51, Valladolid? 1527? "instruccion para losjuezes dc 
residencia." 
1 SO 

Regarding the laws pertaining to corregidores, Tavera was probably referring to a 
couple of royal codes and laws: the 1482 royal code of conduct for corregidores and the 
1500 decree governing corregidores (los capitulos de corregidores de 1500). For the 
1482 royal code, see Emilio Saez Sanchez, "El libro del juramento de ayuntamiento de 
Toledo," AHDE 16 (1945), pp. 530-624. For the 1500 capitulos, see Antonio Muro 
Orejon, Los capitulos de corregidores de 1500: edicidn facsimil del incunable de la 
Bihlioteca Colombina de Sevilla (Seville: Escuela dc Estudios Hispano-Americanos de 
S evil la, 1963); Rafael Serra Ruiz, "El juicio dc residencia en epoca de los Reyes 
Catolicos," Anuario de Estudios Medievales 5 (1968), pp. 531-546. 

On Inigo Manrique's extended service as corregidor, sec, AGS, Estado, leg. 14, fol. 
68, Charles to Mondejar, Manrique and Don Miguel, Granada, 1526. On Juan Manrique, 
see Estado, leg. 14, fol. 85, Charles to Manrique, Granada, Nov. 1526. 



that Cordoba "must not resume [his office]" in Toledo, and in 1526 he was replaced after 

an audit.''" 

In 1528-1529 Charles ordered a minimum of ten audits: Medina del Campo, 

Cadiz, Galicia, Oviedo, Tenerife-La Palnias, Gibraltar, Santo Domingo de la Calzada, 

Zamora, Ubeda, and the udelantamiento of Burgos. Licentiate Lerma audited the 

1 09 
Adelantamiento of Burgos. Lerma had been an experienced judge of the royal 

• 1 
household smce 1520. Tavera and Charles prepared the documents for the audits of 

Asturias (Oviedo) and Ubeda.Charles appointed an auditor to the corregimiento of 

Medina del Campo.Apparently appointed by Charles after the audit, Alvaro de Lugo 

took over the staffs of justice of the corregimiento of Ubeda.''"' The auditor of Galicia, 

Licentiate Salamanca, who was a judge of the audiencia of Seville and who served in 

Galicia for many years, may have been the alcalde mayor placed there.'*'' In 1527 

Charles gave the corregimientos of Burgos and Las Cuatro Villas de la Costa to 

For the Council of Castile's recommendation, see AGS, Estado, leg. 14, fol. 225, 
Toledo, 6 Feb. 1526. For the inventory of replacements, see Estado, leg. 15, fol. 19, 
"memorial de las ciudades y villas que se han de proveer de corregimientos." For the 
audit, see Estado, leg. 14. fol. 231, 1526, "relacion depersonas." 

AGS, Estado, leg. 15, fol. 50, Charles, Cobos, and Tavera to Lemia, 1527. 
Perez, La revolucidn de las comunidades, p. 276. 
For the audit of Asturias, see AGS, Estado, leg. 15, fol. 52. For Ubeda, see Estado, 

leg. 15, fol. 46, Charles and Tavera to the corrcgidor of Ubeda. 
AGS, Estado, leg. 16, fol. 327. 
AGS, Estado, leg. 15, fol. 48, "oficios de corregimientos." 
For reference ofhis assignment in Galicia, see AGS. Estado, leg. 14, fol. 249, 1526. 

On his term in Seville, see Estado, leg. 13, fol. 291, the judges of Seville to Charles, 
Seville, 7 April 1525. For his extended service as alcalde mayor de Galicia, see Estado, 
leg. 19, fol. 193, the governors of Galicia to the Empress, Santiago, Jan. 1530. 
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k n i g h t s . F o r  t h e  a u d i t s  o f  G i b r a l t a r ,  Z a m o r a ,  S a n t o  D o m i n g o  d e  l a  C a l z a d a ,  a n d  

Tenerife-Las Palrnas, Charles assigned licentiates.'"''' When Charles was in Valencia, the 

Council of Castile got approval from him to send an auditor to Cadiz."*"' 

Although Charles recruited lawyers, knights, lords, and magistrates who were 

willing to move repeatedly and to be judged by fellow colleagues, Tavera's network of 

associates in the royal administration was growing. Tavera presented Charles with a list 

of candidates for the corregimientos of Granada, Zamora, Jaen, Madrid, and Segovia.""' 

Charles chose Tavera's candidates for the corregimientos of Segovia, Madrid, Granada, 

and Jaen. Tavera's candidate for the corregimiento of Segovia was Pedro de Bazan. 

Tavera recommended him because "he was the corregidor of Zamora who performed a 

solid audit." Only in the case of Zamora is there a reference to an audit. 

For the cities requesting a new corregidor, it was probably sufficient that the new 

appointment be an outsider, and Tavera gave Charles the names of outsiders who could 

fill the vacancy, usuallyprocuradores, for example, the candidate for the corregimiento 

of Jaen. The important thing for Charles was to place in corregimientos city councilmen 

from other cities. The corregidor appointed to the opening in Jaen was a city councilman 

(veinticuatro) of Granada and the corregidor appointed to the position in Granada was a 

For the Burgos appointment, see AGS, Estado, leg. 15, fol. 10, 1527. For Las Cuatro 
Villas de la Costa, see Estado, leg. 15, fol. 48. 

For the audits of Santo Domingo de la Calzada, Gibraltar and Zamora, see AGS, 
Estado, leg. 15, fol. 48, "oficios de corregimientos." For the audit of Tenerife-Las 
Palmas, see Estado, leg. 15, fol. 53, the Empress (Juan Vazquez, Ortiz, Tavera, Pedro 
Manuel, Licentiate Mogollon, Licentiate Medina) to Pedro Fernandez, Madrid, 13 May 
1528. 

AGS, Estado, leg. 16, fol. 434, the Council of Castile to Charles, Madrid, 27 May 
1528 (response to Charles' letter of 19 May 1528). 

AGS, Estado, leg. 16, fol. 435, Tavera, 1528? ''memorial de corregimientos." 
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councilman of Seville. By appointing city councilmen to corregimientos, Charles 

covered the full range of qualified candidates, from law graduates to knights to urban 

elites. 

In 1527-1528 Charles took care of two goals by auditing corregimientos and re

appointing corregidores: he addressed the cities' insistence that corregidores serv-e two-

year terms and that there be an audit of the out-going corregidor. In doing this, Charles 

minimized potential problems that could result from his planned journey to Italy. During 

the regency of 1529-1533 the rotation of corregidores seems to have declined 

substantially. In an undated inventory of fifty-four corregimientos there is evidence of 

the extensive appointing of corregidores after Charles had returned to Spain in 1533.""' 

Charles placed a minimum of fifty-four corregidorcs between the years 1533 and 1535. 

In 1535-1536 the corregidor of Seville was the count of Villalba, Hernando de Andrade. 

In 1532 Tavera notified Charles about the audit of Andrade.'""^ Charles then ordered 

Andrade to return to Seville in 1533."'^ It could be that Andrade served back-to-back 

terms in Seville from 1533 to 1537. Charles appointed a gohernador of Galicia in 1530 

and he appointed the same person again in 1535.^^^ 

AGS, Estado, leg. 13, fol. 191, 1535? Cf. Estado, leg. 13, fol. 187, 1535? 
AGS, Estado, leg. 24, fol. 184, Tavera to Charles, 28 July 1532; Estado, leg. 26, fol. 

19, Tavera to Cobos, Madrid, 4 Feb. 1533. 
This is the claim of Henar Pizarro Llorente (La Carte de Carlos V, vol. 3, pp. 44-46, p. 

46). 
For appointment order, see AGS, Estado, leg. 21, fol. 228, Charles to Tavera, 

Innsbruck, 1530. For the gohernador's activity in 1532, see Estado, leg. 24, fol. 268, the 
infante de Granada to Charles, Orense, 26 Feb. 1532; Estado, leg. 24, fol. 293, the Infante 
de Granada to Charles, Orense, 29 Aug. 1532. 
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Another of the fifty-four appointments was Inigo Arguello, the corregidor of 

M urcia-Lorca-Cartagena probably after 1525 and procurador of the Cortes in 1525.''*'"' 

During the regency of 1529-1533 he was the corregidor of Soria, and when Charles 

returned in 1533, Arguello was given the corregimiento of Cartagena and then the job in 

207 Vizcaya in 1535. In these appointments Charles made in 1535, the principles of 

experience and rotation characterize the royal management of corregimientos after he 

returned to Spain in 1522. 

After the civil wars, at least the policy of audits was steady and continuous. 

Corregidores had to earn a positive evaluation of their audits if they expected to be re

appointed. Of the fifty-four appointments Charles made in 1535, there were at least 

seven audits."^^ Every two years, Charles audited corregidores who were rotated. For the 

corregimiento of Cordoba, for example, Charles appointed Hernan Perez de Luxan, "but 

[ P e r e z ]  c o u l d  n o t  a s s u m e  h i s  o f f i c e  u n t i l  h i s  a u d i t  h a s  b e e n  r e v i e w e d . F r a n c i s c o  

Tavera got the corregimiento of Jaen, "but cannot take his office there until the audit 

there is finished, even though the audit of his corregimiento of the Canary Islands has 

In 1522, Charles appointed Carlos de Guevara to the corregimiento of Murcia (AGS, 
Estado, leg. 10, fol. 114, "las personas a quien se proveeron los corregimientos en el ano 
de 1522." In 1524, Charles' order the audit of Murcia (AGS, Estado, leg. 12, fol. 223, 6 
March 1524, "consulta de SM). The new corregidor would therefore hold his office after 
1524. For his term as procurador, see Estado, leg. 13, fol. 234, 1525, "memorial de la 
consult que tuvo SM de lo que se hizo con los procuradores de las Cortes de Toledo." 

For his term in Cartagena, see La Corte de Carlos V, vol. 3, pp. 50-54, p. 51. Ignacio 
J. Ezquerra Revilla places him in Vizcaya in 1536 (La Corte de Carlos V, vol. 3, pp. 50-
54, p. 51. For Charles' appointment of Arguello, see AGS, Estado, leg. 13, fol. 188, 
1535? 

AGS, Estado, leg. 13, fol. 187, 1535? "memorial de los corregimientos proveedos." 
AGS, Estado, leg. 13, fol. 187, 1535? "memorial de los corrcgimientos proveedos." 
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been completed." In another example, Francisco Cherino had to wait to assume his 

office in Antequera "until Ms audit has been reviewed." For the corregimiento of 

Badajoz, "first of all, the auditor has to go there," before the in-coming corregidor could 

assume office. In all of these examples, therefore, the audit of every out-going corregidor 

is necessary; moreover, an in-coming corregidor had to pass the audit of his previous 

office. 

In his analysis of corregidores, Marvin Lunenfeld claimed that the cities 

demanded audits and that "no one with judicial responsibilities of any type would be 

reappointed before a residencia was both completed and reviewed.""'' Lunenfeld made 

it clear that Charles recognized city demands and that the cities of the Cortes "set up a 

two-man standing committee (diputacion) in 1525 to oversee implementation of decrees 

when parliament was not in session."^'' In considering the policy of audits of 

corregimientos, Lunenfeld's evaluation of the evolution of the corregimiento system is 

partially correct in concluding that the "epoch of the medieval corregidor ( which I hold 

extends through the reign of Ferdinand and Isabella) thus came to an end."'*' The 

transition, in his view, is that city oligarchies finally realized that they needed the 

corregidor "for the smooth functioning of municipalities," because city fathers did not 

want the return of civil wars.''"^ The evidence presented in this section of this chapter 

AGS, Estado, leg. 13, fol. 187, 1535? "memorial de los corregimientos proveedos." 
Keepers of the City, p. 184. 

919 
Lunenfeld, Keepers of the City, p. 185. On the 1525 creation of the Diputacion, see 

Francisco Tomas y Valiente, "La Diputacion de las Cortes de Castilla," AI IDE 32 (1962), 
pp. 347-469. 

Lunenfeld, Keepers of the City, p. 185. 
Lunenfeld, Keepers of the City, p. 185, p. 192. 
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shows the extent to which Charles implemented policies formulated in the Cortes. In this 

regard, it is not that the cities realized the importance of corrcgidores, but rather that 

Charles took seriously the management of royal judges and the proficiency to be 

expected of old institutions. The cities wanted audits and the rotation of corregidores on 

a continual basis and Charles followed llirough. Reacting to the Burgundian patronage of 

aristocrats, the cities wanted a management change from birth to merit and 

accountability. Because Charles relied on the management instructions of the cities, the 

cities did not have excuses to revolt. Charles' corregidores did not become more 

powerful than their counterparts during the reign of Fernando and Isabel. The cities 

imposed their criteria regarding corregidores and Charles accepted them. In places that 

required the corregidor to perform a high degree of military service, Seville and Galicia, 

for example, corregidores served back-to-back terms. But the norm was that corregidores 

did not last long, and those who were letrados usually advanced to the appellate courts of 

the Castilian judiciary. Corregidores were rotated and unable to reside anywhere for 

long, and they played, at best, a minimal role in their respective city's long-term political 

development. 

Stephen Haliczer's thesis of the "decay of local administration," which was 

"already far advanced by the time of [Isabel of Castile's] death," higlilights Charles' 

judicial reform program of 1522-1528.^'"^ Although Haliczer assumed a kind of golden 

age of local administration, he argued that city councils nursed resentments on account of 

The Comuneros of Castile, pp. 94-113, p. 113. 
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the monarchy's failure to implement a residencia policy. "The effectiveness of the 

residencia was also undermined," Haliczer wrote, "by the poor quality of the persons 

who conducted them."^'^ He noted that the Counci 1 of Castile after 1522 was 

instrumental in establishing a "better educated, better disciplined, and more effective 

public administration and a strengthened judiciar>'. . . Upon returning to Castile in 

910 • 
1522, "Charles moved quickly to carry out an energetic reform program." Haliczer's 

claims are correct, but he failed to recognize that it was the Cortes which provided the 

policies the Council of Castile implemented and that the Cortes influenced Charles' 

political decision in 1523 to prioritize their petitions.''" 

Regarding Charles' corregidores in post-comunero Castile, Haliczer observed that 

Charles "discouraged his corregidores from using overtly coercive methods." In a pair 

of examples that took place in 1539 and 1542, Haliczer gave the corregidor the kind of 

power that the he himself probably wished he had. What is more in tune with the 

archival evidence, is that Charles made officeholders accountable, which was what the 

cities wanted all along. Charles and the cities enhanced royal authority, not on the basis 

The Comuneros of Castile, pp. 101-104. 
The Comuneros of Castile, p. 104. 
The Comuneros of Castile, p. 216-217. 
The Comuneros of Castile, p. 213. 
Haliczer noted, incorrectly, that in 1523 Charles refused "to take the advice of urban 

representatives ... that they be consulted about matters concerning the general welfare 
before considering the servicio" {The Comuneros of Castile, p. 222). But in the 
subsequent paragraph, Haliczer wrote that in 1528 Cortes realized their new power, 
adding that Charles "demanded that the [Council of Castile] 'drop all other business' in 
order to issue cedulas that would implement the approved petitions so that the 
representatives would return to their cities, report favorably on the Cortes, and obtain 
their cooperation in speeding up collection of the servicio" (p. 222). 

The Comuneros of Castile, pp. 223-224. 
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of giving corregidores more jurisdiction, but on the administration's pohcies ofjudicious 

appointments and continual supervision of government personnel. 

The cities took advantage of long-standing problems associated with royal justice, 

namely the appointment of competent and qualified judges and the management of 

judicial personnel, by imposing the standard of merit. After the civil wars, they presented 

Charles with a reconstruction program that clarified royal responsibilities. The cities had 

the financial leverage to push forward their domestic agenda. In the ̂ ost-comunero 

bargain the crown undertook to earn its city-based salary. In return for subsidies, Charles 

gave the cities the judicial government they wanted. Charles forged an expert regime that 

supervised and disciplined royal appointments. For president of the Council of Castile, 

Charles appointed Tavera, the leading patron of the university system who resolved the 

inefficiency and infrequency of residencias. Tavera, who knew the legal profession, was 

also Charles' recruiter. Over thirty-three percent of Charles' corregidores were letrados 

and Tavera always recruited licenciados to perform audits. There is no archival evidence 

to demonstrate that Charles sold corregimientos, but rather the evidence reveals that 

corregidores incurred debts as a result of their official responsibilities. Charles 

established ajudicial state by recruiting men who were willing to sacrifice their 

livelihoods for the survival of the monarchy, who wanted to achieve professional goals, 

and who wanted to do something important in society and in their lives. In effect, merced 

entailed the king's judicious appointments, the enforcement of judicial management 

policies articulated byprocuradores and implemented by the Council of Castile, and the 

opportunity for men to be leaders in society. 



Charles successfully implemented two strategics of state formation. After a 

challenge from the Cortes, he shifted from his natural, clan-based instinct to patronize 

aristocrats based on blood ties. Because the Cortes controlled much of the government's 

revenue, it imposed a new system of benefaction based on competence and 

accountability. Charles' need to maintain the loyally of the aristocracy was equally as 

important as his duty to provide the cities with an accountable local judiciary. He 

continued to appoint nobles to his court and he selected those with extensive military 

experience for corregimientos in regions requiring their skills in the battlefield and the 

sea. When Charles appointed qualified corregidores he was not exercising patronage, he 

was doing his duty. 
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3. THE EXECUTIVE, 1522-1528 

Whereas chapter two established how Charles implemented parliamentary 

resolutions affecting the administration of municipal governments, chapter three will 

demonstrate how Charles practiced the strategy of executive reform and supervision, and 

chapter four will explain the strategy of judicial improvement. Chapters three and four 

are similar strategies of state fonnation, because they conform to management resolutions 

configured by theprocuradores to the Cortes and are based on procedures with the 

purpose of maintaining a meritocracy of the king's bureaucracy consisting of learned and 

experienced graduates of law. Law graduates increasingly make their appearance, 

especially at the executive level and the appellate courts. It was crucial that Charles 

construct a merit-based government, since he knew that he had multiple duties, which 

necessitated his absence from Spain. Charles had to have a reliable Spanish constituency 

that would support his imperial career. 

Beginning in 1523 Charles established a competent executive. He gave select 

councillors, the majority of them Castilians, latitude to chair their respective councils, 

and he established an administration based on peer review, especially at the Council of 

Castile. He filled two judicial councils, the Council of Castile and the Council of 

Aragon, and two executive boards, the consejo de estado and the Council of Finance, 

with natives of Spain. Although there were additional councils established and refomied 

in the years 1523 and 1524, the councillors of the councils of estado and Aragon and in 

particular the councillors of the councils of Finance and Castile were the most powerful 
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statesmen in their own right. They constructed their own networks in the other councils 

and boards of the Spanish empire: inquisition, crusade, military orders, Indies, and mesta, 

and two financial bodies supervising and managing Spanish revenues and royal 

expenditures. Charles allowed Spanish statesmen to rise to power, in particular Juan 

T avera, president of the Council of Castile, and Francisco de los Cobos, secretary of the 

consejo de estado, the Council of the Indies, and the Council of Finance, and head of the 

cdmara de Cast ilia. Charles and Tavera converted the Council of Castile into a 

mechanism for peer review by reducing it to twelve councillors who advised Charles on 

the selection of judges for the appellate courts and the councils of the Spanish empire. 

Charles' newfound resolve to forge a Spanish monarchy that would conform to 

the expectations of the urban democracies of Castile resulted in the reconstruction of a 

two-tier Spanish bureaucracy: a judiciary of councils and an administration of advisory 

boards and financial teams. The fiscal and advisory administration attempted to resolve 

immediate urgencies dealing with commercial, financial, and procurement strategies.' 

Basing his reform strategies on what theprocuradores wanted, Charles streamlined this 

advisory bureaucracy by designating ministers to specialized sessions, limiting them to 

• • 2 only one position. The distribution of duties and the clarification of competencies 

' For a general description of theses activities, see Fritz Walser, "Berichte und Studien 
zur Geschichte Karls V: die Uberlieferung der Akten der kasfilisch-spanischen 
Zentralbehorden unter Karl V," Nachrichten von der Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften zu 
Gottingen, Philologisch-Historsche Klasse (1933), pp. 93-138. 
' Salinas wrote to Ferdinand that "en las Cortes que SM tuvo en Valladolid le fueron 
demandadas muchas cosas. SM les ha concedido, segiin me dicen, todo o la mayor parte 
de lo que demandaron" (Logrono, 4 Oct. 1523, Rodriguez Villa, El Emperador Carlos V 
y su corte, p. 148). Among those demands, Charles had to "meter orden y limitacion en 
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resulted in the division of five judicial boards (the councils of Castile, Aragon, the 

inquisition, Indies, and the military orders of Santiago, Calatrava, and Alcantara), one 

foreign affairs committee (the consejo de estado), and the Council of Finance, which in 

1524-1525, began to supervise the Council of the Crusade {consejo de la cruzada and 

comisaria general de la cruzada), the treasury of revenues (contaduria mayor de 

hacienda y rent as) and the accounting office of expenditures {contaduria mayor de 

'I 

cuentas). For each session of a designated undertaking, Charles mandated attendance 

policies."' The Council of Castile, which consisted of the cdmara de Castilla, and the 

judicial court of the royal household {sala de alcaldes de casa y carte) had to assemble at 

los oficios." For Charles' royal decree on reforming his administration, see AGS, Estado, 
leg. 11, fol. 17. 
^ For the Councils of the Military Orders, see AGS, Estado, leg. 11, fol. 151, Valladolid 
1523. For the origins of the Council of Indies, AGS, Estado, leg. 11, fol. 164, 1523? "los 
consejos de SM"; for its first president, AGS, Escribanfa Mayor de Rentas, Quitaciones 
de corte, leg. 20, fols. 597-602, "Presidente del consejo de Indias, con 200,000 maravedls 
de quitacion, 4 Aug 1524"; cf Schafer, El consejo de las Indias, vol. 1, pp. 43-46. In 
1523, the members of the Council of the Inquisition of Aragon and Castile now included 
Licenciate Aguirre, Dr. Manso, and Polanco. Prior to 1523, the council was of the 
Inquisition of the kingdoms of Aragon, not Castile. For details, see Jose Martinez Mill an, 
"Las ehtes de poder durante el reinado de Carlos V a traves de los miembros del consejo 
de Inquisicion, 1516-1558," Hispania 48 (1988), pp. 103-167, pp. 107-109. 

The two councils of the military orders, of Santiago and of Calatrava/Alcantara, 
the Council of the Inquisition, the Council of the Crusade, and the Council of the Indies 
were already thoroughly hispanicized institutions (with the exception of Adrian of 
Utrecht, who served as Inquisitor General of the Council of the Inquisition from 1518 to 
1522, and Pietro Martire of the Council of the Indies). For the relationship between the 
comisaria general de cruzada and the Council of the Crusade, see Jose Martinez Millan 
and Carlos Javier de Carlos Morales, "Los origenes del consejo de Cruzada, siglo XVI," 
Hispania 179 (1991), pp. 901-931, pp. 911-912. For the Council of Finance as a 
supervisory committee dominated by Spaniards by 1525, in particular Cobos, Tavera, and 
Francisco de Mendoza, see Carlos Morales, El consejo de hacienda, pp. 34-48. 

AGS, Estado, leg. 11, fol. 30, 1523, "Memorial de los dias que cada consejo de SM 
tiene"; Estado, leg. 12, fol. 184, "Los dias en que se habian que tener las consultas de los 
diferentes consejos." 
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regular intervals.^ The councils of estado y guerra, the Indies, the military orders, 

Aragon, and the inquisition met for a few hours every week.® Members of the councils 

became official functionaries eligible to receive incomes, fees, or privileges {mercedes) 

for their services.^ 

The Consejo de Estado 

In performing his duties as the head of government, Charles drew on the policies 

formulated by the Cortes: downsizing the administration and court, appointing natives of 

Spain, and limiting officeholders to one position.^ The king did not have much latitude in 

^ AGS, Estado, leg. 11, fol. 164. 
® The Council of the Mesta was a guild of livestock owners whose president was 
appointed by the monarchs. I do not have any record of the appointment of a president 
by Charles. For details of the foundation of the Mesta and appointment of a president by 
the Catholic Monarchs, see Carla Rahn Phillips and William D. Phillips, Jr., Spain's 
Golden Fleece: Wool Production and the Wool Trade from the Middle Ages to the 
Nineteenth Century (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1997), p. 36, p. 51. 
^ AGS, Estado, leg. 11, fol. 164: "los consejos de SM tienen de salario cada doscientas 
mil maravedis en el pagador y los del consejo de Castilla tienen comisiones y otros 
oficios en que se ocupan como camara, inquisicion, cruzada, contaduria, ordenes, mesta 
que podra valer un ano con otra a cada uno doscientos ducados ... a los del consejo de 
Indias parece que se les deve hacer esta merced con alguna ventaja. Por dos razones la 
primera por el gran trabajo que tienen pues esta a su cargo de todo aquel mando todo lo 
que en todos los consejos de castilla esta dividido: estado, guerra, justicia/camara, 
hacienda, contaduria, alcaldes de corte. Cuidado particular de buscar personas para todos 
los obispados y audiencias y otros beneficios y oficios." 
^ "Al tiempo que parti de Flandes para estos reynos en el numero de personas que acorde 
que oviese en los oficios de mi casa deje muchas plazas vacas para incharlas de naturales 
de ellos y despues aca con las grandes ocupaciones que he tenido no ha avido lugar de se 
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rebuilding Ms government, but he knew that improvements suggested by the 

procuradores to the Cortes would result in making his administration leaner.^ The 

reform of government began with the elimination of foreigners. In 1522 Charles took the 

first step of reducing the Burgundian regime into a committee of foreign affairs advisors. 

Charles' decision to live up to his duties, discussed above in chapter two, gave birth to 

the consejo de estado, a multi-national council dedicated to the survival of the Habsburg 

patrimony. The king was determined to draw his loyal Burgundians into a useful 

partnership, since he needed them to deal with dynastic matters. The consejo de estado 

thus played an important role in constructing foreign policy, but it did not factor into 

Spanish domestic policies, which were the domain of the councils of the Spanish empire; 

Aragon, Castile, Indies, military orders, inquisition, and finance.'*' The consejo de estado 

hazer agora yo las he nombrado ... y porque en estas cortes a suplicacion del reyno se 
determino que ninguno no podiese tener mas de un asiento" (Charles to unknown, Sept. 
1523, AGS, Estado, leg. 11, fol. 89); CLC, vol. 4, 1523 Cortes Valladolid, petition #90. 
^ For Charles' promise to hispanicize his court, see AGS, Patronato Real, leg. 70, fol. 9, 
pp. 62v-63, Valladolid, 1523. For the implementation of the promise, see AGS, Estado, 
leg. 11, fol. 121, Charles to contadores may ores, Burgos, 11 Sept. 1523: "...ya sabeis 
como en estas cortes a suplicacion de los procuradores del reyno determine de reformar 
algunos oficios de mi casa en lo qual se ha atendido y entiende y por que como sabeys 
entre los otros hay mucho niimero de continos . . . que se reforme lo que agora hay y 
vosotros sabeys mejor lo que con cada uno se deve hacer y conoceis la calidad de las 
personas por ende yo vos mando que luego veays todos los continos que estan asentados 
en los libros recibidos por los catolicos reyes ... y los salaries que tienen senalados"; 
Jose Martinez Millan, "Der Hof Karls V.: Das Haus Des Kaisers," Karl V. 1500-1558: 
Neue Perspektiven seiner Henschaft in Europa under Ubersee, ed. Alfred Kohler et al 
(Vienna: Verlag der Osterreichischen Akademie der Wissenschaften, 2002), pp. 123-149; 
Carlos Morales, "Las refonnas de las casas reales," La Corte de Carlos V, vol. 1, pp. 226-
233. 

Because of the prevalent focus in old and recent scholarship on Charles' imperial 
career rather than his duly as the king of Spain, the consejo de estado was assumed to be 
Charles' preeminent council; consequently, scholarly investigations that highlight 
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had no jurisdiction over any Habsburg lordship and its sole fiinction consisted in devising 

imperialist strategies and defending the faith." In the future when Gattinara, the chief 

councillor of the consejo de estado, occasionally met the procuradores to the Cortes he 

addressed foreign affairs, especially how royal revenues were to be applied toward the 

security of Milan, and after 1526, toward helping Charles' family protect Austria. 

One of the most important changes occurred before the king's landing in 

Santander on July 16, 1522. Charles returned to Spain with only a select group of 

Burgundian and Flemish courtiers. The ambassador of Archduke Ferdinand of Austria, 

Martin Salinas, wrote that "Charles brushed off most of his Flemish privados."^ ' Charles 

replaced foreigners and deceased courtiers with Spaniards. After the weaning of non-

diplomacy and defense policies center on the consejo de estado, which played a minor 
role in addressing Castilian domestic agenda. 

On imperial deliberations among Gattinara, La Chaulx, La Roche, de Vega, Gorrevod, 
and Nassau, see the transcription of the consulta of 1523 in Karl Brandi, "Aus den 
Kabinettsakten des Kaisers," pp. 181-222; cf. Feliciano Barrios, El consejo del estado de 
la monarqma espanola, J521-18J2 (Madrid; Consejo de Estado, 1984), pp. 48-50. For 
the argument that the consejo de estado was a privy council of advisors, see M.J. 
Gounon-Loubens, Ess a is sur I 'Administration de la Castille auXVf siecle (Paris: 
Librairie de Guillaumin, 1860), p. 137: "Le conseil d'Etat n'etait qu'un conseil prive ... 
dont les attibutions etaient purement consultatives ...."' 
1 -y 

Salmas wrote from Antona, dated on 6 July 1522, to Ferdinand's treasurer, Salamanca, 
that on the emperor's return to Spain "el emperador se va sacudiendo de sus privados; de 
tal suerte que en su navio no ha querido llevar si solos al conde de Nasao y mayordomo 
mayor y confesor con sus oficiales y medicos (Rodriguez Villa, El Emperador Carlos Vy 
su corte, pp. 48-52, p. 51). A royal statute confirms this policy (AGS, Estado, leg. 11, 
fols. 4-6,1523, Valladolid, "ordenanza del consejo de hacienda"). 

AGS, Estado, leg. 10, fols. 21, 22, 24, and 25, "mercedes para caballeros y sus 
parientes"; Estado, leg. 10, fol. Ill, Ghent, 11 May 1522, "Minutaquehizo SM"; 
Estado, leg. 10, fol. 114; Estado, leg. 10, fol. 115, "relacion de los que piden oficios y 
bienes confiscados"; Estado, leg. 11, fol. 20, "minuta de consulta sobre mercedes que 
pedian grandes, y los oficios que estan vacos"; and Estado, leg. 11, fol. 23, 6 March 
1523, "relacion de la gente que SM tubo." For a list of the deceased, see Santa Cruz, 
Cronica del Emperador, vol. 2, pp. 77-78. 
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Spaniards, the Burgundian staff of the consejo de estado comprised ten councillors: 

Mercurino Gattinara (Grand Chancellor), Henry of Nassau (Grand Chaniberlain), Laurent 

Gorrevod (Grand Steward), Gerard de Pleine (lord of la Roche), Charles de Poupet (lord 

of la Chaulx), Charles Lannoy, John Hannart, Jacques Laurin (treasurer). Dr. Marliano, 

and father-confessor John Glapion.''^ These foreigners who survived the lay offs of 1522 

did not receive incomes based on Spanish revenues, but rather they had to rely on their 

own incomes and Charles' charity. 

As the years passed, Charles eliminated foreigners while increasing the number of 

Spaniards. As soon as Charles arrived to Spain in 1522 he added three Spaniards to the 

consejo de estado: Hugo de Moncada, Pedro Ruiz de la Mota, and Juan Manuel.'"^ Four 

years later he added nine Spaniards: Francisco de los Cobos, Jimenez Urbina, Lorenzo 

Galindez de Carvajal, Hernando de Vega, Alonso de Fonseca, Fadrique de Toledo (the 

duke of Alba), Alvaro de Ziiniga (the duke of Bejar), Gabriel Esteban Merino (the bishop 

of Jaen), and Garcia de Loaisa (royal confessor and bishop of Osma).'^ 

Charles' decision to replace Burgundians with Spaniards coincided with the 

formation of the Spanish consejo secreto, which was his privy council from 1522-1526, 

and was dominated by Spaniards.'^ Francisco de los Cobos (Secretary of the Emperor), 

Barrios, El consejo del estado, pp. 41-48. 
La Corte de Carlos V, vol. 3, p. 7. 
AGS, Estado, leg. 14, fols. 9-10, Granada, 1526; Barrios, El consejo del estado, pp. 45-

58. 
For the argument that the consejo secreto was the precursor of the consejo de estado, 

see Barrios, El consejo del estado, p. 45. Sandoval described the consejo as containing 
twenty-four knights—six Spaniards, six Flemish, and the rest from diverse regions of the 
European continent, but he did not call this the consejo secreto {Historia del Emperador, 
vol. l,p. 120). 
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Juan Manuel (ambassador to the papacy), Hernando de Vega {comendador mayor of 

Castile), Fadrique de Toledo (the duke of Alba), Bernardo Sandoval y Rojas (the marquis 

of Denia), Garcia de Padilla (former treasurer of the order of Calatrava and president of 

the Council of the Military Orders of Calatrava and Alcantara), and Antonio de Fonseca 

(contador mayor or treasurer of Castilian revenues) not only attended sessions of 

Charles' consejo secreto, but also assisted the king's provision of merced via the cdmara 

de Castilla}^ No doubt, the members of the consejo secreto understood that they worked 

for a supra-national monarchy, but they were focused on the restoration of the Spanish 

empire with its complex of kingdoms and communities throughout the Mediterranean and 

the transatlantic possessions. These men were obedient vassals and established 

themselves as a service aristocracy, always ready to travel when necessary on urgent 

diplomatic assignments, or, in the case of Denia, to supervise the court of Queen Juana 

who posed a potential jurisdictional conflict. In 1522-1526, the consejo de estado and the 

consejo secreto had identical members of both cultures, Burgundian and Castilian, and 

these members constituted Charles' executive board comprised of his most reliable and 

trusted advisors: Gattinara, Nassau, the Flemish secretary Juan Aleman, and a Spanish 

contingency led by don Juan Manuel, the Spanish ambassador in the court of Prince 

Philip, son of Emperor Maximilian I, and who was Charles' ambassador in Rome under 

1 S 
.. pues sabemos que tenia el rey en estos dias en su consejo secreto y de su camara a 

don Garcia de Padilla y al maestro Mota, obispo de Badajoz, ya nombrado, y por 
secretario principal a Francisco de los Cobos, todos espanoles y personas notables" 
(Pedro Mexia, Historia del Emperador Carlos V, Coleccion de Cronicas Espanolas 7 
[Madrid: Espasa-Caipe, 1945], p. 90); Fritz Walser-Wohlfeil, "Berichte und Studien zur 
Geschichte Karls V: die Uberlieferung der Akten der Kastilisch-Spanischen 
Zentralbehorden unter Karl V," Nachrichten von der Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften zur 
Gottingen. Philologisch-Historische Klasse (1933), pp. 93-138, p. 126. 
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Pope Leo X and Pope Adrian Vl/^ During the coxirse of his marriage negotiations, in 

1525 and 1526, Charles increasingly relied upon Spanish magnates and prelates, such as 

Alfonso Fonseca III (the archbishop of Toledo), Alvaro de Zufiiga (the duke of Bejar), 

Garcia de Loaisa (bishop of Osma), and Esteban Gabriel de Merino (bishop of Jaen); they 

20 served on his consejo secreto as well. 

The Venetian ambassador, Gasparo Contarini, noted the beginnings of a consiglio 

universale, that is, he recognized the experimental changes Charles made when he 

constituted the consejo secreto, which no longer consisted solely of Burgundians, but 

now included Spaniards.^' Contarini also recognized five Spanish councils (justice or 

Castile, war, Indies, inquisition, and state) and saw that Charles relied on Spaniards, 

incorporating them into his inner circle of advisors. In 1524 Charles hispanicized the 

consejo secreto by appointing Juan Tavera to the presidency of the Council of Castile and 

by relying on Secretary Cobos of the cdmara de Castilla to supervise Castilian affairs, 

in 1526, Charles' secretaries recorded one of the last sessions of the consejo secretoP 

Subsequent references to the consejo secreto are found in letters written by the 

Salinas to Salamanca, Valladolid, 7 Sept. 1524, Rodriguez Villa, ElEmperador Carlos 
Vy su corte, p. 210. On Don Juan Manuel, see the brief account in La Corte de Carlos V, 
vol. 3, pp. 264-269. 

Santa Cruz, Cronica del Emperador, vol. 2, p. 248. In La Corte de Carlos V, vol. 3, 
there are summaries of Zufiiga (pp. 479-484), Loaisa (pp. 228-238), and Merino (pp. 283-
284). 

His report was published in "Relazione di Gasparo Contarini ritomato ambasciatore a 
Carlo V, letta in Senato a di 16 de Novembre 1525," Relazioni degli amhasciatori veneti 
al senato, ed. Eugenio Alberi (Florence: Tipografia AllTnsegna di Clio, 1839), vol. 2, pp. 
11-73, especially pp. 23-41. 
^ For Tavera's reform of the judiciary via audits and addressed to the consejo secreto, 
see AGS, Estado, leg. 15, fol. 20. 

AGS, Estado, leg. 14, fol. 228, Granada, 1526, "parecer sobre governacion de las 
iglesias catedrales y colegiales." 
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ambassador of Ferdinand of Austria to Juan Vazquez de Molina, which addressed 

Vazquez as the secretario del consejo secreto?^ Vazquez held two salaried offices in 

1529-1533: secretary of the Council of the Empress and councillor of the cdmara de 

CastillaP Charles did not pay incomes to the members of the consejo sec ret o\ it had no 

administrative function, but rather its use in diplomatic correspondence embellished the 

recipient by recognizing him as having the full confidence and trust of the king. 

Outsiders or ambassadors called the consejo secreto what was in effect the Castilian 

boardroom consisting of Cobos, Tavera, Vazquez, and Luis Gonzalez de Polanco. 

Burgundians, on the other hand, found work outside of Spain and attached themselves to 

Charles' court that, after 1529, became peripatetic and ancillary to the court of the 

Empress and Prince Philip.'^' By the 1530s the consejo secreto became defunct and 

replaced by the cdmara de Castilla. 

Charles further hispanicized his administration when he established a sub

committee of the consejo de estado, the consejo de guerra or the Council of War. A 

jurisdiction was probably necessary to administer the fuero militar, but under Charles the 

AGS, Estado, leg. 17, fol. 379, Martin Salinas to Juan Vazquez, Tordesillas, 2 Oct 
1529?; Estado, leg. 17, fol. 380, Salinas to Vazquez, Tordesillas 25 Sept 1529?; Estado, 
leg. 20, fol. 272, Salinas to Vazquez, Tordesillas, 9 Oct. 1530. 
25 • r AGS, Escribania Mayor de Rentas, Quitaciones de corte, leg. 30, fols. 572-619: 
"'secretario de la Emperatriz, 8 March 1529; escribano de camara de SM por renuncia de 
Francisco de Salmeron, 26 Aug 1530; secretario del consejo de guerra, 19 May 1533, 
libranzas; merced de 200,000 mrs al ano durante las ausencias de SM, 1 May 1543; 
secretario de Estado y Guerra de Espaiia; secretario de la camara de Castilla, 10 Oct 
1556. 

For the formative period of Philip's childhood, early adolescence, and formation of his 
court under Tavera, the Zuniga clan, and the Fonsecas, see Jose Maria March, ed., Ninez 
y juventud de Felipe 11, documentos ineditos, 1527-1547, vol. 1 (Madrid: Ministerio de 
Asuntos Exteriores, 1941). 
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consejo de guerra delivered what he had promised to theprocuradores regarding the 

transformation of his administration from a Burgundian to a Spanish one. It also gave 

him the opportunity to extract the maximum sacrifice and advice from a Castilian nation 

that was already logistically skilled in the exploration of the world.^^ In keeping with his 

promise to give only one office to each of his councillors, Charles prevented many 

demanding grandees from entering the consejo de estado, which meant that they were not 

entitled to salaries. Rather than paying his councillors a salary, Charles offered them 

positions in the Council of War. In 1524, for example, Luis Fernandez Manrique (the 

marquis of Aguilar), Bernardo de Sandoval y Rojas (the marquis of Denia), Alonso 

Tellez Giron, and Rodrigo Manrique were reduced to a single post each in the Council of 

98 
War, while eliminating them from salaried positions. Only the secretaries of the 

Council of War would receive incomes.^'' In effect, the grievances of the comuneros and 

the procuradores to the Cortes led to true reforms in the executive government. 

Charles gave Spaniards control over their institutions, in particular the conciliar 

style of government articulated by the Catholic Monarchs. In 1524-1526 at least ten 

Spanish councillors—and one Basque secretary—dominated the Council of War, which 

For the claim of a fuero militar, see John H. Elliott, The Count-Duke Olivares: The 
Statesman in an Age of Decline (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1988; 1986), p. 559. 
For the development of the consejo de guerra as a judicial tribunal, see Santiago 
Fernandez Conti, Los consejos de estado y guerra de la monarquia hispana en tiempos 
de Felipe II, 1548-1598 (Valladolid; Junta de Castilla y Leon, 1998), pp. 253-256. 
^^AGS, Estado, leg. 11, fol. 11. 

But salaries for the secretaries of the Council of War did not kick in until the regency 
of 1529-1532. For Pedro de Zuazola, see AGS, Escribama Mayor de Rentas, Quitaciones 
de corte, leg. 38, fols. 988-991. For Juan Vazquez de Molina, see Escribania Mayor de 
Rentas, Quitaciones de corte, leg. 30, fols. 572-619. 



included only one Burgundian and one Italian.^® Spearheaded by the duke of Alba, the 

Council of War came to form a new powerful special interest group promoting an 

imperialism focused on securing Spanish influence in Italy."' During the regency of 

1528-1533, Charles chose another Basque, Andres Martinez de Ondarza, to be the 

secretary of the Council of War. President Tavera, in charge of naval procurement during 

the regency of 1528-1533, supervised all of the councils and secretaries, attempting to 

save money by balancing expenditures with revenues." When Charles returned to Spain 

in 1533, he gave Juan Vazquez de Molina the job of handling all correspondence 

La Corte de Carlos V, vol. 3, pp. 7-8. 
-11 

For the nomination of the duke of Alba, see AGS, Estado, leg. 11, fol. 24, 6 March 
1523, "Relacion de la gente que SM tuvo." Hernando de Vega was Charles' privado 
serving in the consejo de estado y secreto (Salinas to Salamanca, Valladolid, 7 Sept. 
1524, Rodriguez Villa, El Emperador Carlos Vy su corte, p. 210). Vega may have had a 
dispute with the archbishop of Santiago (Alfonso de Fonseca) over foreign policy, since 
Fonseca was critical of Spanish intervention in Northern Italy (Don Frances de Ziiniga, 
Cronica Burlesca del Emperador Carlos V, ed. Jose Antonio Sanchez Paso [Salamanca: 
Ediciones Universidad Salamanca, 1989], p. 90). For the thesis of Spanish hegemony in 
Italy, see Giuseppe Coniglio, II regno di Napoli al tempo de Carlo V: amministrazione e 
vita ecomomico-sociale (Naples: Edizioni Scientifiche Italiane, 1951) pp. 4-8; Miguel 
Angel Echevarria Bacigalupe, "Relaciones economicas y fiscales en la monarquia 
hispanica, siglos XVI-XVII," Hispania 51 (1991), pp. 901-932. The duke of Alba, his 
sons, the marquis of Astorga, and the count of Benavente formed an elite group that, 
according to Carlos Jose Hernando Sanchez, became "uno de los principales bloques de 
presion en la corte imperial," advancing the defense of Aragonese possessions in Italy 
(Castilla y Ndpoles en el siglo XVI: el Virrey Pedro de Toledo, linaje, estado, y cultura, 
1532-1553 [Salamanca: Junta de Castilla y Leon, 1994], p. 71). For the pact established 
by the duke of Alba and the marquis of Astorga, see "Confederacion, alianza, y pleito 
homenaje entre varios Grandes el ano de 1514, siendo gobemador de Castilla el Rey 
Catolico Fernando V," CODOIN 8, pp. 550-553. 

For Tavera's role in the consejo de hacienda, see Carlos Javier de Carlos Morales, El 
consejo de hacienda de Castilla, 1523-1602: patronazgo y clientelismo en el gohierno de 
las finanzas reales durante el siglo XVI (Avila: Junta de Castilla y Leon, 1996), pp. 34-
57. 
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associated with procurement and military strategy, while depending on Tavera to find 

new resources of revenue. 

The Council of Aragon 

In the years 1522 and 1523, Charles oversaw the transition from the old 

Burgundian regime to a meritocracy based on service, accountability, and nationality. 

The government of 1518-1522 failed to deliver what the cities wanted, but Charles could 

not fire many of his loyal officials. Charles continued to ensure the careers of many who 

had received their positions fi'om Fernando of Aragon, especially Aragonese bureaucrats. 

They included functionaries in the chancery (cancillena), which registered and sealed 

documents, and in the Council of Aragon (audencia y consejo de Aragon), which was the 

highest appellate court for the crown of Aragon. Although Charles followed Castilian 

advice and prevented Gattinara from holding a Castilian office, the king gave Gattinara 

the dual task of supervising both the chancery and the Council of Aragon.Supported 

by Gattinara, Aragonese courtiers and officers shared Charles' effort to hold on to Sicily, 

Naples, and Milan. Jon Arrieta Alberdi argued that the 1522 reforms of the Council of 

O'l 
For Charles' pragmatic of 1522, "asentar y ordenar las cosas del exercicio de nuestro 

real consejo de los reynos de la corona de Aragon," see Sayas Rabanera y Ortubia, 
Anales de Aragon, pp. 436-448; Manuel Rivero Rodriguez, "Gattinara y la reformacion 
del gobierno de la Corona de Aragon," La Carte de Carlos V, vol. 1, pp. 208-221, p. 209. 
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Aragon were the means through which Gattinara administered his Italian policy. These 

reforms to place the executive system under Gattinara went against the ambition of 

Secretary Cobos and other Spaniards. Secretary Soria advised Charles to appoint natives 

of Aragon to govern Aragon's diverse realms and principalities, placing, for example, 

Sicilians to serve in Sicilian offices.^' Soria's allies were the major ecclesiastical leaders 

of Castile, President Tavera and the archbishop of Toledo, both of whom opposed 

foreigners holding Spanish offices. 

Charles appointed Spaniards to Aragonese posts. Six presidents (regentes) of the 

chancellery and one president of the Council of Aragon, don Luis Carroz, governed 

Aragon along with the accounting staff of the maestre racional of Valencia with its two 

officials, fourteen members of the treasury (thesoreria), the high seneschal (gran 

seneschal) and his three chamberlains {camarlengos), seven secretaries, the staff of the 

payroll office {escrivama de radon), and numerous ushers (porteros)?^ Charles 

incorporated additional men from Aiagon, Valencia, and Cataluna to serve as secretaries 

El consejo supremo de la corona de Aragon (Zaragoza; Institucion Fernando el 
Catolico, 1994), p. 100. 

Manuel Rivero Rodriguez, "Gattinara y la reformacion del gobierno de la Corona de 
Aragon," La Corte de Carlos V, vol. 1, pp. 208-221, pp. 213-214; Headley, The Emperor 
and his Chancellor, pp. 148-150. 

AGS, Estado, leg. 20, fol. 33, Madrid, 24 Jan. 1530?, the archbishop of Toledo to 
Charles; Estado, leg. 20, fol. 181, Madrid, undated. President Tavera to Charles. Both 
wrote in support of Soria who was "enfermo y pobre" and that Charles "se acuerde de le 
hazer alguna merced por la iglesia." Soria became imperial ambassador in Genoa (CSP, 
Spain, vol. 3, part 1, Henry VIII, 1525-1526, pp. 59-61). 

AGS, Estado, leg. 11, fol. 46, "Todas la personas que estan asentadas en carta de radon 
de la casa de SM y los libros de su escrivania de racion." 
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38 and judges. Many nobles from the Kingdom of Valencia wanted to serve in Charles' 

household, including the duke of Segorbe, the duke of Gandia, the count of Oliva, and the 

admiral of Aragon.^^ Charles also granted mercedes to Aragonese functionaries from the 

Aragonesc patrimonial revenues."^" By advancing the careers of loyalists and opening up 

new avenues of service for aristocrats and graduates of law, Charles strengthened the ties 

between himself and his aristocratic vassals in Aragon/' Charles was also decreasing 

conflict coming between birth and education by promoting the careers of lawyers in 

government while using the services of aristocrats as military and courtly officials. 

The Council of Finance 

Charles formed a finance council of trusted servants who focused on saving 

money and making the best deals with creditors. Charles had already assigned Cobos the 

supervision of all correspondence, in particular requests for mercedes or offices with 

salaries drawn on royal revenues. From the beginning of his rule, Charles had a 

necessary set of military expenditures and he had to remedy the major cause of the 

revolution of the comunidades—the control of Castilian revenues by foreigners. Charles 

AGS, Estado, leg. 11, fol. 48,1523? unsigned letter for Cobos. Listed are five 
Aragoneses, 7 Valencianos, and 3 Catalanes "para asientos de la casa del Emperador." 

AGS, Estado, leg. 11, fol. 53, "Los hombres de titulos y otros cavalleros del reino de 
Valencia que tienen fonna de servir." 

AGS, Estado, leg. 11, fol. 46, "relacion de los oficiales del rey nuestro sehor que estan 
asentados en los libros de Aragon." 

For a more detailed list of Aragonese officeholders, see La Corte de Carlos V, vol. 5, 
pp. 72-81, and vol. 1, p. 9. 
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removed Grand Chancellor Gattinara from the finance committee. Although Gatlinara 

continued to intervene in Italian affairs, he played a minor role in Spain, because Charles 

came to rely upon Spaniards to administer the needs of the monarchy and its fiscal 

relationship with the cities and the church of Spain/^ Gattinara's decline was followed 

by the removal of the Burgundian Jean Hannart, who was sent away on imperial business 

and, due to intrigues and scandal, removed from the consejo de estado^^ Certainly there 

is some truth to the story of personal or factional struggles between Francisco de los 

Cobos and Gattinara, especially during the reform years of 1522 and 1528, but it must be 

stressed that the cities' insistence that natives supervise all of the judicial, administrative, 

financial offices of the crown underlay these tensions.'^"* 

Cobos and his network of secretaries soon filled the gap left by the Burgundians 

and formed a Hispanic monopoly of financial and military intelligence. Probably the 

most important mechanism for ranking policies and mobilizing agendas, the Spanish 

team of secretaries channeled correspondence according to officcs based on territorial 

divisions and procurement: Castile, Aragon, Naples, Rome, and warfare.^"'' For the 

For the argument of the participacion espanola, see Jose Antonio Escudero, Los 
secretarios de estadoy del despacho, 1474-1724 vol. 1 (Madrid: Institute de Estudios 
Administrativos, 1969), pp. 51-68. 

For Hannart's decline, see Escudero, Los secretarios de estado, pp. 60-66, p 64. For 
his diplomatic mission of 1524 to the Diet of Nuremberg, see Brandi, The Emperor 
Charles F, pp. 187-188. 

On the rivalry between the Grand Chancellor and Cobos, see Hayward Keniston, 
Francisco de los Cohos: Secretary of the Emperor Charles V (Pittsburgh: University of 
Pittsburgh Press, 1960), p. 103. 

On the division of secretaries for Aragoncse, Valencian, and Catalan affairs, see AGS, 
Estado, leg. 11, fol. 48, Charles? to Cobos. Salinas noted the reforms advanced by 
Charles; "Lo que sobre los secretarios SM ha determinado, segiin lo que aqui se dice por 
el vulgo y algunas personas me certifican, los que quedan son: para las cosas de Castilla, 
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provinda de Guipuzcoa, Bartolome Ruiz de Castaneda handled military and financial 

correspondence.'^^ 

Cobos' clients included Sancho de Paz (secretary of the Council of Finance, head 

of the treasury of expenditures or contaduria mayor de cuentas, and accountant of the 

military masterships), Andres Martinez de Ondarza, (secretary of the Council of War), 

and Pedro de Zuazola (finance secretary).Due to long-temi pressure by the Cortes, the 

king gave tax farming privileges to Spaniards (and Hispanicized Genoese), for example, 

Sancho de Paz, who handled the farming of the incomes (arrendamiento) of the 

military order of Alc^tara."^^ Paz finalized the contract (asiento) regarding the taxes of 

the towns of the archbishop of Toledo and the subsidy (servicio) contract between 

el secretario Cobos solo; para Aragon, Urries; para Napoles, Pero Garcia; para Roma, 
Soria; para la Guerra, Zuazola, y mas Micer Juan Aleman y Hannart" (Salinas to 
Salamanca, Valladolid, 8 Feb 1523, Rodriguez Villa, El Emperador Carlos Vysu Corte, 
pp. 95-106, p. 100). For Zuazola, see AGS, Escribania Mayor de Rentas, Quitaciones de 
corte, leg. 38, fols. 988-991; Estado, leg. 16, fol. 464, Zuazola to the marquis del Zcnete, 
Salzedilla, 25 May, "sobre los gastos de trigo y costales en que han de ir a Napoles." 

AGS, Estado, leg. 12, fol. 11. 
On Sancho de Paz' activities, see the letter of Martin de Sahnas, Madrid, 8 Feb. 1525, 

Rodriguez Villa, Carlos Vysu corte, p. 263. For Andres Martinez de Ondarza, see his 
letter to Cobos (AGS, Estado, leg. 26, fols. 167- 168) and the Empress' letter to Charles 
(AGS, Guerra Marina, leg. 2, fol. 11, Madrid, 10 Sept. 1529, "merced para el contador 
Ondarza que sirvio en las casas de la catolica reyna mi senora y de VM de un habito de 
Santiago"). For Zuazola's profession as finance secretary, see AGS, Escribania Mayor 
de Rentas, Quitaciones de corte, leg. 38, fols. 988-99. 
48 * For his contract of the arrendamientos of the masterships of the military orders, see 
AGS, Estado, leg. 15, fol. 56; "por que estan derogados todos los statutos y difiniciones 
de las ordenes y todas las leyes del reyno y hechas en Cortes en especial la difinicion que 
dice que no se pueda arrendar las rentas de los maestradgos por mas tiempo de tres anos 
iten la ley que no se pueda arrendar las rentas a estrangeros." For his role in the 
arrendamientos between 1523-1539, see Kellenbenz, Los Fugger en Espanay Portugal, 
pp. 333-357. 
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Charles and the Cortes."^^ The royal accountant, Ondarza, served as the court's 

paymaster, and he rose to become, in the late 1520s, secretary of the Council of War, 

where he kept track of the costs and payments for the galleys under Andrea Doria of 

Genoa.'" As a finance specialist, Zuazola negotiated arrendamiento terms with the 

Welsers and sold government bonds {juros) to the Fuggers, the family banking firm in 

Augsburg.'^' As secretary, Zuazola ordered the payments for procuring armies and 

galleys for the imperial court as well as grain supplies for the Kingdom of Naples. So 

powerful and valuable was Zuazola that he could obtain significant positions in the 

treasury for his associates. 

Charles did not want to give the cities legitimate excuses to criticize government; 

he made sure that foreigners did not delegate royal power. Gattinara, for example, could 

represent Charles at the sessions of Cortes and explain dynastic policies, but he could no 

longer handle the financial and political affairs of the crowns of Castile and Aragon. 

Gattinara was skeptical that his discharge would improve royal finances, which were "a 

On Toledo, see AGS, Estado, leg. 16, fol. 1, and for the servicio contract, Estado, leg. 
16, fols. 317-318, Madrid 1528. 

AGS, Escribam'a Mayor de Rentas, Quitaciones de corte, leg. 7 fols. 402-409, "Veedor 
del servicio de los oficiales de casa y corte con 30,000 maravedis de quitacion al ano, 7 
May 1518." On the galleys of Doria, see Estado, leg. 27, fol. 128, President Tavera to 
Charles, Madrid, 5 Jan. 1533. 

Kellenbenz, Los Fugger en Espana y Portugal, p. 197, p. 338. 
For the imperial journey of 1529-1533, see AGS, Guerra Marina, leg. 2, fol. 26, 

Charles and Zuazola to the Empress, Barcelona, 7 June 1529; Estado, leg. 27, fol. 11, 
Charles to Pedro Zuazola, Barcelona, 26 June 1533. For Naples, see AGS, Estado, leg. 
16, fol. 464, Zuazola to the count of Nassau/marquis del Zenete, Salzedilla, 25 May 
1528? 

See the consulta of 1526, AGS, Estado, leg. 14, fols. 181-187, fol. 187: "...para el 
oficio de veedor de la casa de la moneda de Segovia .. . suplica per el el Secretario 
Zuazola para un oficial suyo natural y casado en aquella ciudad/ parece que se le de." 



complete mess and confusion," but the cities were even more skeptical of Burgundians.^'* 

Moreover, Gattinara was the target of a purge in which many pluralists lost the jobs that 

they held simultaneously/ "'' 

For Charles, the most urgent business was money, or in the words of President 

Tavera, "the necessity of finding additional revenue." As soon as foreign activities began 

to deplete royal revenues, the cities grew weary of the imperialism of the Habsburg 

dynasty, demanding that their king put his royal house in financial order, that is, to 

straighten out his budget for Spain before conquering the world. Charles established a 

Spanish-controlled Council of Finance by the end of 1523, for Castilians had become 

critical of the machinations of the Flemish-run Council of Finance.When it had been 

filled with Burgundians, Charles had used the Council to rake in Castilian funds, and now 

Francisco de Vargas of the Council of Finance urged the king to put an end to Flemish 

57 corruption. Charles tried to overhaul his finances and set up a supervisory council 

whose task was to handle contracts with bankers who administered royal revenues, track 

down all incomes, maintain a balance sheet, and satisfy creditors.^® Most of the royal 

"Representation de Mecurin de Gattinara a Charles-Quint: Notice pour servir a la vie 
de Mercurin de Gattinara," Memoires et documents publics par la Societe Savoisienne 
d 'Histoire el d 'Archeologie 37, Gaudenzio Claretta ed. (Chambery: Menard, 1898), pp. 
325-226. 

Salinas to Salamanca, Valladolid, 8 Feb 1523, El Emperador Carlos Vy su corte, pp. 
95-106, p. 100. Dr. Tello, Dr. Beltran, Licentiate Quintanilla, and Vargas were some of 
those removed from their offices because Charles "quiere que nadie tenga dobladura." 

AGS, Estado, leg. 11, fols. 4-6, 1523, Valladolid, "ordenanza del consejo de hacienda." 
For the critique of the Flemish Council of Finance, see the 1522 relacidn by Vargas, 

AGS, Estado, leg. 10, fol. 122. 
Carlos Morales, El consejo de hacienda de Cast ilia, p. 37. 
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revenues did not go directly into government coffers. Instead, the Council of Finance 

steered the king's revenues to his creditors. 

Initially supervised by the consejo de estado, the finance committee under Vargas 

had a range of duties: to pay military expenses, to balance expenditures and incomes, to 

record accounts, to handle contracts with lenders, and to negotiate with bankers and tax-

farmers the collection of incomes from the military orders.Designated treasurer of 

finance and head of the accounting office, Vargas settled quarterly royal expenses 

amounting to 50,00 ducats every quarter, which he paid at the fairs of Villalon, Medina 

del Campo, and Medina de Rioseco.®° Vargas autliorized expenditures for royal guards, 

for armies and artillery in Granada and North Africa, for embassies and couriers, galleys, 

and fortifications. A long-time jurist of the Council of Castile, V argas began his career 

as an accountant after the death of Isabel (1504) when Fernando promoted him in 1507 as 

treasurer, in which capacity he provided legal services.^'' During the civil wars of 1520-

1522, he was in Charles' Council of War.By the time Charles arrived in Spain in 1522, 

Vargas was in charge of the sale of government bonds and the collections of the crusade 

indulgences and the clerical subsidy, which Charles expected the pope was about to 

grant. Vargas was also the logical choice to keep an eye on shipments of American 

AGS, Estado, leg. 11, fols. 4-6, Valladolid, 1523, "ordenanza del consejo de hacienda." 
^ AGS, Estado, leg. 7, fol. 7, 1519, "provision de dinero de la casa real." In this folio, it 
also contains the note that incomes from the military orders were to pay the salaries to the 
knights, councillors, and governors of the orders. 

On his legal training and early years of royal service, see Carlos Javier de Carlos 
Morales, Carlos Vy el credito de Castillo.: el tesorero general Francisco de Vargas y la 
hacienda real entre 1516 y 1524 (Madrid: Sociedad Estatal para la Conmemoracion de 
los Centenarios de Felipe II y Carlos V, 2000), pp. 15-20. 

AGS, Patronato Real, leg. 1 fol. 105. 



bullion, since he had been Femando's treasxxrer and procurement contractor for North 

African fortifications. After Femando's death in 1516 Vargas continued to outfit galleys 

and fortify African ports using funds that he obtained from America.^^ Vargas obtained 

positions for relatives and clients.'''^ Upon his death in 1524 Vargas had been earning 

numerous salaries and was one of the few officials Charles reimbursed promptly. 

After the civil wars, Charles never again allowed one man to control royal 

revenues. He had as an example the policies practiced by his maternal grandparents. The 

Catholic Monarchs were always on the lookout for any signs of corruption and they relied 

on audits and a system of supervision. At the start of his reign, Charles did not apply 

these procedures, but in the aftermath of the comunero rebellion he began to learn. 

Finally, he placed himself at the head of a system of checks and balances. During the 

civil wars of 1520-1521, Sancho de Paz administered the contracts of the arrendamiento 

of the military orders and, as finance bookkeeper, came to exercise a stronger role by 

recording the range of royal revenues.'^' When he returned to Spain in 1522, Charles had 

Secretary Cobos, the count of Nassau, and don Juan Manuel supervise the bookkeepers, 

Paz and Vargas, and all of the documents of the finance council.''^ 

Gimenez Fernandez, Bartolome de las Casas, vol. 2, p. 213. 
Vargas' son, Gutierre Vargas de Carvajal, was promoted to the bishopric of Plasencia 

on May 25, 1524 (the countess of Medina de Rioseco to Charles, Medina dc Rioseco, 29 
Feb 1524, AGS, Estado, leg. 10, fol. 54). 

For Vargas' quitaciones, see Carlos Morales, Carlos Vy el credito de Castilla, pp. 34-
35. 

On the delegation of financial tasks during the regency of Adrian, sec AGS, Estado, 
leg. 9, fol. 89, "memorial para saber lo de la hacienda de SM." 

AGS, Estado, leg. 11, fols. 4-6, 1523, Valladolid, "ordenanza del consejo de hacienda." 
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As Gattinaxa wrote, "finances were a continual mess" and this confusion 

motivated Charles' decision to reshuffle financiers, accountants, and tax farmers to 

prevent any one of them, especially foreigners, from mastering royal revenues. In 1524 

Charles replaced Vargas, who had died, with Alonso Gutierrez de Madrid, receptor 

general (the treasury official registering and collecting legal fees, penalties, and fines 

owed to the cdmara de Castilla) and bccamc one of the four "evangelists of finance. 

The evangelists of finance were Juan de Bozmediano (finance secretary), Juan Rodriguez 

de Fonseca (the first president of the Council of the Indies), and Antonio de Rojas (the 

bishop of Palencia).'''' Rodriguez de Fonseca died in 1524 and Rojas was removed from 

the presidency of the Council of Castile; consequently, Bozmediano and Gutierrez de 

Madrid headed the Council of Finance. Their alliance became stronger with the support 

70 
of the admiral of Castile, an association that was long in the making. Since the civil 

wars, the admiral had been writing vituperative letters denoimcing Vargas for 

withholding royal revenues that had to be used for the armies.^' The admiral insisted 

that, in military mobilizations to defend Spain, the military leaders themselves, not 

financiers, had to be in command of both the armies and the money. But when it came 

The archbishop of Toledo notified Charles that Vargas died (Burgos, 23 July 1524, 
AGS, Estado, leg. 12, fol. 205). 

On the evangelists of finance, see AGS, Estado, leg. 12, fol. 3. For details, see Carlos 
Morales, El consejo de hacienda de Castilla^ p. 31-32. For Fonseca, see La Corte de 
Carlos V, vol. 3, pp. 360-367. 

Carlos Morales, Carlos Vy el credito de Castilla, pp. 38-39. 
"Desde el punto que entre en Castilla hasta hoy/ yo no he visto un real que haya dado 

Vargas para ninguna cosa de las pasadas ni presentes . . . visto que el Reyno se perdia y 
que a la gente de arm as se deben once meses y a la infanteria mas de seis y que comen los 
pueblos y los saquean . . ." (the admiral to Charles, Vitoria, 10 April 1522, AGS, Estado, 
leg. 10, fol. 18). 
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time for Gutierrez de Madrid to receive proceeds and to enter into exchange contracts, the 

admiral changed his position. Charles granted Gutierrez de Madrid the administration of 

royal revenues based on the masterships and shipments of American metals registered at 

the House of Trade (casa de contratacion). He also provided Charles the annual sum of 

200,000 ducats, which originated from American bullion and incomes from the military 

T) 
orders. He had strong allies among the Burgundians and the Centurione family, and he 

took advantage of his connections, often winning bids to farm the taxes of the military 

orders. Between 1518-1524 he often offered better terms than Vargas.^ ' 

Throughout the spring of 1525. members of the Council of Finance and the 

Council of Castile found themselves spending long hours building a ladder of promotion, 

especially for men with financial expertise. In a series of gatherings among the finance 

council and the Council of Castile held in Madrid. Charles had received many 

solicitations from candidates seeking vacancies that had opened up due to deaths, 

transfers, and lay-offs.Two of the candidates who sought the vacant accounting office 

of the Military Order of Santiago were Gutierrez de Madrid and Sancho do Paz. 

Gutierrez de Madrid had lost to the Fuggers the contract to collect the income of the 

masterships of the military orders. As compensation, Gutierrez de Madrid sought the 

T) 
Gimenez Fernandez, Burtolome de las Casus, vol. 2, p. 38; Carlos Morales, Carlos Vy 

el credito de Castilla, p. 33. 
Carlos Morales, Carlos Vy el credito de Castilla, pp. 35-36. 
AGS, Estado, leg. 13, fol. 235, Madrid, 23 Feb. 1525, "relacion de la consulta que tuvo 

SM"; Estado, leg. 13, fols. 236-237. 
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monopoly of the accounting office of the Order of Santiago/^ President Tavera and 

Francisco de Mendoza, president of the Council of Finance, were unable to provide 

Gutierrez de Madrid with the merced of the accounting office, but they kept him close, 

delegating to him the task of negotiating with the Fuggers new loans seciired by sales tax 

of the masterships/^ President Tavera as well supported Sancho de Paz in their mutual 

effort to get the most out of the tax farmers of the military orders and of the archdiocese 

of Toledo." For his services, Paz held the accounting office of the military order of 

Alcantara and his son received an allowance drawn on tolls in the mastership of 

Calatrava/^ Tavera's recommendation of Gutierrez and Paz gave him the leeway to 

administer justice, while having the assurance that his financial team got Charles the best 

deal possible. By contracting revenue-generating assets of the royal patrimony, Charles 

received huge installments, for example, the advance of 300,000 ducats that Tavera's 

On the Fuggers' outbidding, see Kellenbenz, Los Fugger en Espana y Portugal, pp. 
333-334. On Gutierrez' financing of Charles' defensive costs of 1524-1525, see Carlos 
Morales, Carlos Vy el credito de Castilla, pp. 68-69, p. 76, and p. 79. 

On the dismemberment of the masterships, see AGS, Estado. leg. 21, fol. 345, Charles 
to President Tavera, 8 July 1530. On the contracts between the Fuggers and Gutierrez, 
see AGS, Estado, leg. 20, fol. 81, President Tavera to Charles, Madrid, 25 Feb. 1530; 
Estado, leg. 20, fol. 37, Gonzalo Maldonado to Charles, Madrid, 25 Jan. 1530. On 
Tavera's support of Gutierrez, see Carlos Morales, "El consejo de hacienda de Castilla en 
el reinado de Carlos V, 1523-1556," AHDE 59 (1989), pp. 96-98; La Carte de Carlos V, 
vol. 3, pp. 202-203. On Mendoza's support of Gutierrez, see Carlos Morales, El consejo 
de hacienda de Castilla, pp. 36-37. 

On the masterships and negotiations with the Fuggers, see AGS, Estado, leg. 16, fol. 
479; Guerra Marina, leg. 2, fol. 59; Estado, leg. 20, fol. 136. On Paz' involvement with 
the tax farmer, Gonzalo de Burgos, regarding the alcahalas of the archdiocese of Toledo, 
see Charles' letter (Barcelona, 14 July 1529), Estado, leg. 16, fol. 1, "Asiento con 
Gonzalo de Burgos sobre rentas reales y encabezamiento de las alcabalas y quitar juro de 
pan y aceite de los senorios del arzobispo de Toledo." Charles received up front 22,000 
ducats. 

On Paz's merced, see La Carte de Carlos V, vol. 3, p. 325. On his son's 50,000 ducats 
of income "en los puertos de las Morena," see AGS, Estado, leg. 13, fol. 335. 
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associates (the bishop of Zamora, Gutierrez, and Paz) provided for financing the defense 

of Spanish possessions in the Mediterranean for two years, 1529-15307^ 

In the larger picture, bankers and accountants serving the crown profited 

handsomely from Charles' difficulties in paying his imperial bills. As military budgets 

increased from year to year and as the Valois-Habsburg wars escalated investments in 

forti tications, artillery, and standing armies, the financial entrepreneurs of Spain 

accelerated empire building. 

The Council of Castile 

During the years 1522-1528, Charles remained in Spain in order to keep his 

promise to rule judiciously; he addressed the grievances of the comuneros and 

implemented the petitions formulated by the procuradores to the Cortes. Both the 

comuneros and the procuradores wanted immediate implementation of their program for 

justice; the elimination of Burgundians from the Spanish executive, which was the 

vehicle by which Burgundians sold offices and confiscated royal revenues, the 

recruitment of law graduates for royal judgeships and appellate courts, and the 

AGS, Patronato Real, leg. 26, fol. 30, Toledo, 4 Feb. 1529. 
O A  

For literature of the sixteenth-century military revolution, see Geoffrey Parker, The 
Military Revolution: Military Innovation and the Rise of the West, 1500-1800, Lees 
knowles Lectures given at Trinity College, Cambridge, 1984 (New York; Cambridge 
University Press, 1988); Bert S. Hall, Weapons and Warfare in Renaissance Europe: 
Gunpowder, Technology, and Tactics, John Hopkins Studies in the History of 
Technology 22 (Baltimore; The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1997). 
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appointment of qualified and experienced councillors for the councils, especially the 

Council of Castile. Charles began to govern more comprehensively, not by expanding 

the royal bureaucracy, but by making what was already in place more efficient. 

Advancing a generation of Spanish jurists and ecclesiastics, Charles grounded the 

Habsburg monarchy within the legal, educational, and ecclesiastical culture of Castile. 

The most pressing of all ministerial preoccupations was the formation of a justice system 

that the citizens of royal municipalities could depend on for their lawsuits. In the 

aftermath of the civil wars, the restoration of the Castilian judiciary rested on its capacity 

to provide justice, and unless judges and councillors of justice were forced to abide by 

acceptable and established standards, Charles would suffer the consequences of unpaid 

bills and angry taxpayers. 

In Brussels in early 1522, Charles prepared his return to Spain by holding a 

meeting (consulta) with his advisors in which he granted privileges to Spanish vassals 

who fought on the loyalist side.'^' He pondered necessary changes, considering 

replacements in the Council of Castile and vacancies in the chanceries of Granada and 

Valladolid. Regarding judicial appointments, he waited until he landed in Spain, because 

he wanted to know personally the men who would serve in the Council of Castile and 

royal appellate courts. 

Upon his return to Spain in 1522, Charles remembered the guidelines laid down 

by the Cortes in 1517 and 1520. He knew that he had to reform the Council of Castile, 

but he decided that he had to extend temporarily the terms of senior members of the 

AGS, Estado, leg. 10, fols. 246-269, Brussels, 7 Feb. 1522. 
For Charles' consulla, see AGS, Estado, leg. 10, fol. 266. 



justice system.Charles did not replace President Rojas of the Council of Castile and 

relied on the existing members of the Council and its president to condemn the comunero 

rebels. During the revolution, the Council of Castile had been the most hated Castilian 

institution, and Charles used this despised institution to the fullest extent. The Council of 

Castile under President Rojas spent nearly half a year, between August and December of 

1522 in Palencia, sentencing comuneros to their execution.^'' 

The frustration of the cities with the Council of Castile also forced Charles to take 

an inventory of the Council of Castile sometime in 1522. He ordered a senior member of 

the Council of Castile, Lorenzo Galindez de Carvajal, to list the qualifications and merits 

of the members of the Council, but he named only sixteen of the twenty-seven 

councillors (Galindez did not include himself).®^ Charles knew about President Roja's 

unpopularity, but did not remove him because "[he] was from a very good family of 

knights, of the Rojas and Manrique [clan]." Galindez' effort reflected his resentments 

and connections, for this inventory of members of the Council also included two 

candidates who were not councillors but who merited appointment: Dr. Martin Vazquez 

and Licentiate Pedro de Medina (in 1522 Charles appointed both of them to the Council 

of Castile).^'' The members of the Council of Castile included nine doctors of law: 

Galindez de Carvajal, Pedro de Oropesa, Juan Lopez Palacios Rubios, Juan Cabrcro, 

AGS, Estado, leg. 10, fol. 261, 3 Sept. 1522. 
84 ' Perez, La revolucion de las comunidades, pp. 587-590. 
85 "Informe que Lorenzo Galindez Carvajal dio al Emperador sobre los que componian el 
consejo real de SM," CODOIN, vol. 1, pp. 122-127. 

Pedro Gan Gimenez, El consejo real de Carlos V (Granada: University of Granada, 
1988), p. 95. On Licentiate Medina, see Danvila, IJ is tor ia de las comunidades, vol. 40, 
pp. 144-149. 
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Diego Beltran, Hernando de Guevara, Nicolas Tello, Martin Vazquez, and Luis de 

Corral. The Council also had twelve licentiates.^'' In the winter of 1522, the Council of 

Castile consisted of at least twenty-seven councillors: ten doctors of law, twelve 

licentiates (which included two attorneys, Pedro Ruiz and Juan de Prado), two courtiers 

(Garcia de Padilla and Hernando de Vega), three bishops (President Rojas, Pedro Ruiz dc 

OO 
la Mota, and Juan Rodriguez de Fonseca), and a converso (Alonso de Castilla). 

Ferdinand of Austria's ambassador in Spain, Salinas, noted in 1522 that 

everybody expected Charles to reform his councils and household, but Charles did not 

make changes in the Council of Castile until early February 1523.^^ The occurrence of 

natural deaths was perhaps the principal mover of the policies designed by the Cortes to 

restore the Castilian judiciary. In 1523-1524 the four members of the Council of Castile 

died.''® Charles appointed Alonso de Castilla bishop of Calahorra, and told him to reside 

in his church and not to return to court. Dr. Tello found himself in the Council of the 

Military Orders "and not in the Council of Castile." Quintanilla "was commanded to go 

87 Agustin de Zapata, Toribio Gomez de Santiago, Luis Gonzalez de Polanco, Francisco 
dc Vargas, Fortun Ibanez de Aguirre, Rodrigo de Coalla, Cristobal Velfequez de Acuna, 
Pedro Ruiz, Pedro de Medina, and Juan de Prado. I have not been able to ascertain 
Francisco and Quintanilla's first names. 
88 "Informe que Lorenzo Galindez Carvajal dio al Emperador sobre los que componian el 
conscjo real de SM," CODOIN, vol. 1, pp. 122-127. On Garcia de Padilla, see La Carte 
de Carlos V, vol. 3, pp. 312-315. On Licentiate Francisco and Dr. de Corral, see Danvila, 
Historia de las comunidades, vol. 40, pp. 144-149. On Dr. Agustin, see Gan Gimenez, El 
consejo real de Carlos V, p. 220. On Fonseca, the bishop of Palencia (1514-1524), see 
La Corte de Carlos V, vol. 3, pp. 360-367; Gan Gimenez, El consejo real de Carlos V, p. 
237. For Fonseca's role in American affairs, see Schafer, El consejo de las Indias, vol. 1, 
p. 424 (index). On Vega, see La Corte de Carlos V, vol. 3, pp. 452-455. 

Salinas to Salamanca, Valladolid, 7 Sept. 1522, Antonio Rodriguez Villa, El 
Emperador Carlos Vy su corte, pp. 66-71, p. 71. 
^ Gan Gimenez, El consejo real de Carlos V, pp. 91-95. Dr. Agustin died in March 
1523; Nicolas Tello in 1523; Palacios Rubios in March 1524; Vargas in July 1524. 
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to the accounting office of expenditures" {contaduria mayor de cuentas), and Dr. Beltran 

01 
was removed. According to Salinas, "His Majesty did not want anyone to have 

multiple incomes.In 1523 Charles made only two replacements, Pedro de Medina 

(1523-1532) and Dr. Martin Vazquez (1523-1534), both graduates of the College of 

Santa Cruz at Valladolid.''"^ 

After campaigning in Navarre, Charles returned to Castile in the early spring of 

1524. Now many wheels had to be laboriously turned in order to find qualified and well-

regarded judges. Charles shifted personnel, evaluating, for example, the caliber of judges 

in active service and those who, ready to begin their careers, came with supportive 

references. At this time Charles relied on a list containing Juan Tavera's preferences for 

the appellate courts. Tavera's candidates included Licenciate Alonso Perez del Castillo 

from the College of Santa Cruz at the University of Valladolid. Charles ordered del 

Castillo to audit the corregimiento of Burgos and ended up becoming an inquisitor 

throughout numerous tribunals in Valencia, Andalusia and Toledo. '"^ 

Prior to his appointment to the presidency of the Council of Castile in 1524, Juan 

T avera was already acting as Charles' chief judicial recruiter, even though Charles had at 

Salinas to Salamanca, Valladolid, 8 Feb. 1523, Rodriguez Villa, El Emperador Carlos 
Vysu corte, pp. 95-106, pp. 100-101. 

"que nadie tenga dobladura," Salinas to Salamanca, Valladolid, 8 Feb. 1523, Rodriguez 
Villa, El Emperador Carlos Vy su corte. pp. 95-106, p. 100. 

"In forme que Lorenzo Galfndez Carvajal dio al Emperador sobre los que componian el 
consejo real de SM," CODOIN, vol. 1, p. 126; Gan Gimenez, El consejo real de Carlos 
V, p. 95; cf. list in La Carte de Carlos V, vol. 3, p. 8. 

For del Castillo's vitae, see Maria de los Angeles Sobaler Seco, Catdlogo de colegiales 
del colegio mayor de Santa Cruz de Valladolid (1484-1786), Historia y Sociedad 86 
(Valladolid: University of Valladolid, 2000), p. 79. For del Castillo's audit of Burgos, 
see AGS, Estado, leg. 12, fol. 225. 
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his disposal the president, doctors, and licentiates of the Council of Castile. As president 

of the Chancery of Vail ado lid, Tavcra had come to know the legal network and the law 

faculties as well as any member of the Council. The practice of sharing the duty of 

judicial appointment between Charles and Tavera rested upon Tavera's own career as an 

administrative executive. He had university, ecclesiastical, and legal connections that he 

maintained continuously. How far these contacts privately generated recommendations 

for appointments can only be guessed, but on the basis of the lists that Tavera compiled 

and gave to Charles to read, Tavera apparently had gained information on jurists and law 

graduates who had acquired reputation. His own background as a judge and university 

administrator gave him the ability to solicit from his associates in the law faculties and 

courts and ecclesiastical institutions the records of law graduates and clerics with 

advanced degrees. Sometime during his period of study in Salamanca Tavcra entered the 

Jeronomite Order.He matriculated in 1500 from the faculty of canon law of the 

University of Salamanca and became vicar general for the diocese of Salamanca. 

Apparently a man of administrative talents, Tavera became the rector of the University of 

Salamanca in 1504 and obtained a prebend in the church of Zamora. Canon, chaplain, 

and vicar general of the archdiocese of Seville, Tavera became a judge in the Council of 

the Inquisition.''*' In 1514, King Fernando handed Tavera his first episcopal assignment, 

in Ciudad Rodrigo, an isolated diocese bordering Portugal to the west and surrounded by 

mountains to the east. In 1515, Tavera audited the president and judges of the Chancery 

Salazar de Mendoza, Cronica Juan Tavera, p. 43. 
Diego Ortiz de Ziiniga, Anales eclesuisticos y seculares de la muy noble y muy leal 

ciudad de Sevilla, 5 vols. (Facsimile, Seville; Guadalquivir Ediciones, 1988; 1796), vol. 
3, p. 282. 
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of Valladolid.^' He then met with Queen Juana and they compiled a list of ordinances. 

In these ordinances, Tavera reprimanded the judges and president of Valladolid because 

they were privately employed as advocates and had taken up arbitration. Tavera's audit 

ultimately resulted in the appointment of a new president, the bishop of Malaga, Diego 

Ramirez de Villaescusa, a graduate of the College of San Bartolome (colegio mayor de 

San Bartolome), one of the four colleges in the University of Salamanca.®^ Tavera 

elevated the status of the colegios mayores by recruiting their graduates for position in 

the executive and judiciary.'"" To this point, Tavera had gained three competencies: 

educational administrator, ecclesiastical judge, and auditor of the judiciary. In his 

support of candidates to vacancies in the judiciary, Tavera practiced "sponsorship" and 

not patronage—a sponsorship developed over the course of a long career inti mately 

For the royal order, see AGS, Registro General del Sello, leg. 2713, s.f, Madrid, 3 
Dec. 1513. 
QO 

For the twenty-nine ordinances issued by Queen Juana, see ACHV, 1765, fols. 21 Ir-
214r, "Visita del Obispo de Ciudad Rodrigo, Don Juan Tavera"; Salazar y Mendoza, 
Cronica Juan Tavera, pp. 63-65. 

The other three colleges were Oviedo, Cuenca, and Del Arzobispo. The University of 
Valladolid also had a colegio mayor, Santa Cruz, as well as the University of Alcala, San 
Idelfonso. For a brief overview, see DHEE, vol. 1, pp. 455-460. San Bartolome was 
founded in 1401 by Diego de Anaya; Santa Cruz in 1484 by Pedro Gonzalez de 
Mendoza; Cuenca in 1500 by Diego Ramirez de Villaescusa; San Idelfonso in 1508 by 
Francisco Jimenez de Cisneros; Oviedo in 1517 by Diego de Muros; and Del Arzobispo 
in 1521 by Alonso Fonseca III. 

For analysis of the relationship between colegios mayores and government officials, 
see Richard L. Kagan, Students and Society in Early Modern Spain (Baltimore: The 
Johns Hopkins University Press, 1974), pp. 88-105; Ana Maria Carabias Torres, Colegios 
Mayores: centros de poder, los colegios mayores de Salamanca durante el sigh XVI, 3 
vols. (Salamanca: University of Salamanca, 1986), vol. 2. 



connected to the institutions that produced and appointed law graduates/"^^ If Tavera 

practiced patronage, he would have to rccommend favorites, clients, and candidates 

willing to purchase office, but rather Tavera's candidates came from the law faculties 

with untarnished records and no history of poor audits. Moreover, Tavera's sponsoring 

of candidates did not make them immune to auditing procedures and dismissals. Once 

appointed to a judicial post, a candidate recommended by T avera had no obligation to 

serve his sponsor but only the task to apply his knowledge of the laws he had been 

trained to understand. 

Charles had committed himself to a course of action from which there could be no 

turning back. He had already taken some steps toward judicial reforms, and had received 

help from Tavera regarding appointments, which would take time and effort.'"^ In the 

spring of 1524, Charles stayed very busy considering appointments, needing to draw 

reliable councillors and judges for his councils and courts. In order to achieve this, 

Charles made a very difficult decision: in May 1524 he removed President Rojas from the 

Council of Castile, and demoted him from the archbishopric of Granada to bishop of 

Palencia. Thus Charles sent him to Palencia as the primate of the Indies."After the 

royal court left Burgos," wrote Martin de Salinas, "Charles commanded the primate to 

On the distinction between sponsorship and patronage, see G. E. Aylmer, The State's 
Servants: The Civil Service of the English Republic. J 649-1660 (London; Routledge & 
Kegan, 1973), p. 68. 
102 From 1524 to 1529 Tavera continually compiled lists of candidates, many of which 
contain "command" words . See, for example, AGS, Estado, leg. 15, fol, 18, Tavera for 
Charles, Valladolid, 1527. 
1 

Alonso Fernandez de Madrid, Silva Palentina, Pallantia 1 (Palcncia: Ediciones 
Diputacion Provincial de Palencia, 1976), pp. 426-428. Apparently, Charles took the 
advicc of the procuradores who suggested that he should create the title Fernando of 
Aragon wanted to establish, the primate of the Indies. 
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leave due to the fact that he was poorly loved by the entire kingdom [and] to appease 

everyone in the kingdom. 

Meanwhile, Charles ordered the convocation of the Cortes, provisionally to 

assemble at the beginning of August 1524. Charles correctly assumed that he would have 

more leverage if he could make an announcement in this session that the city 

representatives wanted to hear. By the end of September, the cities of Spain had heard 

that they finally had a new president of the Council of Castile. "The most recent news 

about the court," wrote Ambassador Salinas, "is that, in order to restore order and 

justice—and also because of the wide discontent afflicting the kingdom—[Charles] has 

given the presidency over the Council of Castile to the president of Valladolid, the 

archbishop of Santiago."'®'' As president of the Council of Castile, Juan Tavera now held 

the most important position available to a professional jurist. During the course of his 

presidency-—a span of fifteen years—Tavera regarded it as his duty to uphold the king's 

prerogative of providing justice, which meant appointing honest and competent judges. 

According to Charles' chronicler, A Ion so de Santa Cruz, Tavera "always wanted to make 

the appropriate appointments; moreover, whenever he had the opportunity, he gave the 

Salinas to Ferdinand of Austria, Valladolid, 15 Aug. 1524, Rodriguez Villa, El 
Emperador Carlos Vy su corte, pp. 203-206, p. 204. 

See, for example, the city council of Cuenca's letter to Charles, dated 30 Sept. 1524, 
AGS, Estado, leg. 12, fol. 239. 

Salinas to Ferdinand of Austria, Valladolid, 4 Oct. 1524, Rodriguez Villa, El 
Emperador Carlos Vy su corte, pp. 223-226, p. 226. 
107 

Upon his nomination to the presidency of the Council of Castile, Tavera earned an 
annual salary of 650,000 maravedis (AGS, Escribania Mayor de Rentas, Quitaciones de 
corte, leg. 29, fols. 1025-1026). 
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r 108 merced, not to the one who solicited it, but to the one who merited it {merecid)" 

Charles did more than elevate Tavera to the highest rung in the hierarchy of the justice 

system; he made him his main recruiter, because Tavera's sources of information were 

well placcd and reliable. 

At the age of twenty-four. Charles began to exemplify the rulership of Fernando 

of Aragon and Isabel of Castile. Already in the 1520s. the people of Spain—prelates, 

nobles, councillors, and the procuradores to the Cortes for example—compared their 

generation to the great one of the Reyes Catdlicos who had established policies of 

merced, justice, and conquest that Charles should practice.'"*^ As the law-giver of Castile 

he took a close personal interest in the selection of judges and councillors. When 

councillors of the Council of Castile died, Charles moved carefully. He used the 

councillors of the Council of Castile to find qualified candidates, but the group around 

Santa Cruz, Cronica del Emperador, vol. 2, p. 38. 
For a reference of the merced policy of the Reyes Catdlicos, see AGS, Estado, Estado, 

leg. 6, fol. 94, the archbishop of Granada to Charles; Estado, leg. 12, fol. 278, the admiral 
of Castile to Charles, Medina de Rioseco, 1524. For the distinction between merced and 
justice, see Estado, leg. 20, fol. 155, "no es merced sino justicia." For their policy of 
conquest, which Charles must emulate, see Estado, leg. 9, fol. 1, the Council of Castile 
(the Archbishop of Granada, Alonso Castilla, Dr. Cabrero, Dr. Beltran, Dr. Guevarra) to 
Charles, Burgos, 13 April 1521; Patronato Real, leg. 70, fol. 9 (pp. 45-50) Cobos to the 
procuradores to the Cortes, Valladolid, 14 July 1523; Estado, leg. 13, fol. 131, the count 
ofBenavente to the Empress, Valladolid, 23 Dec. 1529. For comparison to the Catholic 
Monarchs, regarding their marriage policy, see Patronato Real, leg. 70, fol. 9 (pp 71-92), 
the procuradores to Charles, Valladolid, 8 Aug. 1524. For legal policy, see Patronato 
Real, leg. 70, fol. 56, 1523, "lo que se ha de consultar con SM de los capitulos general es 
y particulates de las ciudades." For comparison to the Catholic Monarchs regarding their 
policy of charity, see Estado, leg. 20, fol. 142, Tavera and the bishop of Zamora to 
Charles, Madrid, 12 Aug. 1530? . . no bastan las grandes necesidades de VM que todos 
sabemos para impedir la merced y limosna que los reyes catolicos y VM siempre han 
acostumbrado ha hazer en este caso a las iglesias, monasterios, y hospitales destos sus 
reynos." 
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Tavera came to dominate the chanceries and audiencias by the end of the decade, not 

because Tavera placed his friends in law courts, but because his selections were the 

survivors of rigorous policies of rotation and audits. However close to Charles Tavera 

was through the years, Charles prevented favoritism and prohibited patronage. As a 

direct consequence of Castile's revolt against his Burgundian favorites, Charles did not 

repeat the mistake of having a privado or a non-native run government or handle (or sell) 

appointments. Tavera, central to the domestic reform program, shared the duty to recruit 

honest judges along with Luis Gonzalez de Polanco (1505-1542), Fortun Ibaflez de 

Aguirre (1506-1542), Pedro de Medina (1523-1532), and Lorenzo Galmdez de Carvajal 

(1502-1527)."° These were the members of the Council of Castile who for over a decade 

provided Charles with short lists of candidates. In 1524 the Council of Castile also 

included three licentiates, four doctors of law, and two knights, but they did not make 

decisive selections, or at least there is no surviving evidence suggesting that they 

composed nomination lists (ndminas) of law graduates or audited judges of the lower 

appellate courts.'" 

For Charles' division of candidates for judicial appointments on the basis of leaders of 
the Council of Castile, see AGS, Estado, leg. 15, fols. 13, 28, 32, and 35. For the cursus 
honorum of Galindez, Medina, and Polanco, see La Corte de Carlos V, vol. 3, pp. 146-
153, pp. 274-275 and pp. 186-189 respectively. 

They included licentiates; Toribio Gomez de Santiago (1503-1534), Cristobal 
Vazquez de Acufla (1519-1537), and Rodrigo de Coal la (1514-1528); doctors; Juan 
Cabrero (1510-1528), Martin Vazquez (1523-1534) Hernando de Guevara (1517-1546), 
and Pedro de Oropesa (1491-1529); knight (and former president) of the military order of 
Santiago, Hernando de V ega (1509-1526); and knight of the military order of Calatrava 
Garcia de Padilla (1516-1542). For dates I used the list by La Corte de Carlos V, vol. 3, 
p. 8. 
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Charles created a durable regime by separating his patronage power for his 

courtly needs from his duty of appointments for the judiciary and executive. Moreover, 

offices of the administration, judiciary, and household vv^ere not bought and sold; rather 

they were salaried and based on a wide range of competencies. Charles' household, for 

example, served multiple needs: it provided honorable vocations to Spanish vassals and 

subjects, it gave modest stipends for his appointees, and it furnished the Habsburg family 

with the range of services it required. Except for the medical staff, household servants 

did not have advanced degrees. Unlike the judiciary, the servants of the Habsburg 

household did not require formal education, but they did have to have skills appropriate 

to their posts. Gratuities may have comprised a significant portion of their incomc, but 

just as important was the opportunity to serve and to do something more significant than 

mere subsistence survival or life in the village. 

As already noted, nepotism and string-pulling were the two norms in Burgundian 

appointments. Charles also inherited an immense staff of Aragonese chaplains, 

secretaries, accountants, and domestic caretakers that Fernando of Aragon placed in 

Castilian domestic offices. But Charles used Aragonese funds in order to provide 

benefits and salaries and relied on the Burgundian court model of domestic departments 

in order to accommodate his Aragonese staff"" He ordered his accounting staff to take 

inventories of the household and its range of salaried officials in order to determine 

112 Charles Moeller briefly mentions Charles' court of 1517 as a Burgundian institution 
consisting of over 500 servants and officers (p. 272). In his description of Eleanor of 
Austria's court, Moeller lists the numerous departments of her maison, consisting of the 
chapelle, chambre des dames, hotel, ecurie, and garde {Eleonore d 'A utriche et de 
Bourgogne, reine de France: un episode de I'histoire des cours au XVf siecle [Paris: 
Librairie Thorin et fils, 1895], pp. 15-18,182-186). 
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expenses and employment figures.He then appointed Spanish knights {cavalleros), 

sons of the grandees, and others "with merits and who would receive salaries customary 

ni Castile.""*^ 

The Council of Castile was a different matter altogether. Charles inherited a 

Council as inflated as his court, with no less than twenty-seven councillors. If generosity 

marked his teenage years, frugality characterized his adult life, for he became tighter and 

tighter in granting offices. He did not replace everyone who died. In 1523 Charles 

appointed Martin Vazquez and Pedro Medina, although four members had died (Luis de 

Zapata, Alonso de Castilla, Diego Beltran, and Nicolas Tello). Then in 1524 Francisco 

de Vargas and Palacios Rubios died, but Charles did not replace them."'' In late 1524 

Tavera presided over a Council consisting of at least thirteen councillors, a significant 

decline from the twenty-eight councillors who formed the Council in 1522. In 1526 

Fernando de Vega died.'"' By 1526 Charles had successfully pruned the Council of 

Castile, as it contained twelve councillors."^ 

113 AGS, Estado, leg. 11, fol. 121, Charles to contadores mayores, Burgos, 11 Sept. 1523. 
AGS, Patronato Real, leg. 70, fol. 9, pp. 62v-63, Valladolid, 1523. 

115 In La Corte de Carlos V, vol. 3, p. 8, the editor noted Vargas' and Palacios Rubios' 
dates incorrectly. Vargas died in 1524 not 1523 and, according to Gan Gimenez, Vargas 
is listed in AGS, Nominas de Corte, from 1505-1524 {El consejo real de Carlos V, p. 
269. For Palacios Rubios, see Gan Gimenez, El consejo real de Carlos V, p. 253; Beltran 
de Heredia, Cartulario de la Universidad de Salamanca: la universidad en el siglo de 
oro, Acta Salmanticcnsia 20, 3 vols. (Salamanca: University of Salamanca, 1971), vol. 3, 
pp. 270-271. 

For Vega, see Gan Gimenez, El consejo real de Carlos V, p. 271. 
See tables 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3. They included Gah'ndez, Santiago, Polanco, Cabrero, 

Guevara, Medina, Aguirre, Oropesa, Acuila, Coalla, Garcia de Padilla, and Vazquez. For 
Galindez, Garcia de Padilla, Santiago, Polanco, Cabrero, Guevara, and Medina, I relied 
on the signatures in consultas of the Council of Castile (AGS, Estado, leg, 14, fol. 67, 
Granada, 26 Nov. 1526; Estado, leg. 14, fol. 134, Toledo, 12 Feb. 1526). For .Aguirre, 
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Charles did not fill any of the vacancies until 1528-1529, when he decided to 

appoint new councillors to take the places of four who died: Galindez (1527), Juan 

Cabrero and Rodrigo Coalla (1528), and Pedro Oropesa (1529)."^ In 1528, when 

preparing for his imperial campaign, Charles appointed four jurists; Dr. Garcia de Ercilla 

who was a graduate of the Spanish College of San Clemente in Bologna, Pedro Manuel 

who died the same year (1528) Charles appointed him, Caspar de Montoya who 

graduated from the College of San Bartolome, and Dr. Corral of the Chancery of 

Valladolid."^ In 1529 Charles added Hernando Giron, a law graduate of the College of 

1 OA 
Santa Cruz, to the Council of Castile. These changes stabilized the council at twelve 

councillors. 

During 1527 and 1528, the years of preparing for the imperial journey, Charles 

promoted candidates short-listed by Tavera, Galindez, Aguirre, Polanco, and Medina. 

Often these power brokers did not appear in lists, but they advised the king to select the 

Oropesa, Acuna, Cabrero. Coalla, and Vazquez, see Gan Gimenez, El consejo real de 
Carlos V, pp. 276-285; La Corte de Carlos V, vol. 3, p. 8. 
118 

For Galindez, see Beltran de Heredia, Cartulario de la Universidad de Salamanca, 
vol. 3, pp. 283-293, p. 284. For Cabrero, see Augustin Redondo, Antonio de Guevara, p. 
226-227, note #45; AGS, Nominas de Corte, leg. 2, fol. 212. For Coalla, see La Corte de 
Carlos V, vol. 3, pp. 86-87. For Oropesa, see Gan Giinenez, El consejo real de Carlos V, 
p. 251. 

On Lie. Manuel, Dr. Garcia de Arcilla, and Dr. Corral, see AGS, Estado, leg. 16, fol. 
450, Madrid, 1528, "nombramiento de personas para el consejo." On Montoya, see 
Estado, leg. 15, fol. 25. For Tavera's support, see Estado, leg. 15, fol. 18, Valladolid, 
1527. For Montoya's education, see Enrique Esperabe Arteaga, Historia pragmdtica e 
interna de la universidad de Salamanca, 2 vols. (Salamanca: Imprenta y Liberia de 
Francisco Nunez Izquierdo, 1914-1917), vol. 2, p. 291, p. 294. For Corral, see La Corte 
de Carlos V, vol. 3, pp. 104-107. For Tavera's support of Manuel, see Estado, leg. 13, 
fol. 32; Estado, leg. 15, fol. 12. 

For Giron, see Gan Gimenez, El consejo real de Carlos V, p. 239; La Corte de Carlos 
V, vol. 3, pp. 173-175. Giron married a Deza (Gan Gimenez, El consejo real de Carlos 
V, p. 239). 
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highly-educated and the experienced. Tavera, Galindez, Aguirre, Polanco, and Medina 

were essentially united in their concern with the academic origin and record of 

candidates. A short list by an anonymous advisor, typical of this time and place, included 

university-trained candidates {letrados and licentiates) for corregimientos, appellate 

courts, and the Council of Castile; for presidents of the chanceries, the anonymous 

1 "71 
minister only included bishops for selection. Many of the recommendations, 

especially by the Council of Castile, were on the qualitative model proposed by the 

procuradores to the Cortes and made on the basis of prior service. These candidates had 

been under the microscope of audits and hearsay. 

In 1528 Tavera presided over the Council of Castile which had three associates 

whom he had sponsored for royal employment: Pedro Manuel, Luis de Corral, and 

Hernando Giron. In addition to Tavera, both Aguirre and Polanco had supported Pedro 

1 9^ 
Manuel for royal office. Tavera had long ago recommended Dr. Corral to serve in the 

Council of the Indies, and now helped him gain the higher post of councillor of the 

Council of Castile. Corral had numerous sponsors, including Aguirre.'"'' Aguirre and 

Tavera gave Charles lists of qualified candidates for judicial openings, and these included 

Licentiate Giron, the third councillor sponsored by Tavera since 1524.'*' Tavera then 

191 
AGS, Estado, leg. 15, fol. 19, "oficios de la governacion de la justicia." 
See table 3.4. Manuel died in 1529, who according to Gan Gimenez was replaced by 

Montoya {El consejo real de Carlos V, p. 246). 
For Tavera's and Polanco's support, see AGS, Estado, leg. 15, fol. 28, Palencia, 1527. 

For Aguirre's memorial, see Estado, leg. 15, fol. 32. 
For Tavera's support of Dr. Corral, see AGS, Estado, leg. 13, fol. 42. For Aguirre's 

support, see Estado, leg. 15, fol. 28, Palcncia, 1527. 
For Aguirrc's memorial, see AGS, Estado, 15, fol. 32. For Tavera's backing, see 

Estado, leg. 15, fol. 24, 1524. 
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placed Caspar de Montoya in the Council of Castile after the death of Pedro Manuel.'^'' 

So in the beginning of his presidency in 1524, Tavera had supported jurists for openings 

in any of the judicial councils of the crown of Castile (Indies, Military Orders, and 

Inquisition), and normally reserved for openings in the Council of Castile candidates 

serviceable to the judiciary as a whole and acceptable to more than one councillor of the 

Council of Castile. 

Tavera's network extended to the other councils, especially of the Inquisition, 

1 97 
Indies, and the Military Orders. Prior to his term as president of the Council of the 

Inquisition from 1539 until his death in 1545, Tavera had two fellow partners of the 

Council of Castile, fortun Ibafiez de Aguirre and Luis Gonzalez Polanco, who were 

members of the Council of the Inquisition. In 1528, Tavera also had supported two out of 

five councillors of the Inquisition: Fernando de Valdes, the future president of the 

Council of Castile (1539-1546), and Jeronimo Suarez de Maldonado, the president of the 

Council of Finance from 1536 to 1545.'"^ Likewise, Tavera drew support from four 

members of the Council of the Indies which in 1528 contained six councillors: Gonzalo 

On Montoya's alliance with Tavera, see AGS, Estado, leg. 15, fol. 18, Valladolid, 
1527. Montoya was also a associate of the count of Osorno, president of the Council of 
the Military Order of Santiago (1526-1546) and president of the Council of the Indies 
(1529-1542). 
197 • 

For a list of the members of these councils, see La Corte de Carlos V, vol. 3, pp. 10-
IL 

Tavera also had supported Pedro Gonzalez Manso, who was a member of the 
Inquisition from 1508 to 1525. In 1525 Charles appointed Gonzalez to the presidency of 
the Chancery of Valladolid, which he served until 1535. he was also the bishop of 
Badajoz (1525-1532) and the bishop of Osma (1532-1537). For Tavera's support, see 
AGS, Estado, leg. 15, fol. 18. For Tavera's endorsement of Valdes, see Estado, log. 14, 
fol. 225; Estado, leg. 15, fol. 18; Estado, leg. 16, fol. 45. For Tavera's support of Suarez 
Maldonado, see Estado, leg. 15, fol. 13; Estado, leg. 20, fols. 15-18, fol. 17, Tavera to 
Charles, Madrid, 6 June 1530; Estado, leg. 24, fol. 187-188. 
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Maldonado (1524-1530), Pedro Manuel (1527-1528), Caspar de Montoya (1528-1529), 

and Rodrigo de la Corte (1528-1530).'^^ Tavera continued to see his candidates 

appointed to the Council of the Indies, in particular Juan Suai-ez de Carvajal (1529-1542), 

Pedro Mercado de Penalosa (1531-1535), and Francisco de Isunza (1531).''*' Regarding 

the Councils of the Military Orders, which consisted of the Council of the Order of 

Santiago and the Council of the Orders of Calatrava and Alcantara, the president of the 

Council of the Order of Santiago, the count of Osomo (Garcia Fernandez Manrique), 

formed a strong partnership with Tavera.'" In the 1520s, one out of seven councillors of 

the Councils of the Military Orders was a Tavera associate, while the count of Osomo 

had one of his candidates advance to the Council of the Order of Santiago.' 

For Tavera's alliance with Maldonado, see AGS, Estado, leg. 14, fol. 231; Estado, leg. 
15, fol. 18; Estado, leg. 20, fols. 21-22, fol. 94-95, fols. 136, fol. 203. For Manuel, see 
Estado, leg. 13, fol. 32; Estado, leg. 15, fol. 12 (he was also a client of Fortun Ibafiez de 
Aguirre; Estado, leg. 15, fol. 28). For Montoya, see Estado, leg. 15, fol. 18; La Corte de 
Carlos V, vol. 3, pp. 290-291. For de la Corte, see Estado, leg. 16, fol. 450; Estado, leg. 
20, fol. 136; Estado, leg. 21, fol. 6. 

For Tavera's endorsement of Suarez, see AGS, Estado, leg. 14, fol. 245; Estado, leg. 
15, fol. 12 and fol. 22. Lorenzo Galindez de Carvajal also supported him (Estado, leg. 
15, fol. 13). For Mercado, see Estado, leg. 15, fol. 12, fol. 22, fol. 27, and fol. 28 (he was 
also a Polanco and Aguirre candidate; see Estado, leg. 15, fol. 35 and fol. 28). For 
Isunza, see Estado, leg. 20, fol. 248. 

For their alliance, see AGS, Estado, leg. 15, fol. 28; Estado, leg. 20, fols. 15-18, fol. 
17, fol. 136, fol. 194; Estado, leg. 22, fols. 103-104, fols. 109-111; Estado, leg. 24, fol. 
179, fols. 225-232, fol. 227, fols. 233-235; Estado, leg. 25, fols. 6-7; Estado, leg. 26, fol. 
19; Estado, leg. 27, fol. 128; La Corte de Carlos V, vol. 3, pp. 125-130, p. 127. 

For Tavera's support of Diego Flores, see AGS, Estado, leg. 15, fol. 13; Estado, leg. 
14, fol. 231. For Osomo's support of Diego Perero de Neyra, see Estado, leg. 15, fol. 28; 
Estado, leg. 14, fol. 225. In 1534, Charles appointed Bernardino de Anaya, a Tavera 
candidate, to the Council of the Military Orders of Calatrava and Alcantara. For Tavera's 
support of Anaya, see Estado, leg. 15, fol. 22 and fol. 28. For Anaya's cv, see La Corte 
de Carlos V, vol. 3, pp. 39-43, pp. 40-41. In 1528, Cobos placed Juan Sarmiento who 
remained in the Council of the Order of Alcantara until 1552. For Cobos' endorsement, 
see Estado, leg. 14, fol. 245. For his cv, see La Corte de Carlos V, vol. 3, pp. 390-391. 
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Forming a strong alliance among the members of the Spanish councils. Tavera 

had consolidated his power by 1528. His control over the Council of Castile was more 

significant as he had strengthened it with three out of the twelve jurists.Upon leaving 

Spain in 1529, Charles made sure that the Council of Castile remained at a total of twelve 

councillors.'"^'^ Once Charles had pruned the Council of Castile of the overgrowth that 

had begun during the reign of Fernando of Aragon, and blossomed during the regencies 

of Cisneros (1516-1517) and Adrian (1520-1522), he did not allow it to continue to be a 

patronage board for nobles and courtiers. Instead, he converted it into an exclusive 

discipleship of service for highly educated letrados, licenciados, and doctors with 

extensive experience in the law courts, and they in turn recruited law graduates and made 

appellate judges accountable and expendable. 

The promise Charles made to theprocuradores to the 1523 Cortes regarding the 

Council of Castile, the consejo secreto, and the judiciary dovetailed with his return to the 

r a n g e  o f  c o m u n e r o  c o m p l a i n t s  l e v e l e d  a g a i n s t  h i m  a n d  h i s  B u r g u n d i a n  r e g i m e . B y  

successfully reforming the councils after the comunero revolt, he set in place a lasting 

mechanism of justice that the cities had expected and demanded all along. The cities 

were neither imposing upon Charles any kind of medieval theory ofkingship nor 

For President Tavera's associates in the Council of Castile, sec table 2.4. 
The new appointment in 1528 was Fortiin Garcia de Ercilla. Ercilla studied law at the 

Univiersity of Bologna, the College of St. Clement, and was a member of the Council of 
the Order of Santiago from 1525 to 1528. For a short cv, see La Corte de Carlos V, vol. 
3, pp. 155-58. The additional councillors were Santiago, Polanco, Aguirre, Garcia de 
Padilla, Guevara, Acuna, Medina, V^quez, Corral, Montoya, and Giron. 

For Charles' 1523 promise to the procuradores of reducing the number of councillors 
of the Council of Castile and of ordering the audits of all royal courts, see AGS, 
Patronato Real, leg. 70, fol. 9 (pp. 41-70, p. 51), Valladolid, 14 July 1523, "Lo que leyo 
el secretario comendador mayor." 
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requiring any innovation. "The offices of the public Council [of Castile] and the consejo 

secreto, which pertain to the crown of Castile, and the judges of the chanceries, the royal 

court, and all other judicial offices," the comuneros wrote to Charles, "are not to be given 

to foreigners, but rather to citizens and natives."'The comuneros also told Charles to 

cut down the Council of Castile to twelve councillors who had to implement traditional 

Castilian policies, specifically the procedure of audits and the policy of allowing 

councillors and judges only one office each.'^' Many years later, Secretary Cobos would 

later have the occasion to compare Charles' resurrected monarchy with that of Philip's 

own precocious ability to rule according to virtue and justice.Yet Cobos was able to 

use Charles as the model of a just king, because Charles had transformed his Burgundian 

patronage and etiquette, with all of its furtive sale of offices and inflated gaggle of 

courtiers, into a flexible administration that had to demonstrate consistently its function 

as a reliable and enduring provider of competent judges who were accountable to a 

system of audits. 

The subsequent chapter, "the J udiciary," will advance the thesis of the 

development of a merit-based bureaucracy; it will demonstrate how Charles and Tavera 

successfully employed the strategies of judicial reconstruction. The previous chapters 

"Los capitulos que los de la junta hicieron en la villa de Tordesillas para enviar a SM a 
Alemania para que los confinnase," Maldonado, De Motu Hispaniae, appendix, pp. 464-
465; Sandoval, Historia del Emperador, vol. 1, p. 307. 

Sandoval, Historia del Emperador, vol. 1, pp. 307-308. 
For Cobos' 1543 letter, see Keniston, Francisco de los Cobos: secretario de Carlos V, 

pp. 257-261, p. 258: "Es senor muy apasionado de la virtud e muy devoto de la justicia, e 
aborrece en mucho grado todo lo opuesto e contrario a esto." 
139 For Charles' Burgundian etiquette, see Raymond Fagel, "Un heredero entre tutores y 
regentes; Casa y Corte de Margarita de Austria y Carlos de Luxemburgo, 1506-1516," La 
Cone de Carlos V, vol. 1, pp. 115-140. 
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have detailed the strategies that Charles employed. Chapter one specified the innovations 

introduced by Charles' Burgundian regime and that ignited the civil wars—a dismal 

failure of the strategy of Burgundian patronage. Chapter two was about the post-

comunero bargain that detailed the range of privileges given by Charles to the great lords 

of Castile and to the urban oligarchies of the Cortes, which included the city request that 

corrcgidores serve two-year terms and that corregidores be audited. While chapter three 

looked at the reform of Charles' Spanish conciliar system, chapter four will show how 

Charles established procedures of merit-based appointments to judicial posts, audits, and 

rotation. In addition, the chapter will tell how President Tavera became the most 

powerful statesman and ecclesiastic of the Spanish empire, because of his managerial 

abilities and dedication to the principles of good government articulated by the 

procumdores to the Cortes. 
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4. THE JUDICIARY, 1522-1535 

As already seen, Charles reformed the executive, "downsizing" and hispanicizing 

it simultaneously. Although Charles did not have to hispanicize the chanceries of 

Granada and Valladolid, he institutionalized the mechanisms of justice. Charles fortified 

judicial institutions by permitting President Tavera of the Council of Castile to establish a 

network of qualified jurists and law graduates. Charles, Tavcra, and a handful of 

members of the Council of Castile as well reformed the judicial bureaucracy. Employing 

similar policies of selecting officials based on criteria established by the procuradores of 

the Cortes, Charles and his councillors rebuilt the chancery staffs and secured standards 

of recruitment and auditing procedures. 

In order to describe in more detail Charles and Tavera's reform program, this 

chapter contains five sections. The first part provides an overview of the royal appellate 

system. The second part is a coverage of the petitions of the Cortes that Charles and 

Tavera implemented in order to reform the judiciary and to set up self-regulating 

procedures. The third part is an analysis of the evolution of President Tavera's network 

of personnel appointed to the Chancery of Granada between the years 1524 to 1535. The 

fourth part is an analysis of Tavera's sponsorship of graduates of law appointed to the 

Chancery of Valladolid. Tavera dominated the chanceries, because over fifty per cent of 

the judges Charles appointed to the chanceries of Granada and Valladolid were Tavera 

associates. The third and fourth sections of this chapter are a review of candidates 

competing for chancery posts; it is therefore a case-by-case study of the chanceries as 
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meritocratic institutions. The last section, the appeal of positions, offers suggestions as to 

why judges were attracted to, and wanted to pursue, careers in the law. Judges wanted to 

do something important in society as well as to provide for their families. Sheer material 

gain was unfulfilling for men dedicated to higher principles such as justice and leading 

honorable lives. 

The Appellate System 

When Charles arrived in Spain in 1522 he faced an enormous task; the overhaul 

of the judicial system. In the network of royal courts alone, the crown needed over one 

hundred judges. The Council of Castile was the highest appeals court and functioned to 

administer justice; it organized audits and supervised the lower courts of the king's 

judiciary.' With a majority of jurists, a handful of knights, and a president (always an 

archbishop), the Council of Castile reviewed the petitions of the Cortes, handled select 

cases to establish precedent, received appeals from the chanceries and lords, and assisted 

the king in recruiting judges for four judicial bodies: the judicial court of the royal 

household (sala de alcaldes de casay corte), the chanceries ofValladolid and Granada, 

fifty-seven corregimientos, and the audiencias of Seville, the Canary Islands, Galicia, and 

the Indies. 

' Novisima Recopilacion, vol. 2, p. 217 (lib. IV, tit. Ill, ley I). 
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The court of the royal household {sala de alcaldes de casa y corte) usually 

consisted of three judges (alcaldes) and only had jurisdiction within five leagues of the 

royal household.^ The chanceries of Valladolid and Granada handled appeals from 

individuals, town councils, and villages. The Chancery of Valladolid received appeals 

arising out of jurisdictions north of the Tajo River; Granada dealt with appeals south of 

the Tajo. Each of the two chanceries nomially had twelve civil case judges, three to four 

criminal judges, two to three judges for hidalgo subjects exempted from paying the 

servicios, a pair of royal prosecutors (fiscales), and a president who was always a 

prelate. In addition to the chanceries, Charles appointed a handful of appellate judges to 

handle cases in Seville (usually three judges known as los grados), a threesome of jurists 

to deal with appeals in Galicia (known as the alcaldes mayores de Galicia), another 

threesome for the Canary Islands, which was the audiencia that Charles established in 

1525, and judges for the audiencias of Santo Domingo and Mexico."^ Approximately 

^ On three alcaldes, see AGS, Estado, leg. 14, fol. 231, memorial of Tavera, [1525]. 
^ For the prelate presidents of the chanceries between 1522 to 1535, see tables 3.1 and 
3.2. In 1542, after an audit of the Chancery of Valladolid, Charles ordered the formation 
of an additional sala, which augmented the number of civil case judges from 12 to 16. 
See Novisima Recopilacion, vol. 2, p. 340 (lib. V, tit. I, ley III). 
^ For the reference to the grados, see AGS, Estado, leg. 13, fol. 166; Estado, leg. 14, fol. 
249, 1526; Estado, leg. 15, fol. 19, "oficios de la governacion de la justicia." For the 
ordenanza of 1525, which resulted from a visita of Suarez de Carvajal, see Ordenanzas 
de la real audiencia de Sevilla (facsimile, Seville: Ediciones Guadalquivir, 1995; 1603), 
pp. 385-398. For Galicia, see Estado, leg. 19, fol. 193, the governor of Galicia and the 
alcaldes mayores (Licentiate Salamanca, Licentiate Romero, and Licentiate Esquivel) to 
the Empress, Santiago, Jan. 1530; Estado, leg. 26, fol. 19, Tavera to Cobos, 4 Feb. 1531. 
For the Canary Islands, see Estado, leg. 13, fol. 236, Madrid, 1525, consulta of the 
Council of Castile; Estado, leg. 14, fol. 242, Granada, 1526, memoriales y consultas; 
Estado, leg. 14, fol. 249, 1526: "En Canaria ha mandado VM poner tres juezes de 
apelacion tambien se podra elegir en consejo si VM fuere servido." For the reforms of 
the audiencia of Santo Domingo, established in 1511, see Estado, leg. 14, fol. 232, 
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sixty-four corregidores were the appellate judges in royal cities appointed by the king and 

towns of the crown of Castile (seigniorial towns had their own judges—alcaldes 

mayores— appointed by their lords).^ Corregidores were municipal magistrates with 

judicial, executive, and military functions and represented the king's justice.^ Just as the 

city council had a jurisdiction circumscribed by the city's own boundary, so the 

corregidor had no authority outside the city's lordship. The corregidor was the only royal 

judge at the local level and the only representative that the king's subject could know 

directly, in person. 

"memorial del conscjo de las Indias"; Ordenanzas, Monzon, 4 June 1528, CDI Ultramar, 
vol. 9, pp. 309-339. For the audiencia of Mexico, established in 1527, see Recopilacion 
de leyes de los reynos de las Indias, 3 vols, (facsimile, Madrid: Imprenta Nacional del 
Boletfn Oficial del Estado. 1998; 1791), vol. 1, p. 324 (lib. II, tit. XV, ley III); Pilar 
Arregui Zamorano, La audiencia de Mexico segun los visitadores (siglos XVI-XVII), 
Instituto de Investigaciones Juridicas 9 (Mexico; Universidad Nacional Autonoma de 
Mexico, 1985; 1981), pp. 13-15. For reforms of the audiencias of Granada and the 
Canary Islands, see Ordenanzas de la Real Audiencia y Chancilleria de Granada 
(facsimile, Granada: Editorial Lex Nova, 1997), pp. 85-86. 
^ I arrived at this figure of corregidores by comparing AGS, Estado, leg. 13, fol. 191, leg. 
15, fol. 19, leg. 15, fol. 21, and leg. 16, fol. 424. For seigniorial jurisdictions, see 
Alfonso Maria Guilarte, El regimen senorial en el siglo XVI (Valladolid: The University 
ofValladolid, 1987; 1962). 
^ For seventeenth century administrative and judicial functions of corregidores, see 
Jeronimo Castillo de Bovadilla, Politica para corregidores y senores de vasallos en 
tiempo depazy de guerra, 2 vols. (Facsimile, Madrid: Instituto de Estudios de 
Administracion Local, 1978; 1704), vol. 1, pp. 13-19 [lib. 1, cap. 2]. 
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The Petitions of the Cortes 

When Charles returned to Spain in 1522 he began to establish a judicial 

bureaucracy based on what the cities wanted out of royal courts, namely an appellate 

system with a set of criteria for assessing judges. One of his first measures in 1522 was 

to audit the entire judiciary, in particular the chanceries of Granada and Valladolid. 

Audits proved to be the strategy of forging a regime consisting of men the cities of 

Castile wanted for their judges. 

Before his 1522-1528 judicial reform program, Charles had rejected 

administrative changes demanded by theprocuradores to the 1517 and 1520 Cortes, 

convinced that Burgundian patronage practices would suffice. He played the wrong hand 

when he left behind Adrian of Utrecht as regent. In 1522, Charles returned to a war-

ridden nation without the financial support of the cities. As already demonstrated in 

chapter two, in 1523 the cities convinced Charles to change, on the basis of his absolute 

power, the traditional order of agenda in the Cortes (the first item had always been the 

amount of servicios, the second, law making). In the next decade, the cities used the 

sessions of the Cortes to assess Charles' performance as the judicial head and to reward 

him with annual subsidies. 

The cities wanted audits because they were a demonstration of the king's 

willingness to maintain a law-abiding bureaucracy and to support distributive justice. In 

a sense, an audit could reveal that the king had made an honest mistake in his 

appointment. Audits often forced the transfer ofjudges and normally led to the removal 
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of avaricious and corrupt judges from the chanceries and audiencias. Because they 

required royal investments of money and manpower, audits usually led to management 

changes that normally took a couple of years to implement fully. Because audits were 

programmatic, they were also proactive measures against corruption. 

The comuneros requested that judicial appointments should be based on the 

qualifications of the candidate and not his connections or influence. The comuneros 

warned Charles that royal officials must not have tenure.^ They also wanted Charles to 

screen judicial candidates using the criteria of merit (merecimientos) and competency 

{hahilidad}? In 1523, the cities repeated similar comimero requests, insisting, for 

example, that only qualified and experienced judges were to be appointed.'^' Judges had 

to have law degrees.'' The cities especially asked for letrados with credentials showing 

they had studied ten years of law.'^ By experience cities understood the judicial official 

should have a good record in different courts. The cities did not want judges who were 

related to, or in the pay of, a local magnate; they wanted someone who had a solid 

^ "Que sea la provision a los oficios y no a las personas," Maldonado, El Levantamiento 
de Espana, p. 463. 
^ "Que no sean perpetuos," Maldonado, El Levantamiento de Espana, p. 464. 
^ "Que sea la provision a los oficios y no a las personas," Maldonado, El Levantamiento 
de Espana, p. 463. 

Petition #92, 1523 Cortes, CLC, vol. 4, p. 397. In his response to petition # 99, Charles 
promised to punish men who claimed to be licentiates, doctors, and jurists. 
" At the Madrid Cortes of 1534 Charles granted only to the law graduates of the 
universities of Valladohd, Salamanca, and Bologna hidalguia or tax-exemptions from the 
servicio collected by the cities of the Cortes (Novisima Recopilacion, lib. VI, tit. XVIII, 
ley XIV; Nueva Recopilacion, lib. I, tit. VII, ley VIII). 

Petition #7, 1525 Cortes, CLC, vol. 4, p. 407. 
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reputation for disinterested adjudication. The procuradores in 1525 again warned of the 

1 
dangers of appointing unqualified judges and they continued to do so. 

Charles depended on the president of the Council of Castile, Juan T avera, a 

specialist of Canon law and admirer of Latin authors such as Cicero and Tacitus.'"^ 

Tavera spent a few hours every evening reading Latin "authors of renowned style. 

Even his leisure hours were devoted to the study of institutions and principles of 

antiquity, and he more than likely considered applying republican virtues. No doubt, 

Tavera's knowledge of the laws of Castile, his familiarity with the legal system, and his 

connections in the law faculties (he was once the rector of the University of Salamanca) 

helped Charles chose him to be his top recruiter and his liaison with the Cortes. 

President Tavera also did not have to dig too deep in legal texts to discover that 

previous monarchs of Castile relied on audits."' Audits were proven methods for making 

sure that judges performed their duties. In medieval practice commanders of the military 

orders who governed their lordships were audited as well as royal municipalities.'' By 

Petition #7, CLC, vol. 4, p. 407. 
In chapter three, section "the Council of Castile," I provided a short biography of 

President Tavera. See also the contribution in La Cortes de Carlos V, vol. 3, pp. 316-
325. 

Tavera employed humanists with whom he read and spoke Latin. For a reference, see 
the letter of Gracian de Alderete to Juan Dantisco, Polish ambassador in the court of 
Isabel, Valladolid, 13 Sept. 1536, Espanoles y polacos en la corte de Carlos V: cartas del 
emhajador Juan Dantisco, eds. Antonio Fontan and Jerzy Axer (Madrid; Alianza 
Editorial, 1994), pp. 84-86, p. 85. 

For discussion, see Garriga, La audiencia y las chancillerias castellanas, pp. 425-428. 
For corregimientos, see the law established by Juan II in 1438 and reissued by Isabel in 
1480, Novisima Recopilacion, vol. 3, p. 354 (lib. VII, tit. XII, ley. II). 

Francisco Fernandez Izquierdo, "La Orden de Calatrava," Las Ordenes Mil Hares en el 
Mediterrdneo Occidental, (XII-XVIII): coloquio celehrado los dias de 4,5,6 de mayo de 
1983 (Madrid: Casa de Velazquez, 1989), p. 185. 
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the end of the fifteenth century, the chanceries of Valladolid and Ciudad Real (which was 

moved to Granada) received a growing number of appeals and this growth of litigation 

made it necessary for royal oversight. The chanceries too had to be audited on a regular 

basis. 

When Charles returned to Spain in 1522, the cities expected all royal offices, from 

corregimientos to the judges of the royal household {alcaldes de casa y carte) would be 

1 8 
audited. As already discussed, theprocuradores had already demanded numerous 

auditing measures. The cities emphasized audits repeatedly as the first step toward the 

resolution of their grievances. In 1518 they wanted auditors to investigate the Council of 

Castile, the chanceries, and corregimientos. In 1520 the procuradores again repeated the 

need to audit corregimientos every two to three years. In 1523 they insisted that a 

permanent inspector (veedor) ensure that judges in the chanceries adhered to ordinances, 

that those with insufficient resources {pohres) have their injury suits admitted, and that 

the inspector notify Charles of violations.''^ In 1525 they requested the services of 

knights in auditing the towns of Castile and that auditors complete their investigation of 

corregimientos within three months.^® Every year the cities augmented the auditing 

Petition #63, 1523 Cortes, CLC, vol. 4, p. 383. 
Petition #89, 1523 Cortes, CLC, vol. 4, p. 396. 
For the requirement that corregimiento auditors had to be knights, see petition #27, 

CLC, vol. 4, p. 418. For the term of three months for the juez de residencia, see 
Novisima Recopilacion, vol. 3, p. 362 (lib. VII, tit. XIII, ley. II). For additional appeals 
for audits of the court of the royal household (alcaldes de casa y corte), see petition #33, 
the Cortes of 1534. See petition #114, 1528 Cortes, on the need to establish a permanent 
staff of auditors. Similarly, see petition #20 for audits of the accounting staff and the 
Council of the Indies. 
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responsibilities of the crown. They encouraged the king to enlarge the scope of 

investigations. The goal was to place the entire judicial system under surveillance. 

Tavera regarded the initiative of auditing judges as one of his most important 

measures to rebuild the judiciary and to restore confidence in government and cohesion 

in the realm. By auditing the courts, the president pruned judges and functionaries who 

compromised the integrity of royal justice. "The advice I have to offer you," one of 

Tavera's secretaries noted in an unsigned memo to Charles, "is that it is in your best 

interest to have the president and the Council of Castile, above everything else and 

without hesitation, dutifully implement the audits and visitations of the chanceries, 

corregimientos, and all other judicial offices.""' Auditing the courts, the secretary added, 

must be the primary function of the Council of Castile. Indeed, Tavera and his 

councillors were the king's custodians of justice; they were responsible for addressing 

letters sent by municipalities and individuals writing about difficulties they encountered 

in royal courts.'" Complaints brought to their attention the problems claimants had in 

their dealings with judges. By focusing on personnel, the Council of Castile primarily 

dealt with management and, under pressure from the cities, the Council limited its role in 

litigation. Cases of first instance (pleitos ordinarios), for example, had to go directly to 

the appellate courts (chanceries or audiencias).'' In 1523 the procuradores of the Cortes 

did not want royal officials, especially the judges of the Council of Castile, to have more 

AGS, Estado, leg. 15, fol. 20. 
AGS, Patronato Real, leg. 26, fol. 23, 1528. 
The procuradores in 1528 stipulated a number of conflicts of interest laws, including 

the transfer of original jurisdiction (pleitos ordinarios) to the chanceries (petition #5, 
CLC, vol. 4, p. 450-451). 



than one office and one salary each; being a member of the Council of Castile entailed 

enough responsibilities. 

During the ^osi-comunero years Charles limited appeals to the Council of Castile 

in order to prevent a flood of litigation and to set precedent. Until the late 1530s Charles 

gave the Council considerable power in peer review and channeled the energy of the 

Council toward the assessment of candidates for the presidencies of the chanceries and 

appellate courts, for embassies to Rome, for judgeships in seigniorial jurisdictions, 

fortress commanderies, and civil case judgeships.""^ 

The Chancery of Granada 

Before Tavera's rise to the presidency of the Council of Castile in 1524 the 

transformation of the appellate courts had already begun. The revolution expedited 

reform changes, especially the application of hiring standards and appointment review. 

One of the first changes centered on the conflicts caused by the new appointment to the 

presidency of the Chancery of Granada. In 1521 the president, Pedro de Ribera, 

engendered the antagonism of the judges."^ Rivera was a successful religious 

professional, but his connections did not prevent his removal. Isabel of Castile's 

Petition #90, CLC, vol. 4, p. 396. 
AGS, Estado, leg, 15, fol. 15. 
AGS, Estado, leg. 8, fol. 73, 5 April 1521, the marquis of Mondejar to Charles; 

Garriga, La audiencia v las chancillerias castellanas, pp. 193-194. 
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confessor and archbishop of Granada, Fernando de Talavera, groomed Ribera by 

appointing him to a succession of ecclesiastical offices.Before becoming the bishop of 

Lugo in 1500, Pedro de Ribera held numerous benefices in Granada. Ribera was a 

royalist and assisted Archbishop Fonseca (Tavera's uncle) in containing the anti-

-yn 

seigniorial movement in Galicia. During the revolution, either in February or March of 

1521, Ribera became the president of Granada. By the summer of 1522 he left Granada 

because of conflicts he encountered with resident judges.''^ Soon thereafter, at the end of 

A d r i a n ' s  r e g e n c y  i n  1 5 2 2 ,  R i b e r a  a u d i t e d  t h e  m o n a s t i c  o r d e r  o f  S a i n t  B e r n a r d . T h e  

presidency of Granada was left vacant for nearly two years as Ribera went to reside in the 

diocese of Lugo. The failure of the presidency of Granada under Bishop Ribera revealed 

that important changes were taking place in the new administration. No matter how 

powerful and connected one was, judgeships and presidencies of the appellate courts 

were not automatic. One of the best methods of removing judges without going into legal 

complexities consisted in demoting them to the level of auditors."^' 

Francisco Bermudez de Pedraza, Historia eclesidstica de Granada, Archivum 
(Facsimile, Granada; University of Granada, 1989; 1638), p. 207v. 
28 On Ribera's role in the comuneru movement, see Perez, La revolucion de las 
comunidades, p. 382. 
29 • ' Garriga, La audienciay las chancillenas castellanas, p. 193. 

For Ribera's reform commission, see AGS, Patronato Real, leg. 23, fol. 9, 1 Oct. 1522. 
The implications of this demotion are, at least to me, difficult to ascertain. Perhaps an 

auditing "appointment" was a process of elimination, or maybe the re-training process 
that a judge had to go through. 
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Charles ordered an audit of the Chancery of Granada during the presidential 

interregnum."'^ Francisco de Herrera spent the fall of 1522 investigating the judges of the 

appellate court of Granada. Herrera's audit report listed these problems: factional strife, 

personal grudges, a growing number of unsettled law suits, an overworked and 

understaffed court, an overload of cases, delays, bribes, and inappropriate purchases and 

investments by appointed judges. " Herrera listed eight judges who had compromised 

their positions. Two of the judges immediately lost their offices.^"* Six of the eight 

judges who had received poor evaluations in Herrera's audit were continued because their 

infractions were not serious offenses. "Licentiate Giron, a civil case judge (oidor),'" 

wrote Herrera, "is closely connected {es aficionado) to certain knights who bring their 

law suits to this court.Licentiate Giron remained in Granada. His father was a 

corregidor in Vizcaya and the son became a councillor of the Council of Castile, earning 

Tavera's endorsement.^^ But henceforth the Council of Castile regarded him with 

suspicion. 

The audit also revealed the range of inappropriate behavior of the judiciary. 

Purges were visible; poor reviews also led to resignations and retirements. "Licentiate 

For the audit, see AGS, Camara de Castilla, leg. 2720, libro de visitacion, "declaracion 
de Alonso Nunez de Madrid; Garriga, La audiencia y las chancillerias castellanas, pp. 
454-466. 

AGS, Camara de Castilla, leg, 2710; Garriga, La audiencia y chancillerias castellanas, 
appendix XII, pp. 469-482. 

The two removed were Licentiate Castellanos and Licentiate Leon. 
Garriga, La audiencia v chancillerias castellanas, p. 471. 
AGS, Estado, leg. 20, fol. 193. On Tavera's support, see Estado, leg. 24, fol. 215, 

Tavera to Charles, Segovia, 9 Sept. 1532. For the younger Giron's corregimiento, see 
AGS, Estado, leg. 15, fol. 28, Palencia, 1527. For the distinction between father and son, 
see Estado, leg. 13, fol. 156, the bishop of Tuy to Charles. 
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Ribera," Herrera added, "must not delay his prosecutions . .. and he has received money 

from certain people who are accused [of crimes]." Fiscal Ribera did not advance; rather, 

he faded out of royal service by 1528.^" Another fiscal was Licentiate Castellanos and he 

too lost his job in 1525. Dr. Avila liked to gamble and was prone to bribes. He was 

transferred to the Chancery of Valladolid in 1526, a move that Tavera questioned because 

he felt that any number of his candidates could better serve the judiciary.^^ On the other 

hand, Avila did not advance to the Council of Castile and he too disappeared out of the 

royal judiciary. 

Charles did not ruin the careers of judges who sought ways to supplement their 

incomes without accepting bribes. Nevertheless, Charles had to prevent compromising 

activity and the best correctional tool consisted in giving such judges assignments as 

auditing. Thus, for his improper and harsh use of language {dice palabras injuriosas). 

Licentiate Toro, who had been appointed by Herrera, had to spend almost a year in 

Seville auditing the judges of the appellate court {los grados)?^ 

37 • ' In Gan Gimenez, La real chancilleria de Granada, p. 321. Garriga indexes Dr. Ribera 
as the fiscal indicted in Herrera's audit. The auditor, however, describes him as 
Licentiate Ribera and not as a doctor (Garriga, La audiencia y las chanciller'ms 
castellanas, pp. 474-475). 
o o 

In his audit Herrera wrote that Avila "juega en su casa muchas vezes y algunas juega el 
mismo dineros" (Garriga, La audiencia y las chancillerias castellanas, p. 470). I have 
found his signature in Estado, leg. 13, fol. 17, the chancery of Valladolid to Charles, 
Granada, 16 May 1525. Gan Gimenez has his dates as judge from 1520 to 1526 {La real 
chancilleria de Granada, p. 227). I have traced a Dr. Avila, one of Charles' physicians 
soliciting a vacancy in the city council of Malaga (Estado, leg. 16, fol. 446, Madrid, 22 
April 1528, "Consulta que tuvo SM"). For Tavera's comments, see Estado, leg. 15, fol. 
11. 

For the residencia in 1527, see AGS, Estado, leg. 15, fol. 28. 
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Herrcra's audit initiated the policy of rotation as the preferred means to minimize 

corruption. Licentiate de la Corte, for example, continued to serve in the justice system, 

even though guilty of conflict of interest. Corte's crime was that "he purchased 

municipal annuities" (compro censos al quitar) and this charge led to his transfer to the 

Chancery of Valladolid, where he served until his death and during which time he eamcd 

the respect of Tavera.'"' 

Charles resurrected traditional audits as soon as he arrived in Spain in 1522. The 

expansion of a judicial meritocracy began shortly after the audit of the Chancery of 

Granada in 1522-1523. The progressive improvement of the court system rested on the 

appointment of auditors, presidents, and judges. Francisco de Herrera became the 

president of Granada after his audit and presided over a minimum of nineteen judges 

(twelve oidores, five alcaldes, and two fiscales).^^ A graduate of the College of San 

Bartolome, former metropolitan judge of Santiago de Compostela and inquisitor and 

archbishop of Granada, Herrera died a month after his appointment on December 20, 

1524. 

For his term, see AGS, Estado, leg. 14, fol. 25, the president of Valladolid to Charles, 
Valladolid, 10 Dec. 1526. When de la Corte died, Tavera asked Charles to grant a 
merced to Corte's son, which Charles approved. See Estado, leg, 20, fol. 136, Tavera to 
Charles and Estado, leg. 21, fol. 6, 22 Nov. 1530, the Empress to Charles, 22 Nov. 1530, 
consulta, [in the margin is Charles' "fiat," Brussels, 29 Jan. 1531]. 

My estimate is based on the signatures in AGS, Estado, leg. 13, fol. 17, the Chancery 
of Granada to Charles, Granada, 16 May 1525; Gan Gimenez' inventory (La chancilleria 
de Granada, pp. 177-369); and Francisco de Herrera's audit (transcribed by Garriga, La 
audiencia y las chancillerias castellanas, pp. 469-482). 
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In 1524 Tavera became the head of the judiciary and he soon achieved results in 

the formation of a new network of prelates and jurists/^ He soon applied the well-tested 

residencia policies that Charles had resurrected as well as supported prelates to preside 

over the chanceries that had just been audited. Charles expanded Tavera's network of 

reform-minded bishops by appointing to the presidency of the Chancery of Granada the 

bishop of Mallorca, Rodrigo Sanchez de Mercado, founder of the College of Onate in 

Guipuzcoa.'^' 

Under President Mercado the Chancery had a minimum of six oidores and all of 

them except one, after nearly a decade or more in the appellate system, went on to work 

in the administration or to a preferred appellate court.'^'^ Because they needed to find 

experienced judges, Charles and the Council of Castile used the Chancery of Granada as 

an apprenticeship. After five to ten years of service in the Chancery, judges were given 

the opportunity to advance or to find employment in an appellate court of their choice. 

After working in Granada for ten years, Rodrigo de la Corte advanced to the Chancery of 

Valladolid in 1526.^^ Gutierre Velazquez de Lugo began his career in the Chancery of 

For the prelate presidents of the chanceries of Valladohd and Granada, see tables 3.1 
and 3.2. 

For Tavera's endorsement of Mercado, see AGS, Estado, leg. 15, fol. 13. I have yet to 
uncover the personal ties between Tavera and Mercado. Mercado also had the support of 
Polanco and Galindez. 

AGS, Estado, leg. 13, fol. 17, the chancery of Granada to Charles, Granada, 16 May 
1525. The judges included Licentiate Giron, Licentiate de la Corte, Licentiate de Castro, 
Dr. Escudero, Licentiate Gutierre Velazquez, and Licentiate Ramirez de Alarcon. 

For de la Corte's judgeship in Valladolid, see AGS, Estado, leg. 14, fol. 25, the 
president of Valladolid to Charles, 10 Dec. 1526. 



Granada just after the appointment of Mercado to the presidency in 1525/® After ten 

years, Velazquez became a member of the Council of the Indies in 1535/' 

Other judges who were audited also managed to obtain promotions. Rodrigo de la 

Corte, Diego de Escudero, Gonzalo de Castro, and Hernando Giron succeeded at the 

48 beginning of the presidency under Mercado in catching the attention of Tavera. Tavera 

supported judges of the Chancery of Granada only after they had been audited and 

provided at least ten years of judicial service. Appointed in 1515 to the Chancery of 

Granada, Corte went to the Chancery of Valladolid in 1526 and after three years became 

a councillor of the Council of the Indies."^'' Escudero, a graduate of the College of Santa 

Cruz and a doctor of canon law, entered royal service in 1517, obtaining a judgeship in 

the Chancery of Granada.'^" Appointed to the Chancery of Valladolid in 1527, he went on 

For Velazquez's 1516 appointment to the Chancery of Valladolid, which did not 
materialize, see La Corte de Carlos V, vol. 3, p. 461. Gan Gimenez provides two dates 
for Vel^quez' appointment to the Chancery of Granada, 1520 and 1531 as oidor {La real 
chancilleria de Granada, p. 145 and p. 360). On Velazquez' absence and beginning term 
in Granada, see AGS, Estado, leg. 15, fol. 98, Francisco Romero to Charles, Granada, 23 
April 1527. This reference suggests to me that his appointment was in 1526. 

On Velfcquez' appointment to the Council of the Indies, see Estado, leg. 13, fols. 186 
and 188. 

For Tavera's support of de la Corte, see Estado, leg. 20, fol. 136, Tavera to Charles, 
Ocana, 15 Nov. [1530]; Estado, leg. 16, fol. 450, Madrid, 1528; Estado, leg. 21, fol. 6, 22 
Nov. 1530. For Escudero. see Estado, leg. 20, fol. 176, Tav era to Charles, Madrid, 31 
July 1530; Estado, leg. 20, fol. 228, Charles to Tavera, Trent, 16 April 1530. For Castro, 
see Estado, leg. 20, fol. 176, Tavera to Charles, Madrid, 31 July 1530. For Licentiate 
Giron, see Estado, leg. 24, fol. 215, Tavera to Charles, Segovia, 9 Sept. 1532. 

On de la Corte's transfer, see AGS, Estado, leg. 14, fol. 25, the bishop of Badajoz to 
Charles, Valladolid, 10 Dec. 1526. For his appointment to the Council of the Indies, see 
Shaffer, El consejo de las Lndias, vol. 1, p. 354. 

Mariano Alcocer and Satumino Rivera, Historia de la Universidad de Valladolid, 7 
vols. (Valladolid: Imprenta de la Casa Social Catolica, 1924-1931), vol. 5, pp. 58-59. 
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to the Council of Castile in 1534.^' A graduate of the College of San Bartolome, Gonzalo 

Castro began his royal career in 1520, hearing cases in Granada.Ten years later, he 

advanced, becoming a fiscal at the Chancery of Granada in 1530, and five years later he 

joined Tavera in the Council of the Castile. Only two judges, Ramirez Alarcon and 

Miguel de Ribera, remained in the Chancery of Granada after 1535, albeit both were 

rotated to a different judgeship in the Chancery. Compared to the Council of Castile, 

the Chancery of Granada was a lower court, yet it was a stepping stone where a judge 

gained experience and acquired reputation. Ramirez Alarcon remained in Granada and 

earned strong recommendations. Tavera listed Ramirez Alarcon in 1527 as one of his 

candidates for the Council of Castile."' "^ The president of Granada as well supported 

Ramirez Alarcon for the Council of the Indies."'' Alarcon did not advance, but the reason 

for his longevity was probably his personal decision to remain in Granada. 

On Escudero's promotion, see Estado, leg. 13, fol. 21, [1527]; Cilia Dominguez 
Rodriguez, Los oidores de las salas de lo civil de la chancilleria de VaUadolid, De 
archiviis 2 (Valladolid: University of Valladolid, 1997), p. 42 (who dates Escudero's 
arrival to VaUadolid in 1528). For his promotion to the Council of Castile, see Gan 
Gimenez, El eonsejo real de Carlos V, p. 235. 

Gan Gimenez, La real chancilleria de Granada, p. 214. 
For Castro's short lists, see Estado, leg. 13, fol. 21 [1527]; Estado, leg. 14, fol. 245, 

1526, "para eonsejo de Ordenes." For his promotion to fiscal, see AGS, Estado, leg. 20, 
fol. 176, Tavera to Charles, Madrid, 31 July 1530 (Castro did not appear in the audit of 
1530 [Estado, leg. 13, fol. 156]). For his appointment to the Council of Castile, see Gan 
Gimenez, El eonsejo real de Carlos V, p. 231. 

For the audit of 1530, see AGS, Estado. leg. 13, fol. 156. For inventories taken in 
1535, see Estado, leg. 13, fol. 186 and fol. 189. 

For Tavera's support of Licentiate Ramirez de Alarcon, see AGS, Estado, leg. 13, fol. 
46; Estado, leg. 15, fol. 14, [1527]; Estado, leg. 24, fol. 389, Tavera to Charles, 
"memorial de letrados." 

For the Council of the Indies, see Estado, leg. 14, fol. 322, 1526 and Estado, leg. 15, 
fol. 99, the bishop of Mallorca to Charles, Granada, 15 Jan. 1527, "para audiencia en la 
Espanola." 
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Audits allowed the presidents not only to eliminate corrupt or incapable officials 

but also to identify those meriting advancement. A case by case study of the competition 

for many vacancies will show how the system that Tavera engineered was a successful 

formula for improvement that involved other councillors of the Council of Castile. 

Tavera imposed audits on the judges of Granada and afterwards selected audited j udges 

to fill in vacancies in other courts and in the councils/^" Tavera was molding the 

judiciary and he needed the help of his associates in the Council of Castile in order to 

stabilize the Chancery of Granada. It is not possible to verify the number of resident 

judges in Granada during the years 1522 through 1526, but a pattern appears. The 

Chancery always lacked judges. Two power brokers of the Council of Castile assisted 

Tavera in finding judges: Luis Gonzalez de Polanco and Lorenzo Galindez de Carvajal 

provided Charles with the names of qualified judges. In February 1526 the Chancery 

required two criminal judges and one civil case judge.Five candidates were considered 

for the criminal j udgeships.^'' For openings in Granada, Galindez selected Lugo, 

Calderon, and Miguel de Arevalo.^'" Licentiate Pomereda and Licentiate Miguel de 

Arevalo were Polanco candidates. Tavera and Polanco supported Licentiate Luzon.''' 

Tavera recommended Licentiates Calderon and Pomereda for j udgeships in the Canary 

For Torre, Pisa, and Ribera, see AGS, Estado, leg. 15, fol. 12. For Nava, see Estado, 
leg. 15, fol. 11 and fol. 14. For Giron, see Estado, leg. 24, fol. 215. 

AGS, Estado, leg. 14, fol. 225, Toledo, 6 Feb. 1526. 
They included Licentiate de Lugo, Licentiate Luzon, Licentiate Calderon, Licentiate 

Pomereda, and Licentiate Miguel de Arevalo. 
AGS, Estado, leg. 15, fol. 13. 
On Polanco's selection, see AGS, Estado, leg. 15, fol. 28. For Tavera's 

recommendation, see Estado, leg. 15, fol. 12. 
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Islands but not for the chancery.^" Luzon got one of the positions in Granada. As a juez 

de residencia, Luzon audited the correginiiento in Granada sometime before 1527. 

Luzon held the judgeship until 1535. The other opening did not materiahze as Licentiate 

Leon retained his position.Tavera especially praised Dr. de la Torre, a converso who 

ended up residing in Granada no later than 1527.^'^ Torre was a Tavera man and a 

Galindez associate, as both leaders supported Torre for vacancies in Granada and 

Valladolid.''"^ A regidor of Granada since 1515 or perhaps earlier, Torre served as fiscal 

in the Council of Castile beginning in 1529, an office that he held for eleven years. 

For the civil case position in Granada and for two vacancies in Valladolid, six 

licentiates competed, and all six of the licentiates were Galindez nominations.^^ The 

difference was that only one of those was also a Tavera associate and he was the winner. 

Juan Su^ez de Carvajal beat them all, went to Granada, and remained there until 1529 

when he won a position in the Council of the Indies and a judgeship in Valladolid.^^ 

Suarez de Carvajal was a graduate of the College of Oviedo in Salamanca, a professor of 

civil law, and had served faithfully as the corregidor of Talavera during the civil wars. 

AGS, Estado, leg. 15, fol. 11, "tres juezes para el juzgado que alh se hace." 
The audit of 1530 shows that two Licentiates, both by the last name of Leon, were in 

Granada (Estado, leg. 14, fol. 225). Leon was to be replaced in 1526 (Estado, leg. 13, fol. 
156). 

.. letrados en Granada mas estimados" (Estado, leg. 15, fol. 12, [1527]). For Torre's 
confeso remark, see Estado, leg. 14, fol. 225, Toledo, 6 Feb. 1526, "mandamiento de 
VM." 

For Tavera's support, see AGS, Estado, leg. 15, fol. 28, Palencia, 1527. For Carvajal's 
recommendation, see Estado, leg. 15, fol. 13. 

Gan Gimenez, El consejo real de Carlos V, p. 265. 
They were Juan Suarez de Carvajal, Miguel de Arevalo, Tordehumos, del Barco, Juan 

de Mendoza, and Pedro de Pena. 
For Tavera's support of Suarez Carvajal, see AGS, Estado, leg. 15, fol. 12 and fol. 22. 

For Carvajal's recommendation, see Estado, leg. 15, fol. 13. 
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In 1527 the Chancery of Granada needed five judges, three oidores, and two 

alcaldes Charles had recruited judges in Granada for the councils of the administration 

and subsequently vacancies opened up in Granada. Tavera promoted five of his 

associates from the Chancery of Granada to other offices in the administration. Torre 

joined the ranks of the Council of Castile. Licentiate Suarez went to the Council of the 

Inquisition and the Chancery of Valladolid.'*' Pisa, after a brief stay in Granada, found 

employment in the royal court as an abogado, which then opened the doors for a 

j udgeship in the Chancery of Valladolid."' Doctor Escudero, a popular jurist, had the 

support of the Tavera, Councillor Medina of the Council of Castile, and the president of 

the Council of the Military Order of Santiago, the count of Osomo, Garcia Fernandez 

Manrique.^^ With the backing of such powerful leaders, Escudero in 1534 joined the 

Council of Castile after serv ing in the Chancery of Valladolid.^^ Licentiate Contreras 

was a judge in Granada and in 1526 he got what he wanted, a judgeship in Valladolid 

which was closer to his native city of Segovia.^** Licentiate Miguel Munoz also counted 

For the oidores and alcaldes, see AGS, Estado, leg. 15, fol. 28 Palencia, 1527. 
AGS, Estado, leg. 15, fols. 25 and 27. 
For his residence at the royal court, see AGS, Estado, leg. 15, fol. 25. For his activities 

as abogado, intervening, for example, in the lawsuit between the marquis del Zenete and 
the archbishop of Toledo, see Estado, leg. 19, fol. 15, Antonio de Fonseca to Charles, 
Madrid, 19 July 1530; leg. 20, fol. 175, Tavera to Cobos, 23 June 1530? For his term in 
Valladolid, see Estado, leg. 13, fol. 189. 

For Tavera's recommendation, see AGS, Estado, leg. 20, fol. 176, Tavera to Charles, 
Madrid, 31 July 1530. For Medina's support, see Estado, leg. 15, fol. 34, "Memorial del 
Licenciado Medina." For the count of Osomo's letter, see Estado, leg. 15, fol. 33: "es 
cristiano viejo y muy buen juez." 

For his promotion to Valladolid, see AGS, Estado, leg. 13, fol. 249. For details, see La 
Carte de Carlos V, vol. 3, pp. 121-124. 

For Tavera's support of Contrera's desire to go to Valladolid, see Estado, leg. 14, fol. 
231, 1525. For Polanco's recommendation, see Estado, leg. 15, fol. 13. On Contrera's 
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on Galmdez de Carvajal, and Munoz benefited well from it by hearing cases in his native 

city of Granada and receiving from Charles the bishopric of Tuy in 1540 and the 

presidency of the Chancery of Valladolid in 15427^ Pedro Mercado de Penalosa 

followed this pattern of promotion after an appointment in Granada, for following a 

couple of years in Granada, Charles ordered him to the Chancery of Valladolid in 1531 

Having the support of Polanco and Fortiin Ibanez de Aguirre of the Council of Castile, 

also contributed to his promotion to the Council of the Indies, a post he held from 1531 to 

1535, before moving on as alcalde de casa y carte, and finally to the Council of Castile, 

which he served from 1537 to 1553." 

Audits created the continual problem of vacancies and an opportunity, for audited 

judges were promoted after a couple of years and this prompted a new range of necessary 

replacements. Audits also prevented judges from dragging their feet, giving them 

additional motive to perform their duties well as the source for future promotions. The 

example of Mogellon who, having the support of Tavera, Galmdez, and Polanco, shows 

how audits could motivate judges as well as flush the judiciary of them. After the 

78 
Chancery of Granada audit of 1522-1523, Mogellon became a judge there. After two 

death, see Estado, leg. 23, fol. 95, the president of Valladolid to Charles, Valladolid, 21 
Feb. 1531. 

For GaUndez's support, see AGS, Estado, leg. 15, fol. 28, Palencia, 1527. For his term 
in Granada, see AGS, Estado, leg. 13, fol. 186. 

Pedro Giron, Cronica del Emperador Carlos V(Madrid: CSIC, 1964), p. 11. 
For Polanco's recommendation of Mercado, see AGS, Estado, leg. 15, fol. 35. For 

Aguirre's support, see Estado, leg. 15, fol. 28. For a brief cv, see La Corle de Carlos V, 
vol. 3, pp. 282-283. 

AGS, Estado, leg. 14, fol. 238, Granada, 1526; Estado, leg. 14, fol. 245, 1526, 
"nombramientos de personas para oficios fechos y sobre plazas de oidores"; Estado, leg, 
13, fol. 237 (Mogellon asks for an office of regidor in Granada). 
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years in Granada, Mogellon obtained a position in the Council of the Empress in 1528, 

which consisted of President Tavera, Juan Vazquez de Molina, Pedro Medina, and a 

7Q 
handful of experienced j urists. When Charles returned to Spain in 1532, Mogellon 

revisited the Chancery of Granada for three years, and after an audit in 1533-1534, he 

was removed. 

As far as this generation of jurists was concerned, there was no guarantee that an 

office was secure, for it was highly likely that judges would be moved, dismissed, or 

promoted, especially in the aftermath of an audit. Because jobs opened up and quite 

often remained vacant, Tavera had his secretaries and councillors record the credentials 

of promising candidates for Charles to see. The speed with which the transfers occurred 

is suggested by the fact that many documents pertaining to judicial appointments are 

undated and unsigned. Tavera's influence injudicial appointments, however, emerges. 

To select for vacancies in Granada, Charles relied on a number of inventories.*^' Tavera 

provided Charles with numerous lists for numerous vacancies that included five openings 

in Granada in 1527. Of Tavera's thirteen candidates for vacancies in the Chancery of 

AGS, Estado, leg. 15, fol. 53, Madrid, 13 May 1528, the Empress to Licentiate 
Fernandez, the auditor of Tenerife and La Palma. 

On his replacement in 1535, see AGS, Estado, leg. 13, fol. 186, fol. 188; Giron, 
Cronica del Emperador, p. 52. 

AGS, Estado, leg. 15, fols. 11-12 [1527], fol. 14, fol. 22, 1527? and Estado, leg. 15, 
fols. 27-28. 

AGS, Estado, leg. 15, fols. 11-14, [1527] and leg. 15, fols. 27-28. Palencia 1527. 
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Q-i 

Granada, all were licentiates or doctors. Tavera had recruited four of the five 

appointments.^"^ 

Problems in the justice system did not wane, but seemed to come in waves, and 

usually a set of problems repeated itself: too much work in the law courts, a short supply 

of qualified judges, the scrutiny of audits, and the appointment of appellate judges to 

counciliar and executive posts.^' Between the years 1528 to 1530, Sanchez de Merc ado, 

for example, presided over the Chancery of Granada continually hampered by insufficient 

number of officials. He also wanted to get out of Granada, for the appellate court there 

proved to be too much work. Aspiring to the consejo de estado. President Mcrcado 

claimed that he had distinguished himself by remaining above local politics, because, he 

said, the nobles of Granada controlled the city.''' Nevertheless, he did not have the full 

support of Charles who elevated him to Avila in 1530 in order to get him out of politics.®^ 

During the regency of 1529-1533, his request to serve in court as a foreign affairs advisor 

was denied and he was obliged to remain in his diocese of Avila. He was not to be one of 

Tavera attempted to get two professors (catedrdticos), but apparently they decided to 
remain in academia. 

On Tavera's support for Miguel Munoz, see AGS, Estado, leg. 15, fol. 11 and leg. 15, 
fol. 28. For Pedro de Mercado, see Estado, leg. 15, fol. 12 and fol. 22. For Penaranda, 
see Estado, leg. 15, fol. 14 and fol. 22. For Luzon, see AGS, Estado, leg. 15, fol. 12, and 
Estado, leg. 15, fol. 28, Palencia, 1527. 

For lists of judges in the Chancery of Granada in 1526, see tables 4.1 and 4.2. 
For example, he asked for two officials for the juzgado de los alcaldes who should be 

"personas limpias y de conciencias porque proveyendosc asi usaran de sus oficios 
justamenie" (the bishop of Mallorca to Charles, Granada, 3 Jan. 1528, AGS, Estado, leg. 
16, fol. 375). 

AGS, Estado, leg. 24, fol. 303, Valladolid, 28 Aug. 1532, the bishop of Avila to 
Charles. 

For Sanchez' succession to Avila, see AGS, Estado, leg. 21, fol. 355, 30 Sept. 1530, 
Charles to Tavera. 
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the regency's insiders, but Ms five-year term in Granada was characteristic of Tavera's 

modus operandi. Judicial appointments were often temporary assignments, somewhere in 

between self-sacrifice and temptation. Some judges, although dedicated, were not as 

fortunate as others, as in the case of Mercado who was forced out of government and 

required to share his episcopal revenues with the king.^^ 

Once Charles removed Mercado, he prepared the Chancery of Granada for 

another overhaul after seven years of continually searching for qualified judges. "The 

appellate courts of Valladolid and Granada," wrote President Tavera, "must be audited 

because they have gone without one since 1523."*^ This signaled a reorganization in 

which judges were to be promoted, transferred, or forced into retirement; moreover, the 

audit sent the clear message to recent graduates of the law faculties and colegios mayores 

that their records and reputation would be evaluated. 

Charles told Tavera to have the bishop of Tuy, Diego de Avellaneda, audit the 

Chancery of Granada.'" Tavera recruited a royal attorney, Licentiate Prado, to assist the 

bishop of Tuy, but Prado soon went on other assignments, in particular confiscating royal 

funds in Toledo and collecting royal taxes owed by numerous lords.Tavera also 

The bishop of Avila to Charles, Avila, 28 Sept. 1532, AGS, Estado, leg. 24, fol. 298. 
^ Tavera to Charles, Madrid, 6 June 1530, AGS, Estado, leg. 20, fols. 15-18, fol. 16. 

Charles to Tavera, Mantua, 4 April 1530, AGS, Estado, leg. 21, fol. 269. 
On Fiscal Prado's assignment of the visitacion of the Chancery of G ranada, see Estado, 

leg. 20, fol. 16, Tavera to Charles, Madrid 6 June 1530? For Prado's collection efforts, 
see Estado, leg. 20, fols. 268-269; Estado, leg. 23, fol. 161, Licentiate Prado to Charles, 
Medina del Campo, 2 Nov. 1531. For Charles' support of Prado, see Estado, leg. 21, fol. 
269, Charles to Tavera, Mantua, 4 April 1530. 
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recommended Licentiate Mexia, canon of Toledo, and Licentiate Puerta, archdeacon of 

Queen Juana and canon of Seville. 

Apparently, the bishop of Tuy was on his own as auditor. He recorded the 

qualities of twenty audited officials as part of a larger plan to recruit judges for 

promotions and vacancies in other judgeships.It is not clear if he had audited them 

himself or if other auditors investigated them at a different time. Avellaneda recorded an 

inventory of officials appointed since 1527, but some of them had already vacated their 

offices. He did not make any assertions about removing any of the judges. According to 

the auditor, who was very likely revealing a bias regarding converts, three were confesos 

(Jewish converts), two were avaricious (one was a confeso), eight were of seigniorial 

stock (huena casta), and two were too old (antiguos). 

Avellaneda noted that Dr. Penaranda was too greedy for the position. Although 

Penanmda had the support of Tavera since 1527, he was not able to stay in Granada.^^ 

The pattern of the Tavera administration was to follow the recruiting standards demanded 

by the comuneros (and echoed by the procuradores) regarding judicial appointments. 

Charles and Tavera selected judges who had the minimum qualifications of a law degree 

and good reputations. Penaranda, a graduate of the College of Santa Cruz, owed his 

power to his allies in the Council of Castile, Lorenzo Galindez, and Pedro Medina.''^' But 

his connections did not foster immunity against the routine of audits. As a result of the 

Tavera to Charles, Madrid, 6 June [1530], AGS, Estado, leg. 20, fol. 16. 
AGS, Estado, leg. 13, fol. 156, 1532-1533? He probably recorded the audit when his 

term as president was about to end rather than when he audited the judges. 
AGS, Estado, leg. 15, fol. 14 [1527]; Estado, leg. 15, fol. 12. 
AGS, Estado. leg. 15, fol. 28, Palencia, 1527. 
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audit, Penaranda went to the appellate court of Galicia, and nearly five years later in 1535 

was allowed to return to the Chancery of Granada. In 1549 an audit of the Chancery led 

to his forced retirement.^'' 

Including Penaranda, six of the twenty audited judges were tied to Tavera, but the 

element that united them consisted in soHd performance of their respective duties as 

judges. For appointments, especially after audits, Tavera provided Charles with letrados 

whose record earned them new appointments.*"^ One such letrado was Ramirez de 

Alarcon, one of the judges in Granada audited in 1530. Alarcon had the strongest 

recommendation from Avellaneda, the auditor of Granada, who claimed that "he could 

handle any assignment."'^'' Alarcon gained the attention of Polanco as well."^"^ In 1535 

Alarcon was assigned to the Council of the Military Order of Santiago.'®' 

The effect of the audit was simultaneously to reward and to rotate judges, in 

particular the six judges Tavera had supported for promotions. A Tavera candidate, 

Fernando Giron had experienced two audits in 1522-1523 and in 1530 while in 

Granada.He received an appointment to the Council of Castile in 1529 and Tavera 

assigned him the lawsuit between the widowed duchess of Bejar and the new duke of 

For Tavera's preference, see AGS, Estado, leg. 26, fol. 28, 33 Jan. 1533, relacion. For 
his placement in Granada in 1535, see Estado, leg. 13, fol. 186 and fol. 188. For his term 
in Granada after 1535, see AGS, Estado, leg. 13, fol. 189. For the visita of 1549, see Gan 
Gimenez, La real chancilleria de Granada, p. 307. 

AGS, Estado, leg. 24, fol. 389, Tavera to Charles, "memorial de los letrados que a! 
presidente parescen personas convenientes para audiencia." 

AGS, Estado, leg. 13, fol. 156. 
For Polanco, see AGS, Estado, leg. 15, fol. 28. For the president of Granada's letter to 

Charles, see Estado, leg. 15, fol. 99, Granada, 15 Jan. 1527, "para audiencia en La 
Espanola." 

AGS, Estado, leg. 13, fol. 186, 1535. 
For Tavera's support, see AGS, Estado, leg. 15, fol. 24, 1524? 
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Bejar.^*^^ Licentiate Pedro de Nava wanted to return to his home in Vaiiadolid and asked 

Tavera for his assistance in this matter.'"'^ Charles tlien gave Nava the assignment of 

hearing cases in the Chancery of Vaiiadolid in 1528.'°^ The auditor of 1530 had in effect 

evaluated two judges who had already been promoted to other courts. 

The audit nonetheless revealed a balance of power. Charles had already 

appointed judges of Granada who had gained the attention of Tavera (or at least these 

judges had sniffed the political winds correctly, especially in light of Charles' planned 

departure for the German empire and the creation of a regency under the Empress, 

Tavera, Polanco, and Vazquez de Molina). But by appointing jurists who were not linked 

to the leaders of the Council of Castile, Charles added a new twist to the rebuilding that 

took place in 1524 to 1528. When preparing for his departure to the German empire in 

1528, Charles nominated eleven judges to the Chancery of Granada, all newly arrived to 

the judicial scene. These appointments did not have any recommendations from Tavera 

nor from the other leaders whom Charles had relied upon for the past couple of years. 

Apparently, these eleven judges progressed in their careers for judicial office by having 

silent patrons, such as Cobos. 

For Giron's appointment to the Council of Castile, see Gan Gimencz, El consejo real 
de Carlos V, p. 239. For Tavera's endorsement, see AGS, Estado, leg. 24, fols. 215-216, 
Tavera to Charles, Segovia, 9 Sept. 1532; Estado, leg. 24, fol. 217, Giron to Tavera, 
Bejar, 2 Sept. 1532. 

On Tavera's support for Nava, see AGS, Estado, leg. 16, fol. 435, Tavera to Charles, 
Madrid, April, 1528. 

Dominguez Rodriguez, Los oidores de la chancilleria de Vaiiadolid, pp. 41-42. 
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Of the twenty appointments, Cobos supported only one, Juan Sarmiento.^^^ 

f ' 107 Gaimdez also had an associate there, the same letrado clerigo, Juan Samiicnto. 

Charles sponsored more judges than all the members of the Council of Castile, appointing 

eleven of the twenty judges without the support of the other leaders. Tavera was next in 

line with six associates in Granada. Cobos, Galfndez de Carvajal, and the archbishop of 

Seville, all of whom had one of their associates in Granada, followed. 

Concomitant with the audit of Granada, Charles appointed Diego de Avellaneda 

president from 1530 to 1533.'°^ Avellaneda's appointment also led to a new cast, which 

included an alliance of judges earning Tavera's recommendation: Licentiate Diego de 

Soto, Licentiate Francisco de Menchaca, and Licentiate Mufloz de Salazar.'"'' Tavera did 

not yet have more associates in Granada than Charles, but he had more in the Chancery 

than did Cobos and the other leaders of the Council of Castile. A year after the audit, 

Tavera had placed a minimum of six judges in Granada. 

Problems quickly arose due to the changes of 1530. Avellaneda soon found faults 

with his staff and clashed with the majority of the judges. Tavera wanted to send an 

auditor to interrogate the president and the judges in order to determine the cause of their 

conflict, but had a difficult time finding an appropriate auditor, for available candidates 

AGS, Estado, leg. 14, fol. 245. 
AGS, Estado, leg. 15, fol. 13. 
For Avellaneda's acceptance of the Granada office, see Estado, leg. 20, fols. 191-192, 

19 April [1530], Tavera to Charles. 
On Avellaneda's judiciary, see Gan Gimenez, La real chancilleria de Granada, p. 

145. For Soto and Menchaca as Tavera associates, see Giron, Cronica del Emperador, p. 
83. For Tavera's support of Munoz de Salazar, see AGS, Estado, leg. 15, fol. 28. 



were too young and experienced auditors claimed the audit was inconvenient."" Not 

until the beginning of 1533 did Tavera convince Pedro Pacheco to leave for Granada.''' 

Pacheco, who had been promoted to the episcopacy of Mondonedo in September 1532, 

had to finish a series of audits before going to Granada."^ 

Typically, audits led to changes in the bureaucracy. The makeover of the 

appellate court of Granada began with the appointment in 1533 of a new president, 

Geronimo Suarez de Maldonado. Bishop of Mondonedo since July 1525, Suarcz de 

Maldonado in March of 1532 went to the episcopacy of Badajoz, a richer see. Tavera 

had been urging Charles to consider Suarez for an important office and after Pacheco's 

audit of 1533 Charles responded." ' 

The pattern of Tavera's sponsorship becomes apparent in this investigative 

operation he initiated in 1532-1533. His strategy consisted of an audit by one of his 

strongest associates, followed by a presidential promotion of an associate, and finished 

off with lower judiciary appointments who came with strong support. In 1533 Charles 

was returning to Spain and, among many issues, he would spend the following year 

considering judicial redeployment. Following the appointment of Suarez de Maldonado, 

Tavera to Cobos, 27 Nov. 1530, AGS, Estado, leg. 21, fol. 10; Estado, leg. 24, fol. 
184; Estado, leg. 24, fol. 196, 15 October 1532, Relacidn en repuesta. 

Tavera to Charles, Madrid, 5 Jan. 1533, AGS, Estado, leg. 27, fol. 128; Estado, leg. 
26, fols. 42-43, 5 Jan. 1533, relacidn of Tavera and Vazquez. 

On Tavera' support for Pacheco's elevation to Mondonedo, see AGS, Estado, leg. 24, 
fol. 187, Tavera to Charles, Medina del Campo, 20 Feb. [1532]. 

Tavera to Charles, Madrid, 6 June 1530, AGS, Estado, leg. 20, fols. 15-18, fol. 17; 
Charles to Tavera, 30 Sept. 1530, Estado, leg. 21, fols. 356-358. 
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for example, Tavera sent Cobos a list of jurists so that they could assist Charles appoint a 

judge for the Chancery of Granada."'^ 

Tavera assigned Pacheco to complete the audit of the Chancery of Granada, 

which he carried out in 1534."^ The audit led to the removal of a number of Tavera"s 

associates. Since Licentiate Luzon and Licentiate Mogellon were incapable of working 

together, Charles took them out of Granada. Luzon was reinstated in 1537 as a criminal 

judge in Granada and Mogellon seems not to have new found employment in the royal 

bureaucracy."^' Since Licentiate Pisa had disputes with notables of Granada and staff 

members of the chancery, he too had to leave. Tavera had previously supported Pisa, 

but Pacheco's audit did not protect Pisa, who was found unsuitable."'^ Subsequently, 

Licentiate Pisa decided to defend the interests of one of Charles' favorites, the marquis of 

Zenete who had been complaining about the pace of his lawsuit against Antonio Fonseca 

and the archbishop of Toledo."*^ 

Tavera to Charles, Madrid, 6 Sept. 1533, AGS, Estado, leg. 27, fol. 134. 
On Pacheco's audit order, see Estado, leg. 27, fol. 213, the bishop of Mondonedo to 

Charles, Madrid, 22 June 1533: "yo vine con el cardenal (Tavera) como VM me mando y 
dije a los del consejo la voluntad de VM tenia a que se despachase la visita de 
Valladolid." For the audit of late 1534, see Estado, leg. 30, fols. 109- 111, T avera to 
Charles, 4 Dec. [1534] and Giron, Cronica del Emperador, p. 52. 

On Luzon, see AGS, Estado, leg. 13, fol. 192; Gan Gimenez, La real chancilleria de 
Granada, p. 272. 

AGS, Estado, leg. 35, fol. 19, the royal council to Charles, Valladolid, 14 July 1536; 
CDCV, vol. l,p. 511. 

For Tavcra's support of Pisa, see AGS, Estado. leg. 15, fol. 22. 
On Pisa's handling of the case, see AGS, Estado, leg. 19, fol. 15, Antonio Fonseca to 

Charles, Madrid, 19 July 1530; Estado, leg. 20, fol. 175, Tavera to Cobos, 23 June 
[1530]. Charles told Tavera to advance the law suit in order to favor his vassal (Estado, 
leg. 20, fol. 275, Charles to Tavera, Bologna, 9 March 1530; "marques del Zenete se 
queja mucho de la dilacion de su pleito . .. vos sabeys muy bien que aunque en todo lo 
que le toca tenga voluntad de le hazer merced como es razon y el lo merece"). 
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In these audits Tavera initiated, the practice of rotation remained in force. 

Licentiate Pisa was not eliminated from royal service, instead he was transferred to 

Valladolid. Other judges taken out of Granada included Licentiate Soto, Licentiate 

1 "70 
Alava, Licentiate Gutierre Velazquez, and Licentiate Francisco de Menchaca. 

Licentiates Soto, Pisa, and Menchaca went to Valladolid, and of these candidates only 

191 
Pisa had the overt support of Tavera. Licentiate Menchaca went on to be a judge in the 

king's court (casa y corte) and eventually in 1551 became one of Philip IFs councillors 

of the Council of Castile.'" Charles placed Licentiate Alava in the Councils of the 

Military Orders and granted him a habit of the order of Calatrava.''"^ 

Audits usually initiated a game of musical chairs. The beneficiaries in these 

audits were associates of Tavera who had not acquired bad reputations. Tavera obtained 

promotions for his associates, including Dr. Penaranda, whom Tavera used to audit the 

Audiencia of Galicia and whom Avellaneda considered avaricious.''"^ Nevertheless, the 

judicial appointments sent to Granada were strong candidates approved by the judicial 

AGS, Estado, leg. 13, fol. 186, Madrid, 1535. 
AGS, Estado, leg. 15, fol. 15, fol. 28, Palencia, 1527. Tavera apparently had personal 

ties with Menchaca and Soto (Giron, Cronica del Emperador, p. 83). Accounts of 
personal contacts are rare and I have not found any archival evidence of social ties. 
Giron' chronicle is unique in providing details that official documents lack. 
122 * ' r Gan Gimenez, La real chancilleria de Granada, p. 281; Gan Gimenez, El consejo real 
de Carlos V, pp. 247-248. 
123 • '• Giron. Cronica del Emperador, p. 53. Mercedes of ecclesiastical appointments, 
especially habits of the military orders, that Charles granted are difficult to trace, and 1 
will provide such information as I discover it in clironicles, letters, and short lists. More 
research in necessary, especially an account of the mercedes that Charles provided to his 
administrators. 

AGS, Estado, leg. 26, fol. 28, 5 Jan 1533? 
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committees, which included the Council of Castile, President Tavera, the archbishop of 

Seville, Polanco, and Cobos. 

In 1535 the Chancery of Granada was a Tavera stronghold. The president, 

Geronimo Suarez de Maldonado, and ten judges were his associates. There was a 

minimum of eighteen judges at the Chancery.'^' Three ministers of the Council of 

Castile, Licentiate Aguirre, Licentiate Polanco, and Juan Vazquez de Molina did not have 

as much influence in the appellate system, because each one had one associate in the 

chancery. As early as 1527 Polanco had supported the judge, Licentiate Ramirez de 

Alarcon.'^'* On the other hand, Ramirez de Alarcon was also an associate of Tavera's.'^^ 

One of Charles' ministers of the cdmara de Castilla, Juan Vazquez de Molina, had one 

associate in Granada, his brother-in-law. Licentiate Munoz de Salazar.'"*^ 

Polanco, Tavera, and Juan Vazquez de Molina were the ministers of the cdmara 

de Castilla, the most important committee of the Council of Castile that short-listed 

solicitations for mercedes, ranging from offices to tax privileges. Regarding judicial 

appointments, however, Tavera stood above the other members of the cdmara. As noted 

For the 1535 estimate, see AGS, Estado, leg. 13, fol. 186 and fol. 189. The bishop of 
Tuy's audit revealed 20 judges in Granada (Estado, leg. 13, fol. 156). According to 
Garriga, the chancery of Granada consisted of ten civil case judges, three criminal 
justices, two judges of hidalguia, a royal prosecutor, and an auxiliary of law graduates 
and functionaries (La audienciay las chancillerlas castellanas, pp. 249-255). 

AGS, Estado, leg. 15, fol. 28, Palencia, 1527. 
AGS, Estado, leg. 24, fol. 389, Tavera to Charles, "memorial de letrados"; Estado, leg. 

15, fol. 11 and fol. 14; Estado, leg. 27, fol. 112, consulta of the Council of Castile, 
Madrid, 23 Aug. 1533. 

Gan Gimenez, La real chancillerki de Granada, p. 294. 
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in 1535 Tavera got chancery jobs in Granada for ten of his teammates.No one came 

close to Tavera's ability to get so many of his associates in the Chancery of Granada. 

Tavera supervised judges in Granada and those who performed their duties well 

advanced.' ̂ " Licentiate Briceno, for example, owed his career to Tavera, as did other 

graduates of Salamanca.'^' Briceno overcame all the professional obstacles, from judge 

to auditor and councillor of the Council of Castile.In the summer of 1526, Charles 

amplified Tavera's embryonic regime by placing Briceno in the Chancery of Granada.'""^ 

Briceno went to Navarre for a term and became a judge in the king's household {casa y 

1  ̂ 4  1  

carte) in 1536. In 1537 he audited and then served as interim judge in Seville. 

Briceno culminated his career by reaching the Council of Castile in 1538.'"'^ 

Charles was not going to let Tavera fully monopolize the judiciary, but he could 

not prevent judges and lawyers from wanting to become Tavera's associates, since that 

could lead to promotions. In many cases, such as the career of Briceno, an alliance with 

Tavera proved to be rewarding. Charles tried to get other ministers of the Council of 

Castile involved in the management of judicial offices. Upon his return to Spain in 1522, 

Charles acquired the habit of depending on select leaders to assist injudicial 

The cast included Licentiate Briceno, Licentiate Galvez, Doctor Peharanda, Licentiate 
Munoz, Licentiate Zarate, Licentiate Montalvo, Licentiate Ramirez de Alarcon, Doctor 
Bartolome Miguel de Ribera, Licentiate Juan de Castilla, and Licentiate Verdugo. 

For the promotions of judges of the Chancery of Granada, see tables 4.1 and 4.2. 
AGS, Estado, leg. 24, fol. 389, Tavera to Charles. 

1  ̂ 9  •  
For a short biography, see La Corte de Carlos V, vol. 3, pp. 68-69. 
AGS, Estado, leg. 14, fol. 249. 
For his term in Navarre, see AGS, Estado, leg. 13, fol. 196. For his appointment to 

the casa y corte, see Giron, Cronica del Emperador, p. 63. 
Giron, Cronica del Emperador, p. 127; Ortiz de Zuniga, Anales de Sevilla, vol. 3, p. 

371. 
Gan Gimenez, El consejo real de Carlos V, p. 276. 
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appointments. For example, he asked Licentiate Aguirre of the Council of Castile to 

provide him with the names of qualified judges.''^ But Aguirre's influence was not as 

dominant or as long lasting as Tavera's. Aguirre had successfully placed two of his 

associates in the Chancery of Granada in the year 1535. Since 1527 Aguirre had tried to 

get Licentiate Esquivel a position in either of the two chanceries.Licentiate Esquivel 

continued to serve in the audiencia of Galicia and finally landed a judicial post in 

1 ^0 
Granada in 1535. Aguirre's other associate in the Chancery of Granada was Licentiate 

Verdugo."^'^ Tavera too supported Licentiate Verdugo and when Tavera supported an 

associate of one of his fellow leaders of the Council of Castile, he would diminish his 

competitor's leverage.Thus, Aguirre's ability to assert himself as a provider ofjobs 

decreased while Tavera's own power grew. Perhaps the growth of Tavera's network led 

to infighting with Aguirre.'''^ What is clear is that when Charles asked the councillors of 

the Council of Castile for candidates to serve in his appellate system, the councillors, in 

this case Tavera and Aguirre who had clashed, did not let their personal differences get in 

the way of the recruiting of judges. Tavera recruited Licentiate Verdugo from Navarre 

where he was a criminal judge in the Council of Navarre, while Aguirre too had taken 

notice of Verdugo. 

AGS, Estado, leg. 15, fol. 28, Palencia, 1527. 
AGS, Estado, leg. 15, fol. 28, Palencia, 1527. 
AGS, Estado, leg. 13, fol. 186, Madrid, 1535. 
AGS, Estado, leg. 15, fol. 28, Palencia, 1527. 
AGS, Estado, leg. 15. fol. 28, Palencia, 1527; Estado, leg. 15, fol. 12 and fol. 22. 
For Tavera's own explanation of his conflict with Aguirre, sec AGS, Estado, leg. 18, 

fols. 61-64, fol. 62. Tavera to Charles, Toledo, 13 April 1529? 
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In the early years of the Tavera regime, judicial sponsorship entailed 

responsibility. To rebuild government, the order of the day was that holding on to jobs 

had to depend on outstanding judicial performance. If men wished to obtain mercedes 

they had to make sacrifices, providing years of untarnished j udicial service. Charles' 

duty to appoint competent and qualified judges placed the burdens of industry, self-

sacrifice, and perseverance upon the recipient, but it also assured people that Charles was 

judicious in his rewards. In this competitive field, an alliance with Tavera was often the 

key to success, but the alliance entailed the scrutiny of audits and rotation. 

Charles became a strong king through administering good justice, because he 

knew on whom he could depend. He followed the advice of his judicial experts and this 

proved to be one of his great achievements as a ruler. By relying on the recruitment 

abilities of Tavera, Galindez, Aguirre, Polanco, and Medina, Charles accomplished two 

goals: he reduced partisanship and he gave satisfaction to a significant part of his people, 

providing ambitious men with influential offices and upward mobility, possibly to 

ecclesiastical offices, and giving the cities a judiciary they trusted. 
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The Chancery of Valladolid 

The Chancery of Valladolid was more than an appellate court. The hub of 

rotation, the Chancery consisted of twelve civil case judges (oidores), three to four 

criminal judges (alcaldes del crimen), a royal prosecutor (procurador fiscal), two judges 

for cases stemming from the tax-exempt of the Basque country, and two judges for cases 

dealing with the claims of the tax-exempt of Castile (alcaldes hijosdalgo). The Chancery 

served Tavera's associates well; they moved in and out of Valladohd in the course of 

their careers. 

Tavera's first job with the Habsburgs was as president of the Chancery of 

Valladolid, but he did not stay there long (1523-1524), because Charles needed him to 

run the entire judiciary. Tavera considered it necessary to jump-start the regime at once 

with an audit of Valladolid in 1524. Audits of the chancery there became important 

occasions of personnel reshuffling, recruiting presidents, and grooming of judges for 

candidacy to the councils of the Spanish empire. 

Francisco de Mendoza, a royalist who fought against the comuneros, audited the 

appellate court of Valladolid.''^' Completed in the fall of 1525, Mendoza's eighty 

chapters were tame in their evaluation of the president and civil case j udges, while 

Santa Cruz, Cronica del Emperador, vol. 1, p. 472. 
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critical of the special judges of the tax-exempt subjects of Vizcaya and the secretaries and 

reporters of the Chancery . 

After the audit, Charles appointed a new president in February 1526, the bishop of 

Badajoz, Pedro Gonzalez Manso, one of Tavera's strongest allies.'"*^ Their association 

dated back to their days together in the Council of the Inquisition when Fernando of 

Aragon held his own in Castile by nurturing relationships with prelates and clerics 

groomed during Isabel's reign. Gonzalez Manso had just been appointed, so the 

directives of the audit were essentially guidelines he had to implement. 

As expected, audits initiated personnel changes, but also exposed the ties that 

Tavera had already established in Valladolid. In the spirit of the audit, Gonzalez Manso 

began his presidency by talcing an inventory of the chancery's personnel.'"*^' Out of the 

eleven civil case judges in the inventory, four remained long-time Tavera associates. 

One of Tavera's candidates became an adversary, Dr. Luis de Corral. Corral rose to be a 

councillor of the Council of the Military Orders and the Council of Castile.He took 

advantage of Tavera's decline in 1539 when Charles appointed Fernando Vaides to the 

presidency of the Council of Castile. A battle between Tavera and Corral ensued, which 

resulted in Corral's banishment from court. The newly nominated president and former 

ACHV, 1765, fols. 214r-223r, Toledo, 5 Sept. 1525; AGS, Camara de Castilla, leg. 
2720, sf 

AGS, Estado, leg. 14, fol. 231. 
AGS, Estado, leg. 14, fol. 25, the president of Valladolid to Charles, Valladolid, 10 

Dec. 1526. 
Licentiate Contreras, Licentiate Francisco de Isunza, Licentiate Fern an Suarez, and 

Licentiate Gaspar de Montoya. 
AGS, Estado, leg. 14, fol. 245 and fol. 247; Patronato Real, leg. 26, fol. 28. 
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associate of Tavera, Fernando de Vaides, had to intervene in the ongoing conflict 

between Corral and Tavera. 

Two of the eleven civil case judges disappeared from royal service, three became 

councillors of the Council of Castile (Pedro Manuel, Luis de Corral, and Caspar de 

Montoya), three advanced to the Council of the Indies (Pedro Manuel, Rodrigo de la 

Corte, Caspar de Montoya, and Juan Sarmiento), and one served in the Councils of the 

Military Orders (Juan Sarmiento).'"*' In short, only six of the eleven civil case judges 

obtained posts in the councils and Tavera supported four of these six. Out of the nineteen 

judges audited, seven advanced, the seventh being Cristobal Alderete, a Tavera nominee 

who became a councillor of the Council of Castile in 1538. 

The fact that one-third of audited judges advanced to the councils indicates a 

determination on the part of Charles to use audits comprehensively as a way to sift judges 

for consideration for future vacancies in the councils, to rotate judges around the 

appellate circuit, and to remove them. A few did not advance, but they also seemed to 

have preferred their station in life as judges in the chanceries. Licentiate Feman Suarez 

did not have a high profile presence in the judicial system. Tavera had recommended 

him to judgeships in the appellate courts.'"^' Suarez also came up in 1526 for the 

Fernando de Vaides to Charles, Madrid, 10 May 1540, AGS, Estado, leg. 50, fol. 244; 
CDCV, vol. 2, pp. 61-63, p. 62. 

The two who disappeared are Pedro Gonzalez and Garcia de Ribera. Pedro Manuel 
was the same councillor of the Indies and Castile. Pedro Manuel advanced to the Council 
of the Indies after he represented Charles in his claim to the Malacca Islands against the 
king of Portugal (Sandoval, Historia del Emperador, vol. 2, pp. 40-41). He died in 1528 
just when Charles had appointed him to the Council of Castile (Gan Gimenez. El consejo 
real de Carlos V, p. 246). 

AGS, Estado, leg. 15, fol. 28, Palencia, 1527. 



presidency of Granada. He went to Granada to hear civil case suits and a couple of 

years later held a judgeship in Valladolid where he remained.'"'' ' Sebastian de Peralta 

remained in Valladolid until his replacement in 1535.'An audit of the Chancery of 

Valladolid in 1534 revealed that Licentiate Sebastian de Peralta "had many conflicts" 

(pleitos) and he was sent south to the Chancery of Granada where he died the following 

year.'^"' 

Those who found themselves working along with the presidents of the councils 

had long careers and their promotion came as a reward for years of judicial service. 

Licentiate Isunza came from Vizcaya and began as an appellate judge in Galicia no later 

than 1524.'^^ Cobos and Gattinara reviewed his record and placed him in Valladolid 

where he remained until 1530.'^^ When the bishop of Ciudad Rodrigo, a leading member 

of the Council of the Indies, died in June 1530, Tavera recruited Isunza to fill his vacancy 

in the Council of the Indies.Subsequently, the president of Valladolid wrote to 

Charles that he needed replacements due to Isunza's promotion.Charles granted the 

For his nomination to the presidency, see Estado, leg. 14, fol. 225, 1526. 
AGS, Estado, leg. 15, fol. 22. 
AGS, Estado, leg. 13, fol. 186, Madrid, 1535. 
Giron, Cronica del Emperador, p. 40. 
AGS, Estado, leg. 12, fol. 224, 1524, ''memorial para oidores en Valladolid y 

Granada." 
AGS, Estado, leg. 13, fol. 41. 
Tavera to Charles, Madrid, 15 Sept. [1530], AGS, Estado, leg. 20, fol. 248. 
The president of Valladolid to Charles, Valladolid, 21 Feb. 1531, AGS, Estado, leg. 

23, fol. 95. 
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president his wish by sending him an associate of both Tavera and Polanco, Licentiate 

Pedro Mercado de Penalosa, the criminal judge in Granada. 

Characteristic of the type of men Tavera hand-picked for judicial posts, Gaspar de 

Montoya began his career as a civil case judge in Valiadolid and ended it when he joined 

the Council of Castile and its sub-committee of merced, the cdmara de Castilla}^^ In 

1526 he held a judgeship in Valiadolid and the following year he worked at the Council 

of the Indies."Licentiate Montoya, whom your majesty promoted to a judgeship in 

Valiadolid, is a very good jurist and they say [in Granada] that he does what a judge is 

supposed to do.""' ' Montoya remained a dominant figure for years. Along with Polanco 

of the Council of Castile, Montoya nominated judges for vacancies in the chanceries and 

signed powers of attorney for the Empress when Charles went on his Mediterranean 

campaign in IS-IS."'"* The president of the Council of the Military Order of Santiago 

wanted him to serve in his council, but Montoya instead went to work in the Council of 

The president of Valiadolid to Charles, Valiadolid, 30 May 1531, AGS, Estado, leg. 
22, fol. 101; Giron, Cronica del Emperador, p. 11. For Tavera's influence on Mercado's 
advancement to the Chancery of Granada, see Estado, leg. 15, fol. 28. For Polanco's 
recommendation, see Estado, leg. 15, fol. 35. 

For his advancement, see Giron, Cronica del Emperador, p. 73; Gan Gimenez, El 
consejo real de Carlos V, p. 249. 

On Valiadolid, see AGS, Estado, leg. 13, fol. 47. On the Council of the Indies, see 
Gan Gimenez, El consejo real de Carlos V, p. 249 and Shaffer, El consejo de las Indias, 
vol. 1, p. 58. 

AGS, Estado, leg. 15, fol. 18, Valiadolid, 1527, "las personas que a mi se me ofrescen 
con alguna habilidad." 

On his authority to nominate judges, see AGS, Estado, leg. 13, fol. 188. For his 
signature of the Empress' powers of attorney, see Patronato Real, leg. 26, fol. 36, Madrid, 
1 March 1535. 
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Castile with Tavera/^^ After Tavera sponsored Montoya for the Chancery of Valladolid, 

he obtained a doctorate and was a professor of law at the University of Salamanca/''^ As 

a councillor of the Council of Castile he helped Tavera handle delicate cases, for 

example, a scandalous elopement of the heir to the dukedom of Najera that split the major 

nobles in the Empress' Court into two camps.When Charles needed money during the 

regency of 1529-1533, he had Montoya negotiate with the Welser banking firm for the 

leasing of the military masterships.'^'^ 

The beginning of Manso's presidency was already marked by Tavera's 

dominance of the Chancery of Valladolid. In 1526 four of the civil case judges were 

Tavera associates.Tavera also had three judges under his wing: the criminal judge. 

Licentiate Zarate, the judge handling cases from Vizcaya, Licentiate Alderetc, and one of 

the judges of hidalguia. Dr. Argiiellas.'™ In short, in 1526 seven of the seventeen judges 

in Valladolid had gained their positions with Tavera's support. 

These judges were more likely than the other judges of Valladolid to obtain 

higher positions in the administration. Immediately after the audit of 1524-1525, Tavera 

The count of Osomo to Charles, 6 Oct. 1526, AGS, Estado, leg. 14, fol. 248; Estado, 
leg. 15, fol. 27. For Montoya's transfer from the chancery of Valladolid to the Council of 
Castile, see Estado, leg. 16, fol. 450, Madrid, 1528, "nombramiento de personas para el 
consejo y para las audiencias." 

AGS, Estado, leg. 15, fol. 25. 
AGS, Estado, leg. 12, fol. 46, the Council of Castile to the Empress. 
AGS, Estado, leg. 15, fol. 55 and fol. 57,1530? 
For lists of judges of the Chancery of Valladolid, see tables 5.1 and 5.2. 

'™ For Zarate's reference, see AGS, Estado, leg. 24. fol. 170, Tavera to Charles, 19 Aug. 
1532. For Alderete, see Estado, leg. 15, fol. 28, Palencia, 1527; Estado, leg. 14, fol. 231 
(Licentiate Alderete continued to work in Valladolid and was elevated to hear civil case 
suits). For Arguellas, see Estado, leg. 15, fol. 28, Palencia, 1527. In these references, 
Tavera puts his candidates for advancement. 
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gave Charles short lists of judges for advancement.'^' All of them had important parts in 

Tavera's game of judicial musical chairs. Diego Escudcro, for example, was moved from 

Granada to Valladolid in 1527. During the regency in 1529-1533, Escudcro found 

himself again in Granada, but he encountered the animosity of the president and 

judges.By the time of his return to Castile in 1533, Charles appointed Escudero to the 

Council of Castile.Charles then transferred Escudero to Valladolid to serve as the 

royal prosecutor {fiscal) stationed at the Chancery there. 

Tavera's presidential rank allowed him to use Valladolid as a testing ground for 

judges. By the end of 1527 Tavera extended his base of competent judges, hi 1526 

Pedro de Nava wanted to leave Granada.'' When the court arrived in Valladolid in 

1527, Charles transferred judges; he recruited Nava for the chancery there.'^^ By the end 

of the regency of 1529-1532, Nava was at the end of his career and Tavera wanted Nava 

to complete his services with an ecclesiastical benefice.'^' Nava remained in Valladolid, 

1 -70 
his native town, and continued to work there in spite of his poor health. Seven years 

after he hoped to retire, Nava apparently did not get a benefice, since there were too few 

' ^ '  F o r  L i c e n t i a t e  M o g e l l o n  a n d  L i c e n t i a t e  M u n o z ,  s e e  A G S ,  E s t a d o ,  l e g .  1 5 ,  f o l .  1 1 ,  
[1526]. For Briceno, Dr. Escudero and Dr. Nava, see Estado, leg. 14, fol. 249. 

AGS, Estado, leg. 22, fols. 284-286, Charles to Tavera, Brussels; 27 Jan. 1531; 
Estado, leg. 24, fols. 349-351, Tavera to Charles, 14 Nov. 1531? 

AGS, Estado, leg. 13, fol. 168. For some biographical details, see Domfnguez 
Rodriguez, Los oidores de la chancillena de Valladolid, pp. 42-43. 

AGS, Estado, leg. 26, fol. 28, Tavera to Charles, 5 Jan. 1533? 
AGS, Estado, leg. 14, fol. 249. 
AGS, Estado, leg. 15, fol. 14, cons id ta, Valladolid, 1527. 
AGS, Estado, leg. 24, fol. 208, Tavera to Cobos, 28 May 1532. 
AGS, Estado, leg. 38. fol. 80, Charles to Tavera, 3 Aug. 1536. On his health, see 

Estado, leg. 38, fols. 215-216, Tavera to Charles, 7 Aug. 1536. 
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to be offered to every retired judge. Years of servicc did not entitle one to a choice 

pension, rather service consisted in sacrifice and dedication, with the hope that a reward 

of sorts might come one's way. 

By 1527, the Chancery of Valladolid saw the increase of Tavera associates from 

four civil case judges to six.'*'" Including Dr. Corral, his future enemy, Tavera had 

supported at least eight of the judges who filled chancery vacancies. Tavera's influence 

did not end in his own support of judges. The count of Osomo was one of Tavera's 

partners in the royal court.Osorno was president of the Council of the Military Order 

of Santiago from 1526 to 1546.In 1529 Charles then nominated Osorno to share the 

presidency of the Council of the Indies with Charles' confessor, Garcia de Loaisa. 

Osomo held this office until 1542. At the same time he was rising in Charles' 

administration, Osomo helped his associates obtain chancery jobs. In 1527. Osomo had 

three of his judges in Valladolid: Licentiate Castro, Licentiate Perero, and Dr. Escudero 

who also had won over T avera and a minister of the Council of Castile, Licentiate 

Medina.In effect, the Osomo and Tavera alliance extended to the Chancery of 

Valladolid where at least twelve judges were their associates. 

AGS, Estado, leg. 13, fol. 200. 
For Tavera's associates in the Chancery of Valladolid, see tables 5.1 and 5.2. 
For Tavera's approval of a merced Charles granted to Osomo, sec AGS, Estado, leg. 

2 4 ,  f o l .  1 7 9 ,  9  A u g .  1 5 3 2 ,  T a v e r a  t o  C h a r l e s :  " C o n d e  O s o r n o  t i e n e  e s p e r a n z a  q u e  V M  l e  
hara merced de la encomienda mayor por haber si do de su padre . . . lo tcngo por muy 
buen servidor." 

La Corte de Carlos V, vol. 3, pp. 125-130, p. 126. There were two presidents, one for 
the Order of Santiago and the other for the Orders of Calatrava and Alcantara. 

For Osomo's support of Dr. Escudero, see AGS, Estado, leg. 15, fol. 33. For Perero, 
see Estado, leg. 15, fol. 28, Palencia, 1527. For Castro, se Estado, leg. 15, fol. 33. 
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As already noted, the three audits of Granada in 1522-1523, 1530,1532-1533 

were opportunities for judges to gain experience, move on to preferable locations, or 

advance. The completion of the audit of Valladohd of 1524-1525 was just as effective; it 

resulted in considerable mobility in the judiciary. In his audit of 1524-1525 Francisco de 

Mendoza highlighted the chancery's habit of slow proceedings and delays which put 

pressure on Charles to appoint more judges.Mendoza warned judges to suppress the 

influence of the powerful nobles and to be diligent with the small claims of the 

indigent.But this last warning depended upon Charles' ability to pay his judiciary and 

also upon Tavera's efforts to gain mercedes for his associates. Most important, however, 

is that these legal reforms were corroborated by management changes in the chanceries. 

To back up the measures suggested by Mendoza's audit, Charles issued a series of laws 

that the new president and incoming judges of Valladolid had to apply.Civil case and 

criminal judges, for example, must not make judgments by default. 

President Tavera focused on personnel change and permitted his auditors to 

formulate legal reforms. He waited until the audit had been completed and then he 

enabled justices to make their move to preferred courts, reviewing the curricula vitae of 

candidates in order to make evaluations for Charles' approval. As has been noted, Tavera 

rotated letrados and prelates with many years of experience and recruited lawyers with 

advanced degrees but little experience. The Valladolid audit of 1525 initiated the 

reorganization of Tavera's network, mixing experienced judges with relative newcomers. 

ACHV, 1765, fols. 214v, chapter #2. 
ACHV, 1765, fols. 214v, chapters #8 and #9. 
AGS, Diversos de Castilla, leg. 1, fol. 67, Granada, 31 Aug. 1526. 
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In 1528, for example, there were four newcomers in Valladolid: licentiate Suarez do 

Carvajal, Licentiate Escalante, Licentiate Giron and Dr. Arteaga/^^ Of the four, Suarez 

188 de Carvajal was the best positioned as he had gained the favor of Galindez and Tavera. 

By 1530 the Chancery of Valladolid had been stabilized, partly because the 

Tavera alliance amounted to a management control of over fifty percent. According to 

Pedro Gonzalez Manso, the president of the Chancery of Valladolid, the bishop of 

Badajoz, and associate of Tavera, "the cases of this chancery are moving along, all of the 

• • 1 80 
litigants are quite content, and everyone is in a state of peace and tranquility." He was 

additionally pleased to have received from Charles the offer of the bishopric of 

Salamanca, which he rejected, deciding to wait for something more important.'*'" 

The audit ordered in 1530 was not based on an internal political struggle or an 

array of complaints. The worst situation concerned the Councils of the Military Orders. 

Charles wrote to Tavera a harsh recapitulation of innovations endured by military 

commanders who complained that their subjects had been sending their appeals to the 

Council of Castile and the chanceries instead of appealing to the commanders or the 

Councils of the Military Orders.'^' These criticisms were not complaints directed at the 

Cilia Doniinguez Rodriguez, Los alcaldes de los criminal de la chancillena castellana 
(Valladolid: Diputacion Provincial de Valladolid, 1993), pp. 41-42. 

For Carvajal's support of Suarez de Carvajal, see AGS, Estado, leg. 15, fol. 13. For 
Tavera's pick of Suarez Carvajal for the judgeship in Valladolid, see Estado, leg. 15, fol. 
12. Suai'ez de Carvajal gained an entry into the judicial system in 1526 at the Chancery 
of Granada (AGS, Estado, leg. 13, fol. 21). Evidence of personal connection is not 
available. 

Bishop of Badajoz to Charles, Valladolid, 4 May 1530, AGS, Estado, leg. 20, fol. 32. 
Bishop of Badajoz to Charles, Valladolid, 15 Oct. 1529, AGS, Estado, leg. 20, fol. 31. 
Charles to Tavera, Mantua, 4 April 1530, AGS, Estado, leg. 21, fols. 267-268, fol. 

268. 
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chanceries, but rather showed the preference of htigants under ecclesiastical jurisdiction 

to have their complaints filed in royal courts. 

Manso's presidency was a success and he remained for an additional five years, 

until 1535. His replacement was Licentiate Fernando Valdes, a rising star Tavera had 

long ago recruited and who in 1539 later came to replace Tavera. Manso retained the 

support of Tavera by accepting the audit of 1530 as part of the regime's fulfillment of the 

numerous petitions of the cities. In particular, appellate courts had to be audited on a 

regular basis. Tavera took advantage of this demand for audits and converted them into 

recruitment opportunities. 

For the 1530 audit of Valladolid, Tavera recommended Pedro Pacheco.'''" 

According to Tavera, Pedro Pacheco "is a person with very good letters, a fine human 

being, and discerning. He gets the job done, and is motivated by principles."'''"^ Pacheco 

was one of Tavera's most active allies in the judiciary. He accepted the appointment and 

by August of 1530 was on the road to Valladolid to audit both the chancery and the 

University of Valladolid.The previous year he had audited the University of 

Salamanca and reported to Charles that he had accomplished his commission. 

By November of 1530 Pacheco was halfway through the audit, and Tavera, not 

expecting any problems to arise, pushed Charles to grant him an ecclesiastical 

Tavera to Charles, Madrid, 6 June 1530? AGS, Estado, leg. 20, fol. 16. 
In 1518, Pacheco had earned a doctorate in Roman and canon Law from the 

University of Salamanca, and went to Rome with Adrian of Utrecht in 1522. 
Tavera to Charles, 17 Aug. 1530? AGS, Estado, leg. 20, fol. 252. 
Pedro Pacheco to Charles, Madrid, 12 Oct. 1529, AGS, Guerra Marina, leg. 2, fol. 

129. 
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benefice.^^^ Charles responded by giving Pacheco a deanery in Santiago.Charles 

retained this minister of reform who had a promising portfolio, telling him that "I am 

very grateful and I will consider your services regarding the audit (visitacion) that you 

have accomplished."'^^ A year later, Charles advanced Pacheco to the episcopacy of 

Mondoiiedo.''^ 

This audit of 1530 did not lead to any immediate change. Two years later, 

however, Tavera had increased the number of his associates in Valladolid. In 1531 

Licentiate Contreras, a Tavera associate, died. Pedro Mercado de Penalosa took 

Contreras's place.Mercado, also a Tavera associate, had previously gained the 

attention of Polanco and Licentiate Aguirre of the Council of Castile.""' Sometime after 

1532, Tavera recommended judges for vacancies in Valladolid and Charles appointed at 

least five of his associates: Licentiate Diego de Mora, Licentiate Montalvo, Licentiate 

Galarza, Doctor Collado and Licentiate Figueroa. "The letrados for the chanceries," 

wrote Tavera to Cobos, "include the Licentiate Mora of the College of Valladolid (Santa 

Cruz), Licentiate Alava who is in Salamanca in the College of the bishop of Oviedo, and 

Tavera to Charles, Ocana, 15 Nov. 1530, AGS, Estado, leg. 20, fol. 136. 
AGS, Estado, leg. 24, fol. 187-188, Tavera to Charles, Medina del Campo, 20 Feb. 

1532. For validation of the benefice, see DHEE, vol. 3, p. 1859. In DHEE, the author 
suggests an earlier date. 

Charles to Pedro Pacheco, Brussels, 30 .Tune 1531, AGS, Estado, leg. 23, fol. 199. 
Angel Martin Gonzalez, El Cardenal Don Pedro Pacheco, Obispo de Jaen, en el 

Concilio de Trento: un prelado que personified la politica imperial de Carlos V, 
Institute de Estudios Giennenscs, 2 vols. (Jaen: CSIC, 1974), vol. 1, p. 26. 

Giron, Crdnica del Emperador, p. 11; La Corte de Carlos V, vol. 3, p. 282 (editor 
placed the appointment in the year 1530). 

For Tavera's note of reference, see AGS, Estado, leg. 15, fol. 12, fol. 22 and fol. 28. 
For Polanco, see Estado, leg. 15, fol. 35. For Aguirre, see Estado, leg. 15, fol. 28. 

AGS, Estado, leg. 24, fol. 389, Tavera to Charles, "memorial de los letrados." 
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Licentiate Figueroa."^'^^ Mora began his studies in Alcala, obtained his licentiate in 

Roman law in Salamanca and received his doctorate in In 1531 Tavera recruited 

him and he remained in Valladolid for most of his professional career hearing cases in the 

Chancery while offering judicial services to the marquis of Villena. While vice 

president of the Chancery of Valladolid, Mora also audited seigniorial courts in Burgos, 

Leon, and Palencia. An audit in 1533 led to some changes in Valladolid, but Mora stayed 

on, an indication that he was extremely well placed as Tavera's associate.^"^' A graduate 

of the College of Santa Cruz, Tavera showed a partiality that also may have been due to 

the fact that Mora was the son-in-law of one of Tavera's fellow councillors (but his future 

enemy), Dr. Corral, who himself had been a judge in the Chancery of Valladolid prior to 

his advancement to the Council of Castile in 1528. 

-J AO 

Licentiate Figueroa too appreciated being a Tavera associate. Figueroa went on 

to serve multiple terms in Granada and Valladolid."^''' First in Granada and then in 

Valladolid, Figueroa followed the pattern of judicial musical chairs, waiting to be 

AGS, Estado, leg. 24, fol. 191, Tavera to Cobos, Medina del Campo, 18 Dec. 1532; 
Estado, leg. 24, fol. 389, Tavera to Charles, 1532? Memorial. 

La Corte de Carlos V, vol. 3, p. 105, note #754. 
Maria de los Angeles Sobaler Seco, Catdlogo de colegiales del colegio mayor de 

Santa Cruz de Valladolid, 1484-1786, Historia y Sociedad 86 (Valladolid; University of 
Valladolid, 2000), p. 83. 

AGS, Estado, leg. 13, fol. 189, 1535; Estado, leg. 27, fol. 213, the bishop of 
Mondonedo (Pedro Pacheco) to Charles, Madrid, 22 June 1533. 

AGS, Estado, leg. 16, fol. 450. Tavera's battle with Corral did not precede 1535. 
There was another Licentiate Figueroa who eventually became the president of the 

Council of Castile in 1564. See Gan Gimenez, El consejo real de Carlos V, p. 236; La 
Corte de Carlos V, p. 357-360, p. 358; and CODOIN, vol. 97, pp. 359-368. 

He may have gone on an assignment to the Indies, see Charles' relacion, AGS, 
Estado, leg. 15, fol. 14, Valladolid, 1527? 
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transferred after an audit.'""' As Tavera put it, ''letrados for the Chanceries of Granada 

and Valladolid ... Licentiate Figueroa, the graduate of Salamanca and now vicar of 

Alcala, is a superb jurist {huenas /errai-)-"'" hi Valladolid, Figueroa went on to handle a 

212 very important case regarding the count of Benavente's law suit over his inheritance. 

Another prominent jurist who was typical of Tavera's system ofjudicial 

choreography was Francisco de Montalvo, the graduate of Salamanca promoted by 

Tavera in 1533 after the audit.Montalvo had been a metropolitan judge in the 

archdiocese of Santiago and moved along the circuit to the Chancery of Granada in 

1529.^''* After the Chancery of Granada was audited in 1533, Montalvo went to 

Valladolid in 1535 to hear civil case suits.'*' Five years later, in 1540, when the 

appellate courts of Granada and Valladolid were both audited, Montalvo accepted the 

new charge of judge in the royal household {casa y corte). This example of Montalvo, 

who became a councillor of the Council of Castile in 1544, was an example of the career 

pattern symptomatic of Tavera's recruiting program based on audits.''^ 

For his term in Granada, see AGS, Estado, leg. 13, fol. 196 and fol. 197. For 
Valladolid, see Estado, leg. 13, fol. 189 and fol. 199. See also Gan Gimenez, La real 
chancilleria cle Granada, p. 240. 

Tavera to Charles, Madrid, April 1528, AGS, Estado, leg. 16, fol. 435. 
AGS, Estado, leg. 20, fol. 61, the count of Benavente to Charles, Valladolid, 6 May 

1530. He also was involved in a suit filed by Valladolid against the Chancery. See 
Domfnguez Rodriguez, Los oidores de la chancilleria de Valladulid, p. 43. 

AGS, Estado, leg. 24, fol. 389, Tavera to Charles. 
Gan Gimenez, La real chancilleria de Granada, p. 287. 
AGS, Estado, leg. 13, fol. 189. 
AGS, Estado, leg. 50, fol. 243, Fernando Vaides to Charles, Madrid, 13 Dec. 1540; 

CDCV, vol. 2, pp. 69-70. 
On his appointment in 1544 to the Council of Castile, sec Gan Gimenez, El consejo 

real de Carlos V, p. 249. 
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The audit of the Chancery of Valladolid in 1533 did not so much create a vacuum 

as it opened doors for Tavera candidates. Licentiate Giron became a judge of the royal 

household {casa y corte). Licentiate Sebastian de Peralta was one of the senior judges 

91 R 
transferred to Granada after the audit of 1533. Additionally, death made three 

replacements necessary. Tavera succeeded in placing two of his associates, Licentiate 

Pisa and Licentiate Soto, in these openings, while Licentiate Gregorio Lopez filled the 

other.'"'' Dr. Arteaga, an associate of the count of Osomo, remained in the Chancery of 

Valladolid. Licentiate Escalante, a judge without apparent comiections, managed to stay 

on. 

Prior to these changes after 1533-1534, Tavera already had three associates in the 

Chancery of Valladolid, Dr. Nava, Dr. Ortiz, and Licentiate Cristobal Alderete. 

Licentiate Alderete, the judge of the tax-exempt subjects of the Basque nation, was kept 

in Valladolid, but he was moved to hear civil case suits. Dr. Nava came from the 

Chancery of Granada, while Ortiz had just finished his doctorate in canon law.^"^ 

In 1535, for at least a one-year experiment, Charles increased the number of civil 

case judges from thirteen to sixteen.''" The three additional judges were Dr. Collado, Dr. 

AGS, Estado, leg. 13, fols. 186-187, Madrid, 1535; Estado, leg. 22, fol. 151. 
™ AGS, Estado, leg. 13, fol. 186, Madrid, 1535. Lopez was a associate of Fernando de 
Valdes, who later in 1539 took over Tavera's position as president of the Council of 
Castile. 

AGS. Estado, leg. 13, fol. 189, "oidores de Valladolid." 
On Tavera's support of Dr. Nava who was in Valladolid, sec AGS, Estado, leg. 14, 

fol. 231, 1525; Estado, leg. 15, fols. 11-12. For Dr. Ortiz's doctorate, see Alcocer and 
Rivera, Historia de la Universidad de Valladolid, vol. 5, p. 175. On Tavera's 
endorsement of Dr. Ortiz, see Estado, leg. 16, fol. 435, Tavera to Charles, Madrid, April 
1528. 

AGS, Estado, leg. 13, fol. 186, Madrid, 1535. 
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Ribera del Espinar, and Licentiate Oviedo, the royal prosecutor in Valladolid. Of the 

three, only Collado had the support of Tavera.""^ The addition of Collado to the list of 

Tavera associates in the Chancery of Valladolid elevated the number to at least nine out 

of nineteen judges. Seven of them were civil case judges."'"' Licentiate Alderete, a 

Tavera associate, handled cases for subjects of the Basque nation. There were also two 

judges, Licentiate Soto and Licentiate Francisco de Menchaca, who were not teclmically 

225 Tavera associates, but Tavera seems to have had social ties with them. Due to 

insufficient information, the estimate of nineteen judges in Valladolid does not include 

two judges of hidalgma. Assuming, however, that the two judges who had been active 

since 1526 were still handling hidalguia cases, the number of Tavera associates increases. 

One of the hidalguia judges. Dr. ArgUellas, raises the number of Tavera judges to ten, 

and if two of Tavera "social associates" are considered the number rises to twelve out of 

a staff of twenty-one. 

In 1535 Tavera had a clear advantage in the Chancery of Valladolid, but at this 

time the leadership enters a new phase. In 1534, when Charles was in Valladolid, an 

outbreak of plague forced everyone, including the chancery staff to leave the city."^'' The 

royal court went to Palencia and the chancery officials found residence in Medina del 

Campo. Charles granted the wish of the president of the Chancery of Valladolid, Manso 

Gonzalez, who was also the bishop of Osma (1532-1537), to retire from his secular 

See AGS, Estado, leg. 24, fol. 389, Tavera to Charles, 1532? "memorial de los 
letrados que al presidente parescen personas convenientes para audiencia." 

Dr. Nava, Licentiate Figueroa, Licentiate Mora, Licentiate Montalvo, Licentiate 
Galarza, Licentiate Pisa, Dr. Ortiz, and Dr. Collado. 

According to Giron, they dined together (Cronica del Emperador, p. 83). 
Fernandez de Madrid, Silva Palentina, pp. 462-463. 
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responsibilities.^"' He was granted his request to reside in his diocese and died there in 

1537. The new appointee was Fernando de Valdes, the bishop of Oviedo.^"'^ Fernando 

de Valdes stepped down from the Council of the Inquisition and went to Valladolid 

where he held the presidency until 1539. That year Charles drew up the powers of 

attorney granting Tavera the governing supervision (governacion) of the Castilian 

crown. Charles also removed Tavera from the Council of Castile, while giving the 

presidency to Fernando Valdes, who held it until 1547.^^^ When Charles left Spain in 

November of 1539, the judiciary that Tavera had forged had matured and a new phase 

under Prince Philip was about to begin. In a very real sense, Tavera had accomplished 

the judicial task that Charles had entrusted to him. 

Charles ordered a total of six audits of the chanceries between the years 1522 and 

1533: three audits of the courts of Granada in 1522-1523, 1530, 1532-1533 and three 

audits of Valladolid in 1524-1525, 1530, and 1533. Cumulatively built into the 

For his ecclesiastical career, see DHEE, vol. 3, p. 1848. For his judicial terms, see 
Alcocer and Rivera, Historia de la Universidad de Valladolid, vol. 5, pp. 99-101, p. 101. 

AGS, Estado, leg. 30, fol. 295, Valdes to Charles, Valladolid, 25 June 1535; Novalfn, 
El Inquisidor General Fernando de Valdes, p. 97. Novalin cites a document (Estado, leg. 
26, fol. 111) a relacion of "memorial de personas" and argues that the president in 
question was for the Chancery of Valladolid. The presidential candidates were for the 
Council of the Empress and not the Chancery of Valladolid. They included the 
archbishop of Bari (Grimaldi), the bishop of Oviedo (Fernando Valdes), and the bishop 
of the Canary Islands (Tavera's associate, the Dominican Juan de Salamanca; Estado, leg. 
20, fol. 23, Tavera to Cobos) and the bishop of Mondofiedo (Tavera's auditor, Pedro de 
Pacheco). The document is not dated, but considering that Juan de Salamanca died on 
May 1534 (Giron, Cronica del Emperador), it must be prior to 1534. On Valdes' 
acceptance of the church of Oviedo, see Estado, leg. 24, fol. 208, Tavera to Cobos, 28 
May 1532. 

AGS, Patronato Real, leg. 26, fol. 57, Madrid, 10 Nov. 1539. 
For Charles' order, sec AGS, Estado, leg. 46, fols. 101-103; CDCV, vol. 1, pp. 551-

552. For Valdes' appointment, see Novalin, El Inquisidor General Fernando de Valdes, 
p. 117. 
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recruitment of judges, audits of the chanceries improved the king's administration of 

justice by addressing the judicial reforms stipulated by theprocuradores to the Cortes. 

Between 1522 to 1525 the audits set in motion a process of formal changes to occur every 

three to six years. Beneficiaries in these promotions were often well connected to 

President Tavera, but they all had to accept their transfers as a matter of course. The 

strategy employed by Tavera for nearly a decade was to give the presidencies of the 

chanceries to prelates. Audits were especially effective in changing the contours of the 

judicial centers. 

Reputation 

In the two decades following the revolution of the comuneros, Charles came to 

depend on Tavera's team of auditors as one of the mechanisms for pruning the judiciary 

and rotating judges. Because of their capacity to re form the judiciary and to ensure a 

steady distribution of judicious appointments, audits made judges aware that their 

performance and fund-raising schemes would be used as criteria for future promotions. 

The assumption was that the king's me reed was by itself insufficient to prevent judges 

from seeking compensations that compromised their judgment. Audits of the chanceries 

proved to be a feasible and reliable method to make sure that the king's judicial system 

did not fall into disrepute. For Charles, Tavera's network was the security he needed to 

rule Castile through regencies (1529-1533, 1535-1536, 1539-1541, and 1543-1555)—all 
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marked by the regularity of audits and followed up by judicial rotations. In addition, with 

the help of Tavera, Charles made audits routine and left for Philip a tradition and style of 

government that had a built-in system of self-scrutiny. 

Because recruitment was critical, the king had to provide his staff with assets in 

order to attract and retain them. Charles' accounting officials did not keep dependable 

records of salaries of the judicial bureaucrats, so it is difficult to ascertain how much 

judges had to depend on revenues generated from litigation and court fees. There are no 

chancery account sheets of salaries. It is fair to say that when the king provided 

compensations to the judiciary it usually came from annuities he awarded from local 

taxes. The Catholic Monarchs had set aside, for example, a portion of the royal sales 

taxes collected by the town of Valladohd and the district (merindad) of Cerrato for the 

salaries of the president and civil case judges of the Chancery of Valladolid, the president 

earning 200,000 maravedis (533 ducats) and the civil case judges 120,000 (320 

ducats). 

Charles made use of his right to name bishops as a means to reward his top 

administrators, especially presidents of the chanceries. For this reason, all of the 

presidents of the chanceries earned bishoprics. There is evidence suggesting that Charles 

often gave judges additional offices with incomes attached to them, in particular 

ecclesiastical benefices. But in the main these incomes did not come from royal coffers. 

Because they were reliable, municipal offices (regimientos), military commanderies 

(encomiendas), habits of the military orders, for example, were the best offices that 

Maria Antonia Varona Garcia, La chancilleria de Valladolid en el reinado de los 
Reyes Catolicos (Valladolid: University of Valladolid, 1981), pp. 207-211. 
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Charles could provide.^^^ Such offices were based on local taxes and were therefore 

secure sources of income. There are no registers of the mercedes that the king o ffered his 

chancery judges, but every judge expected to gain such benefits. The corregidores were 

especially fortunate because their income came directly from the municipality'spropios 

or assets, whereas chancery judges had to fight over a limited resource of ecclesiastical 

benefices. 

Even so, the king's revenues left little for salaries. The king's bounty of mercedes 

was what men wanted in return for office holding; the king's major assets were therefore 

incomes tied to a municipal source of revenue. A merced with an income attached to it, 

for example, a regimiento, was more considerable than a royal salary. On the eve of the 

revolution of 1520 the presidents of the chanceries were supposed to earn annual salaries 

of 266 ducats and civil case judges 80 ducats drawn from royal tax revenues. Charles 

offered them municipal-based annuities.In 1480, the Cortes of Toledo and the 

Catholic Monarchs established the law that the town of Valladolid set aside 500,000 

maravedis from its alcahalas for the salaries of the president and judges of the 

Chancery.""'* The procuradores of the Cortes themselves made it clear to Charles that he 

had to offer his judicial officers incomes that would not force them to make money by 

In 1525, for example, Charles took an inventory of the judges who requested such 
mercedes. See AGS, Estado, leg. 13, fol. 237, Madrid, 1525. 

AGS, Camara de Castilla, leg. 2716, sf; Garriga, La audiencia y chancillerias 
castellanas, p. 291. In his chapter on the salaries of the judges, Gan Gimenez discovered 
that account sheets did not record salaries: "La Nominas del personal de la chancilleria no 
indican los salarios de sus miembros" {La real chancilleria de Granada, p. 123). 

Varona Garcia, La Chancilleria de Valladolid, p. 208. 



illicit means.^^^ The cities did not complain about the tax-exempt status enjoyed by 

judges, and in fact such status made a judgeship more attractive. The status of hidalgma 

was deemed necessary because the exemption reduced the taint of vested interest. Such 

exemptions liberated judges from contributing to the yearly servicio the cities had to 

collect from their subjects. Inventories of candidates and short lists usually make the 

point that judges were hidalgos. 

For a judge, who often had to live away from home in a place he found 

unappealing, then for two more years someplace else where he was needed, his salary, if 

provided, was perhaps enough to feed his family. When he could no longer work, he 

hoped for a merced, perhaps some demonstration of gratitude that his eldest son be given 

the chance to serve the crown.For most royal judges, a salary was not adequate 

compensation for having invested so much time practicing the law. Jobs in the 

chanceries and audiencias were more about opportunity and service than security. Many 

graduates of law entered the king's judicial system in order to compete for reputation, 

earn the respect of their peers, and hope that a royal career would open doors. The most 

important criterion for professional advancement and future opportunities was reputation. 

This tipped the balance in a person's preferment for the king's limited resource of 

merced. Recommending his associates, the archbishop of Seville wrote that "Licentiate 

Petition #60, 1520 Cortes and petition #82, 1523 Cortes, CLC, vol. 4, p. 334 and p. 
388 respectively. 

AGS, Estado, leg. 15, fol. 10, Tavera to Charles. For additional examples of Tavera's 
support for his associates, see Estado, leg. 9, fol. 115, Tavera to Charles; Estado, leg. 24, 
fol. 208, Tavera to Cobos; Estado, leg. 38, fols. 215-216, Tavera to Charles; Estado. leg. 
49, fols. 171-172, Tavera to Charles; Estado, leg. 50, fols. 92-95, Tavera to Charles; 
Estado, leg. 51, fols. 8-10, Tavera to Charles; and Estado, leg. 50, fol. 98, Tavera to 
Charles. 
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Castro is considered to be a very good jurist and Dr. Arteaga is regarded as a good jurist 

0'\'1 
and has served a long time." Informed opinions mattered and they came to the 

attention of Charles when he considered candidates for promotions. Certain voices were 

more powerful in that they were more influential in shaping Charles' decision to concede 

a merced. For a law graduate who hoped for recognition, no voice was more important 

than President Tavera's, especially between 1523 to 1539. The principal head of the 

judicial system, Tavera circumscribed vocational opportunities by demanding 

unequivocal merit, so judges and especially recent graduates of law worked for his 

attention. Regarding judicial appointments, Tavera did not exercise patronage. Rather, 

he was executing Charles' judicial duty of appointing qualified candidates who 

themselves were judged continually. "Licentiate Pedro de Pena, the canon of Toledo, has 

a very good reputation and Licentiate de Barco, they say, is a very good jurist as well as a 

good person." Everything about a judge's career depended upon what "they say." 

Certainly, what Tavera "said" was very important, but his evaluation of judges and law-

graduates also depended upon numerous sources. 

Tavera built a judicial system that attracted law graduates. Beginning in college, 

lawyers soon learned which established networks illuminated a career and made a 

lawyer's advancement possible. Ties with established leaders, such as Tavera, were 

avenues available to law graduates. They understood that a solid reputation would lead 

to a career that would materialize in salary compensations, professional gains, and 

personal dignity. A judge's good reputation opened doors, and the respect of his fellow 

AGS, Estado, leg. 13, fol. 174. 
AGS, Estado, leg. 14, fol. 225. 
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jurists gave him access to Charles' merced. Beyond their identity as partners in royal 

government, lawyers invested their time and energy in law schools and later in the courts, 

because a job well done in these institutions constituted the basis for recognition and self-

esteem. 

In conclusion, Charles rebuilt the chancery staffs, secured standards of 

recruitment, and established auditing procedures. As Charles institutionalized the 

mechanisms of justice, he advanced Tavera's network of qualified jurists and law 

graduates. Charles and Tavera also implemented policies fomiulated by the Cortes in 

order to establish a self-regulating appellate system. Tavera's sponsorship of prelates, 

jurists, and graduates of law from the universities of Valladolid and Salamanca facilitated 

a partnership of reformists. His dominance—over fifty per cent of the judges Charles 

appointed to the chanceries of Granada and Valladolid were his associates—consisted of 

a network of judges who carried out their professional lives under the sign of justice and 

at the center of laws and reforms created by the Cortes. When Charles and Tavera 

implemented the policies through which they refined the management of government, 

they created ajudicial system that had been the hope of the comuneros and the 

procuradores to the Cortes. Equally as significant, one of the consequences of the 

creation of ajudicial meritocracy was that Charles acquired confidence in his own ability 

to depart Spain repeatedly and for longer and longer durations. And, perhaps, Tavera's 

j u d i c i a l  m e r i t o c r a c y  p r o v i d e d  C h a r l e s  w i t h  t h e  m o r a l  d i r e c t i v e s  t h a t  g u i d e d  h i m  

throughout his post-1529 imperial itineraries by which he tried to connect the dynastic 

dots of his inheritance as a Spanish empire, and also a dynastic empire, under the law. 
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5. THE HOUSEHOLD 

While Charles reformed the executive and judiciary, he also gave attention to his 

household, because one of the most important themes of the petitions of the 1523 Cortes 

revolved around the king's obligation to reform and hispanicize the household, la casa y 

corte} The procuradores to the Cortes were not going to be satisfied with the expedient 

of a regency of foreigners; they wanted a Spanish dynasty that would bring the kind of 

security Castilians believed they had during the reign of the Catholic Monarchs. Charles 

really had little choice but to follow their petitions, because the procuradores to the 

Cortes of 1523, 1524-1525, 1528, and. 1532 made subsidy payments contingent upon how 

well Charles implemented their reforms. One way to maximize the needs to satisfy the 

cities and to save money was to appoint qualified and competent servants. 

As distinct from the government, the personnel of the household served Charles' 

personal needs. They fed, clothed, cared, armed, protected, entertained, and prayed for 

him. Charles had to surround himself with servants who could transport the court and its 

supplies and who could provide tools, weapons, and the amenities of life. In order to 

facilitate a "downsizing" of court officials and a strategy that would save money, Charles 

organized his court into four departments, each with a set of competencies: the 

downstairs and upstairs household, the chapel, the hunting division, and the defense 

department. 

' AGS, Patronato Real, leg. 70, fol. 9, pp. 71-89, Valladolid, 1523; petitions #3 and 4, 
CLC, vol. 4, pp. 366-367, Valladolid, July 1523. 
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Charles' sixth reform strategy consisted in three phases. As already 

demonstrated, Charles hispanicized and rationalised the executive and he reformed the 

judicial bureaucracy, and beginning in 1523 he began to employ similar strategies 

regarding his household. The guidelines Charles had to use for reform had been 

articulated earlier by theprocuradores to the Cortes. The first phase was the 

rationalization of the household which occurred immediately after the session of the 1523 

Cortes. This phase, from year to year, reveals how Charles streamlined his court 

personnel into sub-categories of competencies within the four departments. The 

household upstairs wardrobe and the downstairs kitchen included a medical staff, a team 

of protectors, purveyors, and postmen. Charles also understood the advantages he would 

gain if he appointed Castilian and Aragonese nobles to serve as his butlers and stewards. 

The second phase of hispanicization was concurrent with the first and it consisted of 

Charles' appointment of Spaniards for his protection and recreation: the hunt and 

falconry division, the army, personal royal guards, and gentiles homhres. For his 

defense, for example, Charles depended on Spanish knights who knew the battlefield and 

who had disposable income. The third phase of hispanicization intensified after a couple 

of years when Charles married Isabel of Portugal in the summer of 1526, and these 

changes increasingly hispanicized the composition of the household as it included more 

and more Castilians. When Charles decided to marry Isabel, he confirmed his promise to 

Castilians who wanted a monarchical family based in Castile. Charles aligned the future 

of his dynasty with Spain's destiny as a global network of autonomous royal 

municipalities. Charles also formed a loving partnership with a strong and highly 
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intelligent wife who was one of the most competent administrators in European 

monarchical history. She was trained and groomed to manage a household and rule 

kingdoms, so she had no difficulty assuming her responsibilities as Charles' most trusted 

advisor and executor of policies. 

The Reforms of 1523 

In 1523 the cities addressed two problems associated with the management of the 

household. First, Charles inherited an immense staff of Aragonese chaplains, secretaries, 

accountants, and domestic caretakers that Fernando of Aragon had placed in Castilian 

offices. For this reason, Charles used Aragonese funds in order to provide benefits and 

salaries for his Aragonese staff Second, Charles filled his household with Flemish and 

Burgundian courtiers. With his reforms of 1523, Charles fired most non-Spaniards while 

relying on two court traditions in order to incorporate Spaniards: a Burgundian court 

model of domestic departments and a Castilian practical division of household 

competencies.' For the new shape of the ^osl-comunero monarchy, Charles considered a 

'y 

Charles Moeller briefly mentions Charles' court of 1517 as a Burgundian institution 
consisting of over 500 servants and officers (Eleonore d'Autriche et de Bourgogne, reine 
de France: un episode de I'histoire des cows auXVf siecle [Paris: Librairie Thorin et 
fils, 1895]), p. 272). In his description of Eleanor of Austria's court, Moeller lists the 
numerous departments of her maison, consisting of the chapelle, chamhre des dames, 
hotel, ecurie, and garde (pp. 15-18, 182-186). The Castilian functional court model was 
divided into the mayordomia (palace), capilla (chapel), cdmara (chamber), mesa 
(cooking and dining), cancilleria (seals), guarda (defense department), and auxiliary 
branches .specifically related to leisurely and itinerant activities of the king, such as 



Castilian organizational model for domestic service.^ Especially in the light of the 

comunero dissatisfaction with the Burgimdian regime of 1517-1522, the appointment of 

aristocratic Castilians to royal court functions became the most important task, second 

only to the appointment of qualified men and women who knew how to provide domestic 

services and who had been raised for generations to serve their monarchs. Charles had to 

incorporate a generation of cooks, sweepers, workers, craftsmen, horsemen, doctors, and 

nobles who expected to be considered for the tasks that they had been raised and trained 

to do. 

Even before he hispanicized his household, Charles rationalized it by ordering his 

accounting staff to take inventories of the household and its range of salari ed officials in 

order to determine employment figures, domestic expenditures, and which functions were 

necessary/ Because theprocuradores to the Cortes had so constrained Charles, he made 

hunting (monteria), falconry (caza), the stables of horses and mules (cabellerizo and 
acemilero mayores), and lodging managers (aposentadores). For details, see Jaime de 
Salazar y Acha, La Casa del rev de Castilla y Leon en la edad media (Madrid: Centro de 
Estudios Politicos y Constitucionales, 2000), pp. 129-160. For Philip I's introduction to 
Spain of Burgundian court offices, artisans, and ceremonies, sec Dominguez Casas, Arte 
y etiqueta de los Reyes Catolicos, pp. 128-131, pp. 141-143, pp. 156-157, pp. 167-172, 
pp. 557-616, and pp. 661-666. When Charles returned to Spain in 1522, the majority of 
court functions had or were given Castilian names, except for the gentiles hombres. 
^ For a contrary argument that Charles and his son Philip 11 relied on a Burgundian 
"principle of privacy," see Antonio Feros, Kingship and Favoritism in the Spain of Philip 
in, 1598-1621, Cambridge Studies in Early Modem History (Cambridge; Cambridge 
University Press, 2000), pp. 82-83. 
^ "...ya sabeis como en estas cortes a suplicacion de los procuradores del reyno determine 
de reformar algunos oficios de mi casa en lo qual se ha atendido y entiende y por que 
como sabeys entre los otros hay mucho niimero de continos ... que se reforme lo que 
agora hay y vosotros sabeys mejor lo que con cada uno se deve hacer y conoceis la 
calidad de las personas por ende yo vos mando que luego veays todos los continos que 
estan asentados en los libros recibidos por los Catolicos Reyes . .. y los salarios que 



it clear to theprocuradores that for his household he would nominate Spanish knights 

(cavalleros), sons of the grandees, and others "with the merits and salaries customary in 

Castile"' 

Charles began to show the maturity and wisdom that his Castilian subjects wanted 

from their monarch. He was also more responsible about household appointments 

because he had to pay his servants directly from his own revenues. Unlike the judiciary, 

household expenditures, which included the salary of the servants, came from royal 

colTers, and this forced Charles to be very prudent in appointments. He ordered his 

accountants to record expenses pertaining to the material wel fare of the monarchy: 

salaries and per diem benefits of the household.'' Because his transactions and military 

outlays crcated debt and never any surplus, servants were to receive salaries as part of 

royal expenditures and not on surpluses after expenditures. He began to cut down the 

number of sinecures, especially in non-judicial offices, and he recorded many Castilian as 

well as Aragonese vassals in order to make selections.^ Only those who provided 

essential services received an income and the compensation of household residence. 

Charles made his appointments increasingly from among the middle and lower level 

subjects of the realm, in particular for the upstairs and downstairs components of the 

household. 

tienen senalados" (Charles to contadores mayores, Burgos, 11 Sept. 1523, AGS, Estado, 
leg. 11, fol. 121). 
^ AGS, Patronato Real, leg. 70, fol. 9, pp. 62v-63, Vail ado lid, 1523. 
^ AGS, Estado, leg. 11, fols. 32-35. 
^ AGS, Estado, leg. 11, fol. 53, "los que se sacan de la casa." Apparently 10 were 
removed. 
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The downstairs and the upstairs domestic household consisted of staffs, each 

headed by a master. Even in Spain, Charles was always on the move and a large number 

of craftsmen, cooks, physicians, protectors, and domestic helpers had to minister to the 

daily needs of the household. Subdivisions in the downstairs included the butlers and 

stewards and kitchen teams headed by the pastry chef and poultry steward. Charles 

enlisted the services of Castilian nobles to serve as stewards (camareros) and butlers. 

Craftsmen and skilled women worked as carpenters, needle workers, sword makers, 

harness makers, saddle makers, in addition to a team of mechanics. Caregivers and 

entertainers ranged from pages to porters and musicians. Sixteen oficiales de casa, most 

of them Aragonese, supervised the production and maintenance of weaponry, equipment, 

and tackle. They included a quartermaster {maestro de tiendas), silversmith (plaiero), 

bridle maker (frenero), glover (guantero), goldsmiths (turador de oro, dorador), 

harness/hard maker {maestro de jaezes), head gunner (artillero), and ordnance specialists 

{pel a teres). In addition to these officers and their staffs, the king's household relied on 

^ For the stewards, see AGS, Estado, leg. 11, fol. 39, "las cartas que se despacharon." 
The stewards included don Francisco Pacheco, don Luis de la Cucva, Antonio de 
Cordova, Lorenzo Manuel (son of don Juan Manuel), and Miguel Cabrero. In Estado, 
leg. 11, fol. 60, the list of camareros include the men mentioned above in addition to don 
Alvaro de Cordova, don Luis de la Cerda, don Enrique Enriquez, Alvaro de Medina (son 
of the count of Castro), son of the count of Belalcazar, Juan de Vega, don Diego 
Sarmiento, Luis de Zuniga, son of the marquis of Aguilar, don Pedro (son of the duke of 
Bejar), son of the duke of Najera, don Jorge de Portugal [son of the count of Valencia has 
a single strikethrough], son of the count of Aguilar, Cristoval (son of the count of 
Oropesa, and don Hernando de Rojas (son of the marquis of Denia). For the butlers, see 
Estado, leg. 11, fol. 39, "del Estado de la Mesa." Notables in the list of mercedes 
included Pedro de Zuniga (son of the duke of Bejar), Alonso Manriquez, Juan de Vega, 
Luis de la Cueva (son of the duke of Albuquerque), Juan Manriquez (son of the duke of 
Najera), Alvaro de Cordova, Diego Sarmiento, Enrique Enriquez, Hernando de Fonseca, 
Antonio de Sotomayor, Pedro de la Cueva, Alvaro de Zuniga, Cristoval de Toledo, etc. 
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masters and auxiliaries to cut hair {tundidor), organize the delivery and preparation of the 

meals {repostero de mesa), do upholstery and make chairs (sillero), make ropes 

(cordonero), and deliver mail {correo)? This courier was but one of many who were on 

royal pay or had contracts, such as the Genoese family, de Taxis, who operated the 

delivery system for the exterior or international mail {maestro mayores deposta)}'^ 

Twelve Spanish couriers supplemented the monarchy's need for domestic mail." 

For the upstairs division, Charles depended upon a wardrobe staff to meet his 

daily bedroom needs. Twenty-five Aragonese deputies of the chamber {continos) 

attended to his bedroom and clothing requirements. Their reward for service was court 

residence and modest incomes based on royal revenues. 

Ensuring the future needs of the entire wardrobe and bedroom division and the 

dining and kitchen staffs, a team of five surveyors of housing {aposentadores) traveled 

ahead in order to find lodging for the courtly retinue. These officials served the needs of 

an itinerant monarchy that never rested in one locality for long and thus had to find 

palaces in areas that were free from plague infestations, had sufficient resources, where 

wheat prices were reasonable, and in localities that were selected to hold a special 

ceremony, for example, the imperial wedding between Charles and Isabel in Seville in 

1526, or sessions of the Cortes. 

® AGS, Estado, leg. 11, fol. 46, "oficiales de casa." 
AGS, Estado, leg. 11, fol. 46, "todas las personas que estan asentadas en carta de 

racion de la casa de SM y libros de su escrivarua de racion." 
" AGS, Estado, leg. 11, fol. 29, Pamplona, 1523, "escuderos de pie que son doze . .. 
tienen 8,000 maravedi's de quitacion." 
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Along with these normal attendants and supervisors of the household, at least four 

guards supervised the ladies of the imperial household (mujeres de cdmara) and six 

deputies at arms (alguaziles) maintained law and order. The salaries and per diem 

covered bodyguards {reyes de armas) and pages (pajes)}^ Most of these functionaries 

were from Aragon and their incomes drawn from the libros de Aragon, or revenues 

drawn from Aragonese sources. In addition to bodyguards, six guards (porteros de 

cadena) stood watch over the entrance gates of the palace where the court happened to be 

residing.'^ 

By 1523 Charles' household enlisted a large medical staff that oversaw the 

welfare of the royal family. One physician received a yearly income of 150 ducats 

ifisico. Dr. Miguel Zorita de Alfaro), which was probably the normal incomc of the head 

doctor. A minimum staff of five surgeons and three doctors were at hand as well.'"^ 

Eleven doctors {medicos) and six surgeons (cirujanos) were included in an inventory 

composed at a later period (probably after Charles' imperial journey of 1529-1533). This 

list provides sufficient evidence to suggest that a rather large medical staff, all of them 

with advanced degrees, were on duty at any one time.''^ There were other physicians not 

12 AGS, Estado, leg. 11, fol. 46, "relacion de los oficiales del rey nuestro senor que estan 
asentados en los libros de Aragon." Bodyguards earned a yearly salary of 24,480 
maravedis. 
"AGS, Estado, leg. 11, fol. 33. 

AGS, Estado, leg. 13, fol. 73, "memorial de medicos y cirujanos"; Dommguez Casas, 
Arte y etiqueta de los Reyes Catolicos, p. 601. 

AGS, Estado, leg. 13, fol. 73. The doctors included: Licentiate Galvez, "medico de la 
Inquisicion que reside en corte"; Dr. Juan Gutierrez de Santander, "medico de la iglesia 
de Siguenza"; Dr. Alderete, "catedratico de prima de Salamanca"; Dr. Men a "catedratico 
en Alcala"; Dr. Amador "colegial en el colegio de Valladolid"; Dr. Arteaga "medico que 
fue en Guadalupe residente en Salamanca"; Dr. Bonilla "yemo del Dr. Moreno"; Dr. 



included in the cited list of Charles' cdmara, the chamber of doctors and servants who 

traveled exclusively with Charles, and they included Dr. Ezcoriazo {medico de cdmara) 

who followed Charles on his travels, for example, on the imperial campaign of 1529-

1533.'^' Dr. Francisco de Viilalobos, who in addition to caring (during the years 1517-

1520) for members of the Burgundian court suffering from plague, stayed close to 

Charles off and on for years because of his expertise in dealing with pestilence and its 

Lozano "que soli'a vivir con el duque don Fernando"; Dr. Alday, "medico de Vitoria"; Dr. 
Aguirre "en Guipiizcoa"; and Dr. Madero "medico de Madrid." The cirujanos were: Dr. 
Zavala "ha estado en Guadalupe"; Salcedo "que reside en el hospital real de Zaragoza"; 
Licentiate Sevilla "que tanibien ha estado en Guadalupe"; Bachiller Tolosa "cirujano del 
hospital real de Santiago"; Bachiller Monasterio "vive en Guipuzcoa"; Bachiller Munoz 
"ha servido en las dos jornadas." A partial list of the Burgundian medical staff compiled 
by the team of Martinez Millan contains only nine physicians (rnedecien) and twelve 
surgeons (chirurgiens) appointed by Charles from 1515 to 1556 {La Corte de Carlos V, 
vol. 5, pp. 38-39). In another partial list of the Hispanic household of Charles and Juana, 
there is one doctor (Pero Hernandez de Melgar, apparently appointed in 1527), one 
protomedico (Nicolas de Soto [1520-1534]), four medicos (Juan de Herrera [1523-1531], 
Pedro de Frias [1527?], Francisco de Viilalobos [1527-1535], and Santa Carra [1534-
1556]), four cirujanos (Hernando de Soria [1516-1521], Jaime Bonfil [1522-1523], 
Gon/alo Munoz [1535-1556], and Vicente S err as [1545-1553]), four fisicos (Nicolas de 
Soto [1516-1517], Miguel Zorita de Alfaro [1529?], Francisco de Cea [1525-1533], and 
Tudela [1533-1534]), and four hoticarios (Bartolome Castellon [1516-1517], Mateo 
Moreno [1517-1527], Cristobal de Genova [1542?], and Bartolome de Genova [1545-
1555]) {La Corte de Carlos V, vol. 5, p. 60). According to the dates given by the editor, 
upon his return to Spain in 1522 and during his stay Charles apparently appointed five 
medical personnel, all of them Spanish. In another list compiled by Dr. Lobera de Avila, 
he mentions only twenty-three "ilustres y doctisimos medicos de nuestro tiempo," a list 
which did not include numerous doctors (Antonio Maria Fabie, Vida y escritos de 
Francisco Lopez de Viilalobos [Madrid: Imprenta de Miguel Ginesta, 1886], pp. 105-
106). 

For Ezcoriazo, see AGS, Estado, leg. 13, fols. 145, 186, 188. For a letter during the 
regency of 1529-1532, see Estado, leg. 635, fol. 65, Escoriazo to Isabel, Ratisbon 1532, 
CDCV, vol. l,pp. 334-335. 
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continual recurrence in Spain/^ Remaining in Spain during the revolution, Villalobos 

nonetheless was Charles' personal doctor (mMico de la cdmara), but in 1524 he 

encountered difficulties with the Italian physician, Narciso Verdin, who prescribed a 

remedy for Charles' malarian paroxysms (quartanas) to which Villalobos objected, and 

subsequently Villalobos departed from court.When Charles married Isabel of Portugal 

in 1526 Villalobos returned to the court as Isabel's personal physician, medico de /ami Ha, 

attending to her malarian fevers until she died in childbirth in 1539. At one time Charles 

employed twelve medicos de familia, divided into two groups, the doctors and 

surgeons. 

A large medical staff was necessary in order to deal with childhood diseases and 

care for a family that endured numerous often fatal diseases, such as "alferecia" which 

was either epilepsy or more likely neonatal tetanus or neonatal sepsis."" Because Charles, 

Isabel, and Philip suffered from recurrent malarian fevers the medical team spent as much 

energy trying to alleviate symptoms as the debilitated patients lost precious hours in 

1 7 *  For Villalobos' care of Sauvage, who died of plague, and Cardinal Croy, who survived, 
see Gimenez Fernandez, Bartolome de las Casas, vol. 2, p. 177. For a Villalobos letter 
addressingpeste, sec CDCV, vol. 1, p. 548, Villalobos to Cobos, Toledo, 28 April 1539. 

Fabie, Vida y escritos de Villalobos, p. 42. Villalobos also wrote a treatise, Sumario de 
Medicina, con un tratado sabre las pestiferas biihas, published in 1498. For Narciso 
Verdi'n, see La Carte de Carlos V, vol. 5, p. 78. According to this list, Verdin's dates are 
1517-1519. 

Dominguez Casas, Arte y etiqueta de los Reyes Catolicos, pp. 601-602. 
For the re ference of alferecia regarding the cause of death of the Infante don Fernando, 

see AGS, Estado, leg. 19, fol. 45, the count of Miranda to Charles, Madrid, 14 July 1530; 
Giron, Cronica del Emperadar, p. 11: "estuvo la emperatriz en la villa de Madrid y 
estando alii did al Infante don Fernando una enfermedad que llaman las mujeres alferezia 
que son unos temblores y desmayos que acaban los nifios en poco tiempo, y asi hizo a 
este Infante, que no duro un dia natural." 
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bed.'' In return for years of service, royal physicians expected mercedes, in particular 

22 municipal offices such as city council seats (reginiientos) and clerkships (escrivamas). 

During their terms of service, head doctors and chief surgeons had the benefits of three 

horses and two assistants.^^ 

As important for Charles as his household staff of caretakers and doctors was the 

hunting organization.^'^ The pastime and training of hunting replaced the dangers of 

warfare when Charles was in Spain. Charles relied on a retinue of twenty-four game 

hunters,headed by the Hunt Master (montero mayor), the count of Fuensalida, who 

received an annual salary of 60,000 maravedis."'' The dogs and crew of the count of 

Fuensalida required 735,000 maravedfs each year.^^ Additional hunting experts 

facilitated his chivalric way of life. The marquis of Aguilar was the Grand Master of 

Falconry (cazador mayor) earning 100,000 maravedis, and his staff of four lieutenants 

received 42,000 maravedis. The marquis' team of mounted archers required 1,200,000 

For a reference to Charles's and Philip's tercianas, see AGS, Estado, leg. 636, fols. 
171-172, Charles to Isabel, Ratisbon, 13 Aug. 1532; CDCV, vol. 1, pp. 380-382. For 
r e f e r e n c e  t o  C h a r l e s '  q u a r t a n a  f e v e r ,  s e e  R o d r i g u e z  V i l l a ,  E l  E m p e r a d o r  C a r l o s  V y s u  
corte, Martin Salinas to Salamanca, Valladolid, 19 Sept. 1524, p. 219; Foronda y 
Aguilera, Estanciasy viajes del Emperador, p. 249 (Madrid, Jan. 1525). For the 
Empress's tercianas, see Guerra Marina, leg. 2, fol. 68, the archbishop ofToledo to 
Charles, Toledo, 27 April 1529. 

For examples of solicitations of a regimiento and an escrivania, see AGS, Estado, leg. 
235, fol. 235. 

Dominguez Casas, Arte y etiqueta de los Reyes Catolicos, p. 601. 
AGS, Estado, leg. 11, fol. 31, Feb. 1523, "Relaciones de los oficiales del Rey ... son 

21 monteros que tienen asiento por albalas de SM." 
AGS, Estado, leg. 11, fol. 29, Pamplona, 1523. Twenty-four monteros had a salary of 

12,000 maravedis. 
AGS, Estado, leg. 11, fol. 46, "todas las pcrsonas que estan asentadas en carta de 

racion de la casa de SM y libros de su escrivania de raci6n." 
AGS, Estado, leg. 11, fol. 46, "todas las personas que estan asentadas en carta de 

racion de la casa de SM y libros de su escrivania de racion." 
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maravedis each year and his retinue of hunters 280,000 maravedis. In addition to these 

teams, the king provided salaries to beaters, eight trumpet players, four drummers, and 

six assistants (jnenestriles)?^ 

Probably the most expensive section of the king's household was his personal 

military force. The king's defenders consisted of three groups: the Spanish guard, the 

royal army, and two hundred gentiles hombres?^ The Spanish guard was a small unit, 

composed of the captain (capitdn de la guarda espanold) and his fifty-strong regiment 

(monteros de la guarda), more than fifty halberdiers (alaharderos de pie), assistants 

{escuderos de pie), and crossbowmen (hallesteros). 3,870 ducats of yearly income were 

given to this elite group of alahaderos, and they received a special subsidy, for the 

vistuario, of 1,868 ducats, which had to cover the expense of dressing fifty horses."^' The 

escuderos de pie received salaries of 8,000 maravedis, with additional perks when 

• 32 travelmg abroad. The chief positions of crossbowmen included the maestro hallestero 

and two hallesteros de marca. The master archer earned 4000 maravedis a year. 

28 AGS, Estado, leg. 11, fol. 46, "todas las personas que estan asentadas en carta de 
racion de la casa de SM y libros de su escrivania de racion." 

AGS, Estado, leg. 11, fol. 33. 
For the royal anny, see AGS, Estado, leg. 11, fol. 3, Fall 1523? "relacion del aviso que 

se dio en Vitoria a SM para poner orden en la gente de ami as de la guarda de Castilla 
para que SM pueda ser mejor servido y a menos costa a lo qual es en la manera sigiente." 
For gentiles hombres, see AGS, Estado, leg. 11, fol. 36-37, "los gentiles hombres que ban 
de servir." For list of aristocrats from Castile, Aragon, and Valencia, see Estado, leg. 11, 
fol. 60. 

AGS, Estado, leg. 11, fol. 46. 
AGS, Estado, leg. 11, fol. 29. 
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Beginning December 1522, the crossbowmen received an annuity (quitacion) of 15,000 

r ' r 33 maravedis and 14,600 maravedis per diem {asiento de casta y de radon). 

By 1524 Charles had not only restructured the Burgundian and Aragonese 

household he inherited, but also reformed the military bodies, providing salaries and 

opportunities for many Castilian males. The main difference between the earlier 

Burgundian system and the new one was the incorporation of a select number of Spanish 

soldiers and horsemen. Charles cut down the retinue of the royal army, the second 

component ofhis military force.The annual expenditure for the 1,600 soldiers 

(homhres de armas) amounted to 128,000 ducats and for the 1,000 mounted troops 

(ginetes), 48,000 ducats. Reforms to cut the military budget began with a reduction of 

600 bodyguards, from 1,600 to only 1,000. Downsizing the king's defense staff meant 

restructuring the regiments. A total of fourteen regiments were divided into two separate 

units of six regiments of one hundred guards and one hundred horsemen (cahalleros 

lijeros), followed by eight regiments of fifty armed men and fifty horsemen. A captain 

led each regiment, which included his lieutenant (teniente), sergeant, and a captain of the 

equestrians. The six regiments of one hundred guards and horsemen were subdivided 

into sixty armored horsemen (a la estradiota o bastarda con lamas), thirty light 

horsemen [a la gineta), and ten with crossbows. Each of the eight regiments required 

fifteen ginetes and five crossbowmen. On the basis of a balance sheet drawn up by a 

royal accountant and apparently compared to expenditures in 1523 and prior, the annual 

For the crossbowmen, see AGS, Estado, leg. 11, fol. 33. 
AGS, Estado, leg. 11, fol. 3, "relacion del aviso que se dio en Vitoria a SM para poner 

orden en la gente de armas de la guarda de Castilla para que SM pueda ser mejor servido 
y a menos costa a lo qual es en la mancra sigiente." 
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income rose twenty-five percent, from eighty to one hundred ducats, but the soldiers had 

to supply and provide for themselves two horses and a squire. The annual salary for 

horsemen was fixed at seventy ducats, totaling 70,000 ducats per year for all. The royal 

guards cost Charles 252,000 ducats every year to maintain. Nonetheless, the reforms 

saved the monarchy 58,200 ducats, which were then earmarked to pay the salaries for 

1,000 foot soldiers (infantes) led by their German general. 35,000 ducats covcred the 

annual pay for the 1,000 infantes, and the remainder of 23,200 ducats went toward 

investing in ordnance. No longer to be divided into two artilleries, the king's guns were 

to be organized into one unit with an increase of 23,000 ducats from a meager 8,000 

ducats, totaling an outlay of 31,000 ducats every year. 

At the session of the 1523 Cortes in Valladolid Charles made clear that for his 

court he would nominate Spanish knights (caballeros), sons of the grandees, and other 

men with qualifications (meritos) to serve as gentiles homhres. Gentiles hombres were 

the younger sons of the king's vassals who were expected to reside at court and to travel 

with the king. Because the gentiles homhres were knights, they were superior to soldiers 

in terms of rank and honor. The Spanish cities saw that the continuity of Flemish 

cronyism had been broken as Charles appointed Spanish gentiles hombres to serve as his 

cadre of knights. The outlook grew better for the noble families when their sons began 

to defend the king's life and reputation, especially because many of these noble fathers 

AGS, Estado, leg. 11, fols. 36-37; Estado, leg.. 11, fols. 123-148, 1523, "minutas, 
memoriaies, consultas, y cartas para senalar informacion de la casa del Emperador hecha 
en el ano 1523 con veinte cartas y memoriaies de cavalleros particulares en supuesta de la 
merced que les hizo SM de nombralos por gentiles hombres de la dicha su casa el die ho 
aflo." 
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and grandfathers had themselves been "continos hombres de armas," which was the older 

term used during the Trastamara era (1369-1504)?^ Charles counted on help from young 

aristocrats seeking their fame, and they in turn counted on the emperor to guide them in 

establishing their military and political careers. Charles would provide them with salaries 

that were customary in Castile "a la manera acostumbrada de Castilla."^^ The pool of 

candidates for this dignitary office and military function consisted of the sons of the 

major families: Mendoza, Fonseca, de la Cueva, Guzman, de la Cerda, Ziiniga, Manrique, 

Acuna, Enriquez, and de Toledo.Initially, appointments were for six months in which 

time the candidate had to provide military service. Thirty-five came from Castile, 

seventeen from Aragon, twenty from Valencia, seventeen from Cataluna, and four from 

Navarre.^® 

In 1523 Charles augmented the cast of gentiles hombres. The new division, 

dominated by Castilian sons and relatives of the most powerful families in Castile, served 

for six months, or at least they received an income for the duration of six months. Many 

of the forty Castilians were relatives of titled aristocrats and sons of the grandees: de la 

Cueva clan as well as relatives of the marquis of Astorga, the duke of Medinaceli, duke 

of Alba, the admiral of Castile, the count of Aguilar, the constable of Castile, and the 

marquis of Denia. Twenty-two gentiles hombres were Aragonese, eighteen were from 

the kingdom of Valencia, eleven Catalans, three from Navarre, and four from the 

For the continos hombres de armas, see Rosa Maria Montero Tejada, "Los continos 
'Hombres de Armas' de la casa real castellana, 1495-1516: una aproximacion de 
conjunto," BRAH 198 (2001), pp. 103-130. 

AGS, Patronato Real, leg. 70, fol. 9, pp. 62v-63, Valladolid, 1523. 
AGS, Estado, leg. 11, fols. 127-128, 130-131, 135. 138-141, 144, and 147-148. 
AGS, Estado, leg. 11, fols. 36-37. 
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kingdom of Naples."^^ The royal expense sheet taken in 1523 has figures of 40,000 ducats 

for salaries, and the total expenditure, which included per diem costs, was 64,289 ducats 

to cover the expenses for two hundred gentiles hombres.^^ 

Charles confirmed the benefits theprocuradores requested for knights: the king 

must provide Castilian nobles the merced of military posts. Additional nobles and 

citizens were given offices with income (asientos): Pedro de Acuna {vecino of Toledo), 

Antonio Enriquez, Garcia de Toledo (son of the comendador mayor de Leon, Francisco 

de los Cobos), Cristoval de Mendoza. Juan de Ganboa, Comendador Juan Velazquez (son 

of Juan Velazquez), and Juan de Luna/^ He thus reconstructed the military framework of 

his court with the sons of the knights who had supported the loyalist cause during the 

revolution.'*^ In other words, Charles followed the advice of the cities to rebuild his 

authority, hence he secured the military and professional careers of vassals, thereby 

enhancing his own rule and cultivating esteem. 

AGS, Estado, leg. 11, fols. 36-37. The list is probably fragmentary since not all 200 
men are enumerated. Another fragmentary list is Estado, leg. 11, fol. 60. 

AGS, Estado, leg. 11, fol. 46, "sumaria y relacion"; cf Estado, leg. 11, fol. 44, 
Charles/Cobos to Ferrez de la Nuza, Burgos, 11 Sept 1523, "paga para los olicios de la 
casa real y plazas vacias para hincharlas de naturales." 

AGS, Estado, leg. 11, fol. 40, "sobre lo de la reformacion y asientos de la casa del 
emperador." 

AGS, Estado, leg. 11, fol. 39, "las cartas que se despacharon." Additional gentiles 
hombres nominated, most of whom were appointed, were Miguel de Velasco, Jorge de 
Portugal (son of the count of Valen9ia), don Juan de Mendoza (son of Pedro de 
Mendoza), Sancho de Cordova, Francisco de Tovar, Diego Gonzales de Carvajal, 
Antonio de Rojas, Juan Puertocarrero, Diego Osorio (son of don Alvaro Osorio), Juan de 
Almeida, Juan Manriquez (son of the duke of Najera), Francisco Osorio, don Diego de 
Mendoza Sarmiento, Alonso de Mendoza, Hurtado de Mendoza, Pedro de Cartagena 
(regidor of Burgos), Garcilaso de la Vega, Rodrigo de Batin (regidor of Granada), 
Gomez (son of the count of Castro), Luis de Toledo (son of don Garcia de Toledo), Pedro 
de la Cerda (son of the duke of Medinaceli). 
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The chapel was the fourth department of la casa y corte, but no less important 

than the defense department, the hunting division, and the upstairs and downstairs 

household. The chapel was especially an element of hispanicization. Charles inherited a 

company of seventy-five chaplains in addition to the forty chaplains residing with Queen 

•Tuana in Tordesillas, for a total of 115 Spanish chaplains predating his reforms of 1523-

1524.'^'^ Of the 115 chaplains, thirty were Castilian, many of them appointed as early as 

1516 and only seven in 1522/1523. They received an annuity of 8,000 maravedfs and a 

per diem stipend of 7,000.'*' The libros de Aragon of 1523 detail an additional thirty-six 

members of the chapel, most of them Aragonese, and an outlay of 78,120 sueldosf"^ The 

reforms initiated by the end of the year 1522 raised the number of 115 members of the 

chapel to 121: seventy-six Castilian chaplains and nine Castilian preachers, followed by 

thirty-four chaplains, one acolyte {mozo de capilla), and two masters of Scripture.''" 

Eight of the nine Castilian preachers earned salaries of 60,000 maravedis (one went to 

serve Queen Juana residing in Tordesillas governed by a counselor of the Council of 

War, the marquis of Denia). Only three of the preachers were appointed after Charles' 

return to Spain in 1522. Additionally, one grand chaplain (President Tavera, appointed in 

1523) supervised the royal chapel, and this staff included thirty-seven chaplains who 

AGS, Estado, leg. 11, fol. 34, "Relacion de los oficiales del rey." 
AGS, Estado, leg. 11, fol. 34. In this list of thirty-nine salaried members of the chapel, 

some chaplains began their terms as late as July of 1523. Only thirty-nine of the 115 
mentioned qualified for salaries. 

AGS, Estado, leg. 11, fol. 46, "Relacion de los oficiales del rey nuestro senor que estan 
asentados en los libros de Aragon." 

The preachers earned 3,600 sue Idas, whereas most chaplains made an annual salary 
ranging from 1400 to 3,600 sueldos. AGS, Estado, leg. 11, fol. 46, "Relacion de los 
oficiales del rey nuestro senor que estan asentados en los libros de Aragon." 
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earned the usual sum of 8,000 maravedis (quitacion) and 7,000 per diem (ayudci de 

casta). All of the thirty-seven had asientos prior to Charles' departure in 1520, but after 

1523 they became eligible to earn salaries and per diem benefits.^^ 

Charles' hispanicization of the chapel conformed to his plan to reward loyalty. 

The appointment of chaplains was part of the overall mechanism of royal grace by which 

Charles early in his reign widened his base of support among the social elites and the 

ecclesiastical intelligentsia in Spain. Before, during, and after the revolution of 1520-

1521, royalist support came from those with whom Charles had surrounded himself in the 

years 1516 to 1519, and Charles rewarded the chaplains for their loyalty with continual 

employment in addition to opportunities to aggrandize their cursus honorum."^^ As early 

as 1516 Charles had recruited many Spanish chaplains, a total of 158. Some of them 

were sons of nobles (the duke of Najera and the duke of Infantado), others were sons of 

officers of the monarchical government (Dr. Guevara, Dr. Beltran, Diego Lopez de 

Ziiniga, Secretary Juan Ramirez, and don Pedro de Mendoza), and thirty-six — almost all 

of them Aragonese — received salaries drawn from tax revenues of the crown of Aragon. 

The case of Charles' casay corte after 1523 does not signal any radical change 

but a return to tradition. The imposition of a foreign court in Spain in 1517 triggered the 

revolution of the comunidades; Charles innovated by allowing his Burgundian court to 

supervise his court once they settled in Spain. Persisting without fundamental change for 

several centuries, the royal household model required the labor of men and women who 

AGS, Estado, leg. 11, fol. 35, "suma de los oficiales del rey nuestro senor que por 
titulos de SM son ascntados dcspues que es en buena hora rey." 

For a list of the members of the royal chapel between 1516-1556, see La Corte de 
Carlos V, vol. 5, pp. 47-53. 
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knew how to care and to feed, to defend and to offer leisure, and to perform the 

sacraments for peripatetic monarchs who had never established a capital/^ Charles' own 

imperial career added perhaps more pressure upon his departments to coordinate travel, 

food, and lodging. Nonetheless, Spanish servants were well accustomed to itinerant 

courts. Even though Charles remained in Spain continuously for seven years (July 1522-

July 1529), he spent these years in constant motion. His 1522-1529 Vuelta a Espana 

consisted of a campaign in Navarre (1523-1524), the imperial wedding in Seville and 

honeymoon in Granada (1526), sessions of the Cortes in Vail ado lid (1523-1524), Toledo 

(1525), Madrid (1528), Monzon and Zaragoza (1528), and Segovia (1532), and avoiding 

or fleeing from outbreaks of pestilence in Andalusia (1523), Valladolid (1527), Madrid 

(1528), and Medina del Campo (1532). 

Charles' hispanicization of his court was a conservative change and the 

repudiation of the Burgundian aberration. Since the thirteenth century the monarchs of 

Spain had developed a household economy experienced in the customary travels 

throughout the Iberian kingdoms, so the Spanish household that Charles inherited was no 

less expert in caring for him than previous caretakers.'^' The citizens of royal Spain and 

the vassals of the king had had a long tradition of interaction and, based on the universal 

For royal residences in Castile and Aragon, especially the alcdzares, see Dommguez 
Casas, Arte y etiqueta de los Reyes Catdlicos, pp. 61-74, 253-288, 310-332, 397-432, 
499-529. For Philip ll's faithful adherence to Charles' instructions regarding Burgundian 
ceremonial practices during his journey to the Netherlands, see Helen Nader, "Habsburg 
Ceremony in Spain; The Reality of the Myth," Historical Reflections: Culture, Society 
and Religion in Early Modern Europe: Essays by the Students and Colleagues of William 
J Bouwsma, ed. Ellery Schalk, vol. 15 (1988), pp. 293-309. 

For a study of Spanish peripatetic kings, see Salazar y Acha, La Casa del rey de 
Cast ilia y Leon, pp. 49-139. 
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reaction against the imposition of a Burgundian court, Spaniards did not want an end to 

their relationship of service with the monarchy. The crown's financial dependence on the 

Cortes dovetailed with the king's obligation to rely on them for the king's day-to-day 

financial needs. Equally as important as drawing its servants from the people of Spain, 

Charles had the additional duty to establish a new dynasty, which in turn would lead to a 

long future of mutual dependence with, and a continuation of royal service for, his 

Spanish subjects. Above all, as the comunero platform of "no taxes without royal duty" 

came to be used by the city representatives of the 1523 Cortes, Charles had to rely on 

Spaniards if he expected to receive Spanish funds. 

During Charles' reign, especially before his imperial campaign of 1543-1556, 

offices of the court were not bought and sold. Rather, they were salaried and based on a 

wide range of competencies. Charles' court served multiple needs; it provided honorable 

vocations to Spanish vassals and subjects, it gave livelihoods with incomes, and it 

furnished the Habsburg family with the range of services it required. Talent, expertise, 

experience, loyalty, and industry were the merits that Charles sought in employing 

Spaniards. Unlike the judiciary, the servants of the Habsburg household did not require 

formal education, but rather had to have skills that were the basis of their appointment. 

Except for the medical staff, household servants did not have advanced degrees. 

Gratuities may have comprised a significant portion of their incomes, but just as 

important was the opportunity to serve and to do something more significant than mere 

subsistence survival or life in the village. Nepotism and string-pulling may have 

occurred in certain appointments, but the main qualifications were the willingness to do a 
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good job, to accomplish rewarding tasks, and to provide for one's family. Charles' 

restructuring of the household was part of a large-scale reform of government. 

The Birth of a Dynasty 

Karl Brandi argued that upon Charles' return to Spain in 1522, "his court was 

slowly recreated to combine the features of both Burgundian and Spanish culture, of 

Renaissance thought and imperial tradition" and that Charles excluded from government 

the high nobility, or the grandes. He added that two new groups took the place of the 

Burgundians and grandes, the lesser nobility and the regime of officeholders who were 

"more suited to royal service in the growing modem state.Brandi correctly 

recognized some of the changes Charles made in his household, but he failed to see how 

the Cortes had pressured the king into the makeover. In his estimation, the Cortes was 

where Charles explained "the point of view which governed his policy in external as well 

as internal affairs, and filled the Spaniards with a consciousness of their mission to the 

world." For Brandi, the Cortes was not a true parliament, but an arena where "technical 

details, such as the replacement of the old alcahala by a poll-tax, the encabezamiento, 

and all the varied regulations connected with it, were of far less importance" than Spain's 

so-called historical mission.^^ Brandi's narrative has not been superseded, nor has any 

The Emperor Charles V, p. 197. 
The Emperor Charles V, p. 198. 
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historian considered how Charles reformed the executive and implemented policies 

consequent to the negotiations between himself and the Cortes. 

Brandi's argument that Charles' household was an amalgam of Burgundian and 

Spanish qualities raises a problem of chronology. Charles' career spanned nearly half a 

century. Beginning in 1522 Charles thoroughly hispanicized his court. Brandi, on the 

other hand, simply assumed that his court remained Burgundian all along with an 

infusion of Spanish servants and officials. In truth, Charles' court between the years 

1522 to 1543 was primarily a Spanish environment. Brandi failed to note that after 1543 

until his abdication in 1555, Charles' itinerant court reflected the multi-ethnic and multi

cultural nature of his dynastic empire consisting of Spaniards, Native Americans, 

Austrians, Germans, Italians, Flemings, and Burgundians. When he departed Spain in 

1543, he reorganized his household in order to prepare himself for a very long campaign 

of almost fourteen years, a campaign in which he visited all his European jurisdictions. 

Even so, the sessions of the 1523-1524 Cortes were especially important, because 

these talks detennined Charles' hispanicization of his household, la casa y corte. These 

meetings between Charles and the city representative resolved two critical problems; 

whom Charles should marry and where the king of Spain should live. At the 1523 Cortes 

theprocuradores enumerated 105 petitions for Charles. In the first, the procuradores 

instructed him to find a bride, in particular the princess of Portugal, and in the second 

For the relacidn showing the management changes of his court in 1543, see La Corte 
de Carlos V, vol. 5, pp. 212-260. For a compreiiensive list of Charles' Burgundian staff, 
see La Corte de Carlos V, vol. 5, pp. 7-47. Charles also appointed Burgundians to court 
positions for his campaign of 1535-1536. 
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they stipulated that he had to reside in Spain."' The procuradores to the Cortes were well 

aware of earlier attempts by Spanish prelates to set up negotiations between Charles and 

the king of Portugal. In 1516, just after Fernando of Aragon died, the archbishop of 

Seville, Diego de Deza, wanted to send his nephew, Juan Tavera, on a mission to 

Portugal in order to initiate marriage plans between the daughter of the king of Portugal 

and Charles. Apparently Deza failed. Another opportunity to lessen the long tension 

between Castile and Portugal arose later. On December 1521, the king of Portugal died 

(Manual I who had married Charles' sister, Leonor, in 1519), and a new settlement had to 

be made between Charles and the new king of Portugal, Juan III.^^ Adrian of Utrecht at 

once sent Juan Tavera to Portugal, which set in motion two marriage contracts, one 

between Charles and Isabel of Portugal (the sister of Juan III), the other between Juan III 

and Catalina (Charles' sister raised in Spain with their mother, Queen Juana)."̂ ' Juan 111 

married Catalina in 1524, but Charles procrastinated."'^ 

By 1524 the cities of Castile were not satisfied with only one marriage. A year 

into the reform of the household by Charles, the cities sent their representatives to 

evaluate the king's performance. At the session of the Cortes in 1524, the agenda was 

not to announce new petitions, but to emphasize those that the cities felt had not been 

addressed. The monarch's spokesman at Cortes, Gattinara, told the cities that their 

claims had been heard and delivered to the proper committees. The monarchy, he said, 

appointed two accountants, Cristobal Suarez and Alonso Gutierrez de Madrid, to handle 

CLC, vol. 4, pp. 365-366. 
56 Carlos V: Tratados con Portugal, vol. 1, pp. 20-36. 

Salazar y Mendoza, Cronica Juan Tavera, pp. 67-69. 
TIE, Carlos V: Tratados con Portugal, vol. 1, pp. 125-151. 
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Iheir specific demands, in particular to go about the reestablishnient of the tax method of 

encabezam ien to.Charles then personally addressed the procuradores assembled in 

Valladolid, telling them that French mobilizations in northern Italy required the 

deployment of Spanish armies and an increase of funds. Charles used defensive 

arguments as his point of departure for soliciting additional money from the cities. 

Charles claimed that his problems in Milan could be converted into a religious crusade by 

using his imperial troops stationed in Italy to confront the enemies of Christianity, the 

Turks.^^ Charles pleaded his case that additional servicios were thus essential to 

subsidize "with honor and reputation" his inheritances in a just war. The delicate 

situation for the procuradores was that Charles' dynastic predicaments in the German 

empire complicated the urgent implementation of accords already agreed upon by them. 

The procuradores, however, wanted to resolve three financial reforms before the 

adjournment: the encabezamiento accord, lodging reforms (posadas) that would affect 

the king's requirement to stay in Spain, and devaluations. In short, the procuradores 

gave Charles no option of leaving Spain and instead told him to continue in his duty as 

the king of Spain. The fact that Charles had not finalized a marriage with the princess of 

Portugal made the members of the Cortes unsympathetic to any of his pleas, much less to 

his foreign policies. 

AGS, Patronato Real, leg. 70, fol. 9, p. 90. 
^ ". . provocado por su justa defension y por repelir las injurias que el rey de Francia 
queria hazer y reparar los danos hechos ... para poder mejor enplenar las armas mas 
contra los infieles" (Charles to the procuradores, Valladolid, 3-4 Aug 1524, AGS, 
Patronato Real, leg. 70, fol. 9, pp. 71-92). In Castaneda's minutes of the sessions of the 
Cortes, the complaints of the procuradores are in pp. 71-82; pp. 82-92 contain Charles' 
responses. 
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Charles hoped that he could reassure the cities with the marriage proposal 

between the king of Portugal and his sister, securing, he claimed, peninsular peace and 

prosperity from union with Portugal. Once again, theprocuradores informed Charles 

that the model he should emulate was the policy established by Fernando and Isabel, 

marriage bonds that engendered peace and facilitated the conquest of other territories.''^ 

This proposal of marriage was not what they wanted to hear. 

The cities of Spain were entrenched in peninsular matters and they were less 

interested in reversing French advances in Italy than they were in the resolution of their 

petitions specifying domestic reforms. Displeased with the suspension of the Cortes, the 

procuradores reminded their monarch how the communities had already endured a 

horrendous combination of wars, famines, and pestilences. The cities' defensive tactic of 

highlighting defensive policies and agricultural afflictions protected them from the king's 

pleas.* ' Charles, the procuradores claimed, had already gi ven his word to implement 

pohcies. In their list, the procuradores covered a full range of municipal grievances that, 

they believed, had been the accepted terms of their previous unfulfilled contract with 

Charles. The representatives reminded Charles of the specific reforms he had promised 

The procuradores reminded Charles of how Fernando and Isabel established peace 
with Portugal: "los Reyes Catolicos que eran tan prudentes y espertos cuyo ejemplo se 
deve siempre tomar obieron por bien de ayudar por casamiento con los reyes y principes 
de Portugal. .. y por causa de la paz que por el dicho deudo resulto sosegaron e 
pacificaron estos sus reynos y tuvieron lugar de ganar otros" (AGS, Patronato Real, leg. 
70, fol. 9, Valladolid, 8 Aug 1524, p. 87, "Lo que dijieron los procuradores"). 

During the years 1521-1522, Andalusia endured a devastating sequence of harvest 
failures and famines. The crown provided tax-exemptions for Andalusian cities (AGS, 
Estado, leg. 10, fol. 277, Charles to the contadores mayores, "que libren a la ciudad de 
Sevilla en las rentas del almorxarifazgo en 1522, le haze merced para ayudar de remedio 
de sus necesidades sobre la hambre y falta de pan"). 
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to deliver: to prohibit imports of silk finished goods (hordados dorados sedas) as well as 

to enforce bans against gambling. The city representatives were conservative urban 

elites, holding tightly to age-old notions of justice and sumptuary laws. They were 

particularly upset that corregidores and royal judges continually failed to enforce 

traditional sumptuary laws, in particular that so many merchants were granted royal 

licenses to sell silks indiscriminately and cheaply, promoting an availability of luxury 

items that harmed the common good by blurring accepted social and economic 

inequalities.^'" They indicated the degree to which the appeals courts remained 

undependable. Charles, they insisted, had to continue with reforms of his house and 

royal institutions, ordering audits of judicial offices, ensuring that appeals went to the 

chancery of Valladolid or Granada and did not end up at the Council of Castile, bringing 

to a close the sale of tax-exemptions (hidalguius), mandating clothing requirements for 

royal officials, enforcing sentences of convicted judges, writing to the pope to set up 

jurisdictional limits on ecclesiastical judges, preventing monasteries and convents from 

acquiring real estate, prohibiting foreigners from obtaining Spanish offices and benefices, 

and mandating that royal officers and judges have legitimate degrees from Salamanca and 

Valladolid.^^ 

"en el traer de la seda . . . no dar licencia desenfrenada a quales quier personas para que 
hechen y gasten sobre si sin caudales y haziendas y para que haya tanta igualdad enestos 
vucstros reynos entre personas que son tan desiguales" (Theprocuradores to Charles, 
Valladolid, 4 Aug 1524, AGS, Patronato Real, leg. 70, fol. 9, p. 80). 
^ . . enestos reynos se han robado e roban cada dia por los juezes notaries apostolicos 
y llevan derechos ad su advitrio e voluntad sin tasa en aranzel. VM se ofrescio a lo 
prober y si menestcr fuese escribir al papa sobre ellos lo qual no se ha hecho . .. por leyes 
e por Cortes VM ha prometido no dar beneficios eclesiasticos ni otros oficios a estanjeros 
esto no se guarda y sin se dan iglesias ni beneficios eclesiasticos a estranjeros danse 
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During the sessions of Cortes in 1524, two perceptions of policy clashed: Charles 

believed he had made major steps toward installing himself in Spain; the procuradores to 

the Cortes remained skeptical of Charles' domestic reforms. Whereas the procuradores 

complained of royal inactivity, Charles claimed he already had effected the resolution of 

twenty of their petitions. He pointed out that he had implemented many municipal 

prerogatives: he imposed silk restrictions and begun to look into monetary reforms, 

appointed well-paid and lettered officials to investigate royal prosecutors, appointed sons 

of knights to serve in his household, and ordered that lawsuits end up in the appeals 

courts.The cities were now free to interrogate traveling salesmen of indulgences, 

allowing entrance only to those preachers and ecclesiastical agents of the crusade who 

had authorized documents. Charles claimed that tax-exemptions had not been sold, and 

he had addressed the problem of the immunities of ecclesiastical judges. As for the 

monastic houses purchasing lands, royal decrees had been sent out making such sales 

illicit. Still, the procuradores were not content with Charles' one-year effort of reforms 

and insisted that he continue with the work he had just begun. 

After another year, the cities had lost their patience and demanded that the 

monarchy immediately address one of their most pressing concerns. The procuradores to 

the 1525 Cortes told Gattinara that they would greatly appreciate it and would receive 

rentas y pensiones de ellas que es mayor inconveniente a darse las misma iglesias y 
beneficios porque no sirviendo en la espiritual se llevan lo temporal" (The procuradores 
to Charles, Valladolid, 4 Aug 1524, AGS, Patronato Real, leg. 70, fol. 9, pp. 81-82). 

AGS, Estado, leg. 12, fol. 227, casas de moneda to Charles, Cuenca, 14 July 1524, 
"pareceres de las casas de moneda de Sevilla y Cuenca para que no so pueda sacar la 
moneda de estos reynos"; and Estado, leg. 12, fol. 228, casas de moneda to Charles, 
Seville, 4 Aug 1524. 
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immense favor (merced) if Charles would marry the princess of Portugal, Isabel.^® 

Charles had to weigh his relation with Henry VIII, especially in the light of the treaty 

established in 1521 in which Charles promised to marry Mary, the daughter of Henry/'^ 

But more was at stake than international peace: nothing less than the future of the 

Spanish monarchy. 

At the time there were concems that Charles would seek an English alliance 

rather than the peninsular security that a marriage bond between Castile and Portugal 

would supposedly ensure. The situation for Castilians had grown intolerable and Charles 

finally realized that he could no longer postpone his decision. Two weeks after the 

procuradores laid out Charles' marriage plan, Gattinara affirmed their request. The 

procuradores then offered Charles a subsidy of 150 million maravedis in four years.*''' 

A past co-regent of Spain during the civil wars, the admiral of Castile, represented a wide 

concern as well as relief that Charles had decided to marry Isabel of Portugal.^" 

As part of the marriage settlement with the king of Portugal, Charles was to 

receive 876,000 ducats, which did not include debts owed to the Portuguese nor the 

71 
income Charles had to give Isabel. Charles gave her royal towns producing a yearly 

AGS, Patronato Real, leg. 70, fol. 9, Toledo, 2 June 1525. 
For a discussion of Charles' marriage to Isabel as the beginning of animosity with 

Henry VIII, see Federico Chabod, "Carlos V y su imperio," Carlos Vy su imperio, trans. 
Rodrigo Ruza (Mexico City: Fondo de Cultura Economica, 1992; 1985), pp. 11-188, pp. 
29-30. 

AGS, Patronato Real, leg. 70, fol. 58. 
AGS, Patronato Real, leg. 70, fol. 9, Toledo, 17 June 1525. 

™ AGS, Estado, leg. 13, fol. 284, the admiral to Charles, [1525]. 
71 • • 

Javier Vales Failde. La Emperatriz Isabel (Madrid: Tipografica de la Revista de 
Archivos, Bibliotecas y Museos, 1917), p. 129. The amount specified is "900,000 dob las 
de oro castellan as de 365 maravedis cada dobla." Brandi postulated a dowry of one 
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income of over 36,000 ducats and a supplement of 9,733 ducats from the revenues of the 

almojarifazgo of Seville/^ The queen received the sales taxes (alcahalas), two-ninths of 

the tithe (tercias), and other municipal annuities (yantares and martiniegas) of the cities 

of Soria and Alcaraz, and the towns of Molina, Aranda, Sepulveda, Carrion, Albacete, 

San Cleniente, and Villa Nueva de la Jara. Charles in turn received a dowry of precious 

•70 
metals, pearls, and jewelry (which he sold to his creditors). 

The Empress arrived in Spain with her own household, but increasingly she 

incorporated Spaniards into both her downstairs household and upstairs chamber and 

bedroom. From 1526 to 1528, Ruy Tellez de Meneses, as Lord High Steward 

74 (mayordomo mayor), supervised the entire staff and handled all palace arrangements. 

The lord high steward supervised the household below stairs and the chamber above 

stairs. The below stairs household consisted of four masters of the kitchen and table 

(maestresalas), dining room porters, keeper of the silver (repostero de la plata), purveyor 

million ducats ("Eigenhandige Aufzeichnungen Karls V aus dem An fang des Jahrcs 
1525," Nachrichten von der Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften zu Gottingen. Philologisch-
Historische Klasse [1933], pp. 219-260, pp. 256-260. 

AGS, Estado, leg. 14, fols. 9-10, Granada, 1526, "copia de la donacion que el 
Emperador hizo a la Emperatriz de ciertas villas y lugares del realengo." 

AGS, Estado, leg. 14, fols. 193-215, undated. For the financial arrangement, see 
Estado, leg. 14, fol. 167, Granada, 15 Nov. 1527, Charles to Juan de Adurza, "pagueys a 
Agostin de Grimaldo e Estavan Centurion, Ginovcses estantes en esta corte, 20,000 
ducados.'' 

Maria del Carmen Mazario Coleto, Isabel de Portugal, Emperatriz y Reina de Espana. 
(Madrid: CSIC, 1951), p. 79. Mazario Coleto probably encountered the same problem I 
had when looking at the archival evidence. Apparently, archivists, either in the 18"^ or 
19'^ centuries, decided to rearrange many of the documents associated with Isabel and her 
court into legajo 26, and thus they took the folios out of their chronological order. Since 
many of the folios in legajo 26 are undated, it is very difficult to gauge when many of the 
reforms and changes took place. The major dates of reform, however, took place in 
1526, 1528, and 1534-1535. 
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of wine and food (despensero mayor), cooks and chcfs, and kitchen and dining servants 

(reposteros)J' 

The Portuguese grand chamberlain (camarera mayor), dona Guiomar de Melo, 

who relied on the services of chamberlains (camareras) who included Leonor de Castro y 

Meneses and Isabel Hemmdez de Magallanes, supervised the chamber above stairs, in 

particular the bedroom. The camareras of Isabel's court fell under three categories of 

women, married ladies in waiting (damas), unmarried maids of honor {doncellas), and 

widows such as Angela Fabra, the countess of Faro. Isabel's camareras included 

Portuguese damas, dona Guiomar de Castro, Leonor de Melo, and Juana Manuel, as well 

as Castilian damas dona Juana de Castro, the countess of Haro, dona Mencia de Mendoza 

(marquise of Zenete), Maria de Mendoza, and dona Leonor de Mascareflas.'^ Camareras 

depended on a crew of chamber servants (mozos de cdmara), valets (pajes), female 

assistants (mozas de cdmara), bedroom assistants {reposteros de estrado), maids, nurses, 

and cleaners. 

Additional servants of the court of Isabel included a medical staffIsabel 

brought with her from Portugal Gregorio Silvestre Rodriguez de Mesa, her personal 

physician, but upon her arrival in Spain she relied on additional doctors: Diego de 

Many of these servants requested mercedes after years of service. For lists of requests 
from these men and women, see AGS, Estado, leg. 14, fol. 5. For a list of offices of the 
household below the stairs, see La Carte de Carlos V, vol. 5, pp. 91-99. For a list of 
Philip's English court, which has the English categories of the chamber and household 
offices, see La Carte de Carlos V, vol. 5, pp. 115-118. 

AGS, Estado, leg. 12, fols. 296-297, "oficios de la reyna de Portugal [Leonor, Charles' 
sister] y infanta Catalina"; La Carte de Carlos V, vol. 5, p. 90. 

Mazario Coleto, Lsahel de Portugal, p. 84. 
For a partial list, see La Carte de Carlos V, vol. 5, p. 90. 
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Cevallos and Juan Rodriguez.^^ A team of pharmacists supplemented the medical staff.^° 

When Charles departed for the German empire in 1529, Spanish doctors, for example, 

" • 81 Villalobos and Alfaro, remained with Isabel and the infantes Philip and Maria. 

Below the administrative staff, Isabel depended on a staff of keepers, treasurers, 

and transportation crews. She had a keeper of arms (repostrero de armas), a sergeant at 

arms, a clerk of accounts receivable (yeedor de hacienda de la casa), a paymaster 

{contador mayor de despensa y raciones) and his clerks, two accountants and one clerk 

who recorded revenues {contadores mayores and teniente de contador mayor), the master 

of the stable {cavallerizo mayor), the master of the mules {azemillero mayor), and a range 

of palace guards {hombres de cdmara, porteros de cdmara, porteros de cadena)}^ 

The Empress arrived in Spain with chapel personnel under the direction of the 

bishop of Oporto, Pedro Alvarez de Acosta. As grand chaplain {capelldn mayor), 

Alvarez had a small crew of over twelve chaplains, a sacristan, a dean, almsgiver 

{limosnero), ten singers, sixteen acolytes {mozos de capilla), keepers of the chapel 

O-J 
{reposteros de capilla), porters, and organists. 

La Corte de Carlos V, vol. 5, p. 94. 
AGS, Estado, leg. 14, foL 5. 
Philip was born on 21 May 1527; Maria on 21 June 1528. Regarding Maria's birth, see 

AGS, Estado, leg. 16, fol. 432, Dr. Alfaro to Charles, Madrid, 22 June 1528. 
For the range of offices of Isabel's court, see AGS, Estado, leg. 14, fol. 178, 12 Oct. 

1526, Granada; Estado, leg. 26, fols. 104-114. For expense accounts, see Estado, leg. 26, 
fols. 131-136. For salaries and nominations, see Estado, leg. 26, fols. 137-138. For 
appointments of aristocrats to serve in her court, see Estado, leg. 26, fol. 139. 

AGS, Estado, leg. 26, fol. 114, fols. 122-123; Mazario Coleto, Isabel de Portugal, p. 
79; La Corte de Carlos V, vol. 5, p. 88. 
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After their honeymoon in Granada during the summer of 1526, Charles and the 

Empress headed north toward Valladolid. They arrived in January of 1527, staying at a 

palace of the count of Benavente. In Valladolid, Isabel became a Spanish queen by 

oc 
giving birth to Philip. Isabel had as Philip's godfathers (compadres) Spanish grandees, 

the constable of Castile and the duke of Bejar, and Charles' grand chamberlain, Henry of 

Nassau, who had married the marquise of Zenete in June 1524. Witnesses were the count 

of Benavente and the duke of Alba. The archbishop of Toledo administered the 

sacrament of baptism. In one of her acts of gratitude for Philip's birth, Isabel gave 

Charles a list of comuneros to be pardoned. 

In 1528 Isabel's court became even more Spanish. The hispanicization process of 

three phases came to an end. By now, Charles had decided to depart for the German 

empire, so a separate administrative staff had to be established.®' Isabel's household 

moved repeatedly requiring a team of caretakers and administrators to look after the royal 

OQ 
family' needs. Court changes in 1528 incorporated a cast of allies of President Tavera. 

The lord high steward {mayordomo mayor) took charge of palace arrangements and had 

For a list of councillors, see "Capitulaciones matrimoniales de Carlos V e Isabel," 
Toledo, 24 Oct. 1525, CDCV, vol. 1, pp. 100-115, pp. 114-115. For the Portuguese court 
of the Empress, see Gonzalo Fernandez de Oviedo y Valdes, "Relacion de lo sucedido en 
la prision del rey de Francia . . . hasta que el Emperador le dio libertad," CODOIN, vol. 
38, pp. 404- 529, pp. 424-425. 
oc 

For thesis of the hispanicization of the monarchy, especially with the birth of Philip, 
see J.L. Gonzalo Sanchez-Molero, "Felipe II, princeps hispanorum: la castellanizacion de 
un principe Habsburgo, 1527-1547," Manuscrits 16 (1998), p. 71; La Corte de Carlos V, 
vol. 1, p. 235. 

For Isabel's list of pardoned comuneros, see AGS, Estado, leg. 15, fol. 7. 
For the "refonnacion de la Casa de la Emperatriz," see AGS, Estado, leg. 16, fols. 496-

497, the count of Miranda to Charles. 
O Q  

For a comprehensive list, see La Corte de Carlos V, vol. 5, pp. 88-99. 
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control over the entire upstairs and downstairs staff; the count of Miranda (Francisco 

O Q  

Ziiniga y Avellaneda) held this office until his death in 1536. Miranda's assistant 

(tenicnte del mayordomo mayor) was his cousin, Inigo de Zuniga. The comptroller 

{contador de hacienda), Juan de Zuniga, supervised the court's consumption of victuals, 

meats, wine, and other necessities. Three masters of the household (maestresalas) were 

also nobles who ensured that subordinates downstairs fulfilled their duties as well as 

maintained a well-disciplined staff.''*' Isabel's court also included a new cast of damas, 

who included a sister of the duke of Albuquerque, a daughter of the marquis of Aguilar, 

two daughters of the count of Osomo, two daughters of the count of Palma, a daughter of 

Secretary Cobos, and a daughter of the marquis of Villafranca.'" 

Preparing to leave Spain, Charles formed a new council to assist the Empress in 

governing Castilian towns given to her in 1526.^^ To serve in this Council of the 

Empress, Charles brought together Tavera associates. For president of the Council of the 

Empress, Charles selected the bishop of Zamora, Francisco de Mendoza, a close ally of 

AGS, Estado, leg. 26, fol. 143, March-April [1528]; La Carte de Carlos V, vol. 3, pp. 
472-476. 
^ They were Inigo Manrique, Luis Pacheco, and Diego Osorio (AGS, Estado, leg. 26, 
fol. 143, March-April [1528]; Estado, leg. 16, fol. 431, count of Miranda to Charles, 5 
June 1529). The chief surveyor of the household {aposentador mayor), Miguel de 
Velasco, relied on a staff of over ten aposentadores to find housing for the non-salaried 
staff and courtiers. Casas Dominguez argues that aposentadores and the aposentador 
mayor traveled to a designated muncipality in order to announce the arrival of the royal 
court and to find "alojamiento para los cortesanos" {Arte y etiqueta de los Reyes 
Catolicos, pp. 233-234). For additional household appointments and their respective 
salaries, see Estado, leg. 26, fols. 104-106. 
''' AGS, Estado, leg. 26, fol. 143, March-April [1528]. Cf. Estado, leg. 26, fol. 139, 
"mujeres principales." 

AGS, Estado, leg. 16, fols. 449-450, Madrid, 20 April 1528; Patronato Real, leg. 26, 
fol. 18, Toledo. 8 March 1529. 
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Tavera's and one of Charles' financial negotiators.' Two out of the three councillors 

chosen for the Empress' Council were also Tavera associates: Dr. Hernando de Guevara 

of the Council of the Inquisition and Fernando de Vaides, the future president of the 

Council of Castile (1539).'''* The other councillor of the Council of the Empress was 

Antonio de Lujan, who was councillor of the Council of the Military Order of Santiago 

and past judge of the Chancery of Valladolid during the reign of Fernando of Aragon.^^ 

The secretary, Pedro de Quintana, worked in close contact with two new appointees 

recruited by Tavera (Dr. Pedro Ortiz and Licentiate Mogollon) and senior councillors of 

the Council of Castile (Pedro Manuel and Pedro de Medina), and Juan Vazquez de 

Molina of the cdmara de Castilla.^^ 

Charles' absence demanded unity, not factional battle lines. One of the best ways 

to get the cooperation of a large constituency was to let the dominant party, Tavera's 

network, continue in control and consolidate power. When Charles left Castile on April 

23,1529, he wanted people to trust his provisions for Castile. Most of the bishops were 

aligned with Tavera and the judges of the appellate courts too had a vested interest in 

Tavera's administration. T avera was the leader of two generations of university-trained 

jurists, a hierarchy of prelates, and had recruited a cast of lawyers—all working for a 

AGS, Estado, leg. 16, fol. 450, Madrid, 20 April 1528, "nombramientos de pcrsonas." 
For Tavera's support of Francisco de Mendoza, see AGS, Estado, leg. 16, fol. 492, 
Tavera to Charles, Madrid, 13 May 1527?; Estado, leg. 29, fol. 182, Tavera to Charles, 4 
April 1534. 

AGS, Estado, leg. 16, fol. 450, Madrid, 20 April 1528, "nombramientos de personas." 
For Lujan, see La Corte de Carlos V, p. 251-253. 
For the cooperation among these advisors and councillors, see AGS, Estado, leg. 15, 

fol. 53, Madrid, 13 May 1528. For Tavera's support of Ortiz, see Estado, leg. 16, fol. 
435, Tavera to Charles, Madrid, April 1528; Estado, leg. 20, fol. 136. For Tavera's 
support of Mogellon, see Estado, leg. 14, fol. 249. 
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Castilian monarchy. Many of the newcomers had obtained their positions with his fiill 

support. Certainly they all had their proper livelihoods to ensure, but they were tied 

together by the concerns of the crown to preserve the economic and political gains it had 

made since the civil wars. They also saw that he had forged a Castilian government of 

Castilians. The king had an Iberian queen, a Castilian heir, and a new child about to be 

born. The Empress and Tavera had separate households, but they lived, worked and 

moved together as the caretakcrs of the royal patrimony, especially with the awareness 

that Charles was about to engage in a new phase of imperial responsibilities. Charles 

wanted the Empress, her staff, and Tavera's bureaucracy to share the responsibilities of 

dealing with the many problems that would arise, from feuds to financial deals. In fact, 

the first scandal that Tavera and the Empress had to deal with was the elopement of two 

07 
young nobles in love whose parents had selected other partners for them. This love 

entanglement was only one of the many domestic and foreign affairs problems which 

Tavera and the Empress resolved in the king's absence. These included the conflict 

between the admiral of Castile and the constable of Castile, the inheritance battle of the 

house of the deceased duke ofBejar, the contest between the count of Benavente and his 

appointed guardian, Benavente's subsequent alliance with the marquise of Astorga, the 

duchess of Medina Sidonia's request for the dissolution of her marriage to the impotent 

duke, the difficulty in obtaining funds from the cathedral chapters, the frequency of 

Muslim piracy, the crown's inability to generate monies necessary to supply royal 

fortifications and galleys, and the struggle to provide Charles' creditors with cash. 

AGS, Estado, leg. 16, fol. 468, Tavera to Charles Madrid, 21 May. 
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Since his return to Spain in 1522 Charles had entertained the hope of concluding 

his imperial campaign with papal blessing, but the revolution had changed everything, 

delaying Charles' return to Italy until August 1529. Nevertheless, he continued to talk 

about his plans to see the pope in order to settle the division of the Habsburg dynasty 

between himself and Ferdinand of Austria. By the time Charles was able to mobilize 

his imperial campaign in 1528 he had employed six strategies in order to forge his 

dynasty with the future of the Spanish empire of royal cities and towns. 

Since his return to Spain in 1522 Charles realized that the process of negotiation 

between ruler and subjects was central to the formation of his monarchical state and to 

the revitalization of the Spanish empire. With Castile showing the way, Charles took 

control over the institutions of justice, using strategies he then applied to his other 

jurisdictions. The glue of authority was justice, holding the Spanish empire togetlicr, and 

nothing was as important as the provision of judicial institutions supported by an 

executive consisting in peer review and procedures of self-reform. As a reformer of 

justice and law, Charles was much more like Justinian than Augustus. Initially, he made 

one strategic mistake. He introduced Burgundian patronage politics to Spain—a failed 

policy that opened the door to parliamentary accords establishing a governmental 

meritocracy. But he soon acquired great skills and had the humility to listen and to 

implement changes requested by his subjects. He thus employed five strategies. He 

consolidated a large constituency of vassals by providing them with requested privileges, 

built a constitutional platform for negotiating tax privileges and formulating domestic 

Juan Antonio Vilar Sanchez, "Dos procesos dinasticos paralelos en la decada de 1520; 
Carlos V y su hermano Fernando I," Hispania 60/3 (2000), pp. 835-852. 
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reforms, rationalized and hispanicized the executive by dividing it into councils with 

distinct competencies, reformed the judicial bureaucracy by establishing procedures of 

appointment standards and a system of audits, and reorganized the household by 

eliminating the patronage politics introduced by the Burgundians and by establishing a 

Castilian dynasty under the supervision of the Empress, Tavera, Cobos, and their 

99 associates. 

Carlos Morales dates the beginning of this "regimen polisinodial" under Tavera and 
Cobos when Charles prepared for his imperial journey of 1528 ("El regimen polisinodial 
bajo la egida de Cobos y Tavera," La Carte de Carlos V, vol. 2, pp. 43-49). 
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CONCLUSION 

Charles inherited the prerogative of absolute power, and he used it within the 

boundaries of parliamentary law and the common good. Only in special occasions did he 

ever consider applying it, because in such cases he mitigated the potential harm a strict 

interpretation of the law would inflict upon the petitioner. With absolute power at his 

disposal, Charles enacted merciful and just policies: pardoning the comuneros, granting 

the nobility privileges, and giving the cities a justice system consisting of self-reforming 

procedures. Charles' application of absolute power corresponded with merced, a merited 

grace a lord granted to deserving subjects. 

Municipal loyalty and governmental duty marked the reciprocal and dynamic 

relationship between the king and his kingdoms. Continually negotiated during sessions 

of the Cortes (1523, 1524, 1528, 1532, 1534), royal functions were not taken for granted 

by the cities, but rather the cities became more and more demanding as Charles' expenses 

increased with time. 

The Spanish empire of autonomous municipalities and self-reforming royal 

institutions survived for centuries and was the basis of Hispanic life in the age of 

discovery. According to Ruth MacKay, the Spanish empire survived because of "the 

monarchy's unfailing capacity to improvise, a capacity in part bom of necessity but also 

as a result of the way in which the king's vassals understood royal authority and the 
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location of political power."' Charles probably began or at least resurrected this practice 

of improvisation by learning to depend on the cities for domestic policies. Whereas Ruth 

MacKay used military recruitment as a means to understand the relationship between 

king and kingdom, 1 have used parliamentary resolutions and the comunero grievances to 

show the coexistence of central authority, royal responsibility, and municipal power. The 

implementation of management policies for the bureaucracy reveals both the duties of 

kingship as the basis of royal authority and the expectations of the cities as the barometer 

of royal competence. 

Charles established a meritocratic bureaucracy and the cities of the Cortes 

provided management policies, standards, and legal reforms that guided recruiters, 

administrators, and judges. Charles centralized the Castilian administration, which made 

it more efficient, and in turn it became more flexible and improvisatorial as Charles' 

imperial responsibilities increasingly became more urgent and complex. After 1529 

Charles' foreign affairs seemed to have taken precedence over Castilian matters. Further 

research, however, needs to be done in order to determine whether Charles neglected the 

Castilian judiciary or whether the Empress, President Tavera, Prince Philip, and the 

regencies they governed (1529-33, 1535-1538, 1539-1541 and 1543-1555) continued to 

rule judiciously and in partnership with the cities while Charles was abroad on campaigns 

seeking to conserve his paternal inheritance and to refomi the medieval church. My 

hypothesis is that the cities, Isabel, President Tavera, and his network were committed to 

' The Limits of Royal Authority: Resistance and Obedience in Seventeenth-century 
Castile, Cambridge Studies in Early Modem History (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1999), p. 4. 
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the mechanisms and procedures of administrative reform that they had worked hard to 

institutionalize. The Empress and President Tavera also passed the torch of good 

government to the subsequent generation they had worked hard to cultivate and teach the 

principles that they had used in the reconstruction program of the 1520s. 

Compared to continental Europe in the sixteenth-century, Castilians prospered in 

a climate of domestic stability. Castile was perhaps Charles' only success story, while 

his other jurisdictions formed alliances against his "tyranny," battled among themselves, 

and engaged in confessional wars against others whom they considered to be bad 

Christians. Castile, on the other hand, had the blessings of an accountable judiciaiy, a 

competitive and meritocratic bureaucracy, a new dynasty after a long dccade of 

monarchical uncertainty, local autonomy as the centerpiece of Castilian existence, and a 

powerful parliament that focused on the maintenance of good government and royal 

competence. The principle of contractual government thus sustained the political 

structures and the domestic policies of Castile." Moreover, Charles was much more 

fortunate than his son and grandsons who had inferior statesmen, compared to President 

* For an argument about the Spanish tradition of contractual government, see Antonio 
Feros, Kingship and Favoritism in the Spain of Philip III, pp. 19-21. For evidence, Feros 
cites works published in the late sixteenth century, for example, De rege (1599) by Juan 
de Mariana. Philip II also relied on a literary tradition exemplified by one of Charles V's 
official chroniclers, Antonio de Guevara, who published the Relox de principes in 1529, 
which is about how Charles should govern his "republic" or commonwealth on the basis 
of the performance of duties; cf, Guevara, Decada de Cesares (1539), chapters 13 and 
14. For a study on the "mirror of princes" tradition, see Ronald W. Truman, Spanish 
Treatises on Government, Society, and Religion in the Time of Philip II: The 'de regimine 
principum' and Associated Traditions, BriU's Studies in Intellectual History 95 (Leiden: 
Brill, 1999), pp. 13-14, note #3, pp. 125-127. For the reign of Charles V, Truman 
mentions Francisco de Monzon's Libraprimero del espeja delprincipe and Guevara's 
Relax de principes. 
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Tavera and the Empress, running government and devising campaign and domestic 

strategies. 

In 1528 Charles linked the future of Spain with his imperial and dynastic 

complications. Although he took President Tavera's advice regarding domestic matters, 

he disregarded Tavera's nationalist policy. President Tavera warned Charles that he 

should prioritize his maternal inheritance over the German empire. "In my opinion," 

Tavera wrote in December 1529, "the preservation and perpetuity of your succession is 

much more important than everything else in the [German] empire, and I beg and plead 

with you to return from Italy." ̂  Charles went on to Augsburg and committed himself to 

the resolution of a religious crisis that Tavera in 1529 believed to be irremediable. In 

spite of Charles' success in developing and executing strategies of royal state formation. 

President Tavera did not let his king forget that his absence undermined their reforms of 

the past seven years. "We must maintain," he told Charles, "the authority and 

preeminence of this royal house and its justice."^ Even a case of corruption in urban 

magistracies could spell trouble, and thus Tavera and his network of auditors, prelate 

administrators, appellate judges, and corregidores were highly attentive to uphold law 

and order "especially in these municipalities that previously were so rebellious."' 

Scholars have written outstanding books on the comunero revolution, but no one 

has made the connection between the causes of the civil wars and the resolution of 

^ AGS, Estado, leg. 20, fol. 204, Tavera to Charles, 19 Dec. [1529]: "... a mi opinion su 
conservacion y perpetuidad importa a VM y a su subcesion mas que todo lo de alia 
suplicando y suadiendo que se apartase esta yda de Ytalia." 
^ AGS, Estado, leg. 20, fol. 21, Tavera to Charles, Madrid, 6 June [1530]. 
^ AGS, Estado, leg. 20, fol. 172, Tavera to Charles: "se deben curar especialmente en 
estos pueblos que en las cosas pasadas fueron tan rebeldes." 
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comunero grievances as the foundation of long-term stability in Castile and as the turning 

point for Castile as a global federation of independent municipalities sustained by a self-

reforming appellate system of justice. I have tried to contribute for a more balanced 

perspective of "Imperial" Spain. A few exceptions aside, secondary scholarship on 

Castile, Charles V, and the Habsburgs overwhelmingly stress diplomacy and foreign 

policies. A proper evaluation of any society and government requires two lenses and not 

just the magnification of defensive strategics and conflicts between sovereign rulers.'' 

As Ruth MacKay had shown, an understanding of foreign and domestic policies 

reveals resistance and obedience and demonstrates the central role of consent, which was 

necessary for the mobilization of resources. When the Cortes flexed its muscles and 

Charles became willing to accept that power, he received the collateral his creditors 

required and that was necessary for sustaining his armies and navies. Yet, as Charles had 

to deal with his problems in Milan, the German empire, and the Mediterranean, his post-

comunero bargain resulted in even greater domestic peace as large-scale violence ended 

in the Spanish empire and cooperation and support flowed from the partnership between 

the king and Castilian cities and towns. Religion was perhaps less important for 

Castilians than it was for less fortunate societies who relied on their faith in God to deal 

with earthly tyranny and incompetent governments and to gain political power and 

limited freedoms. Castilians used their legal institutions to resist "injustice." Charles 

adopted recruitment standards and management procedures affecting the judiciary, 

® On the difference between a sovereign monarch and the concept of sovereignty, see 
David Loades, Tudor Government: Structures of Authority in the Sixteenth Century 
(Oxford: Blackwell Publishers, 1997), pp. 1-16, p. 1. 
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precisely because the cities maintained that a self-reforming bureaucracy went hand-in-

hand with their liberties. 

The Cortes and the Castilian empire of democratic municipalities were the 

primary institutions of an activism shaping domestic agenda and gaining political 

accords, while the Habsburgs were the beneficiaries of industrious people who equated 

generosity with royal performance. Although the cities lost the battle of Villalar in 1521, 

they won the war against injustice and Burgundian incompetence. The people of the 

cities were political and religious actors who did not seek religious justifications for their 

liberties. They knew how to obtain, defend, and reform the laws and institutions which 

they believed were necessary to maintain law and order, to enforce the royal compliance 

of standards and duties, and to support their freedom of self-rule. 
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APPENDIX: TABLES 

Bom in Ghent The Low Spain England, Spain 
(25 Feb. 1500) Countries (1517-20) The German (1522-29) 

(1500-17) empire, 
The Low 
Countries, 
England 
(1520-22) 

Italy The German The Low The German Italy 
(1529-30) empire Countries empire (1532-33) 

(1530-31) (1531-32) (1532-32) 

Spain Tunis Italy Provence Genoa 
(1533-35) (1535) (1535-36) (1536) (1536) 

Spain Rousillon, Spain France, The German 
(1536) Villefranche, (1538-39) The Low empire 

Nice Countries (1541) 
(1538) (1539-40) 

Italy, Spain Genoa, The German The Low 
Algiers (1541-43) Italy, empire. Countries, 
(1541) The German France, The German 

empire The Low empire, 
(1543) Countries The Low 

(1544-45) Countries 
(1545) 

The German The Low The German The Low Monastery in 
empire Countries empire Countries Y uste. 
(1546-48) (1548-50) (1550-53) (1553-56) Spain, 

(1556-1 21 
Sept. 1558) 

Table 1: Charles' Itinerary 
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Pedro de 
Oropesa 

Lorenzo 
Gah'ndez de 
Carvajal 

Toribio 
Gomez de 
Santiago 

Luis Gonzalez 
de Polanco 

University Salamanca, 
Doctorate in 
Law 

Salamanca, 
Doctorate in 
Law 

Salamanca Salamanca? 

Colegio 
Mayor 

San Bartolome 
(1478) 

San Bartolome 
(1496) 

Auditor 

Inquisitor 
Military Order 

Knight of 
Calatrava 
(1514) 

Council 
Inquisition 
(1521-28) 

Corregidor 
Regidor 

Regidor of 
Tenerife, 
Plasencia, 
Salamanca 

Alcalde 
Casa y Corte 

(1494-1505) 

Chancery Oidor 
Valladolid 
(1499-1502) 

Oidor 
Valladolid 
(1492-94) 

Councils Mesta (1526-?) 

Council of 
Castile 

(1491-1529) (1502-27) (1503-34) (1505-42) 

Camara do 
Castilla 

(1517-27) (1527-42) 

Table 2.1: The Council of Castile in 1526 
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Fortun 
Ibanez de 
Aguirre 

Juan 
Cabrero 

Rodrigo de 
Coalla 

Garcia de 
Padilla 

University Licentiate 
Salamanca? 

Doctorate in 
Law 
Salamanca? 

Licentiate 
Salamanca? 

Licentiate 
Salamanca 

Colegio 
Mayor 

Auditor 

Inquisitor 
Military Order 

Council 
Inquisition 
(1509-47) 

Council 
Inquisition 
(1492) 

Calatrava 
(1507) 

Corregidor 
Regidor 

Corregidor 
Murcia 
(1487) 

Alcalde 
Casa y Corte 

Chancery Oidor Valladolid 
(1502) 

Alcalde 
Valladolid 
(1487) 

Councils 

Council of 
Castile 

(1506-47) (1510-28) (1514-28) (1516-42) 

Camara dc Castilla (1535-47) (1516-28) 

Table 2.2: The Council of Castile in 1526 
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Hernando 
de Guevara 

Cristobal 
Vazquez de 
Acuna 

Pedro de 
Medina 

Martin 
Vazquez 

University Bologna Salamanca? Salamanca? Doctorate 
Valladolid; 
Law Professor 
(1499-1506) 

Colegio 
Mayor 

St. Clement Santa Cruz 

Auditor 

Inquisitor 
Military Order 

Council 
Inquisition 
(1523-29) 

Council 
Inquisition 
(1492) 

Corregidor 
Regidor 

Corregidor 
Guipiizcoa 
(1507-09) 

Alcalde 
Casa y Corte 

Chancery Oidor Valladolid 
(1509-?) 

Alcaldc 
Valladolid 
(1487) 

Oidor 
Valladolid; 
Oidor Granada 
(1508) 

Councils Finance 
(1537-46) 

Council of 
Castile 

(1517-46) (1519-37) (1514-28) (1523-34) 

Camara de 
Castilla 

Table 2.3: The Council of Castile in 1526 



Pedro 
Manuel 

Caspar de 
Montoya 

Luis de 
Corral 

Hernando 
Giron 

University Licentiate 
Salamanca? 

Licentiate 
Salamanca 

Licentiate 
Salamanca? 

Licentiate 
Valladolid 

Colegio 
Mayor 

San Bartolome Santa Cruz 

Auditor 

Inquisitor 

Corregidor Vizcaya 
(1527) 

Alcalde 
Casa y Corte 

(1535-?) 

Chancery Oidor 
Valladolid 
(1520-26) 

Oidor 
Valladolid 
(1523-27) 

Oidor 
Valladolid 
(1497-28) 

Oidor 
Granada 
(1513-26) 

Councils Indies (1527) Indies (1528); 
The Empress 
(1528-1533) 

Council of 
Castile 

(1528) (1529-1536) (1528-51) (1529-44) 

Camara de 

Castilla 

(1538-44) 

Table 2.4: Tavera's Sponsorship of Councillors of the Council of Castile 
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Juan Tavera Pedro Gonzalez 
Manso 

Fernando de 
Valdcs 

Council of Castile President (1524-39) President (1539-46) 

Council of the 
Inquisition 

Tribunal Judge 
(1505-?); 
Inquisitor General 
(1539-45) 

Inquisitor of 
Valladolid; 
Councillor (1508-
25) 

Councillor 
(1524-35); 
Inquisitor General 
(1547-66) 

Archbishoprics Toledo (1534-45); 
Santiago (1524-34) 

Seville (1546-68) 

Bishoprics Ciudad Rodrigo 
(1514-23); 
Osma (1523-24) 

Guadix (1523-24); 
Tuy (1524-25); 
Badajoz (1525-32); 
Osma (1532-37) 

Elna (1529-30); 
Orense (1530-32); 
Oviedo (1532-39); 
Sigiienza (1539-46) 

University Salamanca, Canon 
Law (1505) 

Valladolid, Canon 
Law, doctorate 

Salamanca, Canon 
Law 

Colegio Mayor Santa Cruz (1493) San Bartolome 
(1512) 

Presidency of 
Valladolid 

(1523-1524) (1524-35) (1535-39) 

Tavera Candidate Since 1524 Since 1525 

Other positions Auditor; 
University Rector 

Auditor; 
University Rector 

Table 3.1: Prelate Presidents of the Chancery of Valladolid 
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Diego 
Ribera 

Francisco 
de Herrera 

Rodrigo 
Sanchez de 
Mercado 

Diego 
Avellaneda 

Jeronoimo 
Suarez 
Maldonado 

Council of 
Castile 

Inquisition Councillor 
(1524-44) 

Archbishoprics Granada 
(tl524) 

Bishoprics Mallorca 
(1507-11); 
Segovia 
(1511-43) 

Mallorca 
(1511-30); 
Avila 
(1530-48) 

Tuy (1525-
37) 

Mondoiiedo 
(1525-
1532); 
Badajoz 
(1532-45) 

University Salamanca Alcala, 
Canon Law; 
Salamanca, 
Law 

Colegio San 
Bartolome 

San 
Bartolome 

Presidency of 
Granada 

(1521-22) (1524) (1525-30) (1530-33) (1533-38) 

Tavera 
Candidate 

Since 1524 Since 1525 Since 1514 

Other positions Auditor Auditor Auditor Ecclesiastica 
Judge in 
Salamanca; 
Oidior 
Valladolid 
(1517-?); 
President 
Council of 
Finance 
(1536-45) 

Table 3.2: Prelate Presidents of the Chancery of Granada 
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Education T avera 
Associate 

Judicial 
Posts 

Executive 
Positions 

Ecclesiastical 
Benefices 

Jeronimo 
Bricefio 

Licentiate 
Salamanca 

Since 1524 Alcalde 
Granada 
(1508-17); 
Auditor 
(1536); 
Oidor Granada 
(1535) 

Council Castile 
(1537-42) 

Gonzalo 
Castro 

Licentiate San 
Bartolome 
1508 

Since 1530 Oidor Granada 
(1520-1530?) 

Military Orders 
(1530-34?); 
Council Castile 
(1535-36) 

Rodrigo de la 
Corte 

Salamanca? Since 1528 Oidor Granada 
(1515-25); 
Oidor 
Valladolid 
(1526-28) 

Council Indies 
(1528-30) 

Juanes de 
Avila 

Doctorate 
Salamanca 

Alcalde 
Granada 
(1520-26); 
Alcalde 
Valladolid 
(1526-28) 

Diego 
Escudero 

Doctorate 
Santa Cruz 
(1509) 

Since 1525 Oidor Granada 
(1517-26); 
Oidor 
Valladolid 
(1526-33) 

Council Castile 
(1533-51); 
Camara(1545-
51) 

Fernando 
Giron 

Licentiate 
Santa Cruz 
(1494) 

Since 1524 Oidor Granada 
(1513-29) 

Council Castile 
(1529-44) 

Illescas Licentiate Oidor Granada 
(1513-29) 

Martin Lopez 
de Onate 

Licentiate 
Salamanca? 

Auditor 
(1525); 
Alcalde 
Granada 
(1525-30?) 

Miguel 
Munoz 

Licentiate 
San Bartolome 
(1521) 

Since 1527 Alcalde 
Granada 
(1521-35); 
President 
Valladolid 
(1547-53) 

Tuy (1540-47); 
Cuenca(1547-
53) 

Table 4.1: Judges of the Chancery of Granada, 1526 
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Education Tavera 
Associate 

Judicial 
Posts 

Executive 
Positions 

Ecclesiastical 
Benefices 

Pedro Nava Doctorate 
Salamanca? 

Since 1527 Oidor Granada 
(1520-27); 
Oidor Valladolid 
(1527-35) 

Diego Perero Licentiate 
San Bartolome 
(1514) 

Oidor Seville 
(1522-26); 
Oidor Granada 
(1526-28) 

Council Military 
Orders 
(1528-33) 

Juan Pisa Licentiate Since 1527 Oidor Granada 
(1513-35); 
Oidor Valladolid 
(1535-?) 

Ramirez de 
Alarcon 

Licentiate Since 1532 Oidor Granada 
(1524-35?) 

Miguel 
Ribera 

Doctorate 
Del Arzobispo 

Since 1527 Fiscal Granada 
(1527-35); 
Oidor Valladolid 
(1535-48); 

Alcalde Casa y 
Corte (1548-?) 

Bernardino 
Rivera 

Doctorate Fiscal Granada 
(1523-28) 

Juan de Rojas Licentiate Since 1527 Alcalde Granada 
(1524-30?) 

Juan Suarez 
de Carvajal 

Colegio Mayor 
Cuenca; 
Professor of Law 
at Salamanca 

Since 1527 Auditor 
Audiencia 
Seville and Casa 
de Contratacion; 
Grado in 
Seville; 
Corregidor and 
Alcalde Mayor; 
Oidor Granada 
(1525-29); 
Oidor Valladolid 
(1529-35?) 

Council Indies 
(1529-43); 
Council Crusade 
(1543-46); 
President 
Council Finance 
(1546-54) 

Lugo (1539-61) 

Cristobal 
Toro 

Licentiate 
Salamanca? 

Grado in Seville 
(1527-32?); 
Alcalde and 
Oidor of 
Granada 
(1509-26) 

Gutierre 
Velazquez 

Licentiate Oidor Granada 
(1525-35) 

Council Indies 
(1535-51) 

Table 4.2; Judges of the Chancery of Granada, 1526 
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Education Tavera 
Associate 

Judicial 
Posts 

Executive 
Positions 

Ecclesiastical 
Benefices 

Pero 
Gonzalez de 
Illescas 

Licentiate 
Salamanca? 

Oidor Valladolid 
(1526-?) 

Garcia 
Martinez 
de Ribera 

Licentiate 
Salamanca? 

Oidor Valladolid 
(1503-28?) 

Luis dc 
Corral 

Doctorate 
Salamanca? 

Since 1524 Oidor Valladolid 
(1497-28) 

Council Castile 
(1528-51) 

Pedro Manuel Licentiate 
Salamanca? 

Since 1526 Oidor Valladolid 
(1520-26) 

Council Indies 
(1527); 
Council Castile 
(tl528) 

Rodrigo de la 
Corte 

Licentiate 
Salamanca? 

Since 1528 Oidor Granada 
(1515-25); 
Oidor Valladolid 
(1526-28) 

Council Indies 
(1528-11530) 

Feman 
Suarez 

Doctor, Bologna Since 1527 Oidor Valladolid 
(1526?-35); 
Alcalde 
(1549-54) 

Alcalde de Corte 
(1554-64) 

Sebastian de 
Peralta 

Salamanca? Oidor Valladolid 
(I526?-1534); 
Oidor Granada 
(1534-t35) 

Gaspar de 
Montoya 

San Bartolome 
1515; professor 
of Law 

Since 1527 Oidor Valladolid 
(1523-28) 

Council Indies 
(1528-29) 
Council Castile 
(1529-t36) 

Juan 
Sarmiento 

Santa Cruz 1506 Alcalde 
Valladolid 
(1506-23); 
Corregidor 
(1522); 
Oidor Valladolid 
(1524-27) 

Council Military 
Orders 
(1528-52); 
Council Indies 
(1552-63) 

Francisco de 
Isunza 

Santa Cruz 1510 Since 1529 Alcalde Galicia 
(1517-27); 
Oidor Valladolid 
(1527-30) 

Council Indies 
(1530-130) 

Juan Sanchez 
dc Mcnchaca 

Alcalde Galicia 
(1506-?26); 
Alcalde 
Valladolid 
(1526-28) 

Table 5.1: Judges of the Chancery of Valladolid, 1526 
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Education Tavera 
Associate 

Judicial 
Posts 

Executive 
Positions 

Ecclesiastical 
Benefices 

Juan Ortiz de 
Zaratc 

Doctorate 
Valladolid 

Since 1528 Alcalde 
Valladolid 
(1526-35) 

Juanes de 
Avila 

Doctorate 
Salamanca? 

Alcalde 
Granada 
(1520-26); 
Alcalde 
Valladolid 
(1526-28) 

Cristobal 
Alderete 

Licentiate 
Salamanca? 

Since 1522 Alcalde 
Valladolid 
(1506-31); 
Oidor 
Valladolid 
(1531-38) 

Council Castile 
(1538-147) 

Ervias Doctorate 
Salamanca? 

Alcalde 
Valladolid 
(1526-35?) 

Argiielles Doctorate Since 1527 Alcalde 
Valladolid 
(1526-35?) 

Procurador of 
Valladolid 
(1525) 

Villarreal Licentiate Fiscal 
Valladolid 
(1526-35?) 

Vallinas Licentiate Fiscal 
Valladolid 
(1526-35?) 

Contreras de 
Segovia 

Licentiate Since 1525 Oidor Granada 
(1516?-1526); 
Oidor 
Valladolid 
(1526-31) 

Table 5.2: Judges of the Chancery of Valladolid, 1526 
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WORKS CITED 

Archives and Libraries 

ACHV Archivo de la Real Chancilleria de Valladolid 
AGS Archivo General de Simancas 
AHN Archivo Historico Nacional, Madrid 
BN Biblioteca Nacional, Madrid 
RAH Real Academia de la Historia, Madrid 

Published Collections of Documents and Articles 

AHDE Anuario de historia del Derecho Espanol 
AHE Archivo Historico Espanol 
BAG Biblioteca de Autores Gristianos 
BAE Biblioteca de Autores Espafloles 
BRAH Boletin de la Real Academia de la Historia 
GDGV Corpus Documental de Carlos V. 5 vols. Manuel Fernandez Alvarez, ed. 

Salamanca: Ediciones Universidad, 1973-1981. 
CLC Cortes de los antiguos reinos de Leon y Castilla. 5 vols. Madrid; RAH, 

1861-1903. 
GODOIN Coleccion de documentos ineditos para la historia de Espana. 113 vols. 

Nendeln: Kraus Reprint, 1964-1975; 1842-1895. 
GDI Coleccion de documentos ineditos relativos al descubrimiento, conquista y 

organizacion de las antiguas posesiones espanolas de America y Oceania. 
42 vols. Serie 1. Kraus Reprint, 1964. Madrid: Imprenta de Manuel G. 
Hernandez/Manuel de Quiros, 1864-1884. 

CDI. ultramar Coleccion de documentos ineditos relativos al descubrimiento, conquista v 
organizacion de las antiguas posesiones espanolas de ultramar. 25 vols. 
Serie 2. Madrid: Sucesores de Rivadeneyra, 1864-84. 

CSIG Gonsejo Superior de Investigaciones Cienti'ficas. 
CSP, Spain Calender of letters, dispatches, and state papers relating to the 

negotiations between England and Spain, preserved in the archives of 
Simancas and elsewhere. 13 vols. G.A. Bergenroth ct al, eds. Nendeln: 
Krauss Reprint, 1969-1978; 1877. 

DHEE Diccionario de Historia Eclesidstica de Espana. 5 vols. Quintin Aldea 
Vaquero et al, eds. Madrid: CSIG, 1972-1987. 

MHE Memorial Historico Espanol. 
TIE Tratados Internationales de Espana: Periodo de la Preponderancia 

Espanol a. 6 vols, to date. Antonio Truyol y Serra et al. Madrid: CSIG, 
1978-. 
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